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This thesis analyses the different routes for ethnicity (re)creation pursued by the Mapuche 
diaspora living in Santiago de Chile within the margins of indigenous associations framed by 
the urban milieu since the recovery of democracy in the early 1990s. Through the analysis of 
Mapuche and non-Mapuche literature, this thesis examines the longstanding consequences of 
colonisation, in which traditional socio-political forms of organising have been subject to 
profound transformations. References to a former rural life, framed by images of the homeland, 
the Ngulumapu, are key in the understanding of associational participation in the city. From a 
theoretical perspective, this thesis presents ethnicity as a dynamic social construct that 
encourages the Mapuche to create and join associations in a predominantly non-indigenous 
urban milieu. Despite the inclination of the Mapuche to understand ethnic characteristics 
through primordial lenses, this study reveals that these perceived fixities are a matter of 
construction for which social interactions are crucial. While bounded by the margins of the 
Chilean nation-state, the Mapuche in Santiago are introduced as a category of diaspora to 
understand how the sense of belonging and attachment to their homeland plays a key role for 
voluntary associational development. 
Based on the information gathered through an eight-month period of ethnographic 
fieldwork, this thesis discusses the different ways in which the Mapuche members of 
indigenous associations manifest their concerns about the meaning of being – or not being – a 
true Mapuche and investigates how identity classifications impact the collective 
(re)construction of their ethnicity in the city. This thesis then provides an examination of the 
ways in which the Mapuche have been engaged in searching for space in which to develop 
ethnic-based activities such as workshops and traditional ceremonies. As a result of the 
repeated use of space over time for ethnic-based activities, Mapuche members of associations 
gradually undertake a re-signification of urban space. This leads individuals to confer meanings 
onto space based on a social construction of the homeland, transforming its materiality into 
what is presented as a symbolically-based ‘ethnic place’. This thesis also explores the 
(re)construction of ethnicity through collective engagement in practices considered to be 
emblematic of a shared identity. Finally, based on the narratives of Mapuche and public 
officials working in urban indigenous affairs, this thesis discusses the different methods of 
interaction with the state at the local, regional, and national levels for which the role of female 
Mapuche leaders has been fundamental. Based on the lived experiences, narratives, 
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imaginaries, and memories shaped by social interactions, the thesis presents the Mapuche 
population in Santiago as a multifaceted indigenous people who struggles to collectively 
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Awinkado: Pejorative term used to describe Mapuche who are seen to be like the Winka-
‘others’. 
Awinkamiento: The process through which the Mapuche approaches the Winka or becomes an 
awinkado. 
Ayllarewe: Confederation of family-based units (lov) that dominated large regions, operating 
on special occasions, especially in times of war. 
Biobío river: Denotes the border between the General Captaincy of Chile (part of the Spanish 
Empire and later the Republic of Chile) and the territory of the Mapuche people. It was 
officialised in Parlamento de Quilín (1641) until its transgression in the Pacificación de 
la Araucanía (1861). 
Butalmapu: Large geographical regions that the Mapuche people organised in the event of war. 
Calidad indígena: Document issued by CONADI certifying the ‘quality of being indigenous’ 
based on family (including adoptive) or conjugal affiliation. 
Champurria: Mestizo identified as Mapuche. 
Chawngechen: (chaw = father; ngen = spirit). The idea of a creator who is embodied in four 
components: old man, old woman, young man, and young woman. Although in the 
Mapuche religiosity there is not a main spirit considered as ‘supreme god’, the notion 
was created as a consequence of the influence of Jesuit missionaries who endeavoured to 
spread Christianity and its fundamental principles to the Mapuche. 
Che: Ascribed status meaning ‘true person’. 
Commodatum: Loan concession in which the property has to be restored, in case of being sued, 
in the same conditions as received. 
Comuna: This is the basic unit of the political-administrative structure of Chile. The local 
administration of each comuna resides in a municipality, consisting of a mayor and a 
communal council, directly elected for a period of four renewable years. 
Hablante: Fluent Mapuzungun speaker. 
Intendente: The authority designated by the President of the Republic to exercise the 
government of one of the 16 regions into which Chile is divided. This post will remain 
in force until 2020, from when they will be elected through a popular vote. 
Kimche: Wise person, carriers of social and cultural knowledge. 
Kimün trawün: (Kimün: knowledge; trawün: meeting). A meeting for the discussion and 
exchange of knowledge. 
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Kimün: Knowledge, wisdom. 
Kultrun: Ceremonial drum used by the machi for religious and cultural activities. Its rhythm 
accompanies the nguillatün rites. 
Kupalme: Refers to the family ancestral lineage, including physical features as well as socio-
psychological aspects that characterise the extended family group. Usually translated as 
‘descent’. 
Lawentuchefe: (Lawen: herbs; lawentun: to give medicines to a person; che: person). The 
person that knows how to use medicinal herbs. 
Llellipun: An act of ritual prayer. 
Lonko: Literally translated as head. The lonko is the chief of a Mapuche community, a title 
inherited by descent. 
Lov: Group of four to nine ruka connected by a common lineage and ruled by a lonko. The lov 
constituted the basic unit over which the Mapuche structured their society. 
Machi: (Shaman). They are the spiritual and medicinal traditional authorities who, in the last 
century, have been actively leading religious ceremonies like the nguillatün. 
Mapuchista: Mapuche activist. 
Mapuchómetro: Non-categorical symbolic scale designed by the Mapuche to measure their 
level of Mapuche-ness in accordance to certain parameters appreciated as authentic to 
their ethnicity. 
Mapuzungun: (Mapu: land; zungu: word/speech). The language of the Mapuche. 
Mate: An infusion made with yerba mate leaves. 
Matetun(es): Refers to the social experience of informally talking and sharing with others while 
drinking mate. 
Mestizaje: Racial mixing or miscegenation. 
Mestizo: A term used as an ethnic/racial category to denote mixed race people. 
Micro: Bus in Chilean Spanish. 
Newen: Strength or energy. 
Nguillatün: Great rogation of the Mapuche. It has now become a symbol of identity (re)creation 
in the city. 
Nguillatuwe: A ritual field in which the nguillatün takes place. 
Ngulumapu: (Ngulu: west; mapu: land). The Mapuche homeland in Chile. 
Ñidol lonko: Main lonko. 
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Pacificación de la Araucanía: The organised military campaign that started in 1861 for the 
annexation of Mapuche lands. As a consequence, the Mapuche were confined to the 5% 
of their former territory. 
Palin: A ritual Mapuche sport that is similar to hockey and the Spanish sport of chueca. 
Parlamentos: Meetings held between the Spaniards and Mapuche leaders that took place 
between the 17th and the 19th centuries in order to establish dialogue and agreements 
within a framework of indigenous resistance. 
Pewma: Oneiric worldview of the Mapuche. 
Presidenta: Female Mapuche president of an association. 
Purün: Mapuche dance. 
Rewe: Sacred altar used by the Mapuche in many ceremonies like in the nguillatün. 
Ruka: Mapuche house, they represent important sites for the transmission of cultural traits 
within the Mapuche community and urban association. 
Sopaipilla: Fried pastry. 
Títulos de Merced: Legal certificates given to the Mapuche after the Pacificación de la 
Araucanía that granted family groups small plots of land. 
Toki: Mapuche war chief. 
Trafkintü: Ceremony for the exchange of seeds among Mapuche from different communities 
and associations. 
Trarilonko: Headband that is usually made of silver for women and wool for men. 
Trawün: Meeting in which decisions, roles, and ways of doing community work are made. 
Tuwün: Place of origin. 
Wallmapu: (Wall: around, all; mapu: land). Ancestral Mapuche territory that encompassed 
both Argentina and Chile. 
Warriache: (Warria: city; che: people). Urban Mapuche in Mapuzungun. 
Wenu Mapu: The ‘earth above’, the heaven in which good and protective beings and the spirits 
of the ancestors reside. 
Winka: Non-Mapuche or white person. It refers to the foreign individual. Initially used to refer 
to the Spanish conquerors, nowadays it is a pejorative term for  Chileans. 
Wiñol tripantü: Mapuche annual renewal ceremony. It takes place on the winter solstice when 
nature starts to bloom again. 
Witral: The tradition of Mapuche textile production. Also referred to the Mapuche loom. 









We are Mapuche of concrete 
Under the asphalt our mother sleeps 
Exploited by a bastard. 
 
We were born in the mierdópolis1  because of the vulture singer 
We were born in the bakeries to be eaten by the curse. 
 
We are children of washerwomen, bakers, fair, and street vendors 
We are among those who remain in a few parts. 
 
The labour market 
Works our lives 
And it charges us. 
 
Mother, old Mapuche, exiled from history 
Daughter of my kind people 
From the south you came to birth us 
An electrical circuit sliced your belly 
And so we were born screaming at the miserable 
Marri chi weu2! 
In infant language. 
 
Father, hiding your earthly sorrow after the liquor 
You walked the icy mornings by cooling your sweat. 
 
We are children of the children of the children 
We are the grandchildren of Lautaro3 taking the micro4 
To serve the rich 
We are relatives of the sun and thunder 
Raining on the stabbed earth. 
 
The black tear of the Mapocho5 
It accompanied us forever 





2 Ten times victory / We will always win. 
3 Mapuche military leader who led the indigenous resistance against the Spanish conquest in Chile in the 16th 
century. 
4 Bus, in Chilean Spanish. 
5 Most important and highly contaminated river that crosses Santiago. 
6 Coming from the combination of Santiago and agónico (agonising). 
7 In the Mapuche mythology, it is a harmful, liar, and treacherous spirit. 
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This thesis develops an understanding of the collective approaches to ethnicity 
(re)creation followed by the Mapuche-indigenous diaspora living in Santiago de Chile within 
associations created by them and for them yet framed by a complex urban milieu. Based on 
lived experiences, narratives, imaginaries, and memories shaped by social interactions, the 
study examines how collective practices for ethnicity (re)construction allow a re-negotiation 
of belonging in the absence of ancestral territory, and it aims to understand the interplay 
between elaborations based on ‘the authentic rural’ and ‘the hybrid urban’. Based on Clifford’s 
book Returns, Becoming Indigenous in the Twenty-First Century (2013), the research engages 
in the study of the experiences that operate in performances of a re-articulated identity in terms 
of endurance, loss, and revitalisation, past and present affections, and social, cultural, and 
political strategies of re-production. In order to have a clearer idea of intra- and inter-
associational structures and dynamics that are behind the identity (re)construction process, the 
study incorporates both the views of Mapuche members of ethnic associations and state 
officials, especially those working at the municipality level8, to advance the indigenous cause. 
The study is guided by the following core question: how does the Mapuche diaspora in Santiago 
(re)construct Mapuche-ness within urban ethnic associations that are located away from their 
homeland? 
The main goal of the research is to analyse the ways that the Mapuche improvise old 
and new forms to be indigenous in Santiago. More specifically, the study encompasses an 
 
8 The territory of the Republic of Chile is currently divided into 15 regions that, in turn, are subdivided into 
provinces which are divided into communes (comunas). The region is the maximum administrative unit into which 
the country is divided, and they were created during the process of regionalisation carried out in the mid-1970s, 
regrouping the former provinces. Twelve regions were originally devised, to which the Metropolitan Region of 
Santiago (RM) was added together with the implementation of the administrative reform in 1976. In 2007, two 
new regions were created from the division of other regions, resulting in the current number of 15 regions. The 
RM is the only Mediterranean region and the smallest in the country. According to the 2017 Census, its population 
reached 7,112,808 inhabitants. The government of the region resides in the regional mayor (intendente), appointed 
by the President of the Republic. The administration of the region, meanwhile, is based in the Regional 
Government, constituted by the intendente and the regional council. The intermediate unit of the Chilean 
administrative structure is the province. Currently there are 54 provinces. The government and administration of 
the province corresponds to the Government (Gobernación), headed by a provincial governor, appointed by the 
President of the Republic. The governor exercises attributions in accordance with the instructions of the 
intendente. The only exception is the Province of Santiago, which does not include a Provincial Government in 
its regulations, being directed by the intendente of the RM. In January 2001, the figure of the Provincial Delegation 
of Santiago was created in charge of a Provincial Delegate, who exercises the functions of a provincial governor 
in representation of the respective intendente. The comuna is the basic unit of the political-administrative structure 
of Chile. Despite the successive administrative reforms that have taken place in the country, it is still conceived 
as the heiress of the colonial councils since the beginning of the Republic. There are 346 comunas, some of which 
are predominantly rural without a defined urban nucleus; while in other cases, some large conurbations are divided 
into multiple comunas. The city of Santiago is the most evident case, being divided into 52 comunas. The local 
administration of each comuna resides in a municipality, constituted by a mayor and a communal council, directly 
elected for a period of four renewable years. Municipalities represent, in theory, the decentralisation of power in 
a very centralised country such as Chile (Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional de Chile, n.d.). 
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examination of the identity qualities that are being sought for their (re)creation, the physical 
setting that enables the process to take shape from the city context, and the means that allow 
such activities to unfold, thus materialising ethno-cultural practice from an urban milieu. In 
doing so, I aim to contribute to the generation of novel knowledge that challenges stereotypes 
of indigeneity as pure, anachronic, and inevitably attached to a rural setting while, 
simultaneously, resisting over-romanticised ideas of socio-cultural survival. That is, to present 
the Mapuche population in Santiago as an example of a multifaceted indigenous people that 
struggles to collectively maintain salient ethnic traits alive from an urban diasporic setting. 
“The social and cultural life of the Mapuche in the city remains an enigma for the 
social sciences”. This statement, written by the Chilean anthropologist Rolf Foerster in 2005 
(p.5), conveyed an important marker of the proportion of the different texts, from public policy 
projects to books and academic articles both about Chile and other contexts of the world, that 
I encountered as soon as I entered the socio-political study of urban indigeneity. While the 
global indigenous population living in urban areas is growing fast, the study of the exodus of 
indigenous peoples to and, in some cases, back from cities represents one of the most important 
yet understudied issues facing modern indigenous populations (Bello, 2002; Imilan, 2009; 
Watson, 2010; Horn, 2017). This situation inevitably aroused my sociological curiosity and 
desire to contribute to the effort of taking this population out of the urban shadows. Challenging 
my previous undergraduate and Master’s dissertations in which I looked at the Mapuche land 
conflicts in rural areas of southern Chile, I decided to focus my PhD research on the theme of 
urban indigeneity. My PhD study is, indeed, framed by an urban indigeneity socio-political 
approach which, as Foerster’s statement asserts, has attracted considerably less academic 
attention than rural indigeneity. While there is an increasing amount of research conducted in 
Temuco, Concepción, and Santiago, some of the largest cities in Chile9, the focus is still mostly 
placed on understanding the different aspects of Mapuche socio-cultural life in the 
Ngulumapu10, the Mapuche homeland. The works that have presented the Mapuche in urban 
contexts, many of them in the form of undergraduate, Master’s, and doctorate theses, tend to 
 
9 See, for example, Aravena, Gissi, and Toledo (2005); Antileo (2007); Rasse and Sabatini (2013). 
10 Different names have been used by academic works to allude to the Mapuche homeland. Very briefly:  
Ngulumapu (ngulu: west; mapu: land) is the Mapuche land of the west (Chile); Puelmapu (puel: east; mapu: land) 
is the Mapuche land of the east (Argentina). Together they make up the Wallmapu (wall: around, all; mapu: land), 
or the Mapuche country. As this thesis is solely focused on the case of the Mapuche in Chile, it will refer to the 




deal with the complexities of the Mapuche’s relationship with public institutions and the impact 
of sector programmes and policies on the lives of the Mapuche diaspora11.  
In addition, the voluntary organisation field in which it is possible to broadly situate 
ethnic indigenous organisations, has received little attention compared with other areas of 
sociological interest such as social movements and more formal types of entrepreneurial 
organisations. Little systematic consideration has been given to indigenous organisations apart 
from those with clear potential to form larger social movements. As a result, the impact of 
ethnic voluntary organisations in terms of social capital, civic engagement, and quality of 
democracy, as well as their influence in the shaping of urban local communities and collective 
identity (re)creation processes, have tended to be overlooked12. Although data indicates that 
only a small percentage of the Mapuche population in cities effectively participate in 
indigenous associations (Imilan, 2009; Lagos, 2012), these still constitute one of the most 
relevant units of analysis to understand cultural (re)created practices closely linked to rural 
conceptions of territory and community. The expression through culture-based displays, as 
those developed by Mapuche associations, can be an important political outlet for the Mapuche 
diaspora in Santiago for whom there are barriers to other political engagements. 
Given the longstanding consequences of colonisation, traditional socio-political forms 
of organising have been subject to profound transformations. Currently, the bulk of the 
Mapuche population in Chile is concentrated in Santiago. This has been shown by nationwide 
censuses that have included, albeit equivocally and inconsistently, the indigenous factor since 
1992 (Valdés, 2016). Despite the multiple centripetal forces executed by the state towards the 
Mapuche’s assimilation into the majority non-indigenous society, a process described as 
‘forced Chilenisation’ by Mapuche historian Fernando Pairican (2014), self-identification has 
remained stable, with the number of Mapuche associations around Santiago increasing. 
Indigenous ethnicity has been acknowledged as having a dual role, that is, being the unifying 
engine that drives individuals from the same ethnic group to form organisations and social 
movements, as well as being a dynamic product of social interactions that occur inside these 
collectives (Hunt and Benford, 2004; Olzak, 2004). By engaging in ethnic-based activities 
relevant to their members, associations enable the collective operationalisation of Mapuche 
traits that are otherwise historically loaded with racist conceptions. This allows a revalorisation 
of these practices thus enabling a sense of identification to be kept alive in the urban diasporic 
 
11 See, for example, Millaleo (2006); Imilan (2009); Cheuquelaf (2012); among others. 




consciousness. Nonetheless, it is important to state that in any case this means that 
ethnogenesis, and any form of identity re-configuration, are exclusively kept within 
associations. As presented by Becerra, Merino, Webb, and Larrañaga (2017), ethnicity can be 
maintained in the private realm through the recreation of cultural practices by Mapuche 
individuals which generates identification with new spaces of residence. While associations 
are not the only space in which ethnic belonging can be expressed in a diasporic context, 
ethnicity (re)creation is facilitated by the multiple interactions with different people, artefacts, 
and situations that occur within these collectives. 
Diaspora people bring with them a series of ideas, conceptions, memories, and 
experiences of the homeland to the host milieu, which are shaped by constant contact both with 
their indigenous peers in the diasporic situation as well as with the various exchanges that take 
place in the new (city) and old (homeland) settings. Contrary to the point raised by Foerster 
(2005) in relation to the interpretation of ancestral practices as “the staging of tradition in the 
city” (p.6), this thesis adopts a constructivist stance on ethnicity by conceiving it as something 
in a constant process of construction, re-construction, and de-construction, which impacts the 
ways that associational activities are developed from the diasporic milieu13. It is not a rural 
culture, as a fixed expression of identity, that is transplanted into the city, but something that 
is in transformation. That is, practices implemented in the city are neither conceived as rural 
nor completely urban but something in between. Even when some Mapuche and non-Mapuche 
individuals and groups overvalue an ancestral past that questions mestizaje and acculturation 
processes, this work argues for an adaptability that allows the Mapuche to perform their 
identities in multiple ways when residing either inside or outside their homeland. This is 
demonstrated by the survival of the notion of Mapuche identity itself which, despite its very 
conception as inexorably linked to the land14, has been able to resist historical vicissitudes. 
Among these is the Spanish colonisation and the alienation of Mapuche lands that started with 
the Pacificación de la Araucanía until the present day, which has resulted in a geographically-
bounded diasporic movement to urban areas, a setting that has been raised as alien to lo 
indígena (‘the indigenous’). Although developed from the city, this work adopts a stance that 
poses the Mapuche in Santiago as part of the same ethnic group, the Mapuche, and their 
associational cultural (re)creation practices as a manifestation of their identity as Mapuche. In 
this sense, Chilean anthropologist Nicolás Gissi (2002) questions the concept of ‘urban 
 
13 This process will be simply referred to as identity (re)construction or (re)creation throughout the thesis. With 
this I am alluding to the notion that they are both creating and recreating their identity at the same time. 
14 The word ‘Mapuche’ is composed of two words: mapu: land, che: people, that is, people of the land. 
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Mapuche’ used in many academic texts. Gissi (2002) notes that this term does not account for 
the migratory experience because “there tends to be a denial of collective historicity, leaving 
the Mapuche identity without an ethnic memory to be recovered, updated, and projected, just 
for having moved to the city” (pp.13-14). Nevertheless, a sense of the past from a Western 
perspective15, materialised in the form of rural territory and communities, still constitutes a 
basis for the (re)construction of identity in the city (Clifford, 2013)16. It is important to note 
that the Mapuche understanding of the term ‘territory’ is intimately related to its conception as 
a ‘homeland’, since it invokes a sense of an idealised home and a source of symbols for the 
(re)construction of an alleged common identity. The meaning conferred to the term ‘territory’ 
as a homeland in this thesis is, therefore, different from that of the land used for cultivation or 
pasturing animals. 
Indigenous organisations worldwide have declared, embraced, and mobilised around 
their members’ ethnicity, challenging any anachronistic perceptions in regard to this process 
(Yashar, 1998). Mapuche associations in Santiago have not been an exception, as they facilitate 
a context in which collective interactions among diaspora individuals may develop. Each 
Mapuche association has not only organised a series of ethno-cultural events that enable 
communication among their memberships but, for these activities to effectively occur, they 
have been gaining physical spaces, some of them transformed under their own terms. The 
change in the last decades in Santiago has been dramatic. When I started my undergraduate 
programme in politics at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, there were few obvious 
signs, for the poorly trained eye, of the Mapuche presence in Santiago beyond the results of 
surveys. Eight years later, in 2018, traveling the same route from my parents’ house to my old 
university, I would necessarily cross what, from the outside, looks like a traditional ruka17 
erected close to the metro line 5 and managed by a Mapuche association, Choyituyiñ Warria 
Meu.  
 
15 The understanding of time is embedded in a Western historical ontology that appreciates it as regular, 
continuous, and uniform. Indigenous conceptions, although influenced by a Western perspective, tend to conceive 
a past, present, and future as an interdependent, non-lineal factor, dependent on productive social activities, rites, 
and ceremonies, and mythologies (Grebe, 1987). 
16 Although it results in a greater use of words, they will be presented throughout the thesis as ‘Mapuche in 
Santiago’ rather than ‘urban Mapuche’. However, to facilitate reading, the thesis will speak of ‘urban Mapuche 
associations’ without attempting to contradict the logic of not posing a new ethnic category. 
17 Ruka is a traditional Mapuche house. Some readers may call attention to the use of Mapuche vocabulary in its 
singular form throughout the text. It is important to highlight that there is no linguistic reason to maintain this 
usage, which, rather, reflects a personal inclination to use the original morphology in Mapuzungun which lacks 
singular or plural nouns. To refer to the plural, instead of adding an ‘s’ to the noun, the word ‘pu’ is added. That 
is, pu works as a ‘pluraliser’ in Mapuzungun. For instance, in Mapuzungun, ruka is a singular noun and pu ruka 
is plural (‘rukaS’). In order not to cause further confusion, the word pu has been omitted, keeping nouns in 
Mapuzungun in their singular form (Hernández, Ramos, and Huenchulaf, 2006). 
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However, despite the growing Mapuche population in urban areas, multiplication of 
associations, and gaining of spaces for collective action, their invisibility in Santiago remains. 
There have been several potential explanations for this invisibility that point to the state’s 
historic tendency to present the Mapuche as attached to the rural milieu and, when in the city, 
as poor urban dwellers that have succumbed to the acculturation pressures of the environment. 
Going a step further, Foerster (2005) also acknowledges the absence of Mapuche visibility in 
the urban public spectrum characterised by the lack of widely accepted political representation, 
the lack of a means of mass communication, and the difficulty of forming a significant social 
movement, either in Santiago or in other areas of the country, that is able to challenge the state 
as well as the indifference of the Chilean population as a whole. Although associations have 
placed the socio-cultural Mapuche experience into the urban scene, the challenge of 
establishing a permanent bridge between micro-cultural politics and macro policy still remains, 
fostering all the more their invisibility18 (Foerster, 2005). 
The thesis opens with a fragment of “Mapurbe”, a poem written by David Aniñir in 
2009. Aniñir is a second-generation Mapuche born in a peripheral municipality of Santiago to 
a Mapuche father and mother. Aniñir, as well as many of the Mapuche who were part of this 
study, suffered the consequences of rural-to-urban migration, including poverty, racism, and 
social exclusion in the hectic urban life of Santiago de Chile. As it is not rare with the 
descendants of Mapuche migrants, Aniñir admits lacking important Mapuche cultural markers 
such as the Mapuche language, Mapuzungun. However, similar to the experience of his 
Mapuche peers in Santiago, Aniñir has been recovering the culture of his ancestors from the 
margins of the city. The strategies followed to this end are many, ranging from the most 
conventional identity (re)creation practices centred on the learning and teaching of 
Mapuzungun to the insurgent poetic expressions as those developed by Aniñir, usually 
positioning the Mapuche theme from an autobiographical, urban, and marginalised perspective.  
Aniñir’s work has been identified as “distinctly grounded in his (and many other 
Mapuche people’s) poor urban reality” by Crow (2015, p.5), as well as recognised by its 
inclination to “present an urban Mapuche character stripped of his ethnic and cultural identity, 
of his community of origin and of his land, confused and caught between discordant cultural 
influences” by Echeverría (2014, p.69). As stated by Crow (2015), Aniñir connects in his work 
the globalised and neoliberal city with the past of the ancestral rural Mapuche communities, 
 
18 It should be noted that in 2017 a Plan for Urban Indigenous Regional Policy 2017-2025 was promoted by the 
Regional Government of Santiago. However, indigenous participation in the discussion process was marginal 
(Gobierno Regional Metropolitano de Santiago [Metropolitan Regional Government of Santiago] - GORE, 2017). 
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arriving at this meeting point with an urban descriptive approach, based on his own diasporic 
life. References to the rural south and the relocation process from the original homeland are 
not uncommon in Aniñir’s work, relating the world of poetry with other forms of identity 
(re)creation and re-interpretation (Echeverría, 2014). Whatever the route followed, the 
Mapuche diaspora in Santiago has tended to be engaged in a multiform interactional framework 
with their peers. This collective interplay has been conducted either as a way of articulating a 
socio-political resistance from the (broadly understood) cultural arena or, for instance, as a 
means of searching for locations in which to meet other Mapuche in an urban environment 
which is usually perceived as alien to indigeneity.  
One of the first events I attended when I started my fieldwork in Santiago was an open 
conversation on Mapuche literature. This event was also joined by several leaders of Mapuche 
associations based in Santiago as well as by non-Mapuche individuals. One of the speakers 
was David Aniñir. Framed by the question “what does it mean to be Mapuche today?”, Aniñir 
reflected on the meanings of memory and tradition, cultural hybridity, and sense of urban 
belonging, problematising these topics from his own experience. These points would become 
relevant axes of my work with urban Mapuche associations, as the debates about the current 
meaning of what it is or is not a real Mapuche today were frequent within and among 
associations. With this question in mind, Aniñir argued in favour of the different expressions 
of identity (re)construction, even hybrid forms of cultural (re)production (Collins, 2014) that 
characterise the Mapuche diaspora in Santiago as valid contemporary interpretations of 
indigeneity. In turn, the poet pointed out the multiple forms of strengthening an identity 
consciousness when living in the city, highlighting the collective action developed by Mapuche 
associations although not being himself an active member of any of them. While doing this, he 
also emphasised the role of the rural homeland as the inspiration over which a sense of 
Mapuche identity and belonging can be found. At the same time, Aniñir did not refrain himself 
from questioning several cultural ‘traditional’ axioms, by irreverently coining hybrid 
Mapuche/non-Mapuche neologisms to describe contemporary expressions of Mapuche identity 
such as ‘mapurbe’, ‘mapunky’, and ‘mapuheavy’. Indeed, the early encounter with Aniñir 
revealed the complexity that I was going to face in later stages of the fieldwork especially in 
terms of the multiple cultural representations and interpretations of fluid ethnic identities, such 
as those of the Mapuche diaspora in Santiago. As Collins (2014) maintains, the fluidity of the 
ethnic (re)creation process and the divergent forms of identity performance, some of them 
challenging predicaments of what is understood as ‘authentic’ Mapuche-ness, inform us about 
the tensions of decolonisation in an urban environment. 
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1.1 Indigenous Peoples in the City: A Latin American Perspective on Self-identification 
 
The shaping of Latin American countries’ identities has entailed a simultaneous and 
mutually overlapping development of state and nation in which indigenous peoples have 
occupied an important place in the foundational myths of the nation-state. The incorporation 
of indigenous peoples into the nation-building process has corresponded with the melting pot 
conception (the myth of crisol de la raza) in order to theoretically form what was regarded as 
the ideal nation; that is, a harmonious national whole with a common and single race and 
culture. The melting pot was converted into a founding myth of Latin American mestizo 
nations, the mix of European, Amerindian, and African identities. While the narrative of 
mestizaje is certainly operationalised differently in each Latin American country, indigenous 
peoples have usually been depicted according to two primary conceptions: the admiration and 
exaltation of the historical role played by the ‘dead indios’, that is, their fight against European 
domination and their cultural contributions to their countries, creating an optimal input to the 
melting pot; and contempt for the ‘alive indios’, seen as obstacles to progress, citizenship, and 
unity (Maíz, 2004). The actual components of the melting pot are, in many cases, relegated to 
the background, giving way to the symbol of national identity: the mestizo individual. In Chile, 
this is exemplified when in 1979 Augusto Pinochet, on the occasion of the official decree 
ending indigenous community land right titles for private property titles, claimed: “Today there 
are no more Mapuche, because we are all Chileans” (Pairican, 2013). Helped by the centripetal 
force of the educational systems, indigenous peoples in Latin America were incorporated into 
modern nation-states in a precarious form with strong incentives towards assimilation and 
acculturation, quickly becoming part of the poorest segments of these societies (Curivil, 2001a; 
Canessa, 2007). Contrary to the expected results, a complete assimilation did not necessarily 
take place for all indigenous peoples as some groups tended towards a separation and resisted 
the alleged unity of a nation-state. 
Latin American indigenous peoples’ prospects have changed dramatically since the 
early decades of the 20th century, owing to growing rural-to-urban migration that has resulted 
from a systematic usurpation of indigenous territories by their states. During the last decades 
of the 20th century, the consolidation of liberal market economies involved structural 
transformations in Latin American states which targeted the remaining indigenous territories 
as fertile lands for development projects such as dams, forestry and mining industry, and 
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highways19. With the fast development of Latin American cities, new work opportunities were 
created for medium- and un-qualified jobs. Cities were transformed as attractive magnets for 
indigenous peoples, fostering rural-to-urban waves of migration to escape from rural misery 
(Bello and Rangel, 2002). In some cases, this geographical movement was accentuated by 
situations of political violence20 and natural disasters21. While migration to cities is not a new 
phenomenon for indigenous peoples, highly sustained migration rates in recent decades have 
resulted in cities becoming their main residential site22. In terms of collective action, indigenous 
peoples were involved in many social movements throughout the 20th century as seen in the 
case of Bolivia (Bolivian Revolution of 1952) and Chile (Agrarian reform under Allende, 1970-
1973). While the indigenous people’s contributions were relevant for the development of 
demonstrations, protest was mainly founded on class issues rather than on identity as there was 
very little conceptual space for ethnic-based movements (Canessa, 2007). 
On the contrary, despite the waves of rural-to-urban migration, indigenous peoples 
were broadly understood as a constituent part of the rural-peasant community with no major 
ethnic differentiations. The last few decades have witnessed a re-articulation of this trend. 
Cities such as Lima, La Paz, and Mexico City have seen an important indigenous migratory 
wave due to the stagnation of peasant-based economies, loss of productive resources, and the 
attraction of urban salaried labour. Changes in production structures, the decline of the 
agricultural sector, the extensive road expansion, the rapid industrial development of Latin 
American cities, and individual and family motivations of different kinds are some of the 
triggers of recent migratory waves to urban areas (Bengoa, 2000b; Bello, 2004). More than 
30% of the region’s indigenous peoples lived in cities in 2000 and this number is likely to 
increase to 50% by 2030 (UN Habitat, 2010). Despite the relevance of indigenous peoples in 
urban areas, Agenda 2030, outlined in the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, 
stated that in the Latin American context urban indigenous peoples remain as one of the most 
disadvantaged populations. Currently, indigenous peoples in cities are disproportionately 
poorer than non-indigenous urban residents (Horn, 2017). As the literature on indigenous 
 
19 See, for example, Del Popolo et al. (2007); IWGIA (2006); Crow (2013). 
20 See, for example, the case of indigenous peoples in the Cauca region of Colombia, who were displaced due to 
the violence of armed groups operating in the area or the forced migration of the Emberá people, also in Colombia, 
due to the construction of a dam in their territory (Dahl and Jensen, 2002). 
21 This is the case of the Zoque people in Mexico who had to migrate to urban areas as a result of the eruption of 
the Chichón volcano in 1982 (Domínguez, 2011). 
22 Indigenous migration in some Latin American countries such as in Ecuador and Mexico slowed down in the 
mid-1960s as a product of economic cycles that affected urban economies. Accordingly, internal migration was 
reoriented to foreign migration. In countries like Chile and Peru, however, migration continued to have a 
predominantly rural-to-urban redistributive character (Maíz, 2004). 
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peoples in Latin America reveals23, the incorporation of indigenous peoples into cities has not 
necessarily been equivalent to a progress from their poor rural living conditions. The joint 
consequences of poverty and racism have been translated into an integration into the most 
deprived strata of the urban social scene.  
It was only in the 1980s that the first clear signs of discontent started to be politically 
articulated in the region. This situation operated as potential components for mobilisation 
which, while relevant, needed an external trigger to cause ethno-political mobilisation. For this 
mobilisation potential to be translated into real political action, exogenous elements needed to 
be present so as to generate the necessary instability to trigger protest (Gurr, 2000; Fearon and 
Laitin, 2003; Maíz, 2004). Three main factors appeared as facilitators for opening spaces for 
ethnic-based collective action since the 1980s (Huntington, 1992; Gurr, 2000; Maíz 2004): (1) 
political democratisation waves and the economic liberalisation process that Latin America 
underwent which were translated into a reduction of institutionalised repression in some 
countries24 and an increase of the states’ capacities for responding to ethnic demands (Salinas, 
2012; Jackson and Warren, 2005); (2) the role of the Catholic Church in the last decades of the 
20th century as well as the increasing sympathy of international organisations and NGOs 
towards the indigenous situation (Stavenhagen, 2002; Van Cott, 2002); and (3) globalisation 
and modernisation processes which led to a revalorisation of local identities and a questioning 
of the role of the state in comparison to the strength of civil society. 
Consequently, during the early 1990s, the decade in which the fifth centenary of the 
‘discovery of America’ was commemorated, Latin America experienced the so-called 
‘indigenous emergence’. This period was characterised by the systematic organisation of 
indigenous protests to demand both individual socio-political rights as well as collective ethnic 
rights. As Clifford (2013) points out, indigenous peoples re-emerged not as victims or as 
messengers from a utopian past, but as visible actors in the local, national, and global political 
arenas. Indigenous associations in the region were key for this process as they were slowly 
acquiring an ethnic consciousness that promoted the mobilisation of individuals beyond the 
economic disparities that affected them. Helped by NGOs, some of them with an 
environmentalist/protectionist discourse, and the church influence through Liberation 
Theology teachings, organisations were able to present demands elaborated from an ethnic 
 
23 See, for example, Dahl and Jensen (2002); Bello (2004); Rasse and Sabatini (2013). 
24 While the reduction in the systematic use of violence by the state clearly helped in the organisation of indigenous 
peoples in Chile and in Argentina, in other Latin American countries such as in Mexico (Chiapas and Juchitán) 
and in Bolivia (Katarista movement), repression acted as a radicaliser of identity, promoting an ‘ethnification’ of 
demands (Maíz, 2004). 
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perspective. Based on an ethnic recognition struggle, new demands emerged with a socio-
political focus. As Bengoa (2007) maintains, indigenous peoples in the region started to 
question the basis of their relationship with their corresponding Latin American state. The 
claim for specific rights went hand in hand with the questioning of relations based on racial 
discrimination, ethnic intolerance, and the control of one culture over others. Over the years, 
these demands have increased in complexity and vary widely from people to people, including 
areas such as self-determination, territoriality, self-government, and an extensive range of 
indigenous rights. This emergence led to a series of indigenous demonstrations of cultural 
resistance and identity re-construction. Ecuador and the indigenous uprising in 1990, Bolivia 
and the protest carried out by the Tupac Katari movement in 1992, and Mexico with the 
Zapatista rebellion in 1994, represent clear examples of this new indigenous mobilisation 
(Pairican, 2012). In turn, as Canessa (2007) expresses, these events contributed to a shift in 
notions of indigeneity from something that appeared as anachronistic and backward to a 
contemporaneous and vigorous identity in Latin American societies. 
In response to this greater ethno-political articulation, states like Chile, Argentina, and 
Colombia incorporated indigenous peoples into their laws, institutions, and constitutions by 
recognising them as an integral part of modern societies (Bengoa, 2009). The indigenous 
emergence in Latin America has been translated into a wide range of new legal norms that 
recognise the individual and collective rights of indigenous peoples, including the 
acknowledgement of multicultural societies, the right to collective land ownership, and the 
right to a bilingual education, among much else (Lehmann, 2016). While indigenous peoples 
do not need external recognition to exist as such, these rights have served to break the 
monocultural logic of states and thus offer a legal basis to the demands of indigenous peoples 
in the region (Bello, 2004). Redefining oneself as part of an indigenous group, or simply 
rediscovering one’s indigenous identity, can be an important step for marginalised groups to 
gain recognition from the nation-state. As a response to the indigenous emergence as 
contemporary actors in the socio-political scene, Latin American countries started to face the 
dilemma of how to distinguish this population from the non-indigenous one. Would it be a 
matter of state recognition based on the exercise or possession of certain traits like rural 
dwelling or proficiency in an indigenous language? Or, on the other hand, would the decision 
be delegated to the same indigenous peoples based on their self-identification as part of an 
indigenous people? 
‘Who are indigenous peoples?’ is not a question with a single answer (Corntassel, 
2003). In fact, given the diversity of indigenous peoples, there is no widely accepted definition, 
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yet some distinctive features have served to recognise them from other populations. According 
to the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues of the United Nations (n.d.), some of these 
characteristics include: (1) self-identification as indigenous peoples at the individual level and 
acceptance as members by the indigenous community; (2) historical continuity with pre-
colonial and/or pre-settler societies; (3) distinctive cultural traditions that are still practiced; (4) 
strong material and/or spiritual links to their territories, and (5) distinct social, economic, or 
political mechanisms and systems. To these five characteristics, Clifford (2013) adds the 
common experiences of invasion, dispossession, resistance, and survival in the face of colonial, 
postcolonial, and globalising forces. Despite these seemingly unifying characteristics, the UN 
stipulates that the most fruitful approach to the wide range of indigenous peoples is to identify 
rather than define them. That is, as Schkolink and Del Popolo (2005) maintain, challenging 
top-down models of state control by empowering indigenous peoples themselves with the 
faculty of deciding who can be a member to their own group. However, there is a significant 
tension in the understanding of self-identification. As the Spanish lawyer and political scientist 
Ramón Maíz (2004) points out, one of the main concerns stems from the possibility of 
individuals claiming an indigenous identity with the purpose of accomplishing certain political 
purposes. In other words, opting for an indigenous stance may involve an alignment with the 
broader political goals of indigeneity, a concern for natural resources, and the US hegemony, 
among other interests. In addition, as some countries recognise special indigenous land rights 
and offer limited economic support to indigenous peoples, greater concerns have emerged in 
terms of self-identification. Several Latin American states have taken the decision to recognise 
indigeneity based on certain objective traits that may operate as identifiers such as proficiency 
in an indigenous language25. This practice has been widely criticised by the UN as the same 
states have tended to contribute to a dilution of indigenous traits, making it difficult for 
indigenous peoples to overcome discriminatory disincentives.  
Inserted in a wider urban context, self-identification operates as a crucial tool for those 
indigenous residents in cities, as ethnic identifiers tend to be less distinct than those of their 
rural indigenous counterparts. In this regard, as stated by Del Popolo, Oyarce, Ribotta, and 
Rodríguez in their work for the  United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and 
the Caribbean (2007), indigenous peoples in cities can be recognised by their origin but not 
 
25 See, for example, the case of Peru and the recent change of this norm for the 2017 national census. For more 
information, please see Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática (n.d.). Another example is Mexico with the 
1990 and 2000 censuses. Since the 1950 census, there has been a decrease in indigenous speakers of native 
languages in Mexico which has not necessarily corresponded to a drop in the indigenous population. For more 
information, please see Schkolink and Del Popolo (2005). 
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necessarily by the possession or fulfilment of certain features, as can be seen in (1) those who 
resided in territories where cities were founded and who are still present in those areas; (2) 
indigenous peoples who are actual first generation rural-to-urban immigrants, and (3) the 
descendants of previous generations of migrants or, in other words, those who were born in 
cities. Living in cities has represented a series of challenges in the work of being ‘indigenous’ 
and ‘feeling indigenous’ (Bastos and Camus, 2000). The transition from a relatively small, 
homogeneous, and protected environment to one alien, heterogeneous, and hostile, involves a 
series of transformations and adaptations in the cultural, economic, and socio-political 
conceptions of life for indigenous migrants and their descendants. However, as documented in 
several cases (Davis, 2002; Del Popolo et al., 2007; Bello, 2007), indigenous peoples still 
maintain solid material and/or spiritual imaginary links with their ancestral territories and 
communities when living in cities, defining their own identity based on their ancestral 
homeland. Thus, diaspora enables new bonds and forms of community attachment to be 
constructed, creating an overlapping process of continuity and change. In this sense, and 
following Clifford (2013), I will understand indigenous peoples in cities, such as the Mapuche 
in Santiago, not only as “survivors of colonial invasions and forced assimilation” (p.1) but also 
as a people resilient to dominant systems of power that continue to render them invisible when 
trying to reconnect with their cultural heritage from outside the homeland. This resilience, as 
Clifford (2013) upholds, constitutes a form of political resistance that is not materially carried 
out from the homeland in terms of a land recovery claim, but it is, rather, a socio-cultural 
struggle.  
In a crucial bid for indigenous cultural recovery, practice, and maintenance in cities 
has been the role displayed by indigenous organisations. Country studies indicate that relations 
with their communities of origin are maintained and even strengthened with the help of 
ceremonial (re)creation processes which are often supported, promoted, or developed by urban 
indigenous organisations26. Urban indigenous organisations have been fundamental in the 
region for the reinforcement of collective cultural identity traits and the articulation of 
strategies for ethnic demands (Maíz, 2004). Through the collective preservation of historical 
memory, practice of a common culture, development of support networks, and protest against 
social, political, and economic marginalisation, urban indigenous organisations have 
established themselves as contexts in which identity (re)creation can take shape. Similarly, 
 
26 For the case of Guatemala, see Camus (2002); Panama, see United Nations Development Programme (UNDP- 
2002); Latin American region as a whole, see Van Cott (2007), and Del Popolo et al. (2007), and for Chile, among 
others, Imilan and Álvarez (2008); Imilan, (2009); De la Maza and Marimán (2013); and Thiers (2014). 
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cities are not always synonymous with hostility; they are also spaces in which new social bonds 
with human and non-human entities can emerge. In certain cases, indigenous rural-to-urban 
relocation may enable identity reaffirmation through new learning experiences, posing new 
challenges for the adaptation of indigenous identities which are moving towards spaces of 
greater complexity (Bello, 2007). However, as is the case of Chile with urban indigenous 
groups, indigenous organisations are generally inserted in a legal framework delimited by their 
corresponding states. Therefore, the holding power lies with the states that not only decide on 
the legal ascription of an indigenous group according to a set of laws, but also the margin of 
action that indigenous collective activities can have. As a result, states, directly or indirectly, 
affect the processes of identity (re)construction carried out by indigenous peoples in cities. 
 
1.2 Mapuche Organisations and Transition to Democracy 
 
Collective action that may lead to the establishment of more formal organisations 
usually begins through groups and informal networks of people with pre-established 
relationships based upon commonalities such as ethnicity (Melucci, 1996). Assuming the 
presence of pre-existing ethnic networks, the Chilean state stipulated the necessary legal 
requirements for the creation and registration of urban indigenous associations in the country. 
The state’s recognition of Mapuche associations in urban areas as a different form of 
organisation to rural communities has served as a catalyst for associational multiplication in 
Santiago. As noted by Vergara, Gundermann, and Foerster (2006) and Pairican (2014), the 
Indigenous Law, still in force, did not foresee the politicisation related to the recognition of 
ethnic identities, rural communities, and urban associations. From 19 urban associations in 
1999, the number increased to 221 fifteen years later27 (Imilan, 2009; CONADI, 2016). The 
Mapuche, however, have been in cities for centuries. Interaction with colonists was not rare 
and often went as far as cultural and biological mestizaje. What was new were the reasons for 
and high numbers of movement into the city, which allowed the emergence of a socio-cultural 
re-articulation from the host setting. This ‘rediscovery of lost roots’ as posed by Clifford 
(2013), is not a process based on freedom but one inserted into a system of power. As Clifford 
(2013) maintains, it needs “tactical conformity with external expectations and at least a partial 
 
27 It is important to note that, according to information received from the Corporación Nacional de Desarrollo 
Indígena (CONADI) by public request in 2016, these numbers include both associations with and without a legal 
entity number (personalidad jurídica). According to a study conducted by the Regional Government of Santiago 
in 2016, there are 81 Mapuche associations formally registered with the state. 
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acceptance of multicultural roles and institutions” (p.5). This has been particularly true for the 
Mapuche in Santiago in view of the democratic transitional context. 
As Pairican (2014) states, it is not possible to comprehend associational development 
both in rural and urban areas without understanding the political context of the Chilean 
democratic transition. After 17 years of a strong Bureaucratic Authoritarian State28 (1973–
1990), the government of Pinochet showed clear signs of deterioration which led to fissures in 
its structural conformation and allowed the emergence of the first voices clamouring for a 
restoration of a previously lost democratic structure. As part of oppressed groups, new social 
and political opportunities appeared in the scene for indigenous peoples. At the international 
level, the commemoration of the fifth centenary of the ‘discovery of America’ was 
approaching. As in other Latin Americas countries, Chilean indigenous peoples experienced a 
re-emergence characterised by the demand of socio-political rights as well as the return of their 
territory. The basis of the current indigenous policy was established in agreement between 
Concertación de Partidos por la Democracia (Coalition of Parties for Democracy, a coalition 
of centre, left-centre, and left parties that challenged Pinochet’s regime) and indigenous 
representatives. With the relatively positive results of the 1988 plebiscite, the new challenging 
forces started to consider indigenous peoples as a potential source of support and legitimacy. 
Some of the most prominent rural indigenous organisations were strongly influenced by the 
Chilean left. While some argued that the Mapuche cause and the left had common goals, others 
maintained an instrumentalization of the demands by the left and a loss of a properly Mapuche 
project. As a result, splits emerged in the Mapuche organisational scene, from which only the 
surviving fragments were able to negotiate with the new democratic government29 (Pairican, 
2014).  
As a result of several meetings with the candidate of the Concertación, Patricio 
Aylwin, the Comisión Especial de Pueblos Indígenas (Special Commission of Indigenous 
Peoples – CEPI) was created with the Nueva Imperial Agreement in 1989 and conceived as an 
advisory body to the President of the Republic. The mission was the production of an 
indigenous institutional apparatus appropriate for the new democratic context. Vergara et al. 
(2006) and Pairican (2014) agree that the promises reached during the Agreement were 
 
28 According to the Argentinean political scientist Guillermo O’Donnell (1999), Bureaucratic Authoritarian States 
(BAS) are a particular type of authoritarian regime which usually replace democratic governments through coup 
d’états. For more information on the characteristics that make BAS unique, please see O’Donnell (1999). For 
more information on transitions to democracy, please see Mainwaring (1989) and Przeworski (1991). 




interpreted as the beginning of a new relationship between the Chilean state and the indigenous 
peoples; a policy that newly handled indigenous affairs in view of the democratic scenario. 
Through the work developed by CEPI, three points were decided: the constitutional recognition 
of indigenous peoples in Chile, the approval of the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) 
Convention 169 on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples, and the creation of a National Corporation 
for Indigenous Development. The first point has been consistently dismissed by the Congress 
due to the potential constitutional implications over sovereignty and unity of the country that 
could result from the recognition of indigenous-specific political rights. Moreover, only after 
an arduous debate of almost 20 years, Chile ratified the ILO Convention 169 in 2008, being 
one of the last countries in Latin America to support the Convention. The most important 
legislative achievement on indigenous affairs of Aylwin’s new democratic government was the 
approval of the Ley Indígena 19,253 (Indigenous Law) in 1993 and the creation, within this 
same legal framework, of the Corporación Nacional de Desarrollo Indígena (National 
Corporation for Indigenous Development – CONADI). This, however, was only a partial 
success (Comisión Verdad Histórica y Nuevo Trato con los Pueblos Indígenas (CVHNT), 
2003; Vergara et al., 2006; Pairican, 2014). The original text prepared by CEPI underwent 
several modifications before its presentation as a bill, both in the Chamber of Deputies and in 
the Senate, reflecting a lack of real interest in the indigenous situation once the post-
authoritarian government was in power30. In turn, the character of the Law was eminently rural, 
grounding indigeneity in relation to a rural community dwelling. This situation has meant that 
indigenous public policy has focused upon agricultural development (i.e. the acquisition of new 
lands and local rural economic development), and not on cultural development or socio-
political participation (Bello, 2002). The lack of compliance with the agreements reached with 
CEPI resulted in a decreasing confidence in the new institutionality as well as a radicalisation 
of some rural Mapuche organisations opposed to the government (Vergara et al., 2006). 
CONADI, on the other hand, has been criticised by the lack of clarity in its role: is it an 
institution that represents the state before the indigenous population or, rather, indigenous 
peoples before the state (Von Baer, 2003)? As a consequence of the lack of purpose and 
objectives of CONADI as an interlocutor, mistrust has grown between the indigenous peoples 
and the state31. 
 
30 One of the main changes was the replacement of the notion of ‘indigenous peoples’ with that of ‘ethnic groups’ 
(etnias), which stripped them of ambitions for major political and territorial autonomy (Bengoa, 1999). 
31 This inability of CONADI to be a valid interlocutor increased even more with the contested construction of the 
Ralco dam in Mapuche territory in 2004 and, especially, with the high rates of Mapuche criminalisation in the 
Ngulumapu until the present day (Pairican, 2014). 
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Since the return of democracy, each of the seven governments that came after the 
return to democracy in 1990 have tried to generate public policies that address the multiple 
hurdles affecting the indigenous population in the country. However, these policies have had 
partial results. As Aninat and Hernando (2019) point out, one of the main explanations for the 
ineffectiveness of indigenous policies has been a generalised lack of coordination among the 
different state institutions that execute the projects and the lack of articulation about the 
implemented actions among them. This has resulted in measures that have been characterised 
by dispersion, fragmentation, inconsistency, and an absence of a general strategy. Numerous 
policies have been implemented in Chile since two of the most remarkable indigenous political 
milestones in the country: the promulgation of the Indigenous Law in 1993, and the ratification 
of the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) Convention 169 on Indigenous and Tribal 
Peoples in 2008 (for more information on the Convention, please see Chapter 8). These 
measures and policies have included, among others: 
 
• Patricio Aylwin (1990-1994, Centre-left) 
1. Special Commission for Indigenous Peoples (1990) 
2. Indigenous Law (1993) 
3. Advisory Committee of the President of the Republic on Indigenous Peoples 
(1990) 
 
• Eduardo Frei (1994-2000, Centre-left) 
1. Intercultural Bilingual Education Programme (PEIB) (1996) 
2. Special Programme for Health and Indigenous Peoples (1996) 
3. Pact for Citizen Respect (1999) 
4. Working Group on Indigenous Peoples (2000) 
 
• Ricardo Lagos (2000-2006, Centre-left) 
1. Orígenes (2001) 
2. Historical Truth Commission and New Deal with Indigenous Peoples (2003) 
3. New Deal Policy (2004) 
4. Advisory Committee on Urban Indigenous Policy (2006) 
 
• Michelle Bachelet (2006-2010, Centre-left) 
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1. Nueva Imperial Agreement II (2006) 
2. Presidential Commissioner for Indigenous Affairs (2008) 
3. Indigenous Affairs Units in each Ministry (2008) 
4. Re-Conocer: Social Pact for Multiculturalism (2008) 
5. Ratification of the ILO Convention 169 (2008) 
 
• Sebastián Piñera (2010-2014, Centre-right) 
1. Araucanía Plan (2010) 
 
• Michelle Bachelet (2014-2018, Centre-left) 
1. Presidential Advisory Commission of the Araucanía (2015) 
2. Indigenous Constitutional Process (2016) 
3. Technical Commission for Children and Indigenous Peoples (2016) 
4. Araucanía Recognition and Development Plan (2017) 
 
• Sebastián Piñera (2018-2022, Centre-right) 
1. National Agreement for Development and Peace in La Araucanía (2018). 
 
All these measures have been created with particular policy objectives, usually with a 
focus on combating rural poverty, and responding to specific sectoral political priorities of the 
government in power. Without entering into an analysis of the specificities of each of these 
norms, it is possible to point out that, according to a report written by the same Metropolitan 
Regional Government of Santiago (GORE, 2017), one of the major political shortcomings of 
the state has been the lack of regulations in indigenous affairs with an urban scope. However, 
two indigenous policies with a national-level reach have managed to penetrate the urban 
indigenous associative framework, although discreetly. The first one is the Programa Especial 
de Salud y Pueblos Indígenas (Special Programme for Health and Indigenous Peoples - PESPI) 
implemented in 1996 under the government of Eduardo Frei and run by the Ministry of Health. 
This programme was designed for people belonging to an indigenous group to counteract 
access inequity in the area of health caused by cultural barriers, and that is evidenced in 
differentiated epidemiological profiles between the indigenous and non-indigenous population 
(Ministerio de Salud, 2016). The second programme is the Programa de Educación 
Intercultural Bilingüe (Intercultural Bilingual Education Programme - PEIB), implemented by 
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the Ministry of Education and put into effect in 1996. The aim of this policy is to incorporate 
in the national curriculum the subject of ‘Indigenous Language’ for basic education, including 
Aymara, Quechua, Mapuzungun, and  Rapa Nui (Ministerio de Educación, n.d.). As will be 
further discussed in Chapter 7, framed by empirical information, these policies have had a 
limited effect on Mapuche associational work, while conditioning, at the same time, the socio-
political interaction among associations by promoting the development of ‘ethno-bureaucrats’, 
who are relevant actors in the interaction with the state. 
 
1.3 Urban Indigenous Associations 
 
Reflecting the results of the 1992 census that revealed a surprisingly high proportion 
of Mapuche people living in urban areas (Valdés, 2016), the Indigenous Law, together with 
creating CONADI, gave legal recognition to both rural and urban organisations. The Law 
offered the possibility of registering rural indigenous communities and urban indigenous 
associations32 in a registry at CONADI upon fulfilment of a series of demands. In order to be 
able to form a legally-registered urban indigenous association with CONADI (that is, with a 
legal entity number)33, individuals must have an indigenous certificate that guarantees their 
indigeneity. In order to qualify as indigenous, the ‘Chilean national individual’ has to satisfy 
one of the following: (a) be the child of an indigenous parent, regardless of the nature of their 
filiation, including adoption; (b) be the descendant of an indigenous ethnic group (etnia) that 
inhabits the national territory, provided that they possess at least one indigenous surname (if 
this is not the case, indigenous origin can be proven up to three generations); or (c) those who 
maintain cultural features of an indigenous ethnic group, including ways of life, customs or 
religion of these groups, or those whose spouse is indigenous. In this last case, it will be 
necessary, in addition, that the non-indigenous spouse identifies as indigenous (Indigenous 
Law, Article 2). Urban indigenous associations are, then, understood by the Law to be “those 
voluntary and functional groups composed of, at least, 25 indigenous people, and which will 
be a context of social organisation, cultural development, mutual protection, and support 
among urban and migrant indigenous” (Article 76). When an indigenous association is 
 
32 Indigenous peoples in rural areas are also allowed to create associations. However, Mapuche communities are 
usually based on an ancestral attachment to land. 
33 ‘Personalidad Jurídica’ (in Spanish) is a fictitious person, capable of exercising rights and contracting civil 
obligations and of being judicially and extrajudicially represented. Thus, the law allows a group of people to form 
an entity different from themselves (e.g. an association) that acquires its own individuality (personalidad 
jurídica), thus being capable of exercising rights and contracting obligations (Código Civil, Article 545). 
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constituted, its aims have to be clearly stated, which may be, among others, the development 
of educational and cultural activities; professions common to their members; and economic 
activities that benefit the members such as farmers, ranchers, artisans, and fishermen (Article 
37). In other words, any self-identified individual with a document issued by CONADI that 
certifies their ‘indigenous quality’ (calidad indígena)34 can be a member of an indigenous 
association. However, in addition to the minimum of 25 individuals, associations must comply 
with a basic internal structure. According to the Ley que Establece Normas sobre Juntas de 
Vecinos y Demás Organizaciones Comunitarias (Law that Establishes Standards on 
Neighbourhood Boards and Other Community Organisations) (1995), associations must be 
constituted in an assembly, in which a board of directors must be elected, formed by a president, 
a secretary, and a treasurer.  
Several critiques have been articulated in opposition to this indigenous associational 
design, including its tendency to bureaucratise indigenous social structures and the lack of 
communication with traditional forms of organising (CVHNT, 2003; Vergara et al., 2006). 
Some Mapuche associations have decided not to apply to the registry with CONADI but with 
the municipality in which they are based. According to the Law that Establishes Standards on 
Neighbourhood Boards and Other Community Organisations (1995), functional community 
organisations (agrupaciones funcionales) are those non-profit groups with a legal entity 
number, which aim to represent and promote specific values and interests of the community 
within the territory of their respective municipality (Article 2). The minimum number of people 
needed to establish a functional community organisation is 15 in urban areas and 10 in rural 
areas. To belong to a functional community organisation an individual is required to be at least 
15 years of age and resident in the respective comuna. According to the statutes, the board of 
directors must include a president, secretary, and treasurer. Unlike indigenous associations 
registered with CONADI, members of functional community organisations do not necessarily 
have to be indigenous or have an indigenous certificate. As a result, they are excluded from 
applying to public projects offered by CONADI. However, the less demanding legal formalities 
for their registration, especially in terms of the number of people required, has turned out to be 
a better option for a number of Mapuche groups. Nevertheless, registering a Mapuche group 
with the state, at any level, has not been the option for all. Independent groups are not entitled 
to apply to public funds offered either by CONADI or municipalities but are, instead, free to 
 
34 The Indigenous Law recognises nine indigenous peoples in Chile: Mapuche, Aymara, Rapa Nui, Atacameño, 
Quechua, Colla, Diaguita, Kawashkar, and Yámana. 
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decide membership requirements and their internal structural organisation35. As a matter of 
clarification, when writing about ‘urban Mapuche associations’ I will be referring to these three 
types of collectives: those registered with CONADI, functional community organisations, and 
independent groups. The focus of this work is on the various forms of identity (re)creation and 
not, necessarily, on the reasons and status of the group’s legal registry. When this information 
is relevant for the analysis, the type of collective I am referring to will be specified. Otherwise, 
from now on, when presenting the term ‘organisation’, I will be referring, in a generic way, to 
both rural Mapuche communities and urban Mapuche associations.  
Life in the city demands an adjustment to the conditions imposed by the new urban 
milieu. As members of the urban landscape, the traditional dynamics of the Mapuche are 
conditioned by the setting, which may impact the way their ethnicity is developed within the 
margins of their associations. This has not resulted in an acculturation and replacement of their 
indigeneity by the Chilean-mestizo identity, but rather in a constant process of reconfiguration 
for which associations are relevant. At the same time, the indigenous associations are bounded 
by a state bureaucratic framework, which implements external regulations that may influence 
ethnic identification (Nagel, 1994). State policies designed for indigenous peoples play a role 
in the development of re-‘ethnification’ processes. As maintained by De la Maza (2010), the 
state is a socio-cultural construction based on a national project that impacts society through 
different mechanisms, thus imposing cultural forms of behaviour, identity, and views of 
society. The state’s recognition of the Mapuche and their organisational forms in the city since 
the democratic transition, has acted as a promoter of associational reproduction in Santiago, 
while channelling this participation through the means stipulated in public policies targeting 
indigenous populations. However, while tenuously surrounded by the forces of the state and 
public policy, Mapuche associations have still presented the space for social interactions to 
occur in a diasporic setting. The question for Mapuche associations, as Hale (2002) asked for 
the Guatemalan case is how, if possible, to occupy the spaces opened from above while 
resisting the state’s homogenising logics when (re)creating Mapuche ethnic traits in Santiago. 
The identity that results from the interactions between the state and the Mapuche associations’ 




35 The exact number of functional community organisations and independent groups is unknown to the state given 
their level of volatility. 
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1.4 Overview of Thesis 
 
The thesis is structured into nine chapters. Following this introduction which 
represents Chapter 1, Chapter 2 presents the historical evolution of the Mapuche socio-political 
organisational structures in rural areas to appreciate its level of continuation and change 
regarding Mapuche associations in Santiago. To this end, three main socio-political cleavages 
were identified both in Mapuche and non-Mapuche literature that have influenced traditional 
Mapuche social, political, and economic organisational dynamics to this day: Spanish 
colonisation, Pacificación de la Araucanía, and rural-to-urban internal diaspora. Considering 
Mapuche and non-Mapuche literature, these events are analysed to comprehend the main 
impacts on Mapuche social organisation. By tracing this history, the chapter aims to establish 
an understanding of the effect exercised by the external milieu over the most relevant 
conceptualisations of Mapuche socio-political structure, namely, tuwün (place of origin) and 
kupalme (parental descent) both in the homeland, the Ngulumapu, and in the host setting, 
Santiago. 
Chapter 3 discusses, from a theoretical perspective, ethnic identity as a dynamic social 
construct that incites Mapuche individuals to create and join ethnic associations as well as 
persist in membership over time in a predominantly non-indigenous urban milieu. The chapter 
deals with two main theoretical frameworks to understand how ethnicity is elaborated within 
Mapuche associations constituted by a very heterogenous people far from their ‘homeland’, 
who come from a different tuwün and kupalme but affiliate under a common Mapuche identity. 
By addressing the question ‘what leads the Mapuche ethnicity to persist in the urban setting far 
from their lands and communities of origin?’, the chapter first presents the constructed nature 
of ethnicity, in contrast to its understanding as a primordial trait, as key to understanding the 
process of identity (re)creation and endurance in a new milieu. However, as the constructivist 
approach to ethnicity has not been exempt from criticisms, the chapter introduces the main 
limitations pointed out by them. Secondly, the chapter discusses indigenous people in cities as 
a category of diaspora to understand how the sense of belonging and attachment to their 
homeland plays a key role for voluntary associational development. 
Chapter 4 presents the methodological approach of this thesis. The chapter discusses 
the reasons for choosing ethnography as a methodological approach over other options. 
Moreover, it explains the research design and implementation of the study by looking at the 
rationale of participant observation and in-depth semi-structured interviews, access to 
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Mapuche associations, sampling procedure of associations and participants, ethical 
considerations, and the process of data analysis.  
The empirical section of the thesis is organised in a non-linear structure, addressing 
Mapuche identity (re)construction from four different angles: (1) who is engaged in this 
(re)construction and what identity is sought to be (re)created; (2) where exactly this process is  
taking place; (3) what ethnic traits are considered to be relevant enough by the Mapuche 
diaspora in Santiago to be (re)created; and (4) how this process is materialised from an 
economic and political perspective. In this way, Chapter 5 discusses the different ways in which 
the Mapuche members of ethnic associations recurrently manifested their concerns about the 
meaning of being – or not being – a true Mapuche, and how identity classifications impact their 
collective (re)construction of ethnicity in the city. Although the academic mainstream tends to 
see identities as constructed, flexible, and open to change, this has not necessarily corresponded 
with the operationalisation of identity by individuals. Different categories have been created 
by the Mapuche to classify each other in relation to the possession or fulfilment of features 
appreciated as central components of an authentic Mapuche ethnicity: warriache, champurria, 
and awinkado. 
Chapter 6 provides an examination of the ways in which Mapuche members of ethnic 
associations have been searching for spaces in which to develop activities such as ethnic-based 
workshops and traditional ceremonies. Their engagement in such activities has not only forged 
new identification possibilities for the Mapuche living in Santiago, but has also pushed the 
search for spatial areas, as collective ethnic activity requires a physical setting to take shape. 
Without these areas, ethnic associational activity risks not crystallising, frustrating ongoing 
collective actions. As a result of the repeated use of certain locations over time for ethnic-based 
activities, Mapuche members of associations gradually engage in a re-signification of urban 
space. This leads individuals to confer meanings on space based on a social construction of the 
homeland, transforming its materiality into what I present as a symbolically-based ‘ethnic 
place’. When the negotiations are successful, Mapuche associations have been able to 
materially appropriate a space under a loan concession. Nevertheless, the chapter reveals that 
even when negotiations with the public sector fail, the collective action of individuals framed 
by Mapuche associational margins still allows the Mapuche to appropriate space by 
symbolically delimiting it as their own ethnic place. 
Chapter 7 presents the (re)construction of identity through the collective engagement 
in socio-cultural and political practices considered to be emblematic of a shared Mapuche 
ethnicity. Ethnic-based workshops represent one of the most regular associational strategies to 
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teach and learn practices and costumes perceived as salient of the Mapuche ethnicity. The 
chapter discusses three areas that have attracted more interest among associational 
memberships: Mapuzungun language, traditional medicine, and witral (weaving). These 
associational activities have been relevant for a collective (re)construction of ‘Mapuche-ness’. 
However, for the actual implementation of the activities, associations have depended on the 
material support offered by the state. 
Chapter 8 discusses the different ways of interaction with the state at the local, 
regional, and national levels. Female Mapuche leaders, called presidentas (female presidents), 
have played a crucial role in terms of the management of internal associational affairs as well 
as in the interaction with the non-indigenous authorities, especially at the municipality level, 
for the gaining of spaces and the materialisation of associational activities. While interaction 
with the state has been developed mainly at the local-municipal level, in recent years, the state 
at the regional and national levels has offered few opportunities, although not without 
discrepancies, for the creation of an urban indigenous policy. 
Finally, Chapter 9 presents the conclusion of this thesis. The chapter summarises the 
key arguments of the thesis as well as analyses the contributions that this study makes to 
sociological scholarship. The chapter also analyses some policy implications of this study. The 
chapter will also suggest research topics upon which future studies on urban indigeneity in 


















The Second ‘Discovery’ 
 The Mapuche in Santiago 
 
This chapter presents an understanding of the historical evolution of the Mapuche 
socio-political organisation in rural areas to appreciate its level of continuation and change with 
urban indigenous associations in Santiago de Chile. In the (re)construction process of Mapuche 
identity and the representation of the same in the city, there is a strong reliance on images of 
rural Mapuche culture which are fundamental for the elaboration of conceptions of community 
and territory from the host milieu. The conception of an imagined ancestral homeland, the 
Ngulumapu, has been a central element in the narratives constructed by Mapuche members of 
urban indigenous associations when explaining their engagement in a diverse range of ethnic-
based activities in Santiago. The articulation of these notions has generated an apparent divide 
between an ‘ideal’ rural and a ‘disgraced’ urban milieu. However, more than being a real 
division, it falls within the realm of a constructed social imaginary given the ongoing 
communication channels that connect both settings. The references to a rural life, an ‘imagined 
community’ (Anderson, 2006), are key in the understanding of diaspora discourses of identity 
and belonging as those formulated by the Mapuche in the city. 
As a result of the long-standing consequences of colonialism, a large proportion of the 
Mapuche have been forced to abandon their territory, migrating to cities in order to find better 
life prospects. In the (re)creation process of their identity, cultural differences have been 
negotiated not only with the host society, the Chilean-mestizo, but also with those Mapuche 
who remained in the homeland. In this process of socio-political and cultural negotiation, urban 
associations have been fundamental for a (re)articulation of a sense of Mapuche-ness in 
Santiago. Before problematising the Mapuche identity (re)creation process as part of diasporic 
discourses that provide a basis for the development of urban associations, a socio-historical 
comprehension is needed of the core elements that have contributed to shape contemporary 
rural and urban Mapuche organisational life. In this way, three main historical cleavages36 are 
 
36 While the concept ‘cleavage’, usually employed in the political science field, refers to political divisions based 
on major social divides that affect political allegiances and policies (Lipset and Rokkan, 1967), I use the term here 
as a way of indicating a categorical rupture between a ‘before’ and an ‘after’ in the Mapuche socio-organisational 
structure caused by an external force. 
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introduced which have impacted traditional37 Mapuche organisational structures and dynamics 
and that have contributed to shape contemporary urban indigenous associations: Spanish 
colonisation, Pacificación de la Araucanía, and migration to cities. Considering Mapuche and 
non-Mapuche literature, each of these events is presented. This account is expected to help 
discern how the conceptions of ‘community’ and ‘territory’ still play a relevant role within 
urban Mapuche associations. Moreover, it expects to evince the level of influence that the 
external milieu has exercised over the Mapuche people and their organisational structures in 
Santiago. 
 
2.1 Mapuche Organisations in Chile: From a Rural Family-based Society to the 
Foundations of the Urban Associational Model 
 
Rural-to-urban relocation has been an important phenomenon for the Mapuche as for 
indigenous peoples in the whole Latin American region. Motivated by a lack of economic 
incentives, natural disasters, political pressures, and the search for better educational 
possibilities, among other reasons, indigenous migration to the urban milieu has affected their 
traditional ways of organising. While numerous individuals have yielded under the racist 
centripetal pressures exercised by the dominant non-indigenous society to create a single 
homogeneous national citizen, the mestizo, many others have struggled to recover, maintain, 
and implement their ethnicity in cities. Indigenous organisations have been fundamental for 
this purpose as they represent protective and culturally familiar gathering points for individuals 
to reproduce their culture (Camus, 2002; UNDP, 2002; Del Popolo et al., 2007). The Mapuche 
have not been an exception to this condition. 
The Mapuche are deeply attached to their ancestral territory, which represents the 
main basis for identity (re)construction. The importance of territory goes beyond its productive 
capacity and is understood as a culturally constructed relational and spiritual environment in 
which life is developed (Bartolomé, 1997; Del Popolo et al., 2007)38. Territory, for the 
 
37 The characteristic of being ‘traditional’ is a non-permanent feature as cultures are flexible and adaptable. 
Cultures are under a permanent process of reinvention as they constantly adopt elements from other societies. 
Every generation interprets what is conceived as traditional, thereby incorporating new contemporary elements. 
38 Although in the indigenous worldview, land and territory are generally presented as two intimately intertwined 
notions, international law and academic works tend to generate a conceptual gap between them. According to the 
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (2018), land is generally presented as a specific 
geographical space. In this way, land is closely related to conceptions of property and ownership. Territory, on 
the other hand, has been understood, mainly from the Anglophone academy, as intimately related to the power 
exerted by a state over a broad and bounded space. This omits the socio-political relevance that its inhabitants 
have over the same territory. However, recent scholarly work has tried to decolonise notions of territory. 
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Mapuche, is understood as a life cycle: it is from where the Mapuche are born, the source of 
food and water during their life, as well as their final shelter place, merging eternally with the 
soil in which all their ancestors rest. For the Mapuche, nature is alive; it is an animated world 
full of good and bad spirits, able to establish relations and to influence the course of human’s 
life (Bartolomé, 1997; Del Popolo et al., 2007; Bengoa, 2007). This interplay of productive and 
spiritual representations has been the historical scenario in which Mapuche social relations 
have been developed serving, until the present day, as a constituent reference for the Mapuche 
organisational life in urban areas. Mapuche associations in Santiago have been created by the 
Mapuche and for the Mapuche since their arrival to Santiago. However, in recent decades, they 
have been constricted by a legal framework, the Indigenous Law, designed during the post-
authoritarian period in 1993. Despite the relevance of the conceptions of territory and 
community as a continuum throughout Mapuche history, internal organisational structures and 
dynamics have been subject to a profound change.  
From the early conception of the Latin American nation-states to the modern 21st 
century states, the inclusion of indigenous peoples in the socio-economic and political arenas 
has been partial and mostly based on discriminatory practices. The organisational evolution of 
the Mapuche people has been characterised by certain particularities that separate their path 
from other indigenous peoples in the region. The internal organisational structure of the 
Mapuche has influenced the way how colonialism, the later encounter with the Chilean 
republic, and the present socio-political arena have been approached by them. Singularities in 
Chilean history such as the power exercised by a Bureaucratic-Authoritarian State 
characterised by a strong sense of ‘Chilean-ness’, made of Chile and the modern development 
of the indigenous population a distinguishable case from other Latin American references. 
The history of the Mapuche people has been traditionally based on oral transmission 
from the older to the younger generations within the bosom of the extended family. There was 
no formally established alphabet until the last decades of the 20th century. The long tradition 
of academic texts is based on a Western interpretation of the events appreciated by non-
indigenous authors. In this group it is possible to highlight the early works written by Spanish 
conquistadors and Jesuit missionaries. The limited understanding of the Mapuche 
organisational structures was coupled with an imprecision of the terms used to describe several 
events, in most cases, trying to create a parallel with the socio-organisational constructions 
 
Halvorsen (2018) gives an example of this, understanding territory as “the appropriation of space in pursuit of 
political projects” (p.1). With this definition, he aims to open a dialogue with various strategies to decolonise the 
notion, oriented around the areas of land, terrain, and the state. 
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found in the Iberian Peninsula (Cisternas, 1996). However, from the 20th century, the accounts 
began to consider the vision that the Mapuche themselves had on the matter. The German 
linguist Rudolf Lenz and the German Capuchin priest August Stephan Kathan studied the 
Mapuche customs and language. Emerging from this work was the first modern grammar study 
Gramática Araucana in 1903. The first ethnographic works known on the Mapuche people 
were written by the non-Mapuche researchers Tomás Guevara and Ricardo Eduardo Latcham. 
Both authors introduced field observation and indigenous informants’ accounts, as well as 
some archaeological discoveries and data provided by Spanish chronicles. In parallel, during 
the first half of the 20th century, Mapuche intellectuals, academics, and leaders started to write 
about their own history. The works of Manuel Manquilef, who worked closely with Tomás 
Guevara, and the autobiography of the lonko Pascual Coña, which was orally narrated to the 
Capuchin missionary Ernesto Wilhelm de Möesbach, constitute relevant insights of the 
perspective of the same Mapuche (Memoria Chilena, n.d. b). All these works have served as a 
basis to produce more recent understandings of the Mapuche socio-organisational area. One of 
the most prolific researchers to offer a historical analysis of the Mapuche organisational 
mechanisms is Chilean anthropologist José Bengoa (2000a, 2000b, 2007). In his book, Historia 
de los Antiguos Mapuches del Sur: Desde antes de la llegada de los españoles hasta las paces 
de Quilín (History of the Ancient Mapuches of the South: From before the arrival of the 
Spaniards to the peace of Quilín) (2007), the author offers one of the few archival studies of 
the Mapuche social life before and during the Spanish rule. Criticised by archaeologists and 
historians (see, for example, Goicovich (2004)) for his imprecise understanding on the role of 
rivers as communication channels for the establishment of networks among distant Mapuche 
groups, the author successfully agrees with Mapuche and non-Mapuche scholars on the main 
features that characterised the organisational structure of the pre-Hispanic Mapuche society. 
The French anthropologist Guillaume Boccara (1999) is also a good example of a 
contemporary scholar who has utilised a more methodical approach when analysing the 
organisational life of the Mapuche society since before the arrival of the Spanish conquistadors. 
In this respect, both authors agree with three fundamental elements in the Mapuche culture that 
have been at the core of their organisational life throughout centuries: territory, family, and 
sociability; all of which are discussed in the next section. Added to these academic works, in 
the last decade, a generation of young Mapuche researchers (e.g. Fernando Parican, Ana 
Millaleo, and Claudio Alvarado, among others) have started to re-interpret and re-write the 
history of their people. The literature review of this study includes both Mapuche and non-
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Mapuche sources so as to complement their views and create a more accurate depiction of the 
Mapuche organisational structures and dynamics. 
 
2.1.1 The Mapuche society before and during the Spanish rule. 
 
The following question is discussed in this section: how did the war against the 
Spanish conquerors affect the organisational structures of the pre-Hispanic Mapuche society 
for the future? Several historical and anthropological works based on ancient Spanish accounts 
and archaeological discoveries (Boccara, 1999; Bengoa, 2000a, 2007; Errázuriz, 2006; 
CONADI, 2017) describe the pre-Hispanic Mapuche population as numerically large, with an 
estimate of a million inhabitants especially concentrated from the Biobío river to the south. 
Different to other Latin American indigenous referents, the Mapuche were a quasi-nomadic 
people that did not practise settled agriculture. From a socio-economic perspective, socio-
anthropological studies have been inclined to agree with two main stances. Firstly, societies 
that practiced an economy based on slashing and burning as well as hunting and collecting, had 
a socio-organisational system based on small, disperse, and autonomous communities without 
a central power. With these economic characteristics, lands were usually occupied by 
individual families, clans, or villages, and hindered the emergence of a centralised political 
authority able to exercise control over basic resources. Secondly, competition over the control 
of land would lead groups not to have a centralised political power. While the first claim is true 
for the case of the pre-Hispanic Mapuche society, the second has been broadly disregarded. 
The abundance of lands and the lack of an economy aimed at the accumulation of surplus would 
have prevented the generation of major competition among the small, disperse, and 
autonomous Mapuche groups. Later, the Mapuche economy evolved to be cattle-based in 
which the appropriation of land was secondary  (Dillehay, 1990; CVHNT, 2003).  
As a people who inhabited the current Chilean territory before the nation-state, the 
Mapuche had their own organisational dynamics which were later influenced, directed, and 
motivated by the Spanish conquistadors as well as by the Chilean republic. Before the Spanish 
arrival in Mapuche territory, the basic socio-organisational unit of the Mapuche was the ruka39, 
in which a man used to live with his wife or wives, as well as with his unmarried daughters and 
sons. Frequently, a married son and his own family remained in the ruka, making of this space 
the living area of the extended polygamous family. The next social level was the lov, a group 
 
39 House in Mapuzungun. 
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of four to nine ruka ruled by an authority, a head, the lonko. The male members of each ruka 
were part of the same lineage as the lonko, which usually included other relatives such as sons- 
and brothers-in-law. All these people, linked by a common lineage, were able to reside in the 
same lov and maintain territorial autonomy. There was no authority beyond this social 
construction; a complex extended family based on a polygamous and patriarchal culture. The 
lonko, as the leader of the extended group, was responsible for administering justice through a 
compensatory and non-punitive system40. Unlike other indigenous peoples in the region, the 
Mapuche did not rely on a centralised source of power, making instead an organisational 
culture from the independence of their family lineages (Boccara, 1999; Bengoa, 2000a; 
CVHNT, 2003). An upper level of organisation was formed by a group of lov, the quiñelov, 
which operated in face of certain economic and ceremonial events. The quiñelov organisation 
was important as it served as the occasion in which the members of different lov looked for 
matrimonial alliances, maintaining with this a relative endogamy (Saavedra, 2015). Above the 
quiñelov was the lebo, the context in which issues related to war and peace were discussed, 
including internal and external political affairs. In the lebo, ritual meetings were also developed 
around the ceremonial centre, the rewe41 (Boccara, 1999; CVHNT, 2003). With the 
complexities that war against the Spanish brought to the Mapuche society, ayllarewe (groups 
of nine lebo) were established as a non-permanent organisation to resolve war affairs, with 
each lebo maintaining its autonomy and decision-making capacity. Finally, the butalmapu 
(large geographical regions formed by a group of ayllarewe) were formed in wartime and 
constituted a higher level of social integration among the groups. Despite all these socio-
organisational levels, the lov constituted the most relevant unit over which the Mapuche 
structured their society (Boccara, 1999; Bengoa, 2000a; CVHNT, 2003).  
The Mapuche social organisation was based on an intricate patrilineal scheme of 
alliances among families. Peace was maintained through marriage links. Relations between 
these groups were carefully cared through the cautious use of words and courtesy, a system 
that was later implemented in their relationship with the Spanish conquistadors. By not having 
a centralised power, the Mapuche relied on external mechanisms to facilitate coexistence. 
Ceremonies and constant social encounters among individuals constituted opportunities to 
reaffirm the good relations. Such was the relevance of sociability, that Bengoa (2007) affirms 
 
40 The individual or family that suffered from a crime or aggression, was compensated so as to re-establish the 
broken equilibrium, however, without a direct punishment. 
41 This is a carved wooden pole topped with a humanoid face along with steps in the trunk that, according to the 
Mapuche religious view, connect the earthly with the spiritual worlds when the machi (shaman) enters into a 
trance and climbs them. 
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that social activities like weddings, spiritual ceremonies, funerals, visits, and the exchange of 
products, carried out according to specific codes of conduct always involving food, drinks, and 
ceremonial dances, replaced the state as an organising, controlling, and repressive power. 
When the Spanish landed in Chile in the 16th century, they observed an organisational 
construction based on extended family settlements lacking a centralised power. According to 
Spanish Jesuit Alonso de Ovalle (1644): 
 
Each cacique lived in the fields with his vassals and groups, distributed according to the 
comfort of each one; these in that valley, those in the hillside of that mount, these in the 
border of a river, some in the entrance of a forest, and others at the foot of a mountain or 
beside the sea, with no more government or town council than the will of the cacique to 
whom all others are ready and subject to obey (p.111)42. 
 
Exchange of products was not only a relevant economic system, but was also a 
fundamental organisational tool for the establishment of sustained and strong bonds among 
groups who did not necessarily live in the same geographical area. From a relational dimension, 
marriage was one of the bases of this exchange system. In order to establish and widen 
alliances, marriage was pursued outside the individual’s immediate family lineage. Mapuche 
women were those to leave the paternal house and live with her husband’s family, which 
resulted in a dynamic of female movement. In return, the groom’s family paid in different gifts 
as a form of dowry, such as jewellery, woollen blankets and, when introduced by the Spanish, 
horses (Boccara, 1999). These unions resulted in strong ties, connecting different families by 
the exchange of women, giving shape to the extended family social system. The level of 
extension and intertwining acquires meaning when framed by this patriarchal society based on 
polygamy. Mapuche women were those in charge of the education of the young generations 
within the family. This role had two main consequences. On the one hand, the active exchange 
of women throughout the Mapuche territory allowed the Mapuche to maintain a common 
language, Mapuzungun43. In turn, the exchange of women also influenced a sense of common 
 
42 Original text in Spanish: “Vivían en los campos cada cacique con sus vasallos y parcialidades, repartidos 
conforme a la comodidad de cada uno, estos en aquel valle, aquellos a la falda de aquel monte, esotros a la orilla 
de un río, unos a la entrada de un bosque, y otros dentro de una montaña o a la ribera del mar, sin más gobierno 
ni cabildo que la voluntad del cacique a quien todos los demás están prontos y sujetos para obedecerle”. 
43 There is a wide variety of accents and local words that characterise the different geographical zones of the 
Mapuche territory. These differences have also found its correspondence in the way how ceremonies are 
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historical memory within the Mapuche territory (Bengoa, 2007). Each lov enjoyed a high 
degree of freedom supported and maintained by the alliance system in which women were a 
unifying component; the foundation of “the friendship and non-aggression pact” of the 
Mapuche social life (Bengoa, 2007, p.83). The ceremonial arena also relied on this network of 
alliances. They served as gathering engines of Mapuche lov from different parts of the territory 
who came together to create and reaffirm kinship bonds surrounded by an environment full of 
spiritual significance. For the Spanish conquerors, however, the organisational system of the 
Mapuche was immoral and lacking in structure. That is, it broke a religious-based top-down 
system as it did not rely on the figure of a king, imposed by God, whom the rest of the society 
was supposed to obey. As Boccara (1999) suggests, the Mapuche were perceived as barbaric 
groups “without King, faith, and law” (p.425). As maintained by Bengoa (2007), it was 
certainly difficult to comprehend an organisational structure lacking a central power but based 
instead on the relevance of spending time together in an intense system of celebrations and 
ceremonies designed to establish bonds and avoid future conflict.  
This extended-family organisational system was dramatically challenged after the first 
40 years of war against the Spanish conquerors. A fifth of the Mapuche population perished as 
a consequence of war and of the illnesses brought to their territory by the conquistadors 
(Bengoa, 2007). With the resulting fall in population density, families were now distant from 
each other, threatening the sociability on which the Mapuche organisational structure was 
founded. New geographical divisions were also established. Areas protected from the 
conquistadors were created to keep the Mapuche population safe. Families who resided closer 
to the border with the Spanish, nevertheless, suffered the greatest pressure of conquest; this 
meant a greater transformation in their socio-economic organisational system. Despite these 
external pressures, alliances among lov were maintained. However, they were mostly 
established to foster war strategies among Mapuche groups to face the imminent threat 
together. While long-lasting alliances were established for different economic tasks, war 
alliances were usually developed in face of particular instances of aggression. 
At the end of the 16th century, a military structure to fight the Spanish emerged within 
the Mapuche society. The Spanish founded several cities in the ancient Mapuche territory and 
the defeated Mapuche were forcibly put to work, especially in gold-panning sites, in a system 
 
conducted including certain dances and melodies. Despite these differences, the language core is the same 
allowing understanding among the Mapuche from different communities. 
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called encomienda44. The greater contact with the Spanish led the Mapuche to learn from war 
techniques used by the adversary, particularly the use of horses and war logistics, which helped 
them understand invasion as more than a ritual conception. As a response, the Mapuche 
organised different rebellions to resist the invasion of the conquistadors. One of the main 
consequences of this encounter with the Spanish, the influence of the Jesuits, and the extended 
state of war, was the cultural and biological mestizaje. The imprisonment of Spanish women 
as well as the rape of their indigenous counterparts was a common practice during the conquest, 
resulting in a socio-cultural transformation of both sides. Most indigenous leaders in this time 
were aware of both worlds. In certain cases, they were even able to speak Spanish and thus 
negotiate with the conquistadors. Despite the increasing rates of biological and cultural 
mestizaje, indigenous and mestizos45 occupied the last rung of the social ladder46; resulting in 
a real pigmentocratic society (Memoria Chilena, n.d. a). 
In the society of the centre of the country, in which the principal cities were erected, 
including Santiago, mestizaje adopted a different course than in the south of the Chilean 
territory, dominated by the Mapuche population. The central society tended to perceive itself 
as culturally Spanish-European; that is, as heir of the culture brought by the conquistadors, 
including language and religion. In their imagination it was encouraged not to be indigenous. 
This ideological promotion towards a cultural Westernisation was strong so as to distance 
themselves from an alleged barbaric indigenous south. Accordingly, an imaginary border 
appeared that was depicted with a natural boundary, the Biobío river, which separated both 
cultures; the European-mestizo central from a predominant indigenous south47. Indigenous 
peoples in the north of the border were subject of a stronger mestizaje and their lands were 
rapidly annexed by the Spanish and later the Chilean creoles48. 
The state of war against the Spanish also introduced a structural change into the 
Mapuche horizontal society. One of the main changes is experienced in the 17th and the first 
 
44 As Valenzuela (2018) points out, encomienda and the abduction of Mapuche people meant a complex migration 
process to cities which was difficult to quantify. These Mapuche were incorporated as subjects of the Spanish 
monarchy and conceived as new Christians, under the rules that pointed to their rights and obligations in the 
framework of the colonial period. 
45 Mixed-blood people. 
46 See, for example, the studies of Pinto (2003); Waldman (2004); and Jocelyn Holt (2014); among others. 
47 For more information, please see a map of the Ngulumapu in Appendix 2. 
48 One of the manifestations of this border is the relevance of the term Winka. According to Bengoa (2007), it was 
during the late 16th century, that the word Winka acquired its meaning, creating a distinction between a conception 
of ‘us-indigenous’ and the ‘others non-indigenous’. Some authors such as Dillehay (2007), claim that the term 
comes from the words we: new, and ingka: Inca (understood as synonymous with invader or usurper). Another 
etymology suggests that Winka means thief, coming from the verb wigkalf, which means to steal. The idea of this 
‘Winka-other’, the Spanish and later the Chilean, is then integrated within the Mapuche society and understood as 
the white or mestizo individual to whom different moral pejorative conceptions are attached. 
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half of the 18th centuries with the strengthening of the cacicazgo system (chiefdom), producing 
a new strong social hierarchy unknown for the Mapuche until then. War officials (toki) 
appeared in the social scene and were elected in big ceremonies. The power of lonko was 
weakened in detriment to the power exercised by toki who usually came from different family 
groups (Bengoa, 2007). As a result, a military lineage emerged close to the border with the 
Spanish. Mapuche women, on the other hand, were relegated to their homes as war was an 
eminently male activity. In practice, the traditional organisational system led by a lonko was 
transformed into a system with a dual leadership. That is, one for the times of peace with a 
lonko who represented the power of tradition and lineage, the administration of justice, and a 
ceremonial-religious authority; and one for the times of war with a toki, greatly respected by 
the Mapuche population at the time of colonisation. 
The Mapuche, militarily determined to expel the Spanish from their territory after 
multiple insurrections, succeeded in this objective despite the defensive war developed by the 
conquistadors. The fierce resistance of the Mapuche and the lack of gold impoverished the 
Spanish colony. Slowly, the Mapuche started to reconstruct their fractured society recovering 
an internal stability which was maintained throughout the 18th and 19th centuries: 
communication channels were established with the Mapuche in Argentina49, the agriculture 
and stockbreeding regained importance and, from an organisational point of view, lonko 
recovered the influence over the military lineage. One of the main tools the Mapuche had to 
preserve social and territorial stability was the execution of parlamentos (political meetings) 
with the Spanish. One of the most remarkable of these was the Parlamento de Quilín, held in 
1640/1641 and later ratified in 1726 with a new parlamento, Negrete (Bengoa, 2007; Pairican, 
2014). The Parlamento de Quilín ceremonially marked peace and established the Biobío river 
as the border between both sides. Governance became intricate as a permanent leadership was 
necessary to deal with diplomatic and commercial issues. In this respect, ayllarewe and 
butalmapu were established, serving as a regular context for dialogue with the Spanish. 
The constant necessity of negotiation, debate, and reaching agreements led lonko to 
delegate power to representatives (Boccara, 1999; Bengoa, 2000a). The repeated election of 
the same group of lonko to fulfil this diplomatic role led to the emergence of ñidol lonko (main 
lonko) who exercised power over the other lonko. Ñidol lonko developed a higher level of 
wealth based on wives, kona (personal warriors), animals, the extension of their controlled 
territory and, in some cases, a more fluid relation with the Spanish counterpart (Boccara, 1999). 
 
49 For more details on the relation established by the Mapuche in both sides of the Andes please see Bello (2011b). 
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One of the most notorious consequences of this system was a deepening of an incipient power 
stratification within the Mapuche society. A hierarchy of lonko emerged with the figure of the 
ñidol lonko at the top followed, at a lower level, by local lonko. To complete the social ladder, 
small-scale authorities with limited power and riches were under the influence of local lonko. 
Gradually, the number of lonko was reduced as a group of lonko started to concentrate greater 
power over other less important lonko and their lands (Boccara, 1999; Crow, 2016). This 
stratification system brought quarrels among groups over leadership. Rivalries among families 
were not uncommon, breaking the internal harmony of the Mapuche society. Moreover, a 
hereditary system of authority acquired importance to the detriment of the former competitive-
based system. Inheritance of power led the lonko’ sons to be especially educated in oratory and 
the knowledge of lineages, leading to the emergence of what is known as a ‘high Mapuche 
culture’ (Ladino, 2012). Still, in the 19th century, the Mapuche society did not have a strong 
sense of private property in relation to lands. While there was a more precise sense of property 
over livestock, regarded as a symbol of wealth, however, sharing surplus of animals was a 
common practice to maintain social cohesion within the group (Bengoa, 2000a). 
A new external vicissitude started to play an important role for the Mapuche society 
of the 18th and early 19th century: demands for independence began to be heard from within 
the Chilean-creole society. After numerous confrontations between the Spanish forces and its 
supporters with the Chilean-creoles who sought independence from the Spanish crown, 
independence was declared in 1818, with the Republic of Chile emerging in the next few years. 
The new political panorama had a dramatic effect in the relations between the Mapuche and 
the young Chilean society. Some Mapuche groups established a closer relationship with the 
Chilean authorities50 in the hope that integration could be translated into a preservation of their 
status in the Chilean society. Others51, on the contrary, established a closer relationship with 
the Spanish conquistadors and sought any possible political fissure to attack Chilean power 
(Bengoa, 2000a; Crow, 2016). All these plans collapsed in the final defeat of the Mapuche with 
the Pacificación de la Araucanía in 1883 after the brief interval conferred by Guerra del 
Pacífico (War of the Pacific) against the Peruvian-Bolivian Confederation, in which the state 
left the indigenous issue pending. 
Two hundred years of contact with the Spanish and later with the Chilean-creoles, had 
a deep impact on Mapuche society. A cattle-based extended family organisation gave way to 
 
50 See, for example, the case of the Colipí and the Coñoepán families - Bengoa (2000a), pp.77-83. 
51 See, for example, the case of the lonko Quilapán - Bengoa (2000a), p.91. 
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an agricultural and livestock society with increasing levels of complexity in terms of 
commercial links, schemes of work, and an evolving social stratification (Boccara, 1999; 
Bengoa, 2000a). The pre-Hispanic horizontal Mapuche society was gradually transformed into 
a militarised society with a reduced group of lonko exercising authority over increasing 
extensions of land. Marriage started to be conceived as a military and political tool for keeping 
peace among lonko based in different areas of the Ngulumapu. Women from different lov were 
preferred so as to extend power and alliance networks. The Mapuche social unit was still 
maintained through sociability among extended family groups led by a lonko. While 
parlamentos were broken in multiple occasions, they laid the foundations for the interaction 
procedures between the colonial and the indigenous society52. The Mapuche acquired a 
distinguishable position among Latin American indigenous peoples on account of their ability 
to military resist the Spanish conquistadors and to remain autonomous throughout the colonial 
period53. However, the history of the independent Mapuche came to an end with the military 
occupation, foundation of cities, and massive migration of Chileans and foreign European 
colonists to the Mapuche territory during the Pacificación de la Araucanía. This marked a new 
re-articulation of the Mapuche organisational structure in view of the state attempts to create a 
single and unified Chilean nation. 
 
2.1.2 Pacificación de la Araucanía. 
 
The Pacificación de la Araucanía (Pacification of the Araucanía Region) was an 
organised military campaign in which the Chilean state imposed a regime of private property 
and systematically appropriated Mapuche lands, thus relegating the Mapuche to a system of 
indigenous reservations. The exclusion of the Mapuche from the nation-state project was 
clearly manifested in the occupation of their territory since the second part of the 19th century. 
The Biobío border, mutually agreed by the Spanish and the Mapuche in parlamentos (and later 
recognised by the Chilean Republic in 1825), was violated by the Chilean forces (Pairican, 
 
52 Being impossible a military defeat by the Spanish and given the historical relevance of courtesy and dialogue 
as a problem resolution tool for the Mapuche society, 29 parlamentos characterised the socio-political relation 
between the Spanish and the Mapuche (Crow, 2016). 
53 As Crow (2016) presents, other examples of “unconquered Indians” (p.286) who signed treaties with the 
Spanish were the Guajiro of Riohacha in New Granada and the Apache and Comanche in northern Mexico and 
the South-western United States. For the case of the Mapuche, one of the most plausible arguments to understand 
their longstanding independence was their non-centralised organisation (Jara, 1971; Bengoa, 2000a). By attacking 
the centre of the political power, as in the case of other indigenous peoples in the region, the conqueror was able 
to dominate whole societies. In the case of the Mapuche, this was not possible as their society was divided into 
thousands of independent extended families. 
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2014). Slowly, the Chilean agrarian economy was extended beyond the Biobío border and 
occupied Mapuche lands. A solution to the Mapuche problem started to be discussed. The 
mission was entrusted to coronel Cornelio Saavedra, who, after 15 years of war, achieved in 
1883 the final defeat over the Mapuche with the military occupation of the Mapuche territory. 
This meant the loss of the independent Mapuche territory to the hands of the Chilean state. 
Circumscribed by a colonising approach that conceived European immigration as favourable 
for progress by industrial development, European colonists were welcomed to what was 
regarded as the inhospitable territory of southern Chile. 
The Chilean army advanced into the Biobío border, killing and subduing the Mapuche. 
Supported by the capital provided by banks and foreign interests, behind the army was the 
construction of the railway designed to facilitate commercial contact among cities (Bengoa, 
2000a). While the war proceeded in the south, the ideological construction of the process was 
articulated in Santiago, the cradle of ‘industrial capitalism’ of the country (Salazar, 2012). With 
the Mapuche territory ‘pacified’, plots of land were auctioned to private owners, some of them 
poor European immigrants. The political and territorial autonomy of the Mapuche were broken, 
transforming them into poor smallholders. In contrast, the Chilean state, now in control of 
Mapuche territory, experienced an economic boom given the new resources acquired (Pairican, 
2014). The combination of lack of lands, the low profitability of the agricultural sector, fewer 
animals, and demographic pressure made life in the rural reservations a daily challenge 
(Haughney and Marimán, 1993). 
Comisión Radicadora de Indígenas (Indigenous Settlement Commission), the state 
institution in charge of relocating the Mapuche, re-configured the socio-political, geographical, 
and organisational structures of the Mapuche. The lonko of each locality was settled down with 
his people – family, friends, neighbours, and other families that lived nearby – into a plot of 
land for which the lonko received a land title called Título de Merced. In many cases, this 
process meant that families coming from different lineages were grouped into a single plot of 
land under the leadership of a lonko. Some grouped families did not recognise the authority of 
the lonko, resulting in a deep internal fracture of the Mapuche society. Relocation was not 
conducted following the fundamental structure of the Mapuche society which was based on the 
extended family lineages. The distinctive autonomy and solidarity that characterised the 
Mapuche society of previous decades were broken. The power of lonko was mainly restricted 
to the ceremonial area as well as in being the family tree to which people were linked by Título 
de Merced. In total, 2,918 titles were granted which represented an extension of 510,386 
hectares for 82,629 Mapuche individuals (Pairican, 2014). In simpler terms, the Mapuche were 
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relegated to around the 5% of their former territory, losing the majority of their livestock as a 
result of the lack of land and food (Crow, 2013). In addition, people under the authority of a 
lonko tended to adopt his surname in order to be connected to the owner of the Título de 
Merced. This patronymic system evolved into a patrilineal inheritance system of name, and 
linked to it, of land. As a result of the new socio-economic system, little contact was generated 
among Mapuche groups which resulted into a deep atomisation of the Mapuche society. In this 
respect, Bengoa (2000a) maintains that the intention of the Chilean state was directed to 
integrate the Mapuche into the Chilean society to transform them into a part of the worker and 
peasant mass. 
The relocation process was slow and inefficient, resulting in a third of the Mapuche 
society without formal access to lands. In most cases, the areas to which the Mapuche were 
relegated were not of the best productive quality but stony and infertile. Their small plots of 
land rapidly suffered the consequences of overproduction with a similar sterile result (Bengoa, 
2000a; Ladino, 2012). Given the oral information received over generations, it is now known 
that even after relocation was finished, throughout the 20th century, many Mapuche suffered 
from illegal usurpations and fraud, losing their lands at the hands of abusive private interests. 
This was accentuated by legal dispositions like the Ley de División de Comunidades Indígenas 
(Law of Indigenous Communities’ Division) of 1927, which allowed the restitution of usurped 
lands but permitted, at the same time, the sale of lands to non-Mapuche individuals in what 
was usually an unfair procedure. Three years later, in 1930, the Ley de Propiedad Austral 
(Southern Property Law) was enacted, which enabled the expropriation of land for public use 
(Pairican, 2014). While the precariousness of this period accelerated the process of migration 
to cities, it also generated a cultural and political resistance from within Mapuche reservations. 
This was the foundation of the Mapuche society of the 20th century. The Mapuche 
who survived the burdens of life in reservations, underwent a cultural resocialisation process 
which redefined their identity (Pairican, 2014). While some Mapuche experienced a 
peasantisation54, others were able to maintain their identity shielded by their rural reservations, 
later called rural communities. Mapuche reservations, forcibly constructed but readapted as the 
new Mapuche socio-political centre, began to be transformed into a niche of cultural 
reproduction and identity protection. In this way, Mapuche culture became more ritualised in 
antagonism to the Winka culture. The figure of machi, spiritual and medicinal traditional 
 
54 By confining the Mapuche to small plots of land, the Chilean state sought to transform them into a part of the 
peasant society whose economy depended on small-scale agrarian practices. 
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authority, was strengthened until the present day. Identity as Mapuche, never questioned 
before, was now fiercely defended from the intimacy of rural communities. The consequences 
of the Pacificación de la Araucanía were many and long-standing55. Mapuche researcher 
Ramón Curivil (2001b) identifies a series of repercussions which include a loss of ethnic 
identification and a significant loss of relevant cultural traits like the language, which was 
relegated to the intimacy of family life. According to Curivil (2001b), the Pacificación de la 
Araucanía was the main event responsible for the start of a de-‘ethnification’ process of a 
fraction of rural Mapuche dwellers. Characterised by a subsistence economy and a fractured 
organisational system, the Mapuche society of the 20th century was significantly distant from 
the rich polygamical Mapuche society of previous centuries. With the arrival of European and 
Chilean settlers to the Mapuche territory, the Mapuche became a subordinated population in 
their own territory. The reduction of their land to small plots, the re-articulation of their socio-
political ways of organising, the enforced peasantisation, and the subsequent conflicts 
generated among groups led the Mapuche of the 20th century to look for other alternatives of 
survival, resulting, in many cases, in migration to the growing urban centres (Bengoa, 2000a; 
Ladino, 2012; Pairican, 2014). Nevertheless, being effectively colonised in the 19th and the 
20th centuries, and not in previous centuries like most Latin American indigenous peoples, the 
memory of an autonomous territory of their own is much more recent. The Mapuche attachment 
to territory has a unique character in Latin America as their late colonisation helped them 
preserve political structures, even in cities, until the present day. 
 
2.1.3 The beginning of a Mapuche diaspora. 
 
The Mapuche society of the early 20th century faced a re-articulation of their socio-
organisational practices. The Pacificación de la Araucanía laid down the foundations for the 
construction of demands centred on the gaining of rights and return of the stolen lands 
(Pairican, 2014). Different strategies were collectively developed by Mapuche groups to face 
the new conditions imposed to their people. Some people sought an integration into the 
dominant society as a valid option to escape poverty in their communities of origin. Others, on 
the contrary, pursued an adaptation but not an integration to the majority non-indigenous 
 
55 Despite the dramatic changes brought by the Pacificación de la Araucanía, the lack of a centralised power, the 
high level of independence among groups, and the relevance of tuwün and kupalme framed by the Ngulumapu, 
orally transmitted from generation to generation, have been constituent features of the Mapuche historical 
organising until the present day (Ladino, 2014). 
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society by learning the subtleties of the Chilean socio-political arena. A group of Mapuche, 
especially young people who had had greater contact with Chilean society, began to create and 
participate in groups that followed a non-indigenous structure but that represented, in turn, their 
ethnic interests (Bengoa, 2000a; Ladino, 2012; Salazar, 2012). In 1910 the organisation 
Sociedad Caupolicán, Defensora de la Araucanía (Caupolicán Society in Defence of 
Araucanía), was created in the city of Temuco by Mapuche individuals educated by the Chilean 
system, with the clear idea of making alliances with Chilean politicians to protect Mapuche 
cultural practices. An institutionalised political involvement also marked the first decades of 
the 20th century when Mapuche deputies were elected using non-indigenous parties as a 
platform, a practice appreciated as a Mapuche political Chileanisation by Salazar (2012). This 
is the case of Francisco Melivilu, the first Mapuche deputy to be elected by the Partido 
Demócrata (Democratic Party), which represented popular interests of artisans and workers. 
Several other Mapuche were elected deputies tried to influence the Chilean political arena from 
within the establishment in defence of the interests of their people. A different approach was 
taken by a group of Mapuche who sought a greater integration into the Chilean society when 
in 1916, Sociedad Unión Araucana was formed. With a different conception from Sociedad 
Caupolicán, this organisation promoted an integration through education but with little 
success. These cases are examples of the different strategies followed by Mapuche 
organisations to defend an autonomous identity and political presence throughout the 20th 
century (Caniuqueo, 2006; Mallon, 2014). Even during the Military Regime, given the 
existence of a minimum space for civil participation, rural Mapuche organisations were created 
to claim their rights and resist the dictatorship. This is the case of the Mapuche Cultural Centres, 
later transformed into the Ad-Mapu organisation with a rural and urban political scope (Mallon, 
2014). This collective work laid the foundations for a growing organisational experience, 
different to rural communities which were based on family bonds. The different organisational 
attempts during the 20th century involved a growing level of complex ethnic-based demands 
which began to gain ground in cities as a consequence of the rural-to-urban Mapuche diaspora.  
Notwithstanding the political efforts of some Mapuche groups to influence the course 
of Chilean politics and thus improve the living conditions of their people, their work had a 
limited impact. During the 20th century, the majority of the Mapuche population lived in 
extremely poor conditions. Despite the relevance of rural communities as the core for cultural 
resistance, the fracture in the Mapuche society was deep. Increasing waves of Mapuche people 
started migrating to cities impelled by hostile conditions in their homeland. Temuco, located 
in the heart of the ancestral Mapuche territory, and Santiago, the capital of the country, were 
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transformed into the main receptors of rural Mapuche migrants. Discrimination, violence, and 
the illegal enlargement of lands in detriment of Mapuche property have been common practices 
throughout the 20th and 21st centuries, contributing to a worsening of the Mapuche situation 
in rural communities (Pairican, 2014). For a short period during the governments of Eduardo 
Frei-Montalva (1964-1970) and the Unidad Popular of Salvador Allende (1970-1973) an 
agrarian reform was effectively implemented, allowing the restitution of a proportion of lands 
to indigenous communities. The agrarian reform marked the reactivation of the Mapuche socio-
political struggle for land rights until the present day (Salazar, 2012). After Allende, the 
situation rapidly changed with the arrival of the Military Regime to power. The enactment of 
Law Decree 2,568 of 197956 intended the division of community lands in the south of the 
country. The Decree divided Títulos de Merced into individual property titles and relaxed the 
established selling system facilitating with this the transfer of indigenous lands to private 
owners. Despite the opposition of Mapuche organisations, the Decree was executed, and 
several families sold their lands, usually at a very low price, to face immediate economic 
problems. With the promulgation of the Indigenous Law in 1993, the post-authoritarian state 
recognised Títulos de Merced as documents granting indigenous land property and subject to 
be returned. However, the ancestral territory that was effectively occupied, only remembered 
by the Mapuche collective memory, was not included in the restitution process57. 
During the 1990s, a strong neoliberal discourse centred on economic development 
emerged. Migration to urban centres was promoted with the idea of having better access to 
educational and labour opportunities, contributing, in turn, to a new fragmentation of the rural 
Mapuche community (Bengoa, 2000a; Pairican, 2014). This situation was combined with a 
strong tendency to favour economic projects such as hydroelectric power plants, road 
construction, and timber industry that brought a deterioration in the quality of life and the 
availability of natural resources for rural Mapuche communities (Barrientos, 2014). Young 
Mapuche were especially drawn to migrate in the search of better opportunities for them and 
their families. As a result, rural communities faced the challenge of losing part of their youth 
and, therefore, their main workforce. 
 
56 With the arrival of democracy, the Decree was exempted. After multiple conversations with the candidate of 
the opposition and later president, Patricio Aylwin, a draft of an indigenous law was elaborated. As seen in Chapter 
1, a commission was created for this purpose, in which designated members of indigenous organisations 
participated. The draft was dramatically changed in Congress and later ratified as the Indigenous Law 19,253 still 
in force in the country. 
57 It is important to distinguish territory, which implies a conception of a broad authority over an area including 
governance, from property, which solely implies land ownership.  
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This process marked a new relational interaction based on cooperation at a distance. 
The exchange of goods and products between rural and urban areas was a common dynamic. 
Mapuche migrants living in the city sent remittances and families sent food of various kinds to 
their relatives living in cities. Especially for those residing in Temuco and in other southern 
cities, the common practice of visiting communities of origin maintained social links 58. Others 
work or study in cities and decide to return to the rural communities at some point in their lives, 
establishing an inverse migration process: urban-to-rural. On the contrary, some Mapuche have 
found in the city a new home, only occasionally travelling to their communities to visit their 
relatives (Bello, 2002). Independently of the option followed, Mapuche migrants have tended 
to maintain strong material and/or spiritual bonds with the Ngulumapu. The Internet has also 
facilitated communication among individuals. 
The re-articulation of an identity from a new milieu does not necessarily mean a 
process of de-territorialisation. As Oehmichen (2001, 2005) and Bello (2011a) state, 
indigenous communities and associations operate as anchors for the construction of identities, 
even when constituting scattered networks across an urban geographical space. While 
community and territory are still appreciated as relevant points of reference to define identity 
(Bello, 2002; Ladino, 2014), the understanding of Mapuche-ness has been reshaped from the 
city, affecting ways of interaction. Relocation, rather than a simple process of spatial mobility, 
reflects the complexity of the re-configuration of identities and future forms of plural 
coexistence in Chile. Distance from their communities of origin, coupled with the effects of 
racism, have resulted in a complex process of ethnic ascription, particularly impacting 
generations born in urban areas. In an attempt to include the indigenous issue in the country’s 
legal framework, the Indigenous Law of 1993 provided legal recognition to rural 
(communities) and urban (associations) organisations, creating, once again, new organisational 
dynamics for the Mapuche people. 
 
2.2 The Mapuche in the City 
 
Far from disappearing as a people, the Mapuche showed their historic capacity for 
adaptation in the presence of diverse challenges from the environment and resisted the 
acculturating centripetal forces towards the creation of an imaginary unique national being, the 
 
58 As Temuco, the capital of the Araucanía region, is an integral part of the Mapuche territory, the practices of 
identity (re)creation are different from those developed in Santiago as a result of the geographical proximity of 
rural Mapuche communities. 
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Chilean-mestizo. By taking advantage of the political conditions established in the early 1990s 
by the newly elected democratic government of Patricio Aylwin, the Mapuche have developed 
dozens of urban indigenous associations which have been acknowledged by the post-
authoritarian Indigenous Law since 1993. The writing of an Indigenous Law and 
acknowledgement of urban indigenous organisational manifestations during Aylwin’s 
administration were not a mere coincidence. In 1992, for the first time in Chilean history, a 
national census included a question about indigenous peoples59. The results of the census 
presented a new social panorama in the country: more than 10% of the Chilean population 
considered themselves as part of an indigenous ‘culture’60. Of this proportion, 93% considered 
themselves Mapuche. This census also uncovered another fact: the Mapuche are an eminently 
urban population. According to the last census (Censo, 2017), the indigenous population in 
Chile currently constitutes 12.8% of the country’s total population, of whom 79.8% identified 
themselves as Mapuche. Nowadays, the Mapuche are one of the most urbanised indigenous 
peoples in the world (Yescas, 2008). Of the Mapuche, 35% are congregated in the city of 
Santiago (Censo, 2017)61. In terms of population, the Araucanía region, an integral part of the 
Ngulumapu, follows Santiago with a concentration of the 18% of Mapuche population. These 
figures confirm a sum of several generations of Mapuche who have been actively migrating 
from the countryside to cities since the 20th century. 
In terms of migratory behaviour, Mapuche women have had higher rural-to-urban 
migration rates for decades as a consequence of two factors: their marginalisation from the 
patrilineal inheritance system for land62 and their unobstructed insertion into the urban labour 
market, especially in the domestic service sector (Bello, 2002; Imilan, 2009; Course, 2011; 
Curin, 2012). The insertion of women into this economic area has operated in accordance to a 
complex acquaintance network of contacts that embraces new migrants (Bello, 2002). Despite 
the support offered by these networks in the city, poverty and the lack of space made it difficult 
to offer accommodation to all the new arrivals. As a result, Mapuche women preferred jobs 
such as in the live-in domestic service, that could offer them shelter. In the case of Mapuche 
men who migrated to Santiago, the bakery sector included a large proportion of them as it 
 
59 ‘If you are Chilean, do you consider yourself belonging to any of the following cultures? 1. Mapuche; 2. 
Aymara; 3. Rapanui; 4. None of the above’. 
60 As Valdés (2016) points out, there have been important methodological differences among the censuses that 
have asked about the indigenous population in Chile, with questions that have ranged from belonging to a ‘culture’ 
to belonging to an ‘indigenous people’. 
61 Due to a systemic racism, many Mapuche may hide their ethnic origin from surveys and censuses, making the 
results of these studies somewhat unreliable. 
62 Patrilineality is a Mapuche practice: Chilean law is egalitarian in that respect. 
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offered the possibility of overnight work for bread baking. As a result, the Mapuche have been 
highly susceptible to work in any of both areas in the capital (Imilan and Álvarez, 2008; Imilan, 
2009). Over time, and with the overall better economic situation in the country, the Mapuche 
have been able to break this circle and work in other economic areas, with many of them 
becoming professionals. However, poverty among the indigenous population still shows higher 
figures in comparison to the non-indigenous population. 18.3% of indigenous peoples are 
considered poor in terms of income versus 11% of non-indigenous people (Encuesta de 
Caracterización Socio-económica - CASEN, 2015; Thiers, 2013).  
This situation is also reflected in the spatial distribution of the Mapuche in socio-
economically deprived areas of the capital (Imilan, 2009; Thiers, 2013; Bertin and Basadre, 
2018). Territorial distribution has followed two dissimilar trends for the Mapuche in Santiago. 
On the one hand, as observed by Davis (2002), it is possible to identify enclaves in which more 
than 60% of the resident population identified as Mapuche (i.e. Cerro Navia, Lo Espejo, and 
Peñalolén). This situation finds its answer in the city’s configuration in previous decades, prior 
to the adoption of anti-poverty policies. Mapuche newcomers to the capital who were not able 
to get overnight jobs, settled in very deprived squatter settlements, which followed a self-
selection logic, many Mapuche being drawn to extended families and friends. With the socio-
economic improvement after the economic crisis in the second half of the 1980s, the illegal 
occupation of land has been mostly eradicated, and social housing is now the principal option 
for the lower socio-economic classes.  
State housing subventions are distributed according to a score-based system and not 
following an ethnic affiliation basis. The target population of housing subsidies has been 
atomised in nuclear households in heterogeneous neighbourhoods, making it difficult to 
maintain contact and therefore to strengthen a sense of identity (Rasse and Sabatini, 2013; 
Thiers, 2013). According to the results of the last census (2017), Puente Alto (11.7%) and 
Maipú (9%) contain the largest number of Mapuche. However, this proportion is evidence of 
the fact that the Mapuche population is immersed in a broader territorial context in which the 
non-indigenous population is predominant (Thiers, 2013). This situation has contributed to the 
accentuation of the invisibility of the Mapuche in Santiago, still considered part of a broader 
context of poverty. The accumulated results of national censuses together with independent 
studies such as the survey conducted by the Centro de Estudios Públicos (Centre of Public 
Studies - CEP), Los Mapuche rurales y urbanos hoy (Urban and rural Mapuche Today) (2016), 
have shown that Mapuche identification has not decreased but remained relatively steady since 
1992. However, a sustained loss of cultural traits, especially the language, has been particularly 
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evident in the urban realm. As will be shown in the next chapters, associations in Santiago have 
been playing a crucial role in the revival and exercise of Mapuche cultural features appreciated 
as emblematic of an ‘authentic’ Mapuche identity. 
 
2.3 Final Remarks 
 
The Mapuche in Chile have had to face three historical cleavages that have impacted 
their traditional forms of social, political, and economic organisation to this day: Spanish 
colonisation, the Pacificación de la Araucanía, and diaspora to cities. Although these cleavages 
have been externally imposed to the Mapuche, their socio-political organisation, lacking a 
central power but constituted by thousands of independent extended families led by a lonko, 
helped the Mapuche to overcome external vicissitudes and survive as a people. Santiago, the 
city with the current largest Mapuche population was, paradoxically, soon integrated into the 
Spanish domain when the conquistadors arrived in the 16th century. While Santiago was indeed 
part of Mapuche territory before the Spanish rule, a strong cultural and biological mestizaje led 
the Mapuche to lose control over the territory north of the Biobío river.  
As a result of the discussions among Mapuche and Spanish leaders materialised in 
Parlamento de Quilín, an agreed border was established and the Mapuche were relegated to 
the south of the Biobío river. With life mainly developed on this side of the border, northern 
lands were predominantly assumed as non-indigenous and therefore as an alien space. In 
practice, the Biobío border acted as a national divide between the Chileans and the Mapuche 
until its violation by the Chilean state. The Pacificación de la Araucanía marked the start of a 
Mapuche internal rural-to-urban diaspora in the search of better life opportunities. Although 
Santiago has been the main receptor centre of Mapuche migrants, it is still broadly perceived 
as an alien environment. Indigenous and non-indigenous narratives have tended to assume a 
loss of identity in cities in detriment to the dominant Winka’s (CEP, 2016). Despite this belief, 
Mapuche identification has not decreased in Santiago but, on the contrary, has been actively 
(re)created with the help of ethnic associations formed by the Mapuche and for the Mapuche 
living in the city (Aravena, 2001b; Figueroa, 2010). This associational activity has been 
accompanied by an instrumental space appropriation (Cheuquelaf, 2012) and its corresponding 
symbolic re-articulation, shaping the conception of belonging to what constitutes or not the 
current Mapuche territory. The constructed nature of ethnicity is key to understanding identity 
continuity even in environments considered as alien by diasporic peoples. The next chapter 
presents an account of ethnicity as a dynamic social construct able to lead Mapuche individuals 
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to create and join indigenous associations as well as persist in membership over time in a 




































Constructing Mapuche-ness Together Away from Home 
 A Theoretical Approach 
 
This chapter aims to understand how ethnicity is elaborated within the Mapuche 
associational framework far from their homeland, the Ngulumapu, congregating a very diverse 
people who originally come from a different tuwün and kupalme but identify under a common 
Mapuche identity. The chapter introduces the main theoretical understandings and debates that 
have revolved around ethnicity as both a natural given as well as a social construct. From a 
theoretical perspective, the reasons for indigenous ethnicity endurance and ethnic-based 
associational development in what has been widely conceived as a non-traditional urban 
environment for indigenous peoples are discussed. The following question is addressed: what 
leads the Mapuche ethnicity to persist in the urban setting far from their lands and communities 
of origin, their main sources of identity? The constructed nature of ethnicity, in contrast to its 
understanding as a rigid and primordial trait, offers important insights into the process of 
identity creation, recreation, and endurance in a new milieu. However, the constructivist 
approach to ethnicity has not been exempt from criticisms. These are included in the discussion 
as a way to shed light on its explanatory relevance for the durability of Mapuche identity and 
ethnic associational development in the city. Moreover, the chapter critically presents the 
Mapuche in Santiago as a category of diaspora to illuminate the ways how a sense of belonging 
and attachment to the Ngulumapu play a key role for the understanding of voluntary 
associational development. As part of this discussion, the relevance of social interactions 
within ethnic associations will be introduced for a better comprehension of how identity is 
(re)configured as a product of both personal and collective constructions. The analysis aims to 
contribute to the flourishing literature on the identity construction process that Mapuche people 
have undergone in urban areas63, as well as to critically present certain local indigenous 
movements as a possible category of diaspora. The investigation is focused on the crucial role 
that ethnic associations, created by the Mapuche and for the Mapuche, have had for identity 
recovery, implementation, and endurance by offering a space for collective interactions among 
indigenous peers. The chapter is structured as follows: the first section introduces the notion of 
ethnicity as well as a conceptual differentiation of related notions: race, class, and nationalism. 
 




The second section presents the main discussions on ethnicity in terms of primordial and 
constructivist debates. The third section assesses the relevance of constructivism for the case 
of the Mapuche in Santiago. The fourth section evaluates the feasibility of presenting rural-to-
urban internal indigenous movements as a category of diaspora. The last section presents the 
final remarks of the chapter. 
 
3.1 Understanding Ethnicity 
 
Ethnicity involves a dialectical interplay of similarity and differentiation (Jenkins, 
2008) based on categories such as religion, language, tribe, race, physical differences, 
nationality, and location among others (Horowitz, 1985; Fearon, 2003; Chandra, 2012). Max 
Weber was one of the first scholars to offer some insights on ethnicity. Weber (1968) asserted 
that ethnic groups were based upon a subjective belief, a ‘presumed identity’, in their common 
origin based on physical type, customs, religion, and shared memory of colonisation and 
migration, all of which assist in group formation. This kind of consciousness leads to the 
formation of social circles which will later be developed as ‘ethnic boundaries’. Further 
developments on the notion of ethnicity include those formulated in the Chicago School of 
Sociology, led by Robert Park. The School was concerned with the level of continuity and 
change in ethnic relations between immigrants and the host society in the urban American 
environment (Park, McKenzie, and Burgess, 1925). Following an immigrant-host model, Park 
and his team were among the first scholars to use the concept of ‘acculturation’ to refer to the 
process by which people from different ethnic backgrounds blend into the new culture as a 
consequence of contact with it (Park et al., 1925; Park, 1950; Chávez, 2008). Park’s work 
highlights four main steps in the ethnic-social relationship. First, contact among groups brings 
with it a form of competition or conflict, from which emerges a form of accommodation, 
leading finally to assimilation, at which point immigrants are culturally transformed into the 
host society. According to Park (1950) this cycle can be related to ethnic relations beyond the 
American context and is also “apparently progressive and irreversible” (p.150). While the 
developments of the Chicago School have been critiqued due to the oversimplification of the 
immigrant-host relational model, their studies have had an important impact upon symbolic 
interactionist works (Marger, 2000). Additionally, Park and his colleagues were among the first 
scholars to present, however simplistically, the urban milieu as a setting in which ethnic 
identity evolves in the context of relations between immigrants and the dominant society. 
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Subsequent works adopted a more dynamic approach towards ethnicity. Among these 
are those conducted by scholars in the Manchester School, who applied the notion of ethnic 
group identity to migrant rural workers in the copper mines in urban Zambia. The Manchester 
School concentrated upon the study of retribalisation, cultural change, and continuity processes 
in mining towns, including the establishment of new institutional structures in these areas 
(Eriksen, 2010). One of the most prominent works is The Kalela Dance: Aspects of Social 
Relationships among Urban Africans in Northern Rhodesia (Mitchell, 1956). Mitchell (1956) 
observed that tribal identities became more distinctive in an urban environment through 
opposition between individuals. Members of a particular ethnic group stereotyped the vices 
and virtues of other groups, and these characteristics were dramatized during the leisure time 
in public rituals such as the kalela dance, the most popular dance among the people of Northern 
Rhodesia. Ethnicity was an instrument of classifying complex cultural differences and defining 
the appropriate behaviour towards individuals. The contribution of the Manchester School 
relies upon their approach in their fieldwork in which ethnicity is taken to be an active process 
whereby individuals adopt group norms (Mitchell, 1956; Wade, 2010). A different 
interpretation of this phenomenon was developed by Cohen in his book Custom and Politics in 
Urban Africa: A Study of Hausa Migrants in Yoruba Towns (1969), in which his understanding 
relies on an ‘instrumentalist model’. Based on ethnographic information gathered in urban 
Nigeria, Cohen continued with the study of retribalisation, in which “an ethnic group adjusts 
to the new realities by reorganising its own traditional customs, or by developing new customs 
under traditional symbols, often using traditional norms or ideologies to enhance its 
distinctiveness within the contemporary situation” (p.1). Cohen maintains that ethnic groups, 
acting as informal interest groups, manipulate aspects of their shared culture like values, norms, 
beliefs, and ceremonies in order to create in-groups, which are then used as a weapon in the 
struggle for power against other groups.  
One of the most influential developments on ethnicity is Barth’s (1969) introduction 
to his edited book Ethnic Groups and Boundaries. Barth conceived ethnic groups as social 
organisational categories of self-ascription based on a common culture64. These categories 
consider cultural differences of individuals, but the stress is placed upon the social 
organisational aspect of ethnicity as it helps people organise the interaction among different 
groups. These categories are based upon the delineation of boundaries between conceptions of 
 
64 Common culture, more specifically, has been elaborated not in terms of individuals who share the same culture 
to qualify as members of a group, but as those who share “key symbols, values, codes, and norms that distinguish 
them from members of other groups” (Chandra, 2012, p.86). 
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‘us’ and the ‘other’. Barth deepened Weber’s ideas of social circles by stressing the continuing 
negotiation of boundaries between different groups, members and outsiders. Like the 
Manchester School, Barth does not maintain that ethnic groups are rigid and bounded 
categories based upon hereditary factors, defined uniquely by objective cultural features. On 
the contrary, Barth holds that ethnic boundaries that separate groups are effectively 
problematic. The complexity resides in the level of elasticity of ethnicity which can undergo 
modifications and change the pattern of interaction among groups. Hence, Barth states that the 
process of social differentiation is dynamic rather than static (Barth, 1969; Brubaker, 2009). 
More contemporary debates include Wade (2010), who understands ethnicity as a social 
construction based upon a spatial cultural differentiation. The author maintains that ethnicity 
tends to use a language of place in which people use an alleged origin to talk about ‘sameness’ 
and ‘otherness’. “Where are you from?” (p.18) is, according to Wade (2010), the ‘ethnic 
question’ par excellence. Eriksen (2010), in turn, argues that when cultural features impact 
interaction among groups, this social relationship turns into one with an ethnic element. 
Following a Weberian reasoning, Eriksen (2010) maintains that ethnic groups are based upon 
myths of common origin, with ideologies that encourage endogamy. For the Mapuche, group 
identity and boundaries have been shaped by colonisation and materialised through 
multifaceted discrimination65 grounded in a sense of dispossession and in a troubled affiliation 
to the Chilean nation-state. 
 
3.1.1 Ethnicity and race. 
 
Specialised socio-anthropological literature has frequently assumed ethnicity to be the 
cultural identity of a group. Conversely, race has been widely assumed to be the biological 
naturalisation based on a hierarchy related to the constitution of the bodies assigned with 
specific socio-cultural meanings (Bello and Rangel, 2000; Grosfoguel, 2004; Wade, 2010). 
Contrary to ethnicity, race has emphasised difference in phenotypical traits, with a special 
importance placed on skin colour, to which positive or negative meanings are attached. 
Ethnicity, in contrast, has been framed by a post-racial era that has tried to defy racist 
predicaments by focusing the studies on cultural debates (Bello and Rangel, 2000). 
Accordingly, ethnicity arose as a competitive notion but inherited, in practice, an important 
 
65 I will understand discrimination as multifaceted. That is to say, discrimination based on interlocking systems 




burden of the human categorisation attributed to racial theories. The phrase ‘ethnic group’ 
began to be used after the dismantling of ‘scientific racism’. It referred to groups that were still 
described as biological groupings as they shared common traits that separated them from other 
groups, but were not described as biological races (Wade, 2010). Over decades, the concept of 
ethnicity evolved and started to be used to denote minorities within larger nation-states. The 
20th century marked a rapid spread of the term given the dramatic sociocultural reconfiguration 
created by the postcolonial scenario. The turn to a more cultural analytical perspective went 
hand in hand with the studies of Franz Boas and the development of the so-called ‘cultural 
sciences’ such as anthropology and ethnology which began to question racial theories in force 
(Bello and Rangel, 2000; Wade, 2010). 
Given the relevance of cultural traits for notions of identity, the academic trend has 
been to include indigeneity within ethnic (and not racial) studies. In this respect, Wade (2008) 
maintains that this categorical division between ethnic and racial studies is inaccurate for three 
reasons. Firstly, it denies the history of racism toward indigenous peoples since the colonial 
period. Secondly, it assumes that culture and race are necessarily separate. On the contrary, 
ethnic and racial identifications are rather interdependent. Finally, it ignores discrimination 
based on an indigenous phenotype, which is especially prevalent in cities where they stand out 
in the midst of predominantly white and mestizo settings. As a result, this theoretical division 
risks homogenising and under-problematising indigeneity as if all indigenous peoples were 
under the umbrella of a single ‘culture’66. While an absolute distinction between race and 
ethnicity is certainly not accurate, the tendency has been to maintain the division while 
including a cultural dimension into the study of race (Weismantel, 2001; De la Cadena, 2006). 
Latin America was not alien to these debates. Indigenous peoples were widely 
celebrated for their historical role against the Spanish conquistadors while they were also re-
classified by assimilationist discourses “[…] of inclusion and belonging to the nation”; a 
mestizo nation that was moving towards an ideal of whiteness (Moreno, 2010, p.388). Mestizaje 
ideology was developed in Latin America as a process towards uniformity, concealing racial 
classifications, but coexisting at the same time, with clear racist stereotyping and exclusion. 
This situation has been framed by what Moreno (2010) calls an “hegemonic political ideology” 
(p.388), mestizaje, in which the logic of privilege and exclusion has been manifested as an 
unavoidable tendency by the centre, the mestizo majority. By actively promoting a concealment 
 
66 Even when identifying under the same ethnicity, individuals do not always confer the same meanings and 
interpretations to the traits that characterise the ethnic group. 
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of indigenous and black identities, racism is effectively exercised. A history marked by 
colonialism and slavery is, therefore, disregarded. However, ideas based on a correlation 
between physical and cultural characteristics and superiority respond, unequivocally, to 
historical discourses cemented in dominance (Wade, 2010). 
 
3.1.2 Ethnicity and class. 
 
Empirical data suggests that there is a close bond between ethnicity and class, making 
it difficult to identify the primary cause of inequality (Wade, 2008). The underlying question 
in debates on the ethno-economic area is whether there is a predisposition to be part of a 
particular social class as a member of a specific ethnic category. Wade (2008), in reference to 
Latin America, maintains that indigenous peoples have been characterised by a transversal 
condition of poverty. A recent study carried out by the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP) (2017) on socioeconomic disparities revealed that inequality in Chile 
effectively has an ethnic bias. According to the study, this situation has been materialised by 
the low numbers represented by the Mapuche in the social hierarchy ladder in terms of their 
involvement in the most prestigious economic areas in the country: medicine, law, and 
engineering. Being Mapuche corresponded with an impenetrability of the dominant layers of 
economic and political power. In practice, this has resulted into a social stratification in which 
the Mapuche seem to be predisposed to the lowest classes.  
The common trend has been to appreciate social disparities in economic terms and to 
conceal the relevance of ethnicity for class determination. During the 1950s there was a 
common belief that class was the key social division in Brazil, while ethnicity and race were 
secondary or simply non-relevant (Winant, 1992). This belief was criticised in a study 
conducted by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation 
(UNESCO) in 1950 on Brazilian ethnic and racial relations. The study helped to change the 
dominant paradigm in Brazil that had previously relegated racism as a non-significant topic. 
The study led to a revision of the relevance of ethnicity and race, greatly contributing to a re-
evaluation of the topic but creating, in parallel, certain limitations. Winant (1992) highlights 
one of the main drawbacks as the unavoidable tendency to nevertheless reduce ethnicity and 
race to class, depriving ethno-racial dynamics of their own autonomous significance. Despite 
oversimplifying the ethno-racial situation in Latin America, the UNESCO study clearly marked 
a milestone in terms of identifying ethnicity and race as separate notions from class. 
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From a different perspective, Wade (2008) points out that ethno-racial categorisations 
are contextual and relative, depending on the person who makes the classification. Dress and 
behaviour are associated with a particular class status given the interlocutor’s own evaluation 
criteria. Horowitz (1985) and Eriksen (2010) also noticed a positive correlation between class 
and ethnicity, stating that ethnic membership can be crucial, if not determinant in certain 
contexts, for class membership. Thus, there is a high probability that individuals who belong 
to certain ethnic groups also belong to a specific social class (Horowitz, 1985). Despite this 
interconnection, the historical changes of ethno-racial identification cannot be easily explained 
in terms of changing class structures. As Wade (2008, 2010) states, this has led to a growing 
recognition of ethno-racial factors as having an impact on class structures and not reducible to 
class determinations. While class is a relevant dimension to understanding ethno-racial 
disparities, it is important to analyse class within a consideration of the broader social context. 
 
3.1.3 Ethnicity and nationalism. 
 
The political sociology field has been prolific in terms of expressing the connection 
between ethnicity and nationalism, especially when analysing the causes that lead to the 
development of divided societies. As Calhoun (1993) points out, “while it is impossible to 
dissociate nationalism entirely from ethnicity, it is equally impossible to explain it simply as a 
continuation of ethnicity” (p.235). Eriksen (1991, 2010), drawing on the work developed by 
Ernest Gellner, addresses the distinction between ethnicity and nationalism from a socio-
anthropological perspective. He maintains that both concepts focus upon the cultural 
similarities and differences between individuals, drawing boundaries between what is 
considered as ‘us’ and the ‘others’ as a way of social organisation. Eriksen (1991) claims that 
there is nothing natural in the creation of imaginary borders, an ‘imagined political community’ 
quoting Benedict Anderson’s work, although the aim of nationalism is to present society’s 
divides as natural. In this regard, nationalism is, together with ethnicity, a categorical notion 
invoked by the elites and participants of the socio-political struggle to manipulate mass 
sentiments in pursuit of power (Calhoun, 2000). The key distinguishing issue between ethnicity 
and nationalism, however, is the relationship between the latter and the state. Authors such as 
Gellner (1983) have pointed out that, as a political unit, the state should coincide with nation 
as a cultural unit, or, in other words, establish “the definition of political units in terms of 
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cultural boundaries” (p.11)67. When an ethnic group makes a claim to this effect, therefore, the 
ethnic demand becomes a national one. This idea is also maintained by Eriksen (1991) who 
points out that “a self-proclaimed nationalist holds that state boundaries should be identical 
with cultural boundaries” (p.265). Chandra (2012) upholds that when ‘nation’ is used to refer 
to a “territorially concentrated subgroup within a larger political unity that is based on descent”, 
it is basically a subset of ethnic identity (p.63). 
When the state cannot create a sense of representation for the aspirations for its 
citizens, its power may appear as illegitimate. This can ultimately lead to conflict, violence, 
and separatisms. On the other hand, unsuccessful nationalisms, Eriksen (1991) sustains, tend 
to be continued as ethnicities, in which members of the group live under the protective wing of 
the state with a variable degree of discomfort as they usually do not fully identify with the 
nation-state. A common example of this situation, Eriksen (1991) posits, are indigenous 
peoples with claims centred on self-determination and autonomy in defence of their survival. 
These demands include the institutionalisation of their relationship with the state based on a 
recognition of self-determination as a right. The demand for greater autonomy is not 
necessarily accompanied by one for full statehood. Eriksen (1991) maintains that the 
ideological situation of contemporary indigenous peoples is not easy as they have a double 
membership: one to the modern nation-state and one to the ethnic group. This condition leads 
to a conflict as indigenous peoples tend to be ideologically opposed to the state on which they 
usually depend economically and structurally. However, Eriksen (1991) argues that this cannot 
be assumed as a sense of nationalism as the indigenous history of colonisation does not support 
this idea. It should rather be seen in terms of opportunities offered by the modern nation-state 
to them. Eriksen (1991) warns that autonomy must be developed in order to restrain 




67 Gellner, as a ‘modernisation theorist’, emphasised the role of state education in shaping cultural and linguistic 
unity. 
68 It is also important to distinguish ethnic groups from other sorts of collectives. For decades, it was usual to 
equate ethnic with cultural groups. That is, any group that had an allegedly shared culture was considered as 
‘ethnic’. Nowadays this conception seems problematic as multiple processes of migration and globalisation have 
made cultural frontiers increasingly ambiguous. For instance, language and religion can be shared by members of 
the group but also with some ‘outsiders’, a feature that will not necessarily mean admission to the ethnic 
community. As Eriksen (2010) argues, cultural boundaries are not clear cut and do not necessarily correspond to 
ethnic boundaries. Moreover, boundaries do not isolate groups from each other but there is a flow of interaction 
that enables the differentiation process between the ‘us’ and the ‘others’. As Eriksen (2010) maintains, ethnicity 
is an aspect of relation and not a cultural property of a group. 
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3.2 Debates over Ethnicity 
 
Without ignoring the affinity with the linked notions of race, class, and national 
identifications, this section presents the main theoretical discussions regarding ethnicity as a 
constructed notion. It aims to analytically position the research within a broad set of literature 
and reflect on its advances and shortcomings for the comprehension of ethnicity 
(re)construction within urban Mapuche associations. Notwithstanding the efforts to overcome 
inflexibilities attached to race, primordial approaches to ethnicity have not been completely 
discarded. The theoretical discussion on ethnicity incorporates enquiries based on a 
constructivist/primordial divide such as: are cultural characteristics acquired or are they part of 
a predetermined, even biological, set? How is an ethnic identity formed in the first place? If 
identities are malleable, how and why do they change?  
The discussion about ethnicity as a construct has not been exempt from an ontological 
debate. Already in 1983, Gleason presented identity as an indispensable notion in the study of 
ethnic and migrant groups but also as one with little clarity as to its precise meaning, which 
results in an analytical ambiguity. When talking about the identity of ethnic and migrant 
groups, Gleason (1983) maintained that “those who write on these matters use it casually; they 
assume the reader will know what they mean. And readers seem to feel that they do – at least 
there has been no clamour for clarification of the term” (p.910). Moreover, in 1995, Tilly 
questioned the analytical capacity of identity by describing the term as a blurred but necessary 
notion for understanding social events.  
Additionally, Brubaker and Cooper (2000) criticise the term identity as an analytical 
concept, given its alleged excessively fluid constructivist predicaments that would only serve 
to dissolve the notion into conceptual relativism. They also maintain that in the attempt to 
soften the term and exempt it from its initial essentialism, identity has lost its analytical power. 
According to the authors, this has led researchers to be “ill-equipped to examine the ‘hard’ 
dynamics” of contemporary identity politics (Brubaker and Cooper, 2000, p.1). This situation 
is also coupled with what Liebkind (2006) presents as conceptual and methodological 
inconsistencies of identity as a result of its use within many different disciplines. Liebkind 
(2006) thus builds on Brubaker and Cooper’s critique on identity by discussing the tendency 
of some academics to merge the notion of identity into an understanding as both a category of 
analysis and a category of practice. 
Brubaker and Cooper (2000) maintain that categories of practice refer to categories of 
everyday social experience deployed by ordinary social actors, as distinguished from the 
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experience-distant categories used by social analysts. In this way, Brubaker and Cooper (2000) 
sustain that identity as a category of practice, is used by everyday actors to “make sense of 
themselves, of their activities, of what they share with, and how they differ from, others” as 
well as “to organise and justify collective action along certain lines” (p.5). As upheld by the 
authors, scholars should avoid unintentionally reproducing or reinforcing reification of 
categories of practice – such as race and nation – by uncritically adopting categories of practice 
as categories of analysis. In an attempt to offer a solution to what is identified as an 
overburdened and entangled concept, Brubaker and Cooper (2000) seek to replace ‘identity’ 
with three clusters of terms that supposedly offer a more theoretically accurate explanation to 
social phenomena: identification and categorisation; self-understanding and social location; 
and commonality, connectedness, and groupness. However, as Abdelal, Herrera, Johnston, and 
McDermott (2006) suggest, the main problem with the alternatives introduced by Brubaker and 
Cooper (2000) is that they ignore conceptualisations of identity in terms of group self-
understanding. That is, Brubaker and Cooper (2000) deal with collective identities as a degree 
of groupness of groups, instead of analysing what different groups think of themselves. 
While considering Brubaker and Cooper’s (2000) advice, this thesis does not abandon 
the concept of identity by substituting it with their possible alternatives. By overcoming a 
supposed tendency to use constructivist language and essentialist argumentation (Brubaker and 
Cooper, 2000), similarly to Džankić’s (2014) work, this thesis does not view identity as a fixed 
portrayal of the dynamic between individuals and society but as a notion able to capture the 
transformation of social relations, a frame through which individuals ascribe themselves to 
groups. That is, identity, as it is used in this thesis, is not restricted to a personal elaboration, 
but it is also a social and relational experience, framed by the individual’s interaction with other 
actors.  
For the understanding of ethnicity as a constructed notion, social interactions are 
relevant. Following one of the most influential symbolic interactionists, Herbert Blumer 
(1969), social interactionism is understood based on the following core assumptions: (1) 
individuals assess things, give them meaning, and decide to act on the basis of that meaning; 
(2) the meaning of those things comes from the social interactions that individuals have in 
society, including both nurture and later processes of formal interaction and spontaneous and 
unregulated forms of group activity; and (3) the meanings are created and transformed through 
an interpretative process. Collective interactions lead individuals to create a symbolic 
understanding of the identity under which they all claim to identify. Consequently, the 
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environment of interaction is symbolically defined, and individuals behave consistently with 
the communication of these symbols (Killian and Turner, 1957; Stryker, 2001). 
While the interaction among peers is one of the main sources of identity construction, 
the modern state has represented an important agent of identification and categorisation as an 
authoritative institution. Following a Bourdieusian approach, states not only try to monopolise 
the legitimate use of force but also of symbolic force. This, according to Brubaker and Cooper 
(2000), includes the “power to name, to identify, to categorise, to state what is what and who 
is who” (p.15). Modern states, based on an international multicultural recognition trend, 
identify who constitutes indigenous peoples. Compliance with certain criteria lead to the 
provision of a series of political, social, and economic rights. While the investment of public 
resources on the indigenous arena may create incentives for indigenous socio-political action, 
it may also promote practices that are part of a Foucauldian governmental process of 
individualisation, aggregation modes of identification and classification, and the exercise of 
power and control over society. While the state is, in fact, a powerful identifier agent, it is not, 
necessarily, the creator of identities. Nevertheless, “it has the material and symbolic resources 
to impose the categories, classificatory schemes, and modes of social counting and accounting 
with which bureaucrats, judges, teachers, and doctors must work and to which non-state actors 
must refer” (Brubaker and Cooper, 2000, p.16).  
Ethnicity facilitates an understanding of how human beings divide the world into 
categories and attach meanings to them. These categories, as Webb (2013) maintains, need not 
exist in the ontological sense as they are a result of social construction. Nevertheless, once 
imagined, individuals act as if the categories are real, conditioning the way of interaction 
between insiders and outsiders as in the case of Mitchell’s kalela dance. The next section 
presents the main discussions about ethnicity divided into two main sets of arguments: 




Ethnicity, as in the case of race, has also contained a biological burden given its early 
understanding as a cultural predisposition based on genetic inheritance. Primordialism affirms 
that the formation of a group’s ethnicity is based upon a primordial origin which is considered 
as a natural starting point in building a community. Primordialism assigns nations a pre-modern 
origin which is deeply rooted in human evolutionary psychology (Storey, 2001; Kaufmann, 
2012). Primordial features from which groups derive include attributes such as language, 
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territory, religion, and most importantly, kinship, all of which can generate profound 
sentiments of collective belonging (Smith, 1998; Storey, 2001). Chandra (2012) maintains that 
primordialists defend three basic propositions: (1) ethnicity is ascriptive; (2) it is difficult to 
change; and (3) it is exogenous to human process. Despite these common claims, the initial 
origin of how this fixed ethnic identity is crystallised is subject to debate among primordialists. 
For some authors (Shils, 1957; Geertz, 1973), identity is biologically determined. Others allow 
the idea that social construction may play a role but maintain its immutability once formed 
(Smith, 1991; Van Evera, 2001). 
Shils (1957) is one of the first scholars to use the notion ‘primordialism’ in terms of 
relationships within the family. In his view, “the attachment to another member of one’s 
kinship group is not just a function of interaction but because of a certain ineffable significance 
attributed to the tie of blood” (p.142). This attachment, according to the author, is not merely 
to the family member as a person, but as a possessor of certain significant relational qualities, 
which are primordial. Later developments include those of Geertz (1973) who expands Shils’ 
conceptions of attachment to those who are part of the same ethnic group. These attachments 
derive from what he calls the ‘assumed givens’ of social existence, that is, kin, religion, 
language, and social practices. These features, Geertz argues, seem to flow more naturally – 
spiritually and sentimentally – rather than from a process of social interaction. In this regard, 
attachments exist prior to sociological interaction and are ascriptive and inflexible (Geertz, 
1973; Eller and Coughlan, 1993). A softer version of primordialism has been supported by 
Smith (1986, 1991). Introduced as ethnosymbolism, this version maintains the relevance of a 
historical descent for identities. Smith (1986) points out that nations are originated through 
what he calls ethnies or “human populations with shared ancestry myths, histories and cultures, 
having an association with a specific territory, and a sense of solidarity” (p.32). In his search 
for the origins of national identity, Smith establishes ethnicity as a pre-modern form of 
collective cultural identity. Collective cultural identity, according to Smith (1991), corresponds 
to a given sense of continuity, shared memories of earlier events, and to notions entertained by 
each generation about its culture. Thus, Smith (1991) claims that ethnicity is extremely slow 
to change, making the construction process highly problematic. A more recent supporter of 
primordialism is Van Evera (2001) who, following Smith’s argument, points out that ethnic 
identities are, at some point, constructed. Nevertheless, the reconstruction of such identities is 
an extremely rare process, especially considering ethnic groups in conflict. This is also 
supported by Bayar (2009), who claims that ethnicity is internalised while individuals are 
nurtured by their families. This nurturing process is then primordially determined because 
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individuals cannot choose their parents or reconstruct a different language as mother tongue, 
aspects that are assumed as determinants to identification, at later stages in their lives. In this 




Building upon the early constructivist conceptualisations of Barth (1969) on ethnic 
groups as social organisational categories of self-ascription, constructivism assumes ethnicity 
as non-fixed and non-given by birth categorisation. Consequently, ethnicity can be constructed 
and re-constructed through social interactions inside and outside ethnic communities (Nagel, 
1994), given the permeable nature of ethnic boundaries that separate different ethnic groups 
(Chandra, 2006). While social relations become tangible in a geographical context in which 
individuals conceive sameness and otherness (Wade, 2010), the flexible nature of ethnicity 
leads individuals to consider the milieu beyond its physical dimension. Therefore, new 
environments, such as the urban one, can acquire symbolic meaning (Becerra et al., 2017) upon 
which indigenous people can construct and reconstruct identity. While historical, spiritual, and 
emotional attachments are relevant to ethnicity formation, demographic, economic, and 
political features help to redefine boundaries among groups. Ethnicity, then, is not only a fluid 
notion based upon internal reconfiguration processes but also externally defined and motivated 
(Nagel, 1994). 
As with the case of primordialism, Chandra (2012) identifies basic stances over which 
constructivist theories develop: (1) ethnicity is socially constructed; (2) ethnicity can change 
although this process is not recurrent; and (3) when this process occurs, it is the result of human 
intervention. In this same line, Wade (2010) maintains that people have multiple identities that 
may have an impact on the way the ethnic one is conceived. An individual may self-identify as 
indigenous, for instance, but at the same time may be subject to rural/urban or religious 
differentiations. This creates ethnic categories that are internally heterogenous while united by 
common myths that may be differently interpreted. Nagel (1994) argues that ethnicity is the 
result of a mutual process of self-ascription as well as ideas among the individual’s own ethnic 
group and milieu. From a rather primordialist standpoint, Liebkind (2006) maintains that 
ethnicity is ascribed in the sense that the individual cannot choose the ethnic group to which 
s/he is born, including descent, the group’s history, and even phenotypical traits. However, 
ethnicity is achieved to the extent that the meanings and symbols attached to identity are a 
matter of choice and socialisation, but also of the unnoticeable influences exercised by the 
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milieu in which the person is inserted. With a similar argument, Nagel (1994) argues that 
political factors such as the openness of the political system play a crucial role in shaping ethnic 
boundaries and influencing patterns of ethnic identification. The author maintains that the 
construction of ethnic boundaries through individual identification, ethnic group formation, 
informal ascriptions, and official ethnic policies, “illustrates the ways in which particular ethnic 
identities are created, emphasized, chosen, or discarded in societies” (p.161).  
Using a broadly Weberian conception, Imilan (2009) maintains that ethnic groups are 
understood in terms of self-ascription and possession of a distinctive culture. In this regard, as 
any social group could be taken as ‘ethnic’ based only upon self-ascription, it is essential to 
consider a common collective history, a shared origin, a family metaphor, or a genealogical 
dimension as a basis to identify a group as ethnic. With these elements, the socio-cultural 
boundary is transformed into a real ethnic-identity boundary (Roosens, 1994). In one of the 
most recent studies in the area, Webb (2013) presents the divide between primordialism and 
constructivism as non-categorical. Some authors such as McKay (1982) and Webb (2013) opt 
for a halfway approach between primordialism and constructivism. Webb (2013) maintains 
that people often treat groups as natural givens. The separation between primordialism and 
constructivism, he maintains, is embedded in the same individual’s conception of ethnicity. For 
his part, McKay (1982) declares that both primordial, emotional, and affective ties and the 
flexible and constructed nature of ethnic boundaries, are manifestations of ethnicity. A 
resolution to this dichotomy, as stated by Olzak (2004), is only likely to be found in a 
conjunction of theoretical and empirical analysis. The next section discusses the relevance of 
constructivism for the case of the Mapuche in Santiago. 
 
3.3 Construction of Mapuche-ness in the City 
 
Today the Mapuche are subject to major socio-economic deprivations. They have 
suffered from a general pejorative conception by the Chilean-mestizo society most recently, 
with their land recovery struggle equated with terrorism by the state (Richards, 2010). 
However, being Mapuche constitutes an important identity claim of differentiation (Webb, 
2013), which has gained increasing exposure especially since the enactment of the Indigenous 
Law. The Mapuche have suffered the direct aggression of different actors during history. These 
coercive ‘others’ such as the Spanish conquistadors, the young Chilean Republic, and the 
modern Chilean-mestizo state, have served as external sources to create difference, establishing 
socially constructed boundaries of group membership. The few socio-anthropological 
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approaches to the Mapuche identity in the city have adopted a mainly constructivist perspective 
apart from Webb (2013), who admits a halfway position between primordialism and 
constructivism. Webb (2013) posits that the ‘assumed givens’, using Geertz’s (1973) words, 
contribute to the establishment of ethnic boundaries. That is, Mapuche identification relies on 
primordial perceptions of ethnic belonging by constructing a sense of self that is rooted in 
perceived ethnic primordial traits (fixed or given) after being nurtured and socialised within 
the Mapuche culture. The Mapuche tend to understand their ethnic traits through primordial 
lenses including the notions of tüwun and kupalme. Despite this, these primordial categories 
do not prescribe the line of action for individuals to follow. Categories are, then, perceived as 
fixed, but in real terms they are “imagined, invented, and constructed within social and 
temporal spheres as any other category of difference” (Webb, 2013, p.2071). These perceived 
fixities offer a temporal source of stability, but they are subject to interactional change (Webb, 
2013). Primordialism remains in the realm of the imaginary meanwhile ethnic identities are a 
matter of construction.  
Those researchers focused on constructivism, have agreed with the ‘formation of a 
new urban ethnic identity’ (Aravena, 1999, 2007), the ‘recreation’ or ‘reconfiguration’ of the 
traditional rural identity (Gissi, 2004; Bello, 2004; Aravena et al., 2005), or the ‘reproduction’ 
of their collective ethnic identity in the city (Durston, 2013). Authors such as Varas (2005), 
Bengoa (2007), and Imilan (2009) have presented the development of a process of urban 
ethnogenesis, that is, an abrupt indigenous emergence in an environment dominated by the 
non-indigenous population (Bengoa, 2000b). Despite differences in the terminology used, 
these investigations have tended to opt for a Barthian approach that assumes ethnic boundaries 
as permeable by the appropriation of elements coming from the urban-mestizo milieu and their 
incorporation into Mapuche-traditional forms. The complexity of this phenomenon lies in an 
apparent evolution of the boundaries between the ‘us’-indigenous and the ‘others’-non-
indigenous which are much more diffuse in the city. Despite a widely agreed stance on identity 
construction, researchers such as Marimán (1990) have maintained that the urban is an 
environment where the Mapuche culture has no real possibilities to be reproduced. Although 
not extensively supported in academia, primordial conceptions have certainly penetrated public 
policies that still appreciate the Mapuche reality as exclusively attached to the land (Bello, 
2002; Imilan, 2009). However, indigenous associations have an important identity role as they 
represent the main scenario for collective Mapuche endogamous practices to develop, 
circumscribed and permanently influenced by the majority ‘other’. Social contact among peers 
is relevant as identity “is transformed and redefined in an ongoing process of building, 
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restructuring, and adaptation to the demands of modern society, based on new situations of 
social interaction” (Aravena, 1999, p.171). Despite recognising efforts towards preservation, 
Brubaker (2005) presents identity as malleable by the processes of hybridity, fluidity, 
creolisation, and syncretism of migrant and diaspora identities. This construction of identities 
in the diaspora process is reflected in Stuart Hall’s (1994) widely quoted assertion “diaspora 
identities are those which are constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew, through 
transformation and difference” (p.235). Diasporic identities are subject to a permanent re-
organisation in terms of a search for preservation while being subject to a transformation of 
their ethnic boundaries in the host environment. That is, as the Mapuche researcher Enrique 
Antileo (2007) maintains, diaspora involves a complex process of living away from a space 
conceived as their own and to collectively re-articulate identity looking towards the “historical 
territory or territory claimed” (p.263). 
 
3.4 The Mapuche Diaspora: Constructing Home away from Home 
 
Indigenous migration and their insertion into Latin American cities is not a new 
phenomenon. Although migration to urban areas goes back to the colonial period, the process 
gained greater visibility in the 20th century as a result of the loss of community lands, 
population growth, and poverty (Bello, 2002). The Mapuche in Santiago have been presented 
in a number of Mapuche and non-Mapuche academic works as a diaspora people living far 
from their ‘homeland’ (see, for example, the works of Haughney and Marimán, 1993; 
Marimán, 1997; Ancán and Calfío, 1998; Aravena et al., 2005; Antileo, 200769, 2012; and 
Curin, 2012). While these authors agree with the constructed nature of Mapuche ethnicity by 
acknowledging the capacity of Mapuche-ness to survive and reproduce in the city, they do not 
explain the significance, if any, of presenting the Mapuche in Santiago as a diaspora. This 
section intends to elucidate whether the literature on diaspora is able to clarify, from a 
theoretical perspective, the (re)creation of the Mapuche identity within indigenous associations 
formed in the host milieu. As Safran (1991) points out, not all dispersed peoples who are 
detached from a particular cultural centre can legitimately be considered diasporic. The overuse 
 
69 In his text Lecturas en torno a la migración mapuche. Apuntes para la discusión sobre la diáspora, la nación 
y el colonialismo (Readings about Mapuche migration. Notes for the discussion about diaspora, nation, and 
colonialism), Antileo (2007) offers an interesting discussion of the Mapuche as a diasporic group. However, he 
does not offer a theoretical explanation for the use of diaspora instead of migration for the Mapuche case. 
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of the term has led to what Brubaker (2005) calls a diaspora of diaspora, “a dispersion of the 
meaning of the term in semantic, conceptual, and disciplinary space” (p.1). 
Migration is a process that involves a permanent or temporary change of residence by 
an individual or a group given a wide range of motivations including those of a social, political, 
or economic character. Increased flows of goods, services, money, ideas, and people across 
national borders have led to economic competition, integration, and interdependence among 
nation-states. This shift from an autonomous nation-state to a world of blurred boundaries has 
helped to intricate notions of membership (Brettell, 2015). In other words, the context within 
which movement takes place has been transformed by political, social, and technological 
upheaval (Castles, De Haas, and Miller, 2014). In postcolonial theory, migration has not only 
been studied from a perspective of the affiliations migrants maintain to their home communities 
and the extra-boundary reasons that have motivated their movement. Globalisation and 
technological advancements have also constituted important sources of information for the 
study of migration as they facilitate the possibility to participate in processes happening in 
homelands, making contemporary migratory practice even more complex (Mamattah, 2006). 
This possibility, as Mamattah (2006) points out, has been key in theories of transnationalism 
for understanding aspects of contemporary migratory practice. One of the areas that has 
attracted scholarly attention has been the tensions that emerge between transnational migrants 
and the new host nation-state. This brings with it questions of citizenship, that is, membership 
in the new nation-state that comes with certain rights and privileges to those who comply with 
a series of obligations. In this regard, nation-states can set and control the parameters of 
successful membership application. 
Following a similar line, diaspora has broadly been understood as a trans-border 
movement, theoretically constructed in its beginnings from the exile of the Jews from the 
historic homeland and their dispersion around the world. One of most well-known academics 
in the study of diaspora is William Safran. Safran (1991) understands diaspora as expatriate 
minority communities whose members share six principal characteristics: (1) they or their 
ancestors have been dispersed from an original centre to two or more foreign regions; (2) they 
retain a collective memory or myth about the original homeland; (3) they believe they cannot 
be fully accepted into the host society, feeling alienated from it; (4) they regard their ancestral 
homeland as their true, ideal home and the place to which they or their descendants should 
return when the conditions are appropriate; (5) they are collectively committed to the 
maintenance or restoration of their homeland; and (6) they continue to relate to the homeland 
and their ethno-communal consciousness is importantly defined by this relationship. In this 
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regard, Safran’s (1991) intention was to broaden the scope of diaspora by including other cases 
beyond the Jewish70. Moreover, as Safran (1991) maintains, there are cases around the globe 
that do not exactly comply with his six points but are still regarded as diasporas. This is the 
case with the Parsis in Bombay (with no dispersion and with a weak homeland consciousness), 
Cubans in Miami (no major dispersion and weak myth of return), and Armenians (high levels 
of cultural integration). As Clifford (1994) says, whatever the working list of diasporic features, 
it is not possible to expect that a society fulfils everything throughout history.  
The collectively shaped myth of homeland or its understanding as part of a group’s 
collective memory has been raised as one of the most important aspects of diasporas (Oxfeld 
and Long, 2004). As expressed by Oxfeld and Long (2004), migration literature, contrary to 
diaspora, is less focused on ideologies of home, creating an important theoretical distinction 
between both notions. According to Brown (2011), the emotional desire to collectively 
(re)create the homeland through participation in ethnic practices in the host milieu is 
characteristic of diasporic experiences. In this regard, following the same line as Safran (1991) 
who highlights the relevance of homeland in four of his six points71, Brubaker (2005) 
recognises homeland as a referent for diaspora people. 
While the literature on diaspora has pointed at a transnational movement, the Mapuche 
have undergone an internal relocation within the borders of the Chilean nation-state72. This has 
made the Mapuche case exempt from important nationality discussions as they are Chilean 
citizens with, in theory, the rights and obligations that this membership confers73. Nevertheless, 
as with any other diaspora, the Mapuche have undergone processes of dispossession, 
displacement, and uprooting (Antileo, 2014). In this way, Watson (2010) sustains that 
indigenous peoples face similar challenges when internally migrating than those experienced 
by other individuals crossing international borders. The challenges arise from “the need to 
speak a different language, to learn a different culture, or to negotiate a bureaucratic social 
system replete with differing spiritual values and expectations of the individual” (Watson, 
2010, p.274). Consequently, Clifford (1994, 2013) and Watson (2010) present indigenous 
peoples’ internal enforced uprooting, an indigenous ‘internal transnationalism’, as a category 
 
70 As diaspora theoretical conceptions have been mainly constructed over the Jewish case, Clifford (1994) 
maintains that researchers have to be aware of the entailment of Jewish history on the language of diaspora without 
making it a definite model. 
71 More specifically, points number two, four, five, and six. 
72 However, as seen in Chapter 2, it is important to remember that the Biobío river has acted as a cultural-symbolic 
border separating the Winka from the Mapuche. 
73 Although they are citizens of Chile, the Mapuche have been contesting the practice and terms of their 
citizenship, which are typically disadvantageous. For more information and examples of other Latin American 
cases, please see Yashar (1998). 
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of diaspora. Moreover, as Clifford (2013) maintains, classical diasporas presuppose distance 
from the place of origin and deferred returns with activated forms of homeland longing. Yet, 
modern communications can reduce a sense of detachment, complicating notions of loss and 
distance. In turn, diasporic indigenous peoples may have multiple attachments that are not 
mutually exclusive. While some identities may become activated in the presence of some 
situations of political struggle, different belongings may also coexist (Clifford, 2013)74. 
The Mapuche rural-to-urban internal diaspora needs to be understood beyond the 
explicit meaning of spatial mobility from an ancestral territory to a new milieu. This movement 
mirrors the intricacy of ethnicity reconfiguration, which is deeply spiritually linked to the 
ancestral territory, and the new interactions in a plural-heterogeneous setting circumscribed by 
a highly centralised and unitary country such as Chile. While the ownership of the Mapuche’s 
former territory resides to a great extent in external hands, the appropriation that did not occur 
was the symbolic one. The Mapuche retained a collective memory of the Ngulumapu as an 
‘imagined community’ (Anderson, 2006), even by those generations born in the city (Carmona, 
2015). Mapuche ethnicity has been characterised by a series of perceived common traits like 
ancestry, Mapuzungun language, spiritual and cultural practices, and a collective memory of 
colonialism, domination, poverty, oppression, and uprooting; all of them circumscribed to a 
homeland territorial cartography (Valenzuela and Unzueta, 2015). As Valenzuela and Unzueta 
(2015) posit, what characterises the Mapuche in Santiago has been the conceptualisation of the 
Ngulumapu as a (myth of) homeland. Introducing the Mapuche as a diaspora enables an 
understanding of the key role that tuwün and kupalme, circumscribed by the Ngulumapu, play 
as sources of symbols, memories, and values for the (re)construction of an alleged common 
identity through a series of ethnic-based activities developed within the urban associational 
borders. 
The Ngulumapu, as an alleged true home, embraces emotional notions that evoke 
romanticised sentiments of nostalgia for what is now lost and has to be recovered, prompting 
practices of belonging by the engagement in these ethnic-based activities developed from 
Santiago (Carmona, 2015). That is, as Brettell (2015) sustains, diasporic peoples engage in a 
series of collective activities that become expressions of their ethnicity. The array of changing 
emotions that emerge before, during, and after the process of movement, personally 
experienced but socially reconfigured, constantly permeate the idea of homeland that the 
 
74 That is, some individuals may identify as Mapuche, Chilean, and mestizo depending on the social context, thus 
displaying more than one ethnicity according to the situation (Chandra, 2012). 
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individual holds in the host milieu. As Tanner (2010) points out, “geography is about places, 
and places can provoke powerful emotional reactions” (p.35). The relationship between 
emotions, geographic places, and their contextual environments in the diasporic process are 
key for the construction of discourses of homeland. Collective emotions affect individuals in 
many ways, including the promotion of solidarity and cohesion, the establishment of 
boundaries between insiders and outsiders, and the shaping of values and beliefs regarding the 
homeland, the host society, and the same diasporic society. As Zanutto (2016) says, collective 
emotions are relevant for the formation and reinforcement of ethnic identity. Emotions play an 
important role in the integration and maintenance of diaspora groups such as the Mapuche in 
Santiago. Diaspora, is, then, an inherently emotional experience by which people create new 
geographies of belonging en route to a new home (Clifford, 1994; Brown, 2011). When in the 
new setting, diasporas face an emotional burden by (re)constructing a left-behind homeland in 
a milieu that is usually perceived as alien. This has been the case for a proportion of the 
Mapuche who have had to make Santiago their new residence. As Antileo (2007) states: 
 
We [the Mapuche] believe that Santiago is already a foreign territory, built for the 
development of another people and subsumed to the vicissitudes of neoliberalism, where 
our presence matters little or nothing, diluted in class problems and coexisting in 
marginality, without a clear future (p.264). 
 
Mapuche associations have presented a space for the collective (re)creation of the 
homeland among diasporic peers through the organisation of activities that foster a sense of 
belonging to the homeland but also to the host milieu. Borrowing Clifford’s (1994) words, 
Mapuche associations are a main conduct for constructing “home away from home” (p.302). 
Thus, associations fulfil the role of what Van Hear and Cohen (2017) present as the “known 
community” (p.172) sphere of engagement, that is, the realm of encounter for diasporic 
associational life. 
 
3.5 Final Remarks 
 
In the process of geographical rural-to-urban relocation, there is a parallel symbolic 
mobilisation of memories, stories, ideas, and cultural traits that serve as material for individuals 
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to re-articulate a common ethnicity in the host milieu. This material, the ‘assumed givens’ 
(Geertz, 1973), contributes to the creation of ethnic boundaries, leading individuals to conceive 
categories from a primordial perspective. As maintained by Webb (2013), the Mapuche are 
inclined to understand ethnic characteristics through primordial lenses. While perceived as 
fixed, Webb (2013) maintains that they are a matter of construction for which social 
interactions are crucial. That is, social interactions are fundamental for ethnicity 
(re)construction as they facilitate its shaping process by confronting interpretations in a process 
that fosters ethnic differentiation between the members and the outsiders of the ethnic group. 
Thus, identity seems to be defined by all those traits not shared with ‘others’. In other words, 
what appears to bind a group together is not, necessarily, an identity in common but rather 
those traits that tend to divide the ‘us’ from the ‘others’. Mapuche associations in Santiago 
have been fundamental in this process of differentiation as they offer the space for social 
interactions among Mapuche diasporic peers in the form of ethnic-based activities. These 
activities have helped Mapuche-ness not to be lost but to be accommodated to the new urban 
circumstances, promoting, in turn, symbolic frontiers setting them apart from the culture of the 






















Understanding Ethnicity (Re)creation within Urban Mapuche Associations 
 
Since the recovery of democracy in Chile in the early 1990s, the Mapuche diaspora in 
Santiago has created and joined an increasing number of associations based upon their shared 
self-identification as Mapuche people. Hunt and Benford (2004) and Olzak (2004) claim that 
ethnic identity both drives individuals from the same ethnic group to form organisations as well 
as being a product of the social interactions that occur inside these same organisations. Taking 
this stance as a starting point, this thesis analyses the ways in which ethnicity is (re)created and 
performed within Mapuche associations in Santiago in view of both intra-associational 
dynamics among Mapuche peers and extra-associational dynamics generated with the 
homeland as well as with the Chilean state.  
The study is guided by the following core question: how does the Mapuche diaspora 
in Santiago (re)construct Mapuche-ness within urban ethnic associations that are located away 
from their homeland? To this end, the thesis examines the practices used to rearticulate 
Mapuche identity in terms of endurance, loss, and revitalisation, past and present affections, 
and social, cultural, and political approaches to ethnicity (re)production. This chapter justifies 
how the research was designed by observing the rationale of the methodological approach and 
methods of data collection, access, sampling procedure of associations and participants, and 
data analysis. By doing so, it reflects on the paradigm of enquiry, detailing the philosophical 
perspective – constructivist ethnography – that guided the study. The chapter is structured into 
six sections. The first section focuses on the reasons behind the decision to choose ethnography 
as the methodological approach over other possible options. The second section explains the 
associational sampling criteria, including a geographical clarification of the study location as 
well as the gaining of access to the associations. The third section justifies the use of 
observations and participation as well as interviews as the main methods of data collection. 
The fourth section introduces the ethical considerations of the study. The fifth section explains 









While a characteristic approach of both anthropology and sociology, ethnography 
currently represents a recurrent approach in other academic areas such as in political science 
(e.g. King, Keohane, and Verba, 1994; Warren, 2017) and in economic anthropology (e.g. 
Hann and Hart, 2011). Ethnography was chosen over other possible approaches for a series of 
reasons. On the one hand, one of the main concerns was to have a close understanding of the 
diverse processes involved in Mapuche associational life more than focusing on figures and 
results. Unlike other approaches such as experimental and survey analysis, qualitative research 
based on ethnography has a primary concern on an in-depth outlook that emphasises processes 
that lead to outcomes (Maxwell, 2013). Moreover, ethnography is characterised by its 
flexibility and adaptability to the circumstances of the field. The flexibility conferred by 
ethnography allows the researcher to modify and adapt the research design accordingly to these 
challenges and thus focus on new discoveries and possible relationships. This freedom arises 
from its particularistic focus (e.g. a limited set of urban Mapuche associations and settings), 
rather than a search for generalisations.  
Ethnography is then detached from rules of statistical hypotheses testing that usually 
demand the researcher to closely stick to the original research plan (Maxwell, 2013). However, 
the widespread use of ethnography has led to a variety of intricate interdisciplinary discussions 
about the real value of the approach. One of the main arguments, as noted by Richards (2004), 
has focused on the influence that the researcher inevitably exerts on the collection and 
interpretation of data. Traditionally, this influence has tended to be assumed as a bias that has 
to be minimised since data collection would inevitably be affected by prejudices, especially 
tangible when the researcher is a stranger to a new social group. In defiance to this 
understanding, this study adopted a methodological stance that follows Charles Wright Mills’ 
(1959) informative essay On Intellectual Craftsmanship in which he advises younger 
academics that: 
 
(…) the most admirable thinkers within the scholarly community you have chosen to join 
do not split their work from their lives. They seem to take both too seriously to allow 




In this sense, the study sought an integration of previous theoretical understandings 
about the Mapuche associational situation in Santiago with the data gathered during fieldwork 
as a way of expanding insights and constantly reconfiguring the research. The unavoidable 
subjectivity was not taken as an uncritical imposition of personal values and assumptions, but 
rather was transformed into an advantage through which to construct and reconstruct the 
research. This critical perspective led to question widely accepted but rarely discussed 
statements in the literature. First, the declarations inspired by Park’s American “melting pot” 
in terms of the unavoidable assimilation of those Mapuche living in cities by the dominant 
society (Salas, 1987; Marimán, 1990). Second, the uncritical label of the Mapuche in cities as 
‘urban Mapuche’ (Aravena, 2003) or ‘Mapuche warriache’ (Aravena, 2001a; Imilan and 
Álvarez, 2008) without explaining the use of these terms. This opened the door to a more 
intricate analysis on the meanings and symbols that the same Mapuche participants of 
indigenous associations attach to their own situation in the city. 
Following Howell (2013) and Nwokoro (2016), this qualitative study adopted 
constructivist ethnography as a paradigm of enquiry in which participant observation and in-
depth semi-structured interviews served as the primary data gathering tools. Howell (2013) 
maintains that constructivist ethnography involves a process that combines the following: a 
deconstruction of universal understandings and a turn towards the constantly-changing local 
values embedded in the research environment; the experiences and narratives of participants in 
that environment which are determined by ideology, power, politics, and culture; and a critical 
interpretation of the participants’ voices and interactions which includes a theoretical and 
empirical analysis. The main method, Howell (2013) posits, is participant observation in which 
the researcher becomes an insider non-member of the group to achieve a deep comprehension 
and constant interpretation of personal activity and collective interaction. Therefore, 
constructivist ethnography allows the researcher to derive participant observation and 
interview data from participants and thus understand how a social phenomenon unfolds 
(Nwokoro, 2016). Based on symbolic interactionism, Nwokoro (2016) maintains that 
ethnographers assume that participants learn, draw meanings, interpret these meanings during 
social interaction, and have the capacity to give an account of the experiences in the interactive 
environment.  
Howell (2013) presents as a potential limitation of the approach the influence of the 
researcher’s own values for data selection and interpretation. While constructivist ethnography 
assumes human understandings as subjective and relative, ethnographies should provide social 
descriptions of peoples and cultures in a way that allows a comprehension of “‘self’ in relation 
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to the ‘other’ in terms of becoming” (Howell, 2013, p.130). That is, constructivist ethnography 
offers an integrated synthesis of theory and experience, in which interpretation is, ultimately, 
dialogical. Thus, Nwokoro (2016) states that ethnography provides a rich source of data for 
assessing how people deal with life challenges within their social environmental context.  
Regarding the Mapuche case, constructivist ethnography served as a useful approach 
for facilitating the examination of the meanings and symbols that the Mapuche attribute to an 
alleged common ethnicity when (re)creating their identity from the city. The comprehension 
of personal identity configurations and collective social constructions as a result of a joint work 
in the city involved the understanding of Mapuche associational practices framed by their 
interactive cultural environment. When approaching the research question, ethnography also 
opened the possibility of grasping imaginaries developed by the Mapuche when (re)creating 
their identity in relation to three different areas: the homeland, including their territory and 
their communities of origin; the urban Mapuche context, including the indigenous associational 
landscape; and the urban milieu, in terms of the relations established with the ‘other’ non-
indigenous side. 
Moreover, one of the initial decisions made on the development of this ethnographic 
research was to approach collaboration. Sometimes called participatory research (e.g. Anaquot, 
2008), in this approach data is gathered through a dialogical relation with the participant rather 
than taking the participant as a source of information for the unique benefit of the researcher. 
As Grills (1998) states, “to write ethnographic stories is to engage in social action - to take 
multiple others into account, to manage impressions, to engage others, and to resist prior 
constructions” (p.15). That is, the emphasis is on empowering the participants through the 
development of horizontal, fluid, and dialogical links that make them an active part of the 
research process. While the decision to approach collaboration may be motivated by ethical 
considerations, recognising the experience and traditional knowledge of the same people whose 
lives are being explored certainly helps to broaden the understanding of the research (Cornwall 
and Jewkes, 1995; Anaquot, 2008; Hale and Stephen, 2013).  
By establishing a permanent conversation with the participants, this study expected to 
offer local people, the Mapuche participants of ethnic associations in Santiago, the freedom to 
express their ideas and concerns as well as to present possible solutions according to their own 
worldview and priorities. Consequently, the research agenda evolved from one that initially 
proved to be rather settled, linear, and controlled by the researcher, to one more flexible that 
permitted a direct participation of the Mapuche in the stages of data gathering. The production 
of knowledge became a collective enterprise in which each of the actors involved was able to 
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make a contribution (Perry and Rappaport, 2013). However, this process was not without 
obstacles as collaboration usually increases uncertainty by having to constantly negotiate the 
study’s agenda with individuals who did not necessarily agree to the plan of action. This does 
not mean transferring the responsibility of the investigation onto the participants, but rather 
creating a permanent dialogue through which a transparent and respectful relation can be built, 
which is vital when one is an insider non-member of the group. 
 
4.2 Associational Sampling: Geographical Location and Associational Access 
 
This ethnographic research developed an in-depth insight into a limited number of 
Mapuche associations. A series of steps were followed in order to decide the geographical 
scope of the research within the Santiago area as well as to select associations with whom to 
negotiate access and thus be able to participate in their multiple activities. All these steps are 
explained in the following sections. 
 
4.2.1 Geographical scope. 
 
The Santiago metropolitan area is divided into 52 comunas of which 34 are urban 
(GORE, 2013). In order to select the most suitable areas in which to develop this ethnographic 
research, a series of selection criteria were applied. Firstly, associations located in rural 
comunas of Santiago were excluded. Secondly, the sample was expected to include comunas 
with a different number of Mapuche associations. This was intended to evaluate potential 
collaboration and/or competition among associations as well as their interaction with the state. 
Thirdly, the associational sample was expected to include comunas with different levels of 
socioeconomic development in order to take into account potential relations between the socio-
economic aspect and identity (re)reconstruction dynamics. As a result, the sample ranged from 
El Bosque, a comuna with the largest proportion of people in poverty in terms of income in 
Santiago at 14.5%, to Providencia with just a 0.7% of individuals in poverty (CASEN, 2015). 
Finally, the study expected to extend the geographical scope of previous research, which was 
mostly carried out in two comunas, Cerro Navia and La Pintana75. This tendency has responded 
 
75 From the authors that specify the areas in which they conducted their respective fieldworks, Gissi (2004, Cerro 
Navia), Richards (2004, La Pintana and Cerro Navia), Abarca (2005, La Pintana); Cheuquelaf (2012, Cerro 
Navia), Carmona (2014, La Pintana), and Sepúlveda and Zúñiga (2015, La Pintana) have opted for these 
traditional settings. Authors such as Figueroa (2010, La Pintana and La Granja), Sepúlveda and Valencia (2014, 
Maipú), Carmona (2015, Puente Alto, Cerro Navia, and La Pintana) and Aguilera and Yon (2015, La Florida), 
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to the results of the census of 2002, which showed that Cerro Navia contained 6.5% and La 
Pintana 6.1% of Mapuche inhabitants, making them the comunas with the largest Mapuche 
proportion in the capital at the time. While relevant for historical comparisons, however, the 
decision to restrict ethnographies to these two comunas has been based upon data from 16 years 
ago, overlooking recent indigenous associational developments in other areas of Santiago. As 
the Metropolitan Regional Government of Santiago’s (GORE) data revealed (2016), there are 
Mapuche living and working in all urban comunas, which has corresponded with indigenous 
associations rapidly populating the city’s landscape. Therefore, by including a larger sample of 
comunas, it was possible to access a broader urban associational panorama in Santiago. The 
result of this strategy was the following: the Mapuche associations selected were located in 
eight different socio-economic comunas that included El Bosque, La Florida, Macul, Maipú, 
Peñalolén, Providencia, Puente Alto, and Santiago Centro. Of these comunas, six have some 
form of public office dealing with local indigenous affairs. The only exceptions are La Florida 
and Puente Alto. Map 1 offers the final geographical scope of this study. 
 
Map 1: Distribution of the 11 associations in Santiago 
 
have tried to widen the spectrum by including other areas such as La Florida, La Granja, Maipú, and Puente Alto, 
some of them, in conjunction with La Pintana and Cerro Navia. Of the 34 urban municipalities that form the city 
of Santiago, six have attracted academic interest and two have concentrated the greater number of studies. 
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4.2.2 Access to associations. 
 
The associations included in the study were initially selected from a directory of urban 
Mapuche associations created by the researcher, based on a random sample. That is, at the 
beginning of the fieldwork, the Mapuche associations located in urban municipalities of 
Santiago were equally likely to be chosen as part of the sample. In later stages of the fieldwork, 
and building on the contacts already generated within the initial set of associations, the 
selection process became a snowball approach. In other words, the associations included in the 
first sample were asked to refer the researcher to other associations to be addressed. As a result, 
the sample was built through this process of networking with the Mapuche community in 
Santiago, attracting individuals from a particular segment of the community given the snowball 
process. Therefore, the selected subjects were likely to share similar characteristics. The sample 
used in this study excluded those associations that were not linked to the organisations that 
were the facilitators of information for the snowball. The mixed random/snowball sampling 
approach resulted in a sample that focused on associations that prioritised cultural recovery and 
that tended to engage in close negotiations with the state, especially at the local-municipality 
level. Consequently, other types of associations, such as those that had a more confrontational 
approach towards the state and those that were not welcoming to non-Mapuche people in 
general, were not incorporated into the final sample. Although the associations that were part 
of the sample were very different from each other in terms of their internal structure, objectives, 
and strategies to achieve their goals, they were all inclined, albeit in various degrees, to 
collaborate with the state. Therefore, the final sample was not representative of the entire 
Mapuche association landscape in Santiago. A detailed description of the access arrangements 
and the construction of the sample is found below. 
Gaining access to associations was divided into two complementary steps: (1) finding 
publicly available contact information of Mapuche associations, and (2) negotiating access 
with the Mapuche memberships to partake as an insider non-member in their activities. One of 
the first problems faced in the field was the availability of contact information of Mapuche 
associations. Different strategies were utilised to tackle this issue. Since the study did not count 
with a strategic gatekeeper, the first step was to approach the public sector for information. By 
using CONADI’s online “public information access form”, a list of those Mapuche associations 
that, at some point in their history, were legally-registered with CONADI, was requested. As a 
result, a non-comprehensive list was forwarded by CONADI which comprised some details 
including the name of the legal representative, the date when the association was constituted, 
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the validity of its legal entity number, location and, in very few cases, an e-mail address. 
However, in numerous cases, the information provided by CONADI was outdated. 
This situation necessitated a second strategy, which was to contact four universities in 
Santiago that had some experience in indigenous studies, whether at the rural or urban levels. 
Little information was provided by these research centres, claiming a failed attempt to negotiate 
access to urban Mapuche associations. Consequently, a third strategy was implemented. This 
involved an approach to municipality-based Indigenous Affairs Offices (IAOs) to get 
information about the local Mapuche associational panorama. The first two to reply were the 
offices based in Maipú and Peñalolén. After asking the permission of the Mapuche 
representatives, they offered a contact list of those associations located in their respective 
comunas. With the information provided by CONADI, both IAOs lists, and the limited 
information found in the web, it was possible to create a simple directory of urban Mapuche 
associations. This allowed a first contact with Mapuche associations, which, at that point, 
adopted a random selection approach. All the associational leaders of that directory (called 
presidentes, that is, male and female presidents in Spanish) were contacted and asked if they 
were willing to meet to discuss the scope of the research, the researcher’s potential access to 
their activities, and the study’s ethical considerations. These presidentes acted as gatekeepers 
of their respective groups. Once the initial acceptance as an insider non-member in the 
associational activities was granted by the presidentes, permission had to be renegotiated with 
their corresponding memberships. 
Contrary to the warnings received from the universities, the three presidentes 
contacted in the first instance kindly opened the doors of their associations. After a couple of 
weeks observing and participating in their associational activities, mainly in the form of ethnic-
based workshops, the memberships started to share information about other Mapuche 
associations based in different municipalities of Santiago. This process marked a second 
strategy of sampling based on snowballing. As in the case of the associations considered in the 
first stage, the scope of the study was explained to these new presidentes and their memberships 
as well as my willingness to understand, by listening to their own experiences, the subtleties 
involved in their participation in Mapuche-based associational activities developed outside the 
Ngulumapu. As with the first-stage associations, the new set of associations allowed my 
participation and observation as a non-member, alluding to the necessity to expand public 
understanding of the Mapuche in Santiago.  
As a result of this random/snowball sampling approach, 11 associations were finally 
included in the study. These 11 associations had an average membership that ranged between 
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10 and 30 active members each. While the 11 urban Mapuche associations had a varied scope 
of activities, as a result of the sample approach, cultural recovery and practice, mostly 
materialised in the form of cultural-based workshops, was a common area for all of them 
although differently executed. The wide variety of activities in which I was allowed to partake 
through participation and observation permitted a deep understanding of the ways in which 
ethnicity is differently interpreted, signified, and lived within Mapuche associations in 
Santiago. Other types of Mapuche organisations, such as those that were not founded on the 
premises of the Indigenous Law, were not included. Among the excluded organisations, it is 
possible to find collectives that ranged from Mapuche hip-hop groups to political, anti-
establishment organisations. 
For the majority of the 11 associations included in the study, this was not their first 
experience working with a researcher. As maintained by some of the presidentes, their previous 
experiences with academic works were not entirely positive as they felt used as sources of 
information, not receiving anything in return for their support. This study endeavoured to 
overcome paternalistic limitations by performing the role the Mapuche memberships decided 
for me in all those activities for which I was accepted. As a result, collaboration was developed 
fluidly over time. This created several possibilities for reciprocity that ranged from cleaning 
venues, serving food in ceremonies, and writing projects for the application to public funds for 
the development of activities (for more information, see Table 2). Only in one association was 
limited access granted. While maintaining extensive conversations with the presidenta (female 
president) was possible over the fieldwork period, my participation in their activities was not 
allowed. Although collaboration was not an integral part in the design process of this study, it 




Table 1: List of associations included in the research76 
 
 
Power relationships between the participants and the researcher in terms of trust and 
acceptance presented another important consideration during the course of the study. Trust and 
acceptance had to be permanently negotiated with the associations. Gaining access to the 11 
associations was not entirely straightforward but an ongoing and complex process of 
negotiation of rapport. As a native Chilean, although coming from a European and not a 
 
76 The list of associations is chronologically arranged based on the date of the first contact established with each 
of them. 
Association Recurrent working area Number of people interviewed Location
Cultural: Traditional Mapuche health
which included monthly machi visits
and medicinal herb workshops.
Political: Advocacy at the local, regional
and, national levels.
Cultural: Mapuzungun workshops.
Political: Advocacy at the local and
regional levels.
Cultural: Different workshops every
year.
Productive: Handcraft production and
selling in indigenous markets.
Kallfulikan
Cultural: Organisation of traditional
ceremonies. Mapuche health with daily
machi  consultations.
4 La Florida
Ad Llallin Cultural: Mapuche weaving workshops. 2 Santiago
Liga Cultural 
Kolo Kolo






Political: Activism (support) and
organisation of public demonstrations.
3 Providencia
Cultural: Different workshops organised
every year. Organisation of traditional
ceremonies.




Cultural: Mapuche cuisine, language,




Cultural: Language and weaving
workshops. Organisation of traditional
ceremonies.
5 Peñalolén
Cultural: Language and pottery
workshops. Mapuche health with
monthly machi  visits.
Political: Advocacy at the local,
regional, and national levels.








Tripay Antü 5 Maipú
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Mapuche-mestizo background, my access to the associations relied on the distance generated 
between me and pejorative Winka considerations. Not being thought of as an integral member 
of the Chilean society by the Mapuche memberships helped the Mapuche to become fond of 
me, especially when they began to see me as one of their own participants. However, the 
perception of me as an educated non-Mapuche, non-Winka woman, placed me in a more 
powerful position which, in turn, afforded me more trust and legitimacy to participate in the 
various activities of urban Mapuche associations. This was also reflected in the high level of 




Participant observation and in-depth semi-structured interviews constituted the main 
research methods as they offered the possibility to get a deep understanding from within the 
borders of urban Mapuche associations in Santiago. While life in the city broke traditional ways 
of learning that relied on the oral transmission of information, this has not completely 
disappeared as it still represents a broadly-accepted tool for the transmission of cultural traits, 
even in urban areas. In this way, gaining access to the intra-associational Mapuche life was key 
for a deep comprehension of the ways in which ethnicity is being (re)constructed from the city. 
The joint use of participant observation and in-depth semi-structured interviews was not only 
intended as a way of increasing validity by cross checking the information received from one 
or the other method, but also to extensively comprehend different individual constructions and 
collective dynamics in Santiago. Although in-depth interviewing is acknowledged in its 
efficiency in getting a close understanding of the interviewees’ perspectives (Maxwell, 2013), 
participant observation helps to assess inferences and to appreciate in the field how the 
responses given during the interviews are reflected in everyday life. Observation and 
participation were developed during the entire period of fieldwork, which allowed an intimate 
knowledge of the internal dynamics and structures of the associations included in the research. 
In-depth semi-structured interviews, on the other hand, allowed an understanding of the critical 
perceptions in a series of topics related to the urban Mapuche diaspora members of these 
collectives. Both methods served to understand two different levels of information: the macro, 
or associational with participant observation, and the micro, which focused on the individual 





4.3.1 Participant observation. 
 
Participant observation was the main data gathering pillar because it represented a 
permanent process of involvement in the activities developed by the Mapuche associations. 
The active participation and observation helped to lay the foundations for the establishment of 
initial bridges of communication between the researcher and the participants. This allowed the 
development of relationships of mutual trust relevant for the subsequent interviews. Participant 
observation enabled the understanding of short and long-term decision-making processes, 
structures and organisational hierarchies, and of the relevance of ethnic-based activities to enact 
Mapuche-ness from a diasporic context. Moreover, participant observation allowed the 
appreciation of practices based on collaboration and competition established among 
associations. Likewise, it was possible to observe and participate in meetings between 
Mapuche associations and the public sector. Thus, interactions based on trust and mistrust from 
both parts were appreciated when negotiating different indigenous demands. 
My involvement was based on constant observation and, when offered the possibility 
by the Mapuche themselves, an engagement in a wide variety of events was also developed. 
When there were no spaces available for participation, observation was coupled with the 
writing of fieldnotes that worked as an accountable record of the activities in the field. The 
scope of the notes was broad because they were intended as a record of each event, regardless 
of the role as an observer, participant, or participant observer. Fieldnotes included descriptions 
of what was observed in terms of both the physical setting and the subjective feelings, 
impressions, and ideas of the events happening in my surrounding environment. Fieldnotes had 
a twofold importance. On the one hand, they served as a reminder of small details, easily 
forgettable, by which it was possible to recreate spaces, situations, voices, and emotions. On 
the other hand, they offered the opportunity to evaluate the progress of the involvement in the 
field, making visible my evolutive role from the first attempts to negotiate access to the actual 
engagement in associational activities as an insider non-member participant. 
As presented in Table 2, the range of activities in which I was invited to collaborate 
was broad. While most of these events took place once per week, casual conversation meetings 
constituted a permanent excuse for spending regular time with the associations’ memberships. 
The wide variety of activities in which I was involved, mostly in the form of cultural 
workshops, allowed an understanding of the different ways in which the Mapuche collectively 
(re)create, give meanings, and attach symbols to an ethnicity in common from the city. 
Participant observation also allowed to glimpse dynamics that are not evident to the naked eye, 
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but their display depends directly on the time and rapport the researcher generates as a 
participant observer in the events. Among these are dynamics based on conflict and rivalry 
within associational memberships, among associations and, especially, between associations 
and the state. However, collaborative strategies were also appreciated within the Mapuche 
diaspora and the state, especially in view of the organisation of important cultural events such 
as ceremonies. While participant observation is crucial to analyse collective dynamics, 









Table 2: Associational access and reciprocity 
Association Activity Brief Description Location
1. Herb garden 1. Weekly support with gardening
2. Photography and IT help
2. Taking and editing photos and support 
with some basic technological issues
3. Informal meetings
3. Matetun  or informal meetings to talk and 
drink mate
4. Monthly membership meetings
4. Monthly meetings to discuss finances 
and events to be organised during the 
month
1. Indigenous markets 1. Selling products in indigenous markets
2. Language workshop 2. Learning Mapuzungun
1. Indigenous markets
1. Establishment of long-term relationships 
with key actors to help develop a 
permanent space for selling Mapuche 
handcrafts
2. Weekly meetings
2. Meetings to strengthen bonding and 
discuss relevant associational matters
3. Meetings with authorities
3. Participation as an observer in prior 
consultation meetings in the area of health 
based on the ILO Convention 169
Kallfulikan Admissions of machi  patients
First admissions of machi  patients and the 
calculation of statistics regarding monthly 




Cleaning and organisation of the spaces 




Search for exhibition places
Search for proper places (galleries) in 
which to display the association's literature 
and art work as well as search for new 






Dissemination of information regarding 
public demonstrations organised by the 
association
Providencia
1. Support during nguillatün
1. Preparation of food during the 
nguillatün  ceremony
2. Trafkintü
2. Observer during the different activities 




Cleaning and weeding the exterior space of 
a ruka
Macul
1. Help with Mapuzungun workshops
1. Keep order in the classroom and cleaning 
during and after classes
2. Support before and during nguillatün
2. Weeding and cleaning of nguillatuwe, 
offering mudai  (wheat-based alcoholic 
drink) and preparing food for the ceremony
3. Application to projects
3. Design of a Mapuzungun class project to 
apply for municipality’s public funds
4. Writing letters to authorities looking 
for support
4. Writing letters to embassies in Santiago 
to ask for financial assistance
5. Meetings with authorities
5. Participation as an observer in prior 
consultation meetings in the area of 
environment based on the ILO Convention 
169
Folilche Aflaiai None
No major opportunities for participation 
were developed
Peñalolén











4.3.2 Interviews and participant selection. 
 
The main purpose of the interviews was to comprehend, from their own narratives, 
the lives of the Mapuche participants of urban indigenous associations. Thus, I wanted to have 
the opportunity to talk to a diverse sample of individuals to appreciate the diverse courses 
ethnicity (re)creation can adopt based on the different life stories of the Mapuche diaspora in 
Santiago. That is, how self-identified Mapuche from different migrant generations, coming 
from different corners of the ancestral homeland, from different age groups, and residing in 
different municipalities of Santiago, come together and (re)create their ethnicity through their 
associational participation in the urban milieu. 
The first step was to establish a relationship of prior trust before asking potential 
interviewees for consent to participate in the interview process. Accordingly, it was decided 
that the interviews would be conducted in the last four months of the fieldwork, namely, from 
February to May 2016. This provided the necessary time to get to know the researcher and the 
purposes and scope of the study. As Maxwell (2013) states, ethnographic research always 
involves some degree of intrusion into the lives of the participants. In the same way as I 
expected to know the life experiences of the Mapuche memberships, I also sought to offer a 
level of personal information to overthrow major hierarchical differences created over the 
researcher/participant relation. As a result of the wide variety of events I was involved with 
during the eight-month fieldwork, I had the opportunity to meet a large number of Mapuche 
associational members and thus ask them about their willingness to be interviewed. This helped 
reduce the possibility of dealing with imposed participants designated by someone in a position 
of power.  
Participants were purposively sampled based on their membership to one of the 11 
associations included in the study and their disposition to take part in the interview after 
expressing their written consent by signing a consent letter. The selection process of 
interviewees was intended to consider Mapuche individuals from different backgrounds, that 
is, different diaspora generations (including those first generation who moved from their rural 
communities to the city, second generation who were born in the city to a Mapuche father 
and/or mother, and third generation who were born in the city to a Mapuche father and/or 
mother who was also born in the city); coming from a different tuwün and kupalme; diverse 
longevity in the association; and age (which finally resulted in a sample that ranged from 21 to 
72 years old); among other areas. The wide variety of interviewees characteristics, shown in 
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Table 3, was envisioned to comprehend the potential links between these traits and identity 
(re)construction practices in the city. 
Consequently, 34 in-depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted with Mapuche 
participants of the 11 associations in consideration. This number includes all of the presidentes 
of each association except for one. In the case of this presidente, it was preferred not to proceed 
with the interview phase as time constrictions did not allow a prior relation of mutual trust to 
be developed as with the other interviewees. Of the presidentes interviewed, seven were 
women and three were men. Moreover, a diverse sample of 24 active members were 
interviewed, 16 women and eight men, asking them about their personal experiences, opinions, 
and challenges that participating in a Mapuche association in the city poses to them. Despite 
the desire to increase the number of interviewees, “one cannot study everyone everywhere 
doing everything (….)” (Miles and Huberman, 1984, p.36). In this way, the number of 
interviews was appreciated as a reasonable amount as it allowed an in-depth understanding of 
the multiple challenges and tensions involved in their life as Mapuche members of ethnic 
associations in Santiago.  
In order to be able to appreciate how the public sector has been dealing with the 
increasing urban associational development, I conducted a further eight in-depth, semi-
structured interviews with authorities working in the area of urban indigenous affairs in 
Santiago. The interviewees corresponded to five municipal officials, all in charge of the 
respective Indigenous Affairs Office, one person responsible for the Intercultural Programme 
of the South-Eastern Health Service of the Metropolitan Region of Santiago, the official 
responsible for CONADI for the central zone of Chile, and the person in charge of the 
Indigenous Affairs Unit of the Regional Government of Santiago. As in the case of the 
Mapuche members of ethnic associations, public servants also constituted a diverse group in 
terms of ethnic identification and longevity in their post. Interviews were conducted to 
comprehend their own experiences, perceptions, tensions, and the possible obstacles they 










Table 3: List of Mapuche interviewed 
 
 
The interview process was relatively flexible, lasting between 20 minutes to one and 
a half hours, mainly depending on the depth with which each of the topics were addressed by 
the interviewees as well as on the rapport previously developed. Questions asked during 
Association Name Age








Ana 42 1 Second No
Bastián 63 10 First No
Carla* 65 10 First Yes
Marcelo 32 10 Second No
Mercedes 60 8 First No
Cristina 64 4 First No
Marcela 66 4 First No
Marta 60 10 First No
Rocío 40 1 Second No
Valeria* 42 14 Second No
Lorena* 52 2 Second Yes
Miriam 23 2 Third No
Margarita 38 5 Second No
Rita 55 10 First Yes
Vicente 26 2 Second Yes
Sergio* 48 18 First Yes
Alejandra 43 7 Second Yes
Luisa* 42 7 Second Yes
Juan 62 8 First No
Moisés* 72 15 First Yes
Benito 21 1 First Yes
Enrique* 23 3 First Yes
Esteban 26 5 First Yes
Petu Moguelein 
Mahuidache
Fernando 45 9 Second Yes
Cludio 24 12 Second Yes
Soledad 51 12 First Yes
Xaviera* 44 12 Second No
Yasna 21 8 Second Yes
Denise 21 3 Second Yes
Lilian 49 3 Third No
María* 45 3 First Yes
Micaela 48 3 Third No
Vanesa 46 3 First Yes

















interviews followed an open-ended format in which the use of a questionnaire helped to have 
a consistent and focalised idea of the thematic areas of the interview without restricting the 
process. That is, it was developed as a conversation with a purpose (Burgess, 1984). Questions 
were constructed based on previous literature on the Mapuche in Santiago77, trying to address 
its limitations, as well as on the theoretical framework of the study. The questionnaire to 
Mapuche memberships encompassed 35 open-ended questions organised around four themes: 
basic information about the participant, ethnic identification trajectory, indigenous 
organisational trajectory and ideas on ethnic collective work, and the relation with the urban 
milieu. Depending on the willingness and time constrictions of interviewees, 10 interviews 
were conducted in public spaces and 19 in the association’s meeting place. In five cases, 
interviews were undertaken in the homes of the interviewees. In turn, depending on the 
participant’s request and after having signed the consent form expressing this permission in 
writing, interviews were audiotaped. While interviews were important for understanding 
perceptions, ideas, and diverse experiences of Mapuche memberships, they also helped to delve 
into the narratives of the participants on sensitive issues that escaped from the appreciation of 
collective dynamics offered by participant observation. That is, a wide array of opinions, 
emotions and personal constructions emerged in relation to diaspora experiences, uprooting, 
dispossession, discrimination, and imaginations of the homeland and the city. 
 
 
77 See, for example, Richards (2002, 2003, 2004, 2007); Gissi (2004); Abarca (2005); Figueroa (2007, 2010); 
Imilan and Álvarez (2008); Imilan (2009); Cheuquelaf (2012); Carmona (2014, 2015); Sepúlveda and Valencia 
(2014); Sepúlveda and Zúñiga (2015); Aguilera and Yon (2015); and Warren (2017); among others. 
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Table 4: List of public servants interviewed  
 
 
The questionnaire used with public officials included 15 questions organised around 
three topics: basic information about the participant, evaluation of their work on urban 
indigeneity in Santiago, and the challenges to be faced in the future to improve any identified 
problems. Seven interviews were undertaken in the workplace of the interviewee and one in a 
public space. From the total of 34 Mapuche and eight officials interviewed, only three 
individuals – two Mapuche members and one Mapuche official – requested their interviews 
not to be audiotaped. 
 
4.3.3 Other data collection methods. 
 
Complementary methods served as secondary sources of information that allowed to 
provide evidence for the empirical data obtained from participant observation and interviews. 
In addition to participant observation and interviewees, rapport was generated with four 
informants: two craftsmen, one craftswoman, and one Mapuche who returned to Chile from 
Canada after decades of exile as a result of his political participation during the first years of 
Pinochet’s dictatorship. These informants were met casually in extra-associational events such 
as in indigenous markets and public conversations organised both by the public sector and 
indigenous associations. While all of them were self-identified Mapuche living in Santiago and 
Name Name of post
Scope of influence 
of the post





















Coordinator of the Indigenous 




Responsible for CONADI for the 
central zone of Chile
National 1 Mapuche
Pamela




Coordinator of the Intercultural 
Programme of the South-Eastern 





participants of associations in the city, they were not part of the 11 associations included in the 
research and, therefore, were not part of the list of interviewees. Nevertheless, long and deep 
conversations with these four Mapuche informants helped to test early conclusions obtained 
from participant observation in Mapuche associations, while always respecting the 
confidentiality of all the individuals who were involved in the study. Moreover, informal 
conversations were held with the associations’ memberships during and after activities. In 
several cases I was invited to continue with our conversations in the participants’ homes, which 
created warm moments of interaction. Photographs were also taken to provide visual 
documentation of the ethnographic observations when consent was granted. This was the case 
in most activities except for traditional ceremonies in which photography is strictly prohibited. 
Social media also proved to be extremely useful in accessing information about the 
urban associational scene. All the associations included in this study had a Facebook page, a 
private mailing list, or a WhatsApp group. By including me in the urban Mapuche association’s 
social media and mailing lists, I was able to access both information of diverse events organised 
by other Mapuche associations not included in this study as well as the 11 Mapuche 
associations’ planned activities. This virtual interaction transcended the fieldwork boundaries 
and to date it has been possible to maintain contact with a proportion of interviewees. In order 
to be permanently engaged with the topics that are of greatest concern to the Mapuche 
community in the city, I complemented participant observation and in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews with the following of social media, mainly through Facebook. Together with this, 
Mapuche online newspapers and information websites were regularly checked. Those 
considered in this investigation were: Meli Wixan Mapu, Mapuexpress, Werken Noticias, 
Mapuche.info, and Azkintuwe as they have an urban coverage of Mapuche news and events 
organised around Santiago. 
 
4.4 Ethical Considerations 
 
The British Sociological Association’s statement on ethical practice (2017), served as 
a basis for structuring the ethical principles that guided the study especially in terms of 
recruiting participants, conducting participant observation and interviews, and the use of field 
data for reporting. When talking about indigenous peoples living in cities, the topics of racial 
and class discrimination, alienation, vulnerability, and grief are unavoidable. In this way, the 
study ensured that the participants were aware of the nature and possible implications of the 
research. Before the start of the interviews, the participants were informed about their absolute 
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freedom to skip any question and to end the interview at any point without giving a reason for 
this. All participants signed a consent form before the start of the interview which explained 
the purpose of the study and confidentiality issues. This form provided participants with the 
information to make a conscious decision of whether participating in the research or not. I was 
also particularly sensitive to any verbal and nonverbal indications of distress and took the 
correspondent measures to face this situation78. Consent was also sought from those 
participants who appeared in the fieldwork photos as their permission was required to share the 
photos for academic purposes. 
Moreover, I was committed at every moment not to disclose any information among 
associations. As all associations with their respective memberships were aware of the extent of 
the study, they knew that I was participating in other associations in Santiago. Consequently, I 
felt the responsibility to be discreet and not to reveal any details even if I was asked to do so 
by Mapuche leaders. Information was on all occasions sensibly managed in order not to 
jeopardise any of the relations established with urban Mapuche associations or cause any 
potential disagreement among associations. Finally, bearing in mind the complete protection 
of the respondents’ information, all responses were anonymised and only used for the purposes 
of academic research. Pseudonyms were also used to replace real names in this thesis and 
recordings were stored in a password protected device to which I am the only one with access. 
 
4.5 Data Analysis 
 
Data analysis followed a traditional sociological course based on the general 
lineaments of grounded theory, originally developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967). Broadly 
speaking, the first step that preceded the analysis of the data collected during the eight-month 
fieldwork was to read fieldnotes and listen to interview tapes, which provided an opportunity 
to start writing notes from what was written and recorded. I examined both sets of information 
separately as the fieldnotes included a different level of information based on a more 
experiential approach to the field. This was a useful process as it allowed the development of 
tentative categories and relationships for the later and more exhaustive analysis and coding. 
The exercise of developing these initial notes, categories, and relationships helped to face the 
 
78 This was the case with one Mapuche interviewee in which case the interview was paused to check the well-




transcription process with a clearer idea of the most important themes interviewees were 
concerned about and, consequently, make more fluid the coding stage. 
Transcription was a long process that also involved the translation of selected 
information from Spanish into English and which aimed, as far as possible, to preserve the 
voice of each interviewee. In doing this, I was then able to look for categories and patterns that 
emerged from the data. The coding followed an open strategy (Corbin and Strauss, 2008) after 
the repeated readings of fieldnotes and interview transcriptions. For the coding process, I used 
a complementary strategy of highlighting and classifying information from printed copies of 
the transcriptions. The use of Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis – CAQDAS, 
NVivo 11 was useful for initially organising, classifying, and coding fieldwork data, making 
faster the addition of interpretations and notes for the analysis. Data analysis also involved 
counting the frequency of relevant events or characteristics from the interviews. 
By combining these strategies, I developed codes which were later associated into 
coding categories based on the most important themes that this same data was revealing. 
Coding labels were compared and grouped by thematic categories that were examined and 
compared between and within categories. This led me to identify core agglutinative themes that 
served as guidance for the topics presented in the four empirical chapters of this study: identity 
tensions and conceptions elaborated from the city; the geographical scene in terms of 
appropriation and transformation of space; ethnic traits perceived as salient for their collective 
(re)creation in Santiago; and the advances and shortcoming in the socio-political associational 
interaction with the state. The research results are presented through a combination of 
quotations and interviewees’ narratives integrated into the analysis of the thesis. 
 
4.6 Final Remarks: Return to the Field 
 
For a month, between March and April 2018, I returned to Santiago after almost two 
years in England. During this trip, I met some of the interviewees with whom I worked with 
during the first fieldwork. By not having any contacts in the field prior to the start of this study, 
one of the main constraints was not considering the views of the Mapuche living in the city for 
the methodological design. However, I wanted to show, discuss, and potentially re-write the 
empirical analysis already conducted considering the comments received from this study’s 
participants. In this way, in my second trip to Santiago, I met with members of six of the 11 
associations under consideration. Moreover, I was able to participate in both informal meetings 
and cultural-based events. The information received from these conversations was invaluable 
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as it enabled me to complement missing pieces of data, offering a more nuanced empirical 
analysis. WhatsApp has also proven to be key for maintaining the bonds generated with the 
Mapuche associations during the first period of fieldwork. This has allowed regular 
conversations with those individuals with whom a higher level of rapport was generated as well 






























Warriache, Champurria, or Awinkado? 
Approaching Notions of Identity Authenticity within Urban Mapuche 
Associations in Santiago 
 
As a strategy of resistance to assimilation to Chilean national identity, the Mapuche 
have fostered an idea of ethno-cultural purity as a way to defend their culture (Bengoa, 2000a). 
Different categories have been created and implemented by the Mapuche to classify each other 
in relation to the possession or fulfilment of geographical, physical, moral, genealogical, and 
cultural features appreciated as central components of an ‘authentic’ Mapuche ethnicity. The 
mainstream socio-political literature presents identities as constructed, able to be reconfigured 
as a result of social interactions and the influences exercised by the environment in which 
individuals are situated. Identities can also be frequently motivated by opposition to the ‘other’ 
in a process of comparison, distinction, and inclusion/exclusion. While channels of interaction 
are established between social groups generating permeable boundaries of identity 
classification, Mapuche identity distinctions rely on primordial conceptions of authenticity 
which put a strain on theoretical notions of identity as constructed. 
Mapuche identity elaborations from the city have been framed by conceptions that 
regard them as in-between a rural and an urban pole. As part of this in-betweenness, the 
Mapuche diaspora in Santiago has inevitably dealt with ideas that describe their identities as 
hybrid, conditioning the ways they (re)construct their identity. As a result, the Mapuche in 
Santiago have been impelled to demonstrate a purer indigeneity both to their rural counterparts 
and the state, using as a means the cultural collective activities offered by their associations. 
However, the Mapuche have not been alone dealing with this binary identity claim. Several 
academic works, both from a theoretical and empirical standpoint, have presented the struggles 
of being and becoming indigenous when living in the city. Framed by literature on authenticity 
and hybridism, this chapter discusses the different ways the Mapuche members of ethnic 
associations openly and recurrently manifested their concerns about the meaning of being – or 
not being – a true Mapuche.  
The chapter is structured as follows. The first section introduces the main conceptual 
and theoretical debates on authenticity and hybridism with an emphasis on indigenous peoples 
living in urban areas. The second section presents the narratives developed by Mapuche 
members of urban indigenous associations regarding the most recurrent identity categories 
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applied to them, namely, warriache, champurria, and awinkado. The third section presents the 
mapuchómetro, that is, a non-categorical symbolic scale designed by the Mapuche to measure 
their level of Mapuche-ness in accordance to certain parameters appreciated as authentic to 
their ethnicity. Finally, the chapter concludes by bridging primordial and constructivist notions, 
considering the pressures exercised by both the ‘ideal’ model of the ancestral homeland and 
the majority non-indigenous urban society. 
 
5.1 Urban indigeneity: Tensions in Primordial Sedentary Approaches of Indigenous 
Authenticity 
 
Cities are rapidly becoming the main residential site for indigenous peoples worldwide 
including the Mapuche in Chile. According to Del Popolo (2017) in a study conducted for the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), in 
Latin America there are nearly 45 million indigenous people, of whom half currently live in 
cities79. One of the cases with a particularly high percentage of urban dwellers is Chile, mainly 
due to the high rates of Mapuche people in cities, with a proportion that rises to over 60% 
(CEP, 2016). Migration and settlement of indigenous peoples in Latin American cities has been 
an ongoing process that has brought about changes to their social and cultural landscapes, and 
to the recipient urban settings. Indigenous ceremonial sites, indigenous community centres, 
and indigenous markets have become integral elements of the region’s cities, representing 
symbols of spatial appropriation for the development of an urban indigeneity. 
Following Radcliffe (2017), I understand urban indigeneity as the ethnogenesis of 
indigenous identities in urban areas given by an absorption of indigenous communities into the 
growing cities and the spatial rural-to-urban move, all of which is materialised in socio-spatial 
processes and practices distinct from those of the dominant society. Drawing on Bengoa 
(2000b), I understand urban indigeneity ethnogenesis as the emergence, development, 
construction, or invention of indigenous identities in cities where indigenous identities were 
previously not significant or visible. The construction of indigenous identities in cities is, then, 
a dynamic process produced through multiple structural forces and changes in meaning across 
time and space (Horn, 2017). As seen in the previous chapters, in the case of the Mapuche in 
Santiago, ethnogenesis has been the product of an abrupt indigenous (re)emergence in an 
 
79 In the case of Uruguay, 96% of the indigenous population lives in cities, while in Peru and Mexico, over 50% 
of indigenous peoples live in urban areas (Del Popolo, 2017). 
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environment economically, politically, and numerically dominated by non-Mapuche people. 
This has corresponded with an increase in the rates of diasporic movement of the Mapuche to 
a territory that was seized by the Spanish conquerors and in which a sense of territorial 
attachment is widely missing. Despite the numbers of urban indigenous dwellers and their 
growing socio-political importance in local urban politics80, the Mapuche in Santiago have to 
face a complex postcolonial identity scenario prevalent in public opinion and the media that 
still tends to equate indigeneity with essentialist features such as residence in a rural, or 
‘traditional’, milieu. 
One of the greatest myths about indigenous peoples is their inevitable loss of identity 
in favour of the majority when they move to the city. In contrast, various studies (Restoule, 
2005; Canessa, 2006; Maidana, 2013; Warren, 2017; Martínez, 2018) have demonstrated that 
indigenous peoples in cities are strongly oriented towards continuing their indigenous identity 
collectively. However, even with their increasing residence in urban areas and the multiple 
strategies followed to recreate ethnicity, indigenous identities have been widely assumed to be 
sedentary, that is, confined to an ancestral homeland. While indigenous peoples indeed have 
an overarching attachment to their homeland (Canessa, 2006; Watson, 2014), they have been 
presented as imprisoned by an attribution of physical and ecological immobility, that is, an 
incarceration “by what they know, feel, and believe” (Appadurai, 1988, p.37), without the 
ability to reconstruct their identity beyond the homeland borders as indigenous dwellers in 
cities. Once indigenous peoples move to the urban setting, primordial sedentary views maintain 
that the connection with the ancestral homeland is lost and so is their indigeneity. In this regard, 
Appadurai (1988) stated 30 years ago that indigenous peoples have been anthropologically 
constructed as belonging to the place where they were born. This has resulted in a conditioning 
of indigenous peoples to live up to ideologies of authenticity from which the non-indigenous 
society is excluded. As a result, indigenous dwellers in urban areas are perceived as less 
authentic, less legitimate, and even a more dysfunctional people (Gagné, 2016). As Smith 
(2012) maintains, this conception limits contemporary indigenous actors’ agency and options 
by establishing expectations of authenticity combined with accusations of identity invention 
and illegitimacy. 
As in the case of other indigenous peoples worldwide, the dominant conception of 
Mapuche culture and history still reproduces indigenous narratives that restrict Mapuche socio-
 
80 See, for example, the cases of municipalities’ Indigenous Affairs Offices in the works of Carmona (2014) and 
Sepúlveda and Valencia (2014). 
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political issues to the geographical boundaries of southern Chile. When in the city, the 
Mapuche are mostly seen through the lenses of poverty, stripping them of major ethnic 
considerations. Despite the circumstances that triggered migration, indigenous rural-to-urban 
resettlement has usually been viewed as an abandonment of their identity and assimilation into 
the majority society (Peters, 2011), cities signifying sites of alleged cultural loss. Cities 
dominated by the ‘other’ non-indigenous agent become emblems for identity hybridisation 
processes in contrast to the assumed authenticity of the rural-indigenous milieu.  
The term hybridity has been productive from its origins in biology and botany to its 
reclamation in the work on diaspora from authors as diverse as Hall, Bhabha, and Gilroy. As 
Wade (2006) maintains, the utility of hybridity has brought consensus as an antidote to 
essentialist subjectivity. The most conventional accounts assert hybridity as the process of 
cultural contact, transfer, mixing, and exchange. By questioning ideas of purity and 
homogeneity, hybridity has challenged one-sided definitions of national, cultural, and ethnic 
group identities as well as individuals’ identity (Raab and Butler, 2008). Following a 
constructivist standpoint, Hall (1989) wonders if there is any point when an identity is fulfilled 
as, he posits, identities are always in a process of production. Identities are thus entrapped by 
what Hall (1989) calls two simultaneously operative vectors: the vector of similarity and 
continuity; and the vector of difference and rupture. Indigenous identities in urban areas seem 
to fit in this dialogic relationship in which modern urban elements play a double role of being 
part of the mainstream as well as being a challenge to primordial ideas of authentic indigeneity. 
However, for authors such as Gilroy (1994), the same idea of hybridity implies an inevitably 
binary distinction between something that is or used to be pure, and something that has lost its 
quality of purity and became mixed. A hybrid culture implies the underlying existence of pure 
components that were syncretised at some point. In this way, Gilroy (1994) has openly 
manifested his resistance to use the term ‘hybrid’ as, he maintains, there is not any anterior 
purity. However, for Ewing (2006), the notion of hybridity has been important for valorising 
the identities of those who occupy culturally in-between spaces. That is, in-betweenness 
provides “the terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood – singular or communal – that 
initiate new signs of identity” (Bhabha, 1994, p.2). 
Ideas of hybridisation have been particularly pronounced in Latin America. Post-
independence discourses and material manifestations of mestizaje envision the future by 
valorising indigenous peoples’ glorious past and heroic resistance to Spanish conquerors 
(Smith, 2012). At the same time, they restricted modern social roles as a form of resistance to 
harmful development. De la Cadena (2006) recognises that there has been a tendency among 
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Western scholars to identify the notion of mestizo with that of 19th century hybridity and 
translate it as the mixture of two previously pure racial identities: the Amerindian and the 
European. During the 19th century in Chile the ideas of assimilation and homogenisation were 
conceived as the only ways to generate a national identity that would fit into the project of a 
unique and unified common homeland (Gutiérrez, 2010). Hybridity was paired with 
conceptions of impurity associated with the mestizo given the inherited connotation of the 
social order being altered by the biological and cultural mixture of members from different 
categories. As a result, the mestizo individual was usually conceived of as occupying the 
intersection of two social constructions: as an improved indigenous individual but, on the other 
hand, as a synonym of degeneration due to the mixture with the same indigenous element (De 
la Cadena, 2006). As noted by De la Cadena (2006), mestizaje in Latin America not only 
included a mixture of 19th century conceptions based on biology and culture, but also regimes 
of knowledge based on faith and science, all promoted by the state. De la Cadena (2006) 
highlights the role of Latin American states in the constitution of racial regimes of power in 
relation with privileged social groups who impose their image on those considered to be 
inferior. As a result, efforts were made to indoctrinate peoples so as to create national cultures 
by letting indigenous cultures die. The Enlightenment period and the later racial scientific 
studies played a key role in the idea of the pre-eminence of the mestizo over the indigenous 
peoples as the latter occupied the lowest steps of the socio-evolutionary ladder.  
During the 20th century, hybridisation theories started to leave behind negative 
connotations of inferiority, contamination, and perversion (Raab and Butler, 2008). As pointed 
out by Chilean historian Horacio Gutiérrez (2010), the thesis of the degenerated Chilean 
mestizo of the 19th century gave way to a patriotic reaction that exalted the mestizo. The 
Chilean population found new horizons of national pride based on their mestizo identity as 
bearers of the true national values. However, in the Latin American nation-state building and 
consolidation processes, essentialist discourses of indigeneity have left an increasing number 
of indigenous peoples living in the urban milieu vulnerable to allegations of inauthenticity 
(Paradies, 2006). As Mitchell (1997) posits, “the identification of peoples who have multiple 
loyalties, move between regions, do not occupy a singular cultural space, and who often operate 
in some sense exterior to state boundaries” (p.535) challenges considerations of categorical 
divides of people in regard to the quality of their identity. 
Social and geographical orthodoxies, for different reasons, have been propagated by 
both indigenous and non-indigenous people alike. Usually, the neoliberal state demands 
authenticity by recognising the rights of indigenous peoples who “have been relatively 
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untouched by history” (Paradies, 2006, p.361), that is, in the words of Rivera Cusicanqui, to 
those indios permitidos (sanctioned indigenous) who comply with social, political, and 
economic criteria imposed by their corresponding states. By doing this, the nation-state denies 
the actual existence of indigenous peoples who have been able to overcome the forces of 
colonialism by adapting to the new historical circumstances. Framed by an international 
indigenous movement mostly articulated from the rural setting to secure lands (Horn, 2017), 
natural resources, and a legal framework that reproduces colonial-based ideologies (Gagné, 
2016), indigenous peoples worldwide have frequently adopted an essentialist stance on the 
homeland as a strategy of resistance “against national governments and multinational 
corporations” (Watson, 2010, p.272). The Mapuche have not been alien to these claims. 
Through an essentialisation of identity, Campos, Espinoza, and De la Maza (2018) noted that 
the Mapuche relationship with public authorities in Santiago has been based on the strategic 
use of folklorisation and infantilization of individuals to obtain state recognition of rights. 
While the essentialist connection between identity and the Ngulumapu may appear as 
a politically required depiction of Mapuche society, it creates a series of obstacles for the 
majority of the same Mapuche people who currently live in cities. This includes the 
perpetuation of stereotypes that reduce indigeneity to rural dwelling (Appadurai, 1988; Watson, 
2014; Horn, 2017), anachronistic perceptions of indigeneity as pre-modern in which traditional 
ways of life are out of place in the fast-moving globalised world (Yashar, 1998; Canessa, 2006), 
and the supposed contradiction between indigeneity as local-rural and urbanisation as global 
non-indigenous (Appadurai, 1988). As a result, the understanding of indigenous forms of 
identity resignification outside the boundaries of the homeland are overshadowed (Watson, 
2010). This condition promotes the concealment of the experiences indigenous peoples have 
in the urban milieu including the history of internal diaspora which frames new expressions of 
political activism and organisation over time. By understanding rural-to-urban indigenous 
diasporas through the lenses of hybridity, ‘in-between’ individuals have a degree of 
comprehension of, at least, two sets of identity categories, namely, the identities of their 
homeland and those of the receiving milieu, allowing movement with a relative degree of 
flexibility between two supposedly opposite identity worlds (Dahlman, 2004). While identity 
is usually taken for granted in their communities of origin, as a minority population in an urban 
setting, indigenous peoples are required to make conscious choices about defining and 




The Mapuche’s modern geography reflects a complex process of colonialism, 
deprivation, diaspora, and urbanisation that essentialist primordial approaches do not fully 
account for. Indigenous residence in urban areas, rather, casts serious doubts on ideologies of 
authenticity that couple indigeneity with homeland dwelling as a requisite to indigenous 
identification, opening new theoretical routes towards cultural hybridism (Brown, 2011; Tuck 
and Yang, 2012; Webb, 2013). As Jacobs (2014) maintains, ethno-racial identities are the 
products of both macro-level historical forces and micro-level interactional events. As 
presented in Chapter 2, the consequences of three main cleavages before the promulgation of 
the Indigenous Law in 1993 were fundamental not only for altering the traditional ways of 
Mapuche organisation but also for affecting identity conceptions of the ‘us-Mapuche’ and the 
‘others-Winka’. From an empirical perspective, the next sections present the different ways the 
Mapuche members of indigenous associations deal with biological and cultural essentialisms 
when (re)constructing their identity from Santiago. 
 
5.2. Mapuche Identity Conceptions within Associations in Santiago 
 
As in the case of other indigenous peoples worldwide, Mapuche ancestral lands have 
constituted a referent for identity (re)creation even when living in cities (Canessa, 2006; 
Warren, 2017). The move from their communities to cities has implied a series of social, 
political, and economic pressures on the traditional ways of life of the Mapuche diaspora in 
Santiago. As Carmona (2015) points out, what is understood as Mapuche identity (lo mapuche) 
has gone through an intense process of modification, which has been recently marked by an 
increasing identity activation. However, this activation of Mapuche-ness within the city has 
been framed by the need to contest others’ ideas that urbanisation is alien to indigenous 
identities. The Mapuche in Santiago have had to face challenges to their authenticity both from 
their own peers and from Chilean society at large on the basis that their urban dwelling is 
incompatible with indigeneity. This has led groups of Mapuche individuals to adopt colonialist-
based discourses that define indigenous identities as pure and fixed, exoticising ‘old’ Mapuche 
cultural traits by their supposed value over other mixed and non-indigenous identities. As a 
result, a binary identity categorisation as either rural or urban has penetrated the narratives 
elaborated from within the margins of associations in Santiago. This situation has conditioned 
the ways in which identity is (re)created from the city in order to meet the requirements of 
authenticity that would lead them to achieve a true Mapuche identity. When asked about the 
ways in which they understand their ethnicity when living outside the Ngulumapu, the 
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members of ethnic associations in Santiago offered explanations which revolved around three 
categories: urban Mapuche (or its equivalent in Mapuzungun, warriache), champurria, and 
awinkado, which are analysed in the next paragraphs. 
 
5.2.1 Urban Mapuche or Mapuche warriache. 
 
The notion of ‘urban Mapuche’ began to be freely used in the 1980s by Mapuche 
organisations involved in a political resistance against the dictatorship in Santiago. Later, the 
concept was incorporated by the state and materialised in the Indigenous Law of 1993. During 
the 1990s and from the same Mapuche diaspora in Santiago (Alvarado, 2016), the neologism 
warriache (warria: city; che: people), emerged as a category that sought to endow the Mapuche 
experience in the city with a sense of identity beyond rural essentialisms as well as represent 
the fluidity of the rural-to-urban Mapuche diasporic experience. The Mapuche contemporary 
identity is based on complex processes of colonial continuity in which instruments of 
domination, classification, and hierarchisation “of bodies and biographies” (Alvarado, 2016, 
p.140) crystallise as means of socio-cultural configuration. While recovering elements of a 
common past for ethnic associational activity, the Mapuche in the city tacitly recreate colonial 
types of experience that impact the ways in which the category of ‘urban Mapuche’ and 
Mapuche warriache has been constructed. However, warriache opens a reflexive angle that 
challenges uniformity within the Mapuche society by posing the urban, the new, and the hybrid 
in perspective of a word that is born from the language of the people of the land81. 
The terms ‘urban Mapuche’ and ‘warriache’ have been equally used to refer to the 
Mapuche in cities (Imilan, 2009). The works that include these terms, however, tend not to 
specify how individuals gain the ‘urban’ quality, that is, if they are referring to those Mapuche 
who migrated to the city from the homeland, to those Mapuche who were born in the city, or 
to both. Rather, their approach seems to be inclusive, alluding to the Mapuche condition of 
urban dwelling in proximity to the ‘other’ non-indigenous people. Together with differentiating 
the urban from the rural indigenous identities, the term warriache aims to creatively update the 
historical territorial identities linked to the butalmapu82. By representing a territorial division, 
the butalmapu developed, in parallel, a sense of territorial identity for the extended Mapuche 
families until the present day (CVHNT, 2003). In this sense, the warriache neologism follows 
 
81 Mapu: land, zungun: language; language of the land. 
82 As introduced in Chapter 2, butalmapu were large geographical regions that the Mapuche people organised in 
the event of war and whose existence was widely documented in Spanish chronicles from the 18th century. 
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a similar conceptual framework by creating a new regional division, Santiago, for those urban 
Mapuche dwellers. However, an understanding of the term warriache is far from reaching 
consensus. While some interviewees claimed that the warriache identity represented a political 
stance by claiming an urban indigeneity in Santiago, others maintained that this new category 
only served to fracture the already highly divided Mapuche people even more. One example of 
this tension is offered by Marcelo. Marcelo is a 32-year-old self-identified Mapuche who was 
born and raised in Santiago by his rural community-born Mapuche parents. Marcelo has been 
one of the main leaders of his association located in a peripheral comuna of Santiago. When 
asked about the term warriache, Marcelo replied: 
 
I admit being 100% urban. I am urban because my family, social, and community lives 
are developed in the city, not elsewhere. My territory is my place of origin, where I was 
born, that is, the city. When I speak of urban indigenous people, I am not aiming at 
separating one reality from another, we are all indigenous. 
 
Marcelo is clear in stating that he is not fostering a categoric divide between a rural 
and an urban reality. The distinction noted by Marcelo relies on notions of territorial identity. 
According to Marcelo, the territory for the Mapuche individual is where the person is born and 
raised and, most importantly, where the family and closer community are based. Distancing 
himself from diasporic conceptions that tend to define the territory and community of origin as 
the one and true homeland, Marcelo regards Santiago as his territory because both his family 
and community, represented by his association, are currently based in Santiago. In the current 
construction of Mapuche identity narratives, two notions occupy a significant role: tuwün 
(place of origin) and kupalme (parental descent). As noted by the Mapuche geographer Walter 
Imilan (2014), tuwün and kupalme become spatial metaphors that articulate the production of 
identities and a sense of collective Mapuche belonging. However, these identity narratives are 
in tension with the experience of the Mapuche who live in the capital, given that Santiago 
undermines ancient indigenous themes. Santiago is not only located outside the Ngulumapu 
borders, but is regarded as a non-indigenous site. Nevertheless, the growing proportion of 
Mapuche people living in Santiago has been challenging traditional ways of appropriating and 
inhabiting urban space, redefining for some people like Marcelo, what Mapuche-ness actually 
means. The conception of an urban territorial belonging has also been supported by Luisa, a 
42-year-old presidenta (female associational leader) who was born in Santiago to a Mapuche 
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father and a Chilean mother. Despite her mixed heritage, from an early age Luisa identified as 
a Mapuche. Regarding the urban Mapuche dilemma, Luisa maintains the following: 
 
We, in Santiago, are recovering and creating a memory that has never left us. Some people 
want to recover a territory that they do not even know where it is located. But in us runs 
the Mapuche blood, it is our own body that must be recovered, we cannot forget that our 
own body is what contains the Mapuche identity. 
 
Luisa points out that Mapuche-ness can be reconstructed wherever there are Mapuche 
individuals because a sense of ethnicity is contained in a primordial idea of common blood 
which surpasses the supposed limitations of the individual’s contextual dwelling site. For 
Luisa, the body, as bearer of identity, is understood as territory which must be recovered and 
used to enact Mapuche-ness. By doing this, Luisa overcomes territorial restrictions that would 
make indigenous collective memory much more difficult to create from the city. In the case of 
Luisa, identity recovery has been developed through the Mapuche textile art and organising 
workshops with the support of her association. Along the same line as Luisa, Imilan (2014) 
proposes that ‘warriache’ should have a less normative connotation and should be used instead 
to understand the migratory experiences that ultimately lead to the (re)construction of identity 
narratives in Santiago. 
However, of the 34 Mapuche interviewees of this study, only Marcelo and Luisa 
expressed a positive view towards a warriache identity. The vast majority of the Mapuche 
interviewees declared a discomfort with the use of warriache and its urban connotations. In 
this group of people is Carla, Marcelo’s mother and current presidenta of their Mapuche 
association. Carla was born in a rural community and migrated to Santiago when she was 32 
years old to escape the economic struggles she was facing in the rural south. Regarding the 
warriache category, Carla maintains: 
 
The person who does not know the culture is the one who mixes things. That person says 
urban-Mapuche. Most of us are in Santiago not because we want to but because we were 
forced to migrate. We are part of the same people. We do not exist in two different 





Carla views the use of ‘warriache’ and ‘urban Mapuche’ as an inappropriate cultural 
stance that creates a new identity category different to the historical Mapuche one. As a result 
of an alleged cultural ignorance of some Mapuche, identification categories are used to classify 
individuals in regard to their place of residence, a practice that is not part of traditional 
Mapuche culture. Rural and urban categories do not correspond to the Mapuche territorial 
centre represented by family geographical origin, tuwün, located within the boundaries of the 
Ngulumapu. While the Mapuche interviewees declared to have generated a sense of belonging 
in the urban space, the majority of them resisted the idea of presenting a new territorial identity. 
Carla also states that her residence in Santiago did not respond to a willingness to leave her 
territory of origin behind but to the extreme poverty she had faced in her community. Because 
of this forced uprooting, Carla seems to emphasise that she, as an urban dweller, is still part of 
the same Mapuche ethnic group. 
Some Mapuche interviewees have maintained that recognising Santiago as part of 
their ancestral territory does not entail any contradiction. As seen in Chapter 2, the territory 
north of the Biobío river belonged to the Mapuche before the Spanish conquest. This is the 
case of Claudio, a 24-year-old Mapuche student who was born in Santiago. Like Carla, Claudio 
maintains that the warriache denomination is the result of a lack of cultural knowledge, leading 
individuals to create identity categories that would not follow a coherent historical line. In this 
sense Claudio points out: 
 
Santiago is part of a territory that used to be populated by the Mapuche. Warriache is an 
invention of people who do not know their culture and started using that term in the city. 
It should not be used because we are Mapuche here and wherever. When talking about 
warriache we are thinking like Winka. 
 
Claudio discards the idea of the warriache as a new Mapuche identity by claiming 
that it represents an alien neologism that does not respond to their history as people. As 
something perceived as external to the Mapuche, the warriache conception is appreciated as 
something less indigenous and therefore closer to the Winka mindset. To distance himself from 
this less-indigenous warriache identity, as a Mapuche who was born in Santiago, Claudio 
specifies that identity is not necessarily related to a geographical dwelling but to a deep 
knowledge of the Mapuche culture. In consideration of this position and based on her own 
experience as a Mapuche born in Santiago, Millaleo (2006) maintains that there is a deep 
resistance among the Mapuche to accepting an identity grounded in urban precepts. Accepting 
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a functional warriache identity category would tacitly imply that the Mapuche no longer need 
lands for their survival as people. According to Millaleo (2006), presenting the urban milieu as 
a form of territoriality would imply the emergence of a new collective memory linked to 
modernisation processes typical of the Winka society. However, while effectively immersed in 
modernisation processes, Mapuche territory is the basic element that helps create a historically-
based diasporic identity among the Mapuche in Santiago, constituting the ethos of urban ethnic 
associations in the city. While identity can be (re)constructed from the city, the historical 





According to the Diccionario de la Real Academia Española (Dictionary of the 
Spanish Royal Academy), (2018), the closest incorporated term to the word champurria is 
‘champurrar’ which means mixing one liquor with another. Little information exists in 
academic texts about the exact origin of the word. According to informal conversations with 
linguists from the Universidad de Concepción in Chile, champurria originates from the Spanish 
term champurrar, inheriting its original meaning of mixing different elements. These same 
academics specified that the concept was introduced at some stage during the colonisation 
period, marked by the active border economy between the Mapuche and the Spaniards, and 
later between the Mapuche and the Chileans (Pinto, 2000). From its origin as mixture of 
liquors, the term was extended to signify race mixture, being exclusively used today by the 
Mapuche as an identity marker. From a biological perspective, champurria is comparable to 
the understanding of mestizo; however, they are not synonyms, as mestizo reflects a separate 
racial and social category (Webb, 2013). While from a biological perspective, champurria 
relates to a Mapuche and Winka mixture, from a cultural perspective, it differs from the mestizo 
conception by denoting an identification with the Mapuche realm. 
As maintained by De la Cadena (2010), it is impossible to separate the components 
that form indigenous-mestizos as indigeneity has always been in an in-between space, that is, 
as part of modernity and also different, therefore, never fully modern. However, the term 
mestizo has usually referred to the adoption of the dominant groups’ identity when recognising, 
at the same time, a biological and even a cultural mixing with the indigenous component. 
Modern-day discourses still tend to uncritically assume mestizos as closer to the colonising side 
by overlooking their indigenous heritage. In the case of Chile, this has been the result of a 
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history based on the replication of colonialist hybridity discourses that have affected the way 
in which Chileans conceive mestizos, mestizaje, and race, determining hierarchical and 
privileged positions of power. The conception of the mestizo in Chile is the result of a historical 
social construction that seeks societal homogeneity, thus allowing governments to speak of a 
unique sense of national identity: chilenidad. This construction of social uniformity is 
challenged by the champurria and its identity response found in the Mapuche sphere 
(Alvarado, 2016). This hybrid identity is, from a Mapuche point of view, not pure, but it enables 
its bearers to demarcate themselves from the dominant Chilean culture. However, not all 
Mapuche accept that champurria are one of them.  
As a result of the coexistence between the Mapuche and the Winka cultures, the 
champurria as an in-between identity has been paired by some Mapuche members of ethnic 
associations with a pejorative conception linked to the idea of being less Mapuche and more 
Winka. As Hutnyk (2005) maintains, the idea of ‘borrowing’ is sometimes taken to imply a 
weakening of cultures as a result of an alleged sterile mix. Ana is a 42-year-old Mapuche born 
in Santiago with both her parents of Mapuche origin. During the interview, Ana expressed her 
discomfort regarding her urban dwelling because the proximity to the non-indigenous ‘other’ 
leads to the loss of an alleged purity. In this regard, Ana suggested: 
 
I do not want to be an urban Mapuche. I want to return to the countryside. But my husband 
is not Mapuche, unfortunately. It is super difficult to find a Mapuche partner, especially 
here in Santiago. They are all champurria, all mixed. If you are in a community there is 
no problem, you can maintain your race. That is why I am participating here [the 
association] because I wanted my family to be with other Mapuche in Santiago. 
 
Despite having been raised in a household that actively lived the Mapuche culture, 
Ana classifies herself as an urban Mapuche given her upbringing in Santiago. The 
understanding of her urban identity is based, precisely, on her residence in the city even though 
both her parents are Mapuche. Her Mapuche ancestry, reflected in both her family branches, 
has led Ana to identify as an urban Mapuche and not as a champurria. Furthermore, Ana 
identifies the majority of the Mapuche in Santiago as champurria, given the difficulties of 
maintaining a purity of Mapuche blood when living with a Winka partner83. As a consequence 
 
83 This situation is understood by Valenzuela and Unzueta (2015) as a Mapuche exogamic openness, or a high 




of their geographical dispersion within the cities, intermarriage is frequent among the Mapuche 
which, according to Ana, is not the case in rural communities. As part of an authenticity project, 
Ana decided to approach an urban indigenous association to help her own mixed-race children 
to maintain their identification by having cultural contact with other ‘pure’ Mapuche in 
Santiago. If her attempts are successful, Ana’s children will be Mapuche champurria; that is, 
the biological mixture of Mapuche and Winka blood but self-identified as Mapuche people. 
Despite the understanding of champurria as blood hybridisation, some members of 
Mapuche associations have tended to appreciate a relationship with cultural hybridisation. 
Vanesa is a 46-year-old Mapuche born and raised in a Mapuche family in a southern rural 
community. As is usual for young Mapuche women, given the difficult living conditions in her 
community of origin, Vanesa decided to migrate to Santiago to work as a domestic worker. In 
regard to how she lives her Mapuche identity in the city, Vanesa says: 
 
I try to reach an intermediate point. If I live here among the Winka, I have to divide 
myself; I am Mapuche, but I am also a bit Winka, because I am feeding on the Winka 
culture, their environment. One becomes halfway champurria, making connections with 
the Winka. That impacts the way I see my spirituality, for example. Because the Winka 
make prayers, they respect the saints as much as I respect the sun, the moon, my powerful 
being who is chawngechen, my Father. 
 
During our interview, Vanesa presented as an identity preservation strategy in 
Santiago what appears to be a selective adaptation to the Winka society. By choosing to adopt 
certain Winka cultural traits, Vanesa stated that her identity has become more champurria in 
Santiago. Contrary to Ana’s opinion, Vanesa’s appreciation of the champurria identity seems 
not to be pejorative but rather a legitimate alternative for those Mapuche who are immersed in 
the Winka culture. However, Vanesa was born and raised in a rural community, acquiring 
important Mapuche cultural traits. In this regard, Vanesa says that she is able to select the 
elements she wants from the Winka culture and discard those she does not wish to incorporate 
into her life. As maintained by Chambers (1996), most accounts assert hybridity as the process 
of cultural mixing in which diasporic individuals “adopt aspects of the host culture and rework, 
reform, and reconfigure this in production of a new hybrid culture or ‘hybrid identities’” 
(Chambers, 1996, p.50). Vanesa illustrates her champurria identity approach in the spiritual 
area, which appears to be an informed comparison more than an unconscious religious 
syncretism. Appreciated as in-between the purity of the rural indigenous subject and the urban-
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Winka, numerous members of Mapuche associations in Santiago, evidencing their cultural and 
racial mestizaje, tended to self-identify as Mapuche champurria. However, as maintained by 
Rivera Cusicanqui (2010), indigenous identities should not be assumed to be static, but neither 
should they be reduced to what the author presents as the fictional discourse of hybridity as 




The last category of Mapuche categorisation in the city is the Mapuche awinkado. 
Different to the previous two categories, warriache and champurria, awinkado leaves little 
room for other interpretations: it is frequently used in a derogatory sense. As Bateson (1979) 
stated in his book Mind and Nature, “it takes at least two somethings to create a difference” 
(p.78). The awinkado is effectively located in-between two categories, being somehow 
different and somehow similar to the two ‘somethings’ that created it in the first place. The 
word awinkado comes from the Mapuche term Winka that is used to refer to those Hispanic-
Creole individuals who have historically interacted with the Mapuche people in a way that is 
often perceived as antagonistic85. As pointed out by Caniuqueo (2006), this significance has 
led to the establishment of an ethnic border through which both actors, the Mapuche and the 
Winka, have been raised in ideological colonial categories. The concept of Winka has not only 
had a racial significance that points to those individuals that phenotypically look as outsiders 
to the Mapuche group but has also inherited a derogatory ethical conception based on a 
historical distrust that is operative to this day. However, as stated by Barth (1969), ethnic 
borders are problematic and dynamic. It is in this same complexity that the notion of awinkado 
is situated. The Mapuche individual becomes an awinkado when crossing the border from what 
is understood as the ideal Mapuche and approaches the way of being that is attributed to the 
Winka (Hernández and Pezo, 2010). In that sense, the awinkado is the one who challenges the 
Mapuche ethic and begins to behave according to what the Mapuche conceive as Winka cultural 
codes. 
 
84 For Rivera Cusicanqui (2010), the function of the discourses of multiculturalism and hybridity “is to supplant 
the indigenous populations as historical subjects and to turn their struggles and demands into elements of a cultural 
reengineering and a state apparatus in order to subjugate them and neutralise their will” (p.101). 
85 As seen in Chapter 2 and according to González and Viveros (2012), there are two etymologies of the word 
Winka possibly connected between each other. The first etymology states that Winka comes from the union of the 
Mapuzungun words ‘we’: new and ingka: Inca; that is, new Inca. As in the case of the Inca people, the word Winka 
adopts the meaning of invader. The second etymology suggests that Winka comes from the verb wigkalf meaning 
to steal in Mapuzungun. Both likely origins indicate a pejorative conception that relates to the alien. 
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Sergio is a 48-year-old Mapuche lonko who has lived in Santiago for more than 20 
years and is a leader of his Mapuche association. When describing his role as lonko, Sergio 
stressed the ancestral authority of his lineage, very different from the self-named ancestral 
authorities that, he maintained, have emerged in large numbers in Santiago. For his upbringing 
in the leading family of a Mapuche community, Sergio is particularly critical of what he 
appreciates as a profound identity loss by the Mapuche who migrate to Santiago. Sergio says: 
 
When the Mapuche arrive in the city, they suffer a human transformation. Although they 
have a face that they cannot get rid of, they no longer believe they are Mapuche, they 
think they are Winka. They become Winka [se awinkan]. That is a big problem for the 
Mapuche who grow up here in the city or come here to the city. They say, ‘I want to have 
my car, I want to dress like a Chilean’. That is why I do not accept the concept of ‘urban 
Mapuche’ or ‘warriache’. Because when you become a warriache, you forget your roots, 
your origin, and your way of being Mapuche. 
 
For Sergio, awinkamiento (the process through which the Mapuche identity 
approaches the Winka) is intimately related to the uprooting of the Mapuche’s traditional 
geographical environment and its consequent urban residence close to the non-indigenous 
‘other’. This, according to Sergio, would lead to the moral transformation of the Mapuche. 
Even when trying to conceal their Mapuche-ness, Sergio maintains that the Mapuche cannot 
get rid of their indigenous phenotype. For Sergio, then, the problem is from a cultural 
behavioural perspective: dwelling in the city, conceived as a quintessentially Winka 
environment, dilutes the purity of the Mapuche essence. According to Sergio, Mapuche leave 
their communities behind to look for better economic status and to access the goods and the 
way of life of the Winka. As pointed out by Mapuche historian Claudio Alvarado (2016), 
migration to the city implied a loss of status within their rural communities for those who 
migrated, becoming the migrant an awinkado given the supposed acquisition of the codes and 
customs of the Winka ‘other’.  
In this sense, Sergio appeals to an image of authenticity in which the Mapuche would 
lose their purity by leaving the rural milieu of indigenous peoples and by adopting trends and 
owning goods that are attributed to the non-Mapuche. As Paradies (2006) suggests, education 
and material assets generate suspicion within the indigenous community based on the alleged 
pretension to be non-indigenous. In the process of constructing the sense of self, stereotyped 
images are sought regarding the traits that represent or do not represent ethnic categories. The 
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concept awinkado assumes the existence of a pure Mapuche that is being questioned as a 
product of the sustained contact with the ‘other’ Winka. As a result of this quasi-betrayal 
committed by the Mapuche awinkado, Sergio is against the warriache and the use of urban 
adjectives to refer to his Mapuche peers as both concepts refer to a sense of urban belonging, 
putting into question the alleged authentic indigeneity of the Mapuche. Thus, a discourse that 
assumes rurality as the official space of the indigenous is perpetuated. As a result, a proportion 
of the Mapuche diaspora in Santiago have had to learn to live as outsiders in both worlds. They 
face pressure from the non-indigenous urban society to hide their indigeneity and from the rural 
Mapuche society of origin who accuse them of a lack of authenticity. This has been the case of 
Valeria. Valeria is a 42-year-old Mapuche association leader born in Santiago to Mapuche 
parents. Her experience as an urban leader has hinted at this tension in relation to what the 
Mapuche in Santiago are allowed to do and not to do in order to keep their membership of the 
ethnic group and association. In this respect Valeria points out: 
 
I have been told that I am not Mapuche, that I am an awinkada. Other Mapuche have told 
me everything: that the Mapuche do not dye their hair, that I do not have a Mapuche face, 
that the Mapuche are not studious, that I do not do household chores and that is why my 
nails are polished. That is why it is important to self-identify and not to let others make 
the decision for you. 
 
Identifying certain physical and behavioural traits that would not conform to the 
expected norm of a Mapuche woman, Valeria’s Mapuche peers have accused her of a lack of 
authenticity due to her supposed process of mimicking the ‘other’ Winka women. Both her 
transgressions in terms of physical complexion and personal presentation as well as her 
interests outside of what is expected from a ‘real’ Mapuche woman, have been arguments for 
Valeria to be labelled as awinkada. This situation has led her to conclude that in certain 
Mapuche circles, to be accepted as a member of a Mapuche association, it is necessary to 
undergo a cultural folklorisation so as to distance oneself from the Winka. This tendency has 
been reflected in what I call an exaggeration of inter-ethnic differences in which the Mapuche 
attribute pejorative characteristics to mestizo and Winka individuals as a way of separating 
themselves from these ‘others’ and by doing so, reinforce a sense of their own ethnicity. From 
the interior of the Mapuche associations themselves, essentialist positions have been developed 
with respect to the Mapuche identity. As indicated by Alvarado (2016), there has been a 
tendency to reproduce a biological culturalism based on innate characteristics that would make 
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the Mapuche unique. In this sense, for Valeria, it is important to have a strong sense of self-
identification as Mapuche that would allow them to avoid calls for an anachronistic 
folklorisation in relation to what it means to be and behave as a Mapuche in Santiago. One of 
the tools used by the Mapuche to classify each other according to their level of authenticity is 
the mapuchómetro. This symbolic scale of Mapuche-ness uses geographical, phenotypical, 
moral, surname (descent), and cultural characteristics to measure the degree of ethnic 
authenticity of Mapuche individuals. Each of these points is discussed in the next section 
considering the experiences of the Mapuche interviewees. 
 
5.3 The Mapuchómetro in Santiago 
 
The term mapuchómetro resembles the Spanish word termómetro (thermometer) and 
is a symbolic discursive and interpretative scale used by the Mapuche to measure the level of 
Mapuche-ness compliance of individuals. It is marked by two poles: the alleged ideal 
authenticity of Mapuche residents in the Ngulumapu and the contaminated element represented 
by the Winka. The notions of tuwün and kupalme occupy a relevant role in the traditional 
Mapuche conceptualisation of personhood, impacting the way relations are established among 
members of different family trees. In rural communities, parameters of similarity and 
difference among individuals are established in accordance with membership in the same 
descent group (tuwün) (Course, 2011). However, for the Mapuche participants of this study, 
their conceptualisation of Mapuche personhood was elaborated in constant comparison 
between conceptions of a purer rural Mapuche and the ‘other’ Winka stereotyped identity. 
Mapuche cartoonist Pedro Melinao is said to have coined the word mapuchómetro in 2006 to 
refer, in a rather ironic way, to the methodologies used to certify an indigenous quality by 
CONADI (Flores, 2014). However, the recurrent use of the mapuchómetro as a tool of 
monitoring observance of ethnic standards has been actively developed from within the 
Mapuche associations (Cayuqueo, 2011). This, according to Mapuche researcher Rodrigo 
Marilaf (2011), responds to a colonial perspective that relates indigeneity to an invented and 
idealised past that has little to do with the current work of Mapuche associations in Santiago. 
By replicating similar identity narratives, the penetrability of ethnic boundaries has 
been subject to the fulfilment of certain requirements that define identity based on a rural 
ancestry conception. As seen in Chapter 2, the consequences of the Pacificación de la 
Araucanía led the Mapuche society of the 20th century to develop endogamy as a way of self-
protection, affecting their socio-political ways of organisation. As a strategy of assimilation 
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resistance to Chilean national identity, the Mapuche “try to defend their racial purity as a way 
to defend their threatened culture” (Bengoa, 2000a, p.115). Marilaf (2011) identifies two 
widespread axioms influenced by indigenismo that have led to the construction of the 
mapuchómetro scale within Mapuche organisations: (1) everything about Mapuche culture is 
good and deserves to be defended, while the Winka is contaminating; and (2) everything about 
the Mapuche past was good and everything that is current is contaminating. Assumed as the 
authentic source of identity, urban associational action has been oriented to the achievement of 
an alleged ideal homeland purity. The Mapuche in Santiago have developed discourses on the 
Ngulumapu through which they cling to a vaguely known and easily idealizable culture. As a 
result, those more visible cultural features that supposedly fit into the ideal identity are 
defended86. 
An exact definition of who constitutes a Mapuche nowadays is complex as the largest 
proportion of the population lives in Santiago, is monolingual in Spanish, and has mixed 
Chilean ancestry. The ‘true’ Mapuche is a construction (Terwindt, 2004). However, according 
to the mapuchómetro, the ideal image of the Mapuche is based on primordial elements 
including cultural features such as religion, language, and customs, as well as territory, 
phenotype, and surname. The assumed givens of social existence contribute to the construction 
of ethnic boundaries that separate the Mapuche from the Winka. The mapuchómetro has 
become, in practice, a tool for shaping an ideal Mapuche identity (Millaleo, 2014). Mapuche 
indigenous peers themselves use salient traits of a shared ethnicity as a mechanism of 
differentiation but also as a form of internal cultural control that ultimately facilitates the 
creation of inner categories within the ethnic group. As a result, the mapuchómetro is a highly 
contextual artefact depending on the individual who implements the measurement by granting 
more relevance to certain aspects of Mapuche-ness than to others. As an idealised homeland 
identity mostly alien to contemporary Mapuche representations, the top of the mapuchómetro 
appears as a constant challenge that motivates urban associational action by a common desire 
to be more Mapuche. When the members of Mapuche associations were asked about the tools 
used to identify other Mapuche in Santiago, five areas stood out among the participants of this 
research: geographical, phenotypical, moral, surname (descent), and cultural. Compliance with 
these measurement categories was translated into a higher position in the mapuchómetro. 
Exemplified by the narratives of both the Mapuche who apply the mapuchómetro rules to 
 
86 For other examples of the mechanisms of cultural (re)signification and the material and symbolic relationship 
established with the territory and communities of origin, please see the case of the Otomí migrants living in 
Guadalajara, Mexico, (Martínez, 2007) and the Shuar migrants in different Ecuadorian cities (O’Driscoll, 2015). 
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classify others and those who have been classified by it, the next section discusses these five 




The Mapuche themselves discriminated against me when I was a girl. When I went to the 
south to visit my family, they called me Winka and santiaguina because I was born in 
Santiago. They told me those things even though I am of the same blood as them (Rocío). 
 
Rocío is a 40-year-old Mapuche born and raised in Santiago to a Mapuche father and 
mother. Rocío used to visit her community every year with her parents and siblings during the 
summer holidays. During our interview, Rocío identified a double source of discrimination: 
from her Chilean classmates and from her Mapuche peers. According to Rocío, her Chilean 
classmates mistreated her because of her indigenous phenotype and her Mapuche surnames. 
Rocío was used to being called india pejoratively in primary school. Everything changed in 
secondary school when the racial abuse stopped. However, Rocío commented that she was 
victim of an equally strong discrimination from her Mapuche community-based counterparts 
based on her urban dwelling; that is, for being a santiaguina87. Despite coming from the same 
kupalme (“I am of the same blood as them”), Rocío said that her residence in Santiago was 
perceived by her relatives as an abandonment of her Mapuche roots as her parents allegedly 
migrated to the city in pursuit of an economically more comfortable life. The search of social 
mobility is perceived as a cultural abandonment given the alleged awinkamiento produced 
when seeking an urban lifestyle more similar to the Winka and therefore different to the ideal 
Mapuche community-based life. To these accusations, Rocío replied that she is equally 
Mapuche despite being born in the city away from her ancestral lands, which she understands 
as following a forced economic migration of her parents who arrived in Santiago to escape 
rural poverty. In order to overcome her lack of Mapuche-ness given her urban upbringing, 
Rocío has been a member of a Mapuche association for three years, with an especial interest in 










For not having a Mapuche face and for having brown hair and not black, I have been 
discriminated against even though I have always identified myself as a Mapuche. I grew 
up with the [Mapuche] culture. This was especially done by young Mapuche in Santiago 
(Claudio). 
 
As reflected in the case of Claudio, who was born in Santiago to a Mapuche mother 
and a Chilean father, fair-skinned indigenous people may be subjects of racist interpretative 
frameworks (Paradies, 2006) from both other indigenous and non-indigenous people alike, as 
their phenotype challenges primordial characteristics attributed to indigeneity. As understood 
by Villalobos (2000) the old physical traits that supposedly characterise indigenous peoples, 
are difficult to find nowadays because of mestizaje. Claudio’s peers do not see in him the 
stereotypical facial complexion associated with the Mapuche phenotype. This may ultimately 
affect identity self-perceptions, casting doubt regarding indigenous authenticity, and thus 
leading individuals to engage in activities to prove indigenous membership. The judgement in 
regard to Claudio’s appearance has been especially harsh from other young Mapuche born in 
the city like him. Claudio identified this group of people as mapuchistas alluding to Mapuche 
activists (in Spanish, activistas). As noted by Pairican (2013), the mapuchista conception began 
to be shaped in the 1990s through the active land recovery struggle and cultural resistance. As 
children and grandchildren of the rural-to-urban primary diaspora, mapuchistas in Santiago 
hold as a political ideal their homeland reconstruction through the recovery of the usurped 
territory. As a way to defend himself from accusations of inauthenticity, Claudio identifies the 
lack of Mapuche cultural knowledge as the reason why young Mapuche in Santiago judge other 
Mapuche based on stereotypical physical models when looking for images of a ‘real’ Mapuche-
ness. That is, hierarchies of internal self-regulation should be based on a cultural basis and not 




As a Mapuche, I know my people. We offer a lot of food to our guests. The Mapuche are 
kind and welcoming by nature. The Winka, on the other hand, tend to humiliate others. 




Throughout our conversation, Vanesa recognised a series of innate positive moral 
qualities (be “kind and welcoming by nature”) and socially learned behaviours in the core of 
the extended Mapuche family (“offer a lot of food to our guests”) that enabled her identification 
of other Mapuche. Conversely, Vanesa attributes a series of negative characteristics to the 
Winka, considering them prone to humiliating others, especially based on the phenotype of 
individuals. Vanesa argued that the Winka discriminate based on facial features and hair type, 
elements that she presented as defining the Mapuche phenotype. Mapuche members of ethnic 
associations in Santiago tended to appreciate the good qualities that identify the members of 
their ethnic group in constant comparison to those pejorative traits that allegedly characterise 
the non-Mapuche. Like Vanesa, other male and female interviewees both born in Santiago and 
in the homeland, also shared this trend by maintaining that “the non-Mapuche world is 
treacherous”, “the Mapuche are more intelligent than the Winka”, “if the Mapuche steal it is 
because they follow the steps of the Winka”, and “the Mapuche are more respectful than the 
Winka because we are taught to be that way”. Moral qualities have been closely intertwined 
with conceptions of authenticity, positioning indigeneity as superior to the Winka ‘others’. As 
Wade (2002) argues, notions of what constitute ‘human nature’ are not easily restricted to 
biology alone. These constitute a mix of traits appreciated as fixed and transmitted through 
blood ties as well as developed through upbringing. In the identity (re)construction within 
urban Mapuche associations, a discourse of ethnic pride and moral values is usually invoked 
in opposition to disparaging values supposedly held by the non-indigenous society. By doing 
this, the Mapuche legitimate their ethnicity with other in-group members while, at the same 




There is a connection when a person has a Mapuche surname. It is because the blood is 
pulling us together. When you do not have a Mapuche surname, you begin to doubt the 
identity of the person (Lorena). 
 
Lorena is a 52-year-old Mapuche born in Santiago to Mapuche parents and presidenta 
of an association that seeks to empower disadvantaged Mapuche women in a peripheral 
comuna of Santiago. Unlike many Mapuche members of associations, both of Lorena’s 
surnames are of Mapuche origin. For Lorena, surnames reveal a special connection, born from 
the bond established by a shared Mapuche ancestry expressed by what Lorena describes as 
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common blood. Mapuche surnames have a high significance. Traditionally, names used to be 
carefully chosen in relation to the place of origin (tuwün), lineage (kupalme), and personal 
characteristics of the individual and his family through a mechanism of transmission of names 
in alternate generations88. As González (2018) points out, the set of Mapuche names would 
have defined and shaped family lineages. However, the influence of the Spaniards and the 
Chilean nation-state impacted the Mapuche system through the Christianisation of names. With 
the Pacificación of the Araucanía, families under the protection of a lonko adopted his surname 
in order to relate to the name registered in the Título de Merced. In turn, the establishment of 
the Civil Registry in the second half of the 19th century forced the Mapuche to adhere to the 
Chilean norms concerning the use of two surnames (the father’s and the mother’s). As a result 
of the effects of mestizaje and discrimination that led thousands of Mapuche to Westernise their 
surnames, it is usual to find self-identified Mapuche without surnames of Mapuche origin 
(Letelier, 2000). Despite this, Mapuche surnames have been transformed into a symbol of 
identity and lineage (Millaleo, 2014; Piñones and Valenzuela, 2017). This has led those 
individuals who do not have Mapuche surnames to prove their indigeneity to meet the 




A Mapuche must talk about the worldview, have Mapuche customs, have certain 
conversation topics such as rivers, the moon, the forests, go to ceremonies and especially 
speak the language [Mapuzungun]. When that is present, we would be talking about a real 
Mapuche identification (Juan). 
 
Juan is a 62-year-old Mapuche born in a rural community to Mapuche parents and 
who has lived in Santiago for 50 years. During our conversation, Juan maintained that the 
command of relevant Mapuche cultural traits is key for admitting new members in his 
association. While awareness of traditions is important, two areas were presented as 
fundamental for recognising what Juan understands as a “real Mapuche identification”: speak 
Mapuzungun and participation in ceremonies. As maintained by Oteíza and Merino (2012), 
both areas play a key role in terms of self-identification and identification by the larger group. 
The lack of these traits, on the other hand, is associated with a weaker ethnicity classification. 
 
88 For more information, please see Foerster (2010) and Painemal (2011). 
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While the levels of Mapuzungun competence in Santiago are low (Gundermann, Canihuan, 
Clavería, and Faúndez, 2009; Mariano, Molina, Oyarzo, Lagos, and Hasler, 2010; Lagos, 
2012), the language has become an important source of identity in the city. Greetings using 
some basic Mapuzungun phrases have become a usual and expected practice for Mapuche 
meetings and ceremonies. On the contrary, being unfamiliar with the phrases reveals a lack of 
cultural knowledge which is severely socially reprimanded. Bilingualism, as a decolonising 
practice, has been presented by Rivera Cusicanqui (2010) as an empowering tool for 
indigenous peoples in Latin America as it allows them to create “a ‘we’ of interlocutors and 
producers of knowledge, which can then dialogue, on equal terms, with other foci of thought 
and currents in the academy of our region and of the world” (p.106). In turn, participation in 
Mapuche spiritual ceremonies was appreciated by Juan as an expected practice of those who 
claim to self-identify as Mapuche. Demonstrating a wide knowledge of the customs and rituals 
involved in the development of these events is related to a higher level of Mapuche-ness and 
thus in the mapuchómetro (Millaleo, 2014). Contrary to the previous four areas, cultural traits 
can be acquired by actively engaging in a learning process, enabling individuals to gain a few 
steps towards the top of the mapuchómetro. Identity, from a cultural perspective, is understood 
as a process of becoming. However, ancestral ties based on tuwün and kupalme are inescapable 
for a comprehensive understanding of authentic Mapuche-ness. 
 
5.4 Final Remarks 
 
Based on longstanding ties established with their homeland, this study’s participants 
used the mapuchómetro primordial terms to classify each other in terms of an alleged 
compliance with authentic Mapuche-ness. The mapuchómetro in Santiago is understood as a 
scale that went from a belief in a ‘pure’ ancestral Mapuche-ness to hybrid forms of identity 
mixture such as the awinkado. The lack of compliance with one of the five areas that form the 
mapuchómetro did not mean an immediate exclusion from the ethnic group. On the contrary, 
these primordial traits were flexible enough to allocate all those able to trace a common 
Mapuche ancestry; however, their position on the mapuchómetro was closer to the Winka pole. 
Inevitably, the Mapuche in the city do not comply with all the ‘assumed givens’ as a result of 
their urban dwelling. However, the Mapuche in Santiago still have the option to recover 
relevant cultural traits that may help them gain a better social acceptance and thus distance 
themselves from awinkado conceptions. Because it is apprehended in a collective process of 
learning, culture is the stronghold of the process of ‘becoming’ more Mapuche and less 
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awinkado in the city. As will be analysed in the following chapters, Mapuche associations have 
made the recovery and implementation of alleged ancestral cultural traits their main objective. 
As maintained by Webb (2013), the perceived essentialisms attributed to ethnic 
categories of belonging are not fixed in an ontological sense. They are imagined, invented, and 
constructed, but their perceived fixity serves as ethnic hallmarks that allow differentiation. As 
explained in Chapter 3, most scholarly discussions on ethnicity have adopted a constructivist 
perspective, setting aside primordial narratives of the origin of ethnic groups. However, as 
presented in this chapter, primordial attributes such as territory and kinship can generate 
profound sentiments of collective belonging, serving as material through which to (re)construct 
a sense of common identity. The narratives of this study’s participants align with Webb’s 
(2013) study of Mapuche school children in southern Chile, which found that perceived 
primordial traits are relevant criteria for ethnic membership. The diverse set of primordial traits 
through which the mapuchómetro scale is elaborated in the city were not fixed as the 
primordialist literature on ethnicity proposes but rather enabled fluid processes of ethnicity 
(re)construction and boundary maintenance. The fluidity of mapuchómetro is, however, closely 
associated with a strong contrastive identity in which the divisions with the ‘other’ Winka are 
accentuated through exaggeration of inter-ethnic differences. As a result, a sense of ethnicity 
is reinforced in what constitutes a highly contested milieu for ethnicity (re)creation: the city. 
The participants of this study were in their majority openly against the use of ‘urban Mapuche’ 
and ‘Mapuche warriache’ as means of identity description terminology as these involve an 
immediate relation with Santiago, the Winka milieu par excellence.  
Reaching the maximum score in the mapuchómetro is a target based on colonial 
conceptions that depict an idyllic anachronical rural indigenous life that complicates identity 
membership for those urban dwellers. Nevertheless, formerly hidden by conceptions of 
authentic identity that claimed rural indigeneity as the only possible one, since the recovery of 
democracy in Chile, the Mapuche in Santiago have been actively engaged in an identity 
(re)construction in the urban milieu. As maintained by Imilan (2014), the spatial narratives of 
the Mapuche in Santiago regarding the ancestral territory are elaborated as an idealised image 
that allows them to recognise an origin and project a destiny in common. As a result, the 
practices of identity (re)construction are framed within this spatial conception in which the 
encounter between utopian and quotidian narratives converge. 
The process of identity recovery, (re)construction, and preservation, of becoming 
more indigenous and less Winka, are never completely successful as the objective is based on 
idealised conceptions of an ancestral rural life. The (re)construction of Mapuche identity in 
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Santiago, as narrated by the Mapuche members of urban indigenous associations is, then, 
outlined by the assortment between those who have come to terms with their mestizo identity 
and those who attempt to recover a supposedly indigenous purity. The Mapuche in Santiago, 
thus, constitute a powerful point of reference to consider the coexistence of heterogeneous 
elements that neither aspire to fuse with the identity of mainstream Chilean society nor want to 
produce a new identity category such as ‘urban indigenous’ or ‘warriache’. As maintained by 
Paradies (2006), an inclusive approach to indigeneity allows us to recognise the diversity of 
subjective positions and experiences, while acknowledging the survival of the Mapuche as a 
people as a result of their historical ability to adapt and endure, for which the collective action 
of diaspora peoples is crucial. Mapuche associations in Santiago have represented meeting 
points for the collective (re)creation of Mapuche-ness to take shape. Space is a fundamental 
element for this collective activity to be materialised. As a result, the Mapuche members of 
urban associations have been actively searching for spaces and negotiating their legal 
management with public authorities to develop cultural activities. The intricacies involved in 























(Re)constructing Mapuche-ness through Ethnic Place Production 
 
The chapter examines the ways in which the members of Mapuche associations have 
been negotiating the management of urban space with state authorities for the development of 
workshops and traditional ceremonies. I suggest that as a result of the repeated use of spaces 
over time for cultural activities, associational memberships gradually engage in a re-
signification of urban space. This leads individuals to confer meanings on space based on a 
social construction of the homeland, transforming the materiality of space into a symbolically-
based ‘ethnic place’. 
Despite an increase in the number of associational managed spaces89, the lack of space 
for indigenous collective activity remains one of the main problems affecting associations. By 
depending on the state for access to space, Mapuche associations are subject to political 
sympathies and discretions that can jeopardise their spatial demand. When the negotiations 
with the state are successful, Mapuche associations have been able to materially appropriate a 
space under a loan concession (commodatum). Nevertheless, even when negotiations with the 
state fail, the collective action of individuals, framed by associations, has still allowed the 
Mapuche to appropriate a space by symbolically gaining it as their own ethnic place. Ethnic 
place, therefore, is a gradual symbolically-based transformative process recognisable from the 
narratives of its users as they confer significance of its own on it, thus distinguishing it from 
other urban areas. Although the Mapuche members of associations maintain a strong bond of 
belonging with their homeland, the narratives of the participants of this study show that, after 
the sustained use of a space for indigenous cultural activities, it begins to be reinterpreted on 
the basis of territorial characteristics which the Mapuche use to describe the Ngulumapu. 
However, the participants of this study were emphatic in stating the difference between their 
Mapuche ancestral territory (their homeland or Ngulumapu) and the re-signified spaces in the 
city (ethnic places). As Valenzuela and Unzueta (2015) point out, for identity to persist through 
generations, even in a diasporic environment, a sense of place is relevant. The Mapuche 
associations in Santiago, have gradually developed a sense of belonging in the city through the 
production of ethnic places.  
Illustrated by the cases of two Mapuche associations, this chapter discusses the ways 
in which the Mapuche have gained spaces and produce their own ethnic places in the city, 
 
89 As an example, there are currently 11 indigenous ceremonial centres and 21 ruka in Santiago. 
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giving new meanings to their identity. The first two sections discuss theoretical ideas behind 
space and place. Building on the literature of place identity, the chapter introduces ‘ethnic 
place’ as a new notion that aims to offer a more comprehensive theoretical understanding of 
the gaining of physical spaces and their symbolic transformation by ethnic groups like the 
Mapuche in Santiago. Exemplified by the case of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu, the third section 
presents the path the association’s membership followed to legally gain the management of a 
space and its gradual transformation into an ethnic place once they were able to build a ruka. 
Illustrated by the case of We Dakin Püllü, the third section also introduces an example of a 
symbolically appropriated ethnic place after its reiterative use for traditional ceremonies but 
without attaining the legal right to its management. Finally, the chapter concludes by arguing 
that, although each association experiences the process differently, securing spaces and the 
production of ethnic places has become one of the main steps for Mapuche associations to 
collectively develop cultural activities that lead to an identity (re)construction in Santiago. 
 
6.1 The Mapuche in the City: Appropriation of Space for Associational Work 
 
Indigenous identification worldwide has demonstrated its extension beyond a rural homeland 
as shown in the works on urban indigeneity in Japan with the Ainu people (Watson, 2010, 
2014), Native Americans in the Bay Area of San Francisco (Adams, 2011), and indigenous 
peoples in Oceania (Gagné, 2016), among numerous other examples. Indigenous migrant and 
diaspora peoples have been able to overcome theoretical restrictions that deem the process as 
an imminent loss of identity and assimilation into the majority non-indigenous society. On the 
contrary, indigenous peoples around the globe have been recovering their identity while living 
in cities, a process that has usually been accompanied by the material and symbolic 
appropriation of space. 
In a context of widespread discrimination and invisibility, indigenous peoples have 
increasingly questioned their labelling as a de-ethnicised component of the urban poor, 
returning to their ethnic identity and revitalising traditions and practices in the urban context 
(Canessa, 2006). Urban indigenous dwellers have been looking for material locations in which 
to collectively articulate their identities, ultimately transforming the geography of the city 
(Ehrkamp, 2010; Watson, 2010). These locations may take diverse forms and operate at 
different scales of ethnic symbolic understanding. They have comprised, among others, the 
construction or occupation of dwellings that may generate predominantly indigenous 
neighbourhoods, the active involvement in the urban labour market and the formation of 
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indigenous workers’ unions (Ehrkamp, 2010; Imilan and Álvarez, 2008; Cumes, 2014; Antileo, 
2015), and the development of special sites in which to freely enact their ethnicity. For this 
process to be materialised, collective indigenous action has been central90. The Mapuche in 
Santiago have not been an exception to this collective reconfiguration of identity, mainly 
carried out through ethnic associational action. 
As an internal rural-to-urban diaspora, Mapuche individuals in Santiago have 
demonstrated their desire “to collectively (re)create the homeland through emblematic 
practices” (Brown, 2011, p.229) that they identify as fundamental to a common identity. The 
Mapuche in the city have been actively forming associations in which to (re)create practices 
and traditions perceived as distinctive of their homeland, helping them to maintain symbolic 
connection with the Ngulumapu. Their engagement in such activities has not only conformed 
new identification possibilities (Carmona, 2015), but has also pushed the search for spatial 
areas. For Mapuche associational work, space is vital as it represents the material and basic 
support for social activity (Echeverría and Rincón, 2000; Cheuquelaf, 2012). 
In a workshop organised in Santiago by the Centre for Conflict Studies and Social 
Cohesion (COES) titled “Land, territories, and territorialities: what is understood by Mapuche 
lands?” carried out in April 2018, the researcher Hugo Romero pointed out that the notions of 
space and place are practically inexistent in the narratives of rural Mapuche dwellers, having 
been replaced by those of land and territory91. For the Mapuche in Santiago, on the other hand, 
the demand for the legal entitlement to a space of their own in the city for the development of 
cultural activities has been at the centre of associational claims in recent years. In order to 
materialise the use of space, associations have been immersed in negotiations with the state, 
especially at the local-municipality level. The characteristics of the spaces demanded have 
varied in accordance to the main working area of associations, ranging from rooms in which to 
develop workshops to open spaces in which to build ruka or conduct ceremonies like the 
nguillatün. Securing these areas promotes the strengthening of identity through the collective 
practice of Mapuche-ness, which creates, in turn, new geographies of belonging in the urban 
milieu (Brown, 2011). However, Mapuche associations in Santiago have faced a structural 
resistance from the state to meet their demands for space, which has claimed administrative 
limitations to deal with such requests. Many associations complain about the lack of space in 
 
90 See, for instance, the case of cultural survival of Inuit groups in Montreal (Kishigami, 2006), ethnic maintenance 
through collective participation of the Anishinabek people in Canadian cities (Wilson and Peters, 2005), and the 
political struggles of Aymara organisations in El Alto, Bolivia (Lazar, 2008). 
91 For more information, please Chapter 2. 
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which to meet, which increases the association’s expenses and greatly hinders the achievement 
of their cultural goals. The use and appropriation of space are fundamental aspects in the study 
of minority peoples’ urban lives. However, it is critical not to overlook factors that may 
influence how urban spaces are accessed, used, and interpreted (Ortiz, 2006). The next section 
introduces the main theoretical frameworks behind the notions of space and place that are 
relevant for the understanding of Mapuche associational work in Santiago. 
 
6.2 Space, Place, and Ethnic Place 
 
Space and place are relevant notions for the understanding of ethnic relations in a new 
milieu. Given the influence of Harvey’s (1969) early work92, space during the second half of 
the 20th century was often referred to as the structural qualities of a physical environment 
characterised by a collection of coordinates (Smith, 1979; Hornecker, 2005). Frequently, space 
was represented as static, empty, non-dialectical, and devoid of political content (Cheuquelaf, 
2012); as a mere passive receptacle of social relationships (Dixon and Durrheim, 2004). As 
Tuan (1975) wrote more than four decades ago, “(S)pace is abstract. It lacks content; it is broad, 
open, and empty, inviting the imagination to fill it with substance and illusion; it is possibility 
and beckoning future” (p.164-165). Place, on the contrary, was understood as a higher 
dimension that reinforced the relationship between people and their homes, neighbourhoods, 
cities, lands, and countries, all of them understood as places. In other words, space was 
presented as placelessness (Portugali, 2006). Spaces, however, are not static (Relph, 1976). 
Unlike previous decades, more recent socio-geographical literature has been stripped 
of an understanding of space as a simple receptacle in the process of identity construction 
(Ehrkamp, 2010). Space has been described as the arena in which human action is developed; 
the active stage in which political interests are manifested, power is exercised, and the social 
difficulties faced by ethnic groups materialised (Hornecker, 2005; Portugali, 2006). One of the 
first authors to start questioning previous static conceptions of space is Lefebvre (1974) with 
his understanding of the social production of space. More recently, Portugali (2006) has 
maintained that space is not a natural objective entity as presented in previous decades but an 
artefact, that is, a product of the socio-spatial relations between humans and their economic, 
political, and cultural environment. As such, space has an effect over and participates in place 
 
92 However, after his book Explanation in Geography (1969), Harvey left behind a positivist approach to 
geography to focus on capitalism and social injustice. 
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production (Portugali, 2006). This process, Hornecker (2005) posits, is given by individuals 
who inhabit, appropriate, and interpret space, granting it meaning and transforming it into 
place. Accordingly, space is prior to place, as place requires space for its existence (Tuan, 1977; 
Raffestein, 1980). 
Identity (re)construction is intricately linked to the social production of place 
(Ehrkamp, 2010). While a challenge for many diaspora groups in the host milieus, the gaining 
of spaces for the accommodation, resignification, and durability of cultural practices leads to a 
re-signification of spaces and creation of their own places (Lewicka, 2014; Becerra et al., 
2017). One of the most salient theories to understand this process of space re-signification is 
place identity, understood as a “landscape of meaning” (Dixon and Durrheim, 2004, p.470). 
Building on Tuan’s (1991) work on the relevance of speech for the formulation of ideas and 
materialisation of action for place creation, place identity corresponds to arenas socially 
generated through discourse (Becerra et al., 2017), which allow people to give space a sense of 
belonging by articulating their location through the use of language (Dixon and Durrheim, 
2000; Becerra et al., 2017). Thus, place identity corresponds to: 
 
A highly contextualised form of identification, deriving from individuals’ engagements 
with their material contexts of action and interaction […] something that people create 
together through talk: a social construction that allows them to make sense of their 
connectivity to place and to guide their actions and projects accordingly. (Dixon and 
Durrheim, 2000, p.32) 
 
Place identity, thus, creates a reciprocal relationship between individuals and places 
(Dixon and Durrheim, 2004) by looking at both how socio-cultural landscapes influence 
individuals’ behaviour and the way in which identities are reconfigured, as well as at how 
individuals’ agency re-shape those existing landscapes (Becerra et al, 2017). Notwithstanding 
the contributions of place identity to the understanding of attachment and sense of place, I 
suggest that language is one of the aspects of social interaction by which diasporic groups 
collectively re-signify space to transform it into something else. In order to understand the 
process by which the Mapuche collectively attach meanings to a space outside the Ngulumapu 
and develop a sense of belonging to it, transforming its materiality into a symbolically-
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constructed site, I propose ‘ethnic place’93 as a notion that offers a more detailed understanding 
of this process. By drawing on the notion of place identity (Dixon and Durrheim, 2000, 2004; 
Becerra et al., 2017) and on the literature on space and place (Tuan, 1975; Relph, 1976; 
Portugali, 2006; Bello, 2011a, among others), I present five points that offer a more detailed 
account of the ways in which Mapuche memberships articulate their associational space in the 
city. 
Firstly, ethnic place94 is a main result of social interactions, that is, a collective process 
of space re-signification by an ethnic group in a new milieu. By the frequent use of a space 
over time, symbols are collectively attached by its users, providing the space with a set of 
meanings. The aggregation of personal meanings and their collective shaping gradually 
transform spaces into ethnic places now understood as centres of symbolic ethnic significance. 
This symbolically-based transformation of space into ethnic place fosters a sense of 
community, bonding, and solidarity which usually corresponds with the active participation of 
individuals in its transformation. This process enables individuals to belong and helps them to 
feel at home in the new milieu. The production of ethnic places is usually not explicit, 
conscious, or verbalised, but rather occurs subconsciously through the sustained collective use 
of space (Tuan, 1975). In the process of interaction, language is relevant but not the only aspect 
for ethnic place production. It is important not to overlook the power of non-verbal 
communication such as imitation resulting from the nurturing of individuals in the bosom of 
an ethnic-conscious family. Expanding the role of social interactions for discourse, I follow 
Tuan’s (1975) experiential perspective. Experiences lived or those imagined through the 
experiences lived by others in relation to the homeland and the migration process offer an array 
of events from which individuals and groups can create symbolisms and grant meanings to 
different spaces (Tuan, 1975). Through social interactions, personal meanings, memories, and 
private experiences acquire a public expression, becoming open to being contested and re-
shaped collectively. This helps the production of ethnic place to take hold on public 
 
93 While the notion of ethnic place has been used in a number of academic works, these have presented ethnic 
place framed by a different theoretical analysis and with the intention to explain different social phenomena. See 
for example Buccitelli’s (2016) book City of Neighborhoods: Memory, Folklore, and Ethnic Place in Boston in 
which the author studies folk practices, social memory, and local histories by which neighbourhoods in Boston 
acquire complex ethnic meaning. Another example is Gupta’s (2017) book Cultural Constellations, Place-Making 
and Ethnicity in Eastern India, c. 1850-1927 in which the author focuses on the historical relevance of ethnic 
place to understand the ethno-cultural relations established by three eastern Indian regions during colonial times. 
94 The use of the word ‘ethnic’ is due to the fact that the process of symbolic production of place, as introduced 
in this study, can be experienced by any ethnic group in a diasporic context. In that sense, ‘ethnic’ includes groups 
that are not necessarily indigenous. However, for the purposes of this work, the word ‘ethnic’ could be replaced 
by ‘indigenous’, or even more specifically, Mapuche; that is, the production of Mapuche places in the city. 
However, the word ‘ethnic’ is kept in this study to denote the transferability to other cases beyond the Mapuche. 
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consciousness and thereby achieve a higher degree of stability and permanence. Moreover, 
shared feelings towards an ethnic place can develop spontaneously in confrontation with the 
non-indigenous ‘other’ and become a shared tradition and a shared body of explicit knowledge 
(Tuan, 1975).  
Secondly, time is necessary for individuals to develop attachment and grant spaces 
with ethnic-based meaning. When spaces are produced, lived, and reproduced as ethnic 
(Mançano, 2004; Buccitelli, 2016), they acquire a symbolic-cultural scope facilitating their 
transformation into ethnic places. Ethnic places are, thus, created from the instrumental 
appropriation and subjective representation that individuals make of space over time (Bello, 
2011a), as ethnic places need a minimum period of stability to acquire significant thickness 
(Cheuquelaf, 2012). I will call the symbolic production of ethnic places by their active use over 
time by a diasporic ethnic group the symbolic use value. The passage of time itself does not 
warrant a sense of attachment to space as it does not ensure its active use to gradually transform 
it into ethnic place. Establishing a common margin of time for this process to unfold is a 
complicated task given that, ultimately, this depends on each group in relation to factors such 
as the level of use and characteristics of the space. Each group may promote the symbolic 
transformation of space into ethnic place in accordance with their own experiences, contexts, 
and specificities (Bello, 2011a). It is, then, not the space itself that has its own meaning, but 
the ethnic group that gives it value through a process of social interaction. 
Thirdly, the value attached to the ethnic place is based on ideas of the homeland which 
are shaped, in turn, by the milieu in which ethnic places are embedded. The myth of homeland 
usually serves as the basis on which space re-signification starts. This is helped by what Becerra 
et al. (2017) understand as ‘place-referent continuity’; that is, when the characteristics of the 
homeland are transferable to a space, allowing individuals to transform the new environment 
through the (re)creation of cultural practices that contribute to a sense of belonging. This 
process does not mean a replacement or imposition of the homeland in the new milieu. On the 
contrary, it operates as an intervention to adapt the spaces95. In the process of meaning 
 
95 Some authors have understood this process as a territorialisation of the urban scene (Cheuquelaf, 2012; 
Sepúlveda and Zúñiga, 2015) while others have presented it as an appropriation of space for ethnic purposes 
(Thiers, 2013). While they understand the process similarly, I prefer to use the word ‘appropriation’ instead of 
‘territorialisation’ as a lexical distinction. Despite efforts to ‘de-territorialise’ notions of territory, this has usually 
been understood in close proximity to the power exercised by a state over a bounded space, omitting the socio-
political relevance that its inhabitants have over the same territory (Painter, 2010; Elden, 2013; Halvorsen, 2018). 
Moreover, in the narratives of this study’s Mapuche interviewees, the word ‘territory’ was used to refer to the 
homeland, the Ngulumapu, and not to Santiago. In this sense, by using the notion of ‘appropriation’ instead of 
‘territorialisation’, I also seek to prevent possible confusions between the understanding that this study has of 
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attachment, the physical context plays a key role as space is always situated (Hornecker, 2005). 
Physical contexts as well as socio-political circumstances may influence perception and shape 
our expectations in relation to space, affecting its symbolic transformation into ethnic place. 
Cities are centres for the extraction of meaning par excellence (Tuan, 1975) as they offer 
innumerable opportunities to elicit meanings from the interaction with diverse individuals in 
different social contexts. 
Fourthly, as diasporic groups are not always able to legally obtain the use of a space, 
ethnic places can be produced from spaces that have only been symbolically appropriated. In 
other words, space itself does not guarantee its transformation into an ethnic place. However, 
for this transformation to happen, the use of space over time, even when not legally attaining 
control, is a necessary condition for ethnic place production. While some ethnic places may 
have been gained materially and symbolically, as in the case of the Mapuche association 
Choyituyiñ Warria Meu, others may have only been gained from a symbolic perspective, which 
usually triggers a struggle for its legal management, as in the case of We Dakin Püllü.  
Finally, the appropriation of space and its transformation into ethnic place are not 
exempt from tensions. The use and control of space are inscribed in a field of power, especially 
evident when an ethnic group expresses agency over space, challenging the established 
dominant hierarchies of the new milieu. In turn, as ethnic places are produced from the 
symbolic (re)signification of spaces, these are demarcated by boundaries that separate an 
‘inside’ from an ‘outside’, which are usually defended against the intrusion of outsiders. In the 
case of indigenous peoples in which indigeneity has been mostly understood as rooted in a rural 
setting, appropriation and control of space for ethno-cultural preservation represent an exercise 
of political defiance in a dominant and discriminating non-indigenous society. 
Mapuche spatial mobility has resulted in a socio-political transformation of parts of 
Santiago. An increasing number of urban spaces are being managed by Mapuche associations 
with the main objective of developing cultural workshops and traditional ceremonies. Legally 
attained or not, Mapuche associations, based on conceptions of the homeland, have been 
adapting these spaces in order to appropriate them under their own terms, transforming the 
materiality of space into symbolically-based ethnic places. According to Watson (2010), to 
understand the dynamics and subtleties of the migratory process, it is important to analyse the 
relationship established between new spaces and the ethnic identities of the people who occupy 
 
territory as homeland and ethnic place as a delimited space in the host setting that was collectively re-signified 
based on meanings extracted from the homeland. 
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them. The next sections present an illustration of ethnic place production through the narratives 
of the Mapuche members of two urban indigenous associations. 
 
6.3 Appropriation and ‘Ethnification’ of Urban Space 
 
Different strategies have been collectively articulated by Mapuche associations in 
Santiago to appropriate urban space for ethnic-based collective purposes. Securing spaces and 
their symbolic transformation into ethnic places offer Mapuche associations the necessary 
stability to promote long-term activities that contribute to identity (re)creation. Two main 
dynamics of space appropriation for its subsequent transformation into an ethnic place emerged 
in the narratives of the participants of this study. On the one hand, the material appropriation 
of space was achieved through a loan agreement with the municipality, which granted the space 
to the Mapuche association for its management. This type of legal appropriation allows 
associations to materially modify a space and so to ‘ethnify’ it. On the other hand, the symbolic 
appropriation of space has been manifested in those associations that, after constant attempts, 
have not succeeded in negotiating with the state to manage a space. However, this has not 
limited them in their symbolic appropriation, generated through the sustained use of a particular 
urban space for collective cultural activities. This sustained use makes possible its symbolic 
adaptation, allowing, as in the case of the material appropriation, the transformation of space 
into an ethnic place. In order to illustrate the appropriation and ‘ethnification’ of space and its 
transformation into ethnic place, the cases of two associations are presented through the 
narratives of their memberships. The selection of both associations stems from a number of 
reasons. Firstly, Choyituyiñ Warria Meu exemplifies the negotiation capacity of a Mapuche 
association with the state to ensure the legal control of an urban space and its subsequent 
transformation along ethnic lines. On the other hand, We Dakin Püllü represents an association 
that, despite its repeated negotiation attempts, has only been able to symbolically appropriate 
a space which, only after its sustained use for various ethnic activities, has been transformed 
into their own ethnic place. While there are subtleties that make each case unique, Choyituyiñ 
Warria Meu and We Dakin Püllü exemplify the experiences lived by all those associations 







6.3.1 The trajectory of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s ethnic place. 
 
 
Part of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s membership in front of their ruka. 
Fieldwork photo, 2016. 
 
Choyituyiñ Waria Meu is an association located at the intersection of two major 
capital avenues, Quilín and Marathon. Given its central position, the area occupied by 
Choyituyiñ Warria Meu is visible by any curious passer-by, although it is fenced to deter the 
entrance of unwelcome guests. The space used by Choyituyiñ Warria Meu is shared with two 
other indigenous associations, one from the Aymara and one from the Rapa Nui people, all 
based in the same comuna, Macul. As a result, the total area is proportionally divided into three 
plots of 344 square meters such that each association has independent use of plots of the same 
size. Offered under a loan agreement with the indefinite right to use the plot for cultural 
purposes, it remains the property of the municipality of Macul. The total area forms the Aldea 
de Pueblos Originarios (Village of Original Peoples), the only one of its kind in Macul. From 
the perspective of an external observer, Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s space prevails over the others 
in terms of infrastructure and level of activity, as they have been able to build a ruka enclosed 
by a herb-and-vegetable garden. Xaviera is a 44-year-old second-generation Mapuche in 
Santiago born to a Mapuche father and Chilean mother. She is one of the oldest and most active 
members of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu and its current presidenta. Xaviera pointed out the 




The ruka is an achievement. Before, it was super difficult to get together. Sometimes we 
booked a municipality room and it was closed. Many times, we ended up gathering in a 
courtyard. Our ceremonies, our wiñol tripantu, we did them on the basketball court. 
Imagine the elderly and people with babies outside, in the heat and cold. 
 
Before securing a space, Choyituyiñ Warria Meu had, for years, to adapt to improvised 
spaces often ill-suited for developing collective cultural activities. Although adaptable to the 
urban circumstances in which they are carried out, Mapuche ceremonies have a different 
meaning to other activities as they represent emblems of an ancestral tradition based on the 
homeland. The development of wiñol tripantu (annual renewal of the Mapuche) requires 
special preparations, including a previous resignification of the space to guarantee the 
effectiveness of the rogations. The uncertainty regarding the meeting point, the precariousness 
of the infrastructure, and the lack of privacy led Choyituyiñ Warria Meu to actively seek their 
own space in Macul. Soledad is a 51-year-old first generation Mapuche born in the Ngulumapu, 
former presidenta of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu, and one of the main leaders of the association 
together with Xaviera. She describes the complexities of space appropriation as following: 
 
In 2007, they gave us this space here (...). This ruka is part of a later story that began in 
2012. Our work comes long before we were allowed to use this space and before the ruka 
was built. We presented a project for this ruka to the municipality and just when it was 
about to be approved, the earthquake of 2010 came. As a result, our project was dropped 
because the money was diverted to other purposes and we were left out. Then, in 2012, 
we presented the project to another state-based entity. 
 
During its beginnings, Choyituyiñ Warria Meu was dedicated to organise camaraderie 
meetings among diverse Mapuche individuals living in Macul. For this purpose, Choyituyiñ 
Warria Meu used different spaces for each of the meetings, many of them rooms provided by 
the same municipality. Over the years, needing to carry out activities which strengthened their 
bonds of fellowship while based in Santiago, the membership organised ancestral ceremonies 
in settings as diverse as parks and basketball courts, which lacked minimal infrastructure and 
symbolic relevance for the realisation of this type of events. The increasing complexity of the 
activities developed by Choyituyiñ Warria Meu encouraged them to start a legal process for 
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the management of space in Macul, the municipality where they were registered as an 
association as well as where the majority of the members reside. 
While Choyituyiñ Warria Meu opted for an institutional way to express its demands, 
during the first decade of the return to democracy, some Mapuche groups followed a strategy 
based on the illegal occupation of land for space attainment. After confrontations with the 
authorities and police, most of these groups have been able to regularise their situation and 
formalise the use of a space over the years. However, to be allowed to negotiate formally with 
the authorities, the groups were required to be registered as urban indigenous associations with 
the state. Associations are, in practice, an institutionalised expression of urban indigenous 
collective work. Fernando, one of the most active members of Petu Mogueleiñ Mahuidache, 
mentioned during his interview that after years of meetings scattered in different venues, his 
association collectively organised the occupation of a plot of land located in the municipality 
of El Bosque. After months of dispute with the municipality and even with Carabineros, the 
Chilean police, the association obtained the plot of land under a loan agreement in 2000. Petu 
Mogueleiñ Mahuidache cleaned and fenced the plot, and, over the years, they managed to build 
four ruka thus creating what Fernando identifies as his “home”: “Mahuidache is my home, I 
learned to recognise myself as Mapuche here. Here I use my Mapuche clothes and learn about 
the culture everyday”. 
While under different socio-political circumstances, Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s leaders 
also had to formalise the Mapuche group and apply for official recognition to CONADI in 
order to be able to negotiate the use of a space. Regarding the role of associations, Soledad 
commented: 
 
Without the association, in the legal sense, we would not have been able to use this space 
because the first thing the public authorities ask is for the legal registration number. We 
always wanted to have a space in which we could meet with our people, eat sopaipilla, 
and drink mate. We wanted our culture to be transmitted and to hold our ceremonies in 
the city (…). The goal was always to have our own ruka in which to get together with our 
people, with no one to tell you to leave because you have to close the rented room and 
return the keys. It was important for us to have that freedom. 
 
Although each urban Mapuche association has its own history, the case of Choyituyiñ 
Warria Meu reflects the most common pattern: prior to the formal constitution by the legal 
registration with CONADI (or with the local municipality) and the attainment of space for the 
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development of various activities, either started as an institutionalised or outlawed process, 
Mapuche groups met in different venues out of a shared desire to be together and recreate a 
shared culture in the city.  
While depending on the state for the granting of its legal control, the freedom 
conferred by the public sector to Mapuche associations for the modification of spaces under a 
commodatum agreement96 was described by Soledad as a relevant factor for a proper cultural 
transmission in a diasporic milieu. The management of their own space provided Choyituyiñ 
Warria Meu with the liberty to organise cultural activities with fewer external pressures. In 
order to be considered as valid interlocutors in their negotiation for an urban space, the 
association had to apply to be included in CONADI’s registry. In this way, urban Mapuche 
associations have become vehicles to channel Mapuche participation at the city level, 
formalising the expression of demands when negotiating with the state. While having to 
comply with the state’s legal demands, registered urban Mapuche associations are one of the 
main tools the Mapuche have to organise concerted socio-political action. The increase in the 
number of urban Mapuche associations in the last few decades (Imilan, 2009; GORE, 2016) 
and the development of a series of political mechanisms to deal with this increase at the local 
level (Carmona, 2014), have been accompanied by a greater recognition of their alleged 
representative role. Space has been one of the most common demands of Mapuche associations 
in Santiago as the urban indigenous diaspora does not have the right to either claim ancestral 
lands in the city based on Títulos de Merced or to translate possible claims for the restitution 
of rural lands into urban land claims.  
In the city, associational activities tend to be localised in a particular comuna. Once 
associations are able to legally secure a space for the development of cultural activities, a sense 
of local-urban belonging emerges from the repetitive use of the same space for activities that 
(re)create notions of the homeland. As in the case of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu reveals, spaces 
in which Mapuche associations operate in Santiago are diverse and break with traditional rural 
schemes. That is, associations are not settled in plots of land that follow descent principles of 
tuwün and kupalme. However, as the Mapuche researcher Ramón Curivil (1997a) maintains, 
“today, Mapuche identity is no longer territorial, which does not mean that currently there is 
no Mapuche territory. This rather means that inhabiting a certain territory is no longer decisive 
in the construction of the identity of a people” (p.5). Space for cultural associational use in 
 
96 In the case of the Mapuche associations in Santiago, commodatum is a loan of use, in which the state freely 
confers the use of a space to indigenous associations who have to restore the space, in case of being sued, in the 
same conditions as received. 
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Santiago depends, rather, on the opportunities that are presented to Mapuche associations for 
their management and not on a primordial connection with a particular space. For example, the 
space in which Choyituyiñ Warria Meu is established used to host a Chilean folk festival. When 
conferred to Choyituyiñ Warria Meu, its members had to adapt the space in order to make it 
adequate for the association’s use, marking with this the onset of their ethnic place production. 
As Ximena stated: 
 
Although we received the space, we could not make much use of this land before because 
there was nothing, only mud. 
 
One of the key elements that marked Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s transformation of 
space into ethnic place was the construction of the ruka. As in the case of those urban Mapuche 
associations that have been able to build a ruka in the city, Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s ruka 
represents one of the main manifestations of the material conquest and spiritual appropriation 
of urban space by the Mapuche diaspora in Santiago. To be able to build the ruka, Choyituyiñ 
Warria Meu’s leaders once again negotiated with the state in order to advance their application 
for funds. Urban Mapuche associations have been engaged in an interactional process with the 
state in their search for resources for the development of cultural activities ranging from ruka 
materials to the implementation of workshops. Through a FONDART97 project, Choyituyiñ 
Warria Meu managed to finance a large part of its ruka. After getting the approval of the state 
counterpart, and receiving the funds for this purpose, Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s membership 
began the modification of their muddy urban space.  
Ruka in Santiago are not like any other houses but constitute a visual display of urban 
indigeneity while being deeply attached to conceptions of the Ngulumapu. However, for the 
construction of the urban ruka, an emotional predisposition is required as the land in which 
these are located are far removed from the image of a green and forested landscape typical of 
the rural south. As in the case of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s ruka, urban ruka in Santiago tend 
to be erected in sites that were football pitches, garbage dumps, and empty sites, usually in the 
margins of the city (Bengoa, 2000b; Carmona, 2015). In order to make possible the 
transformation of space, the association’s membership had to re-signify the ground over which 
 
97 Fondo Nacional para el Desarrollo Cultural y las Artes (National Fund for the Development of Culture and the 
Arts), a public programme dependent on the Consejo Nacional de la Cultura y las Artes (National Council of 




the ruka was going to be erected through the development of a traditional ceremony. This 
ceremony is marked by a collective rogation with the members of the association and special 
guests, during which the Mapuche prayed for the prosperous future of the ruka and its users. 
At the eastern exit of the ruka, the rewe was planted. This is a carved wooden pole topped with 
a humanoid face along with steps in the trunk that, according to the Mapuche religious view, 
connects the earth with the spiritual worlds when the machi enters into a trance and climbs 
them. 
Every step followed for the construction of the ruka was thought to indigenise the 
space: with the money obtained through the FONDART project, Choyituyiñ Warria Meu 
acquired traditional construction materials with which ruka in the Ngulumapu are built, such 
as totora, coirón, and colihue. Ruka in the city are, then, contemporary constructions modelled 
on ruka located in the ancestral homeland. However, as noted by Carmona (2017), ruka in 
Santiago do not fulfil a domestic function as in the homeland, but are usually used for cultural 
and educational activities. The broad variety of ethnic activities organised by associations make 
what is thought of as ‘traditional’ Mapuche culture and idiosyncrasy operational in the city by 
actively recovering and practicing Mapuche culture, traditions, and worldview. By doing this, 
associations help their indigenous memberships raise identity awareness and strengthen a 
shared identification.  
The transformation of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s space into an ethnic place was 
accompanied by a change in the narratives of its membership: from describing it as just an 
empty and muddy space, after the construction of the ruka, Soledad referred to it as “my home”, 
Ximena as “the oasis in the city”, and Yasna as “the community”. Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s 
ethnic place embodied in the ruka, not only encompasses the materiality conferred by a 
physical homeland-based view. Ruka also comprehend a unique sensorial experience full of 
smells and colours, moving the individual closer to a homeland imaginary when still being 
actively engaged in city life. Surrounded by this environment, the Mapuche diaspora 
collectively attach ethnic-based meanings to a seemingly objective space, transforming its 
materiality into an ethnic place. While inspired by a homeland image, ruka in Santiago house 
a series of traditional and non-traditional elements, which create a panorama of cultural 
confluence: tables, chairs, and blackboards for the workshops, pictures with Mapuche motifs, 
gardening and kitchen tools and, most importantly, the stove in the centre of the ruka always 
burning firewood. As Tolia-Kelly (2004) notes for the case of British-Asian migrants in the 
UK, the ways how migrant and diaspora peoples decide the decoration of their private spaces 
offers an insight into self-perception and representation. In the case of Mapuche associations 
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in Santiago such as Choyituyiñ Warria Meu, both the interior and exterior of the adapted urban 
space reveal a sense of belonging to a common homeland while reclaiming images of the 
Ngulumapu from within the urban context. In this regard Xaviera comments: 
 
This space is not as it used to be. Our ruka is special. We have plenty of people who just 
come to feel this smell, to see what we have here, to remember their childhood in the 
countryside, to participate in our conversations. The Mapuche in Santiago need that space 
and they come to ours for that reencounter. In the city, nobody asks you where you come 
from, who you are, who your family is. We have conversations that are familiar to us. 
 
The transformation of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s space into a symbolically-based 
ethnic place, marked by the construction of the ruka, has facilitated ethnicity (re)construction 
by offering a context that the Mapuche diaspora feel is their own for the teaching, learning, and 
practice of Mapuche-ness in Santiago. Ethnic places, thereby, represent contexts in which the 
Mapuche, by being together, can help identity to be re-affirmed in the city. In this way, Xaviera 
maintains that their ruka offers a unique opportunity for individuals to escape the pressures of 
urban life by being able to openly express their ethnicity surrounded by a familiar and 
supportive cultural environment in which to construct Mapuche community. Community 
bonding has been promoted by the multiple possibilities of social interaction that Choyituyiñ 
Warria Meu offers to other Mapuche in Santiago: Mapuzungun and metalwork workshops, 
gastronomic exhibitions, and weekly workshops about the Mapuche worldview. In turn, less 
formal gatherings constitute a permanent opportunity to be together, creating fellowship while 
surrounded by the ancestral atmosphere recreated by the ruka. Attachment to space, then, was 
not intrinsic to space. Attachment developed from the sustained collective use by Mapuche 
diasporic peers over time facilitated by place-referent continuity elements and practices by 
which meanings of the homeland (e.g. working stove, ruka construction materials, pictures 
with Mapuche motifs) were transferred to space. This bounded space was thus re-signified, 
making from the ruka their ethnic place. 
The process of ethnic re-signification is also experienced by the younger Mapuche 
generations born in Santiago who have not had prolonged contact with the homeland but only 
paid short visits and, especially, experiences constructed based on the memories and images 
shared by previous diasporic generations. This is the case with Yasna. Yasna is a 21-year-old 
student and second-generation Mapuche born in Santiago. Yasna reflects on the transformation 
of space into an ethnic place by the symbolic use value. As a result of this transformation, 
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Yasna identifies a series of homeland-based characteristics contained in the ethnic place that 
help her experience as a Mapuche in Santiago to be more tolerable. In this respect, Yasna says: 
 
Before, we had to get together in offices. Sometimes, we could not even occupy a room 
and we had to gather outside in the dark, sometimes in the rain. That experience enabled 
us to appreciate what we have now. We are a community now. It is difficult to be 
Mapuche in Santiago because you do not have much connection with nature. That is why 
I like to be in the ruka because there are plants. Here I learned Mapuche crafts, weaving, 
and jewellery, and I realised that for me that is important. 
 
The production of ethnic places is intimately related to a social experience of 
collective ethnicity (re)creation, promoting a sense of belonging to the association and its 
ethnic place. This sense of belonging to the ethnic place led Choyituyiñ Warria Meu’s 
committee to look after the ruka and its surroundings, which is materialised in a green area 
with herbs and vegetables. For Yasna, this area has been invaluable as it represents a 
parenthesis in an urban setting that she otherwise identifies as aggressive and contaminated. 
On the other hand, Yasna identifies the Ngulumapu as a landscape full of nature. Given that 
the ruka is surrounded by a green area while still being located in the city, Yasna has been able 
to evoke conceptions that she relates to the homeland, grounding her sense of belonging to an 

















6.3.2 The trajectory of We Dakin Püllü’s ethnic place. 
 
 
Part of We Dakin Püllü’s membership cleaning the nguillatuwe 
Fieldwork photo, 2016. 
 
Quebrada de Macul is a gorge located in the foothills of the Andes, shared by two 
municipalities, La Florida and Peñalolén. Unlike much of Santiago, Quebrada de Macul has 
abundant vegetation as well as endemic wildlife offering several features for place-referent 
continuity imaginations. The specific area We Dakin Püllü has symbolically appropriated is 
located in what is known as the Quebrada de Macul Natural Park in Peñalolén. The Park 
originated from a combined public-private initiative in which the owner of the land, Luis Calvo, 
lent the management of the Park to the municipality of Peñalolén. The aims sought by the 
municipality for the Park are based on conservation, protection, and sustainable management, 
guaranteeing access to all individuals free of charge. Although it is a public space, access is 
regulated by park rangers located next to the rodeo area. In order to protect the ecosystem, it is 
not allowed to stay overnight or to light fires. We Dakin Püllü has been challenging these norms 
for over four years and it has been able to negotiate the use of a portion of space with the right 
to exclude non-guests in their cultural activities, which include, in turn, the overnight stay of 
hundreds of individuals for ceremonies that require lighting fires. 
We Dakin Püllü is an association based in Peñalolén created in 2013. While initially 
founded by 42 members, the number rapidly decreased to 10 as a result of disappointment 
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generated by the lack of economic benefits that associational participation would have 
allegedly brought. Nevertheless, according to María, a 48-year-old first generation diaspora in 
Santiago and the current presidenta of We Dakin Püllü, this group of 10 people has been able 
to organise social events, language workshops in a rented community centre office and, most 
importantly, traditional Mapuche ceremonies including an annual nguillatün and wiñol 
tripantü. Doubtlessly, nguillatün occupies a prominent position over other activities as it is the 
grand rogation ceremony of the Mapuche that has gained a prominent role in urban areas in the 
last years (Castro, 2000). However, nguillatün in Santiago has not been exempt from criticism 
from certain urban and rural Mapuche groups who disapprove of the holding of Mapuche 
ceremonies outside the homeland. According to Curivil (1997b), these groups claim that the 
nguillatün in the city is nothing but a replica of the authentic ceremony that takes place in the 
Ngulumapu, reducing the urban nguillatün’s validity and delegitimating its purity. In contrast, 
associations formed by what Curivil (1997b) calls the tolerant, renewed, and innovative 
Mapuche still follow guidelines based on conceptions of identity authenticity, although not 
restricting themselves from an active (re)creation of ceremonies in a non-Mapuche milieu such 
as Santiago. 
As a sacred Mapuche ancestral ceremony, the nguillatün is inextricably connected 
with the Ngulumapu, including both its physical and spiritual dimensions. The urban nguillatün 
is, then, bounded by authenticity conceptions that believe in the purity of the ceremony, and an 
urban-hybrid milieu lacking transcendental Mapuche spiritual value. However, the nguillatün 
in the city is actively organised as a spiritually legitimate ceremony. For this to be possible, 
Mapuche associations have been engaged in a symbolic transformation of urban space and its 
consequent ‘ethnification’, allowing through this process the development of the ceremony in 
Santiago. We Dakin Püllü has generated influence by organising three nguillatün in Quebrada 
de Macul. The search for a space in which to develop the nguillatün led We Dakin Püllü to 
look towards Quebrada de Macul given its unique characteristics as a location far from the 
city’s tumult. As is typical for Mapuche associations in Santiago, We Dakin Püllü’s search for 
space was confined to the municipality in which the association is registered and in which its 
active members are residents, in this case, Peñalolén. As Ehrkamp (2010) maintains, ethnic-
based practices lead diasporas to transform their current environments, inserting their identities 
in their neighbourhoods and thus generating local ties.  
The basis of Mapuche spirituality is the relationship of dependency and a deep 
gratitude towards nature as a whole. Natural phenomena such as rain, volcanoes, plants, and 
animals, are revered. Given the eviction from their territory, the reverence for nature has 
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become more complex, leading to a spiritual worship distant from the homeland. Helped by 
place-referent continuity elements, religious ceremonies like the nguillatün, have taken place 
in the city based on the spiritual connection the Mapuche cultivate with their territory of origin. 
In this regard, Vanesa, a 46-year-old first-generation Mapuche diaspora and member of We 
Dakin Püllü, affirms that despite having lived in the city for the last 24 years, she still maintains 
a strong spiritual bond with the homeland. This bond has led her not only to join a Mapuche 
association to strengthen Mapuche culture from the interaction with the older generations, but 
also to actively participate in ceremonies like the nguillatün which are key in the maintenance 
of an active sense of identity. Despite keeping her identity connection alive, Vanesa expressed 
her difficulty adapting to the urban setting as follows: 
 
The Mapuche are intrinsically not urban. At least I am always connected to the land, 
spiritually connected. I just look at a tree and I feel connected to my southern land... I 
really missed a lot about the south here. [...] And when you are here as a Mapuche, you 
want to put into practice what is missed; to recover and put into practice what we are, the 
language, the ceremonies, the rites. 
 
What is missed and put into practice, as Vanesa points out, is (re)created by diasporic 
individuals who are loaded with experiences and emotions from their previous social 
encounters either in the city or in the countryside. As Jones (2005) maintains, when recalling 
something, we use our imagination, and, by imagining something, we use memory. Ceremonies 
such as the nguillatün in the city, which are intimately sheltered by memories, experiences, and 
interpretations, are transformed into imagined emotional representations of the Ngulumapu in 
Santiago. The urban nguillatün, then, is developed as a result of remembering emotionally 
when enacting, at the same time, new memories from city. The expansion of the nguillatün in 
Santiago not only implies a development of Mapuche spirituality but also the consequent use 
of space in which to perform the rituals, which work as symbols to claim their own ethnicity 
in the city (Carmona, 2015). That is, through a process of re-signification, urban space is 
endowed with the necessary spiritual significance to transform it into a nguillatuwe (the setting 
of the nguillatün). 
To facilitate the process of re-signification, place-referent continuity elements have 
been actively sought by the Mapuche diaspora when choosing a particular spot as a potential 
nguillatuwe. Location is one of the most important issues to consider as the nguillatuwe has to 
be strategically situated so as to be kept apart from external influences that may affect the 
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development of the ceremony. The nguillatuwe of We Dakin Püllü is located in a corner of 
Quebrada de Macul surrounded by greenery and hidden from the eyes of curious observers. 
Quebrada de Macul is one of the few spaces in Santiago that manages to evoke southern Chile. 
These conditions have made it suitable for ceremonies such as nguillatün, which has led the 
members of We Dakin Püllü to gradually develop a sense of attachment to the space through 
symbolic use value, which in turn leads to ethnic place production. María believes that the 
location of their nguillatuwe constitutes a special spiritual area, as they are able to receive vital 
energy from the mountain next to the nguillatuwe. According to María, this condition gives 
We Dakin Püllü a comparative advantage in relation to other associations in Santiago that have 
had to develop their ceremonies in unsuitable sites. Quebrada de Macul, on the contrary, by 
offering physical conditions that resemble those of the Ngulumapu, makes the nguillatuwe an 
allegedly purer ethnic place for the (re)creation of ceremonies such as the nguillatün. 
According to María: 
 
The Mapuche have the need to be in contact with nature. I have gone to other nguillatün 
between buildings, on sports courts, where non-Mapuche people go by, noisy spaces. It 
cannot be like that. Our nguillatuwe is purer. It is a parenthesis within the city. It gives us 
more strength as Mapuche. 
 
Being aware of the limitations that Santiago imposes on holding ceremonies, the 
Mapuche are especially careful to reproduce the conditions that recall their ancestral tradition 
when conducting the nguillatün. The position of the rewe is crucial; it has to be in a semi-
vertical position pointing to the east where the sun rises every morning. The performance of 
the rites and protocols that make up the ceremony are also relevant, as well as the traditional 
clothing and jewellery of the participants. As Carmona (2015) points out, through the rituals 
that form nguillatün, it is possible to appreciate images and signs that reveal a Mapuche history 
adapted to the limitations of the urban milieu. As in the case of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu, one 
of the main compromises We Dakin Püllü faces in the city, is that their ethnic place was not 
produced following rules based on tuwün and kupalme. In the absence of the community ties 
that are prevalent in the homeland, the nguillatün in Santiago is developed by Mapuche 
associations constituted by members coming from different corners of the Ngulumapu and thus, 
with different traditions. As a result, a standardised nguillatün is organised, with specifications 
usually dictated by a machi who, as the spiritual leader of the Mapuche, leads the ceremony. 
Thus, the nguillatün in the city challenges family and land bonds by creating a new conception 
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of togetherness. Despite being rooted in a homeland imaginary, the reasons that drive the 
development of the nguillatün in the city are different from those found in rural areas, usually 
related to a good harvest season. As in the case of other urban Mapuche associations, We Dakin 
Püllü’s membership expressed the need for a revitalisation of the Mapuche culture in the city, 
for which ceremonies, like the nguillatün, are fundamental. The nguillatün in the city has 
become a highly emotional emblem of collective identity (re)creation for the Mapuche 
diaspora.  
The transformative process of space into ethnic place develops in intimate harmony 
with the re-enactment of spirituality, which is tied to an imagined homeland, but with the ability 
to be adapted for its full development in the city. In this way, María maintains that after the 
development of their first nguillatün, the space was no longer the same as it was marked with 
the energy of the Mapuche who occupied that space for the ceremony, transforming it into 
something different. The relationship with what was a simple space changed after the 
performance of the ceremony, starting to be conceived as their own ethnic place, the 
nguillatuwe. As explained by María, the symbolic re-conceptualisation of space, led the 
Mapuche association to understand the nguillatuwe as a “non-human agent” (Becerra et al, 
2017, p.1258) with which a relationship of balance was established: for its use, permission has 
to be requested to the Wenu Mapu98 by a rogation and paid through offerings to the gods. 
According to María: 
 
Our space in Quebrada de Macul is marked. Our strength is there. In the nguillatün, we 
slaughtered a lamb and roasted half of it as a way of expressing gratitude to the Wenu 
Mapu. There is always a payment, we do not occupy the space as if we were a scout group 
(…). 
 
We Dakin Püllü has appropriated the nguillatuwe not only for the development of 
ceremonies. The need to be together as a diaspora to share and learn common cultural traits has 
led the association to organise different social activities, which has resulted, in turn, into a sense 
of symbolic appropriation of the ethnic place to be enhanced. In a conversation between Vanesa 
and María, they claimed: 
 
 




We Dakin Püllü has been using the nguillatuwe for many years, our energy is there. We 
have been going there for four years and we have held three nguillatün. We meet there to 
talk, to drink mate, it is our need to be together. And sometimes we arrive, and there are 
other non-Mapuche people occupying the space and misbehaving. We would like the 
nguillatuwe to be ours so that all of us who share the Mapuche spirituality can meet. 
 
After years of negotiation with the local municipal authorities, We Dakin Püllü’s 
attempts to secure the control of the nguillatuwe have been ineffective. Permission to develop 
private activities, especially those with many guests as in the nguillatün, ultimately depends on 
the discretion of the municipality as Quebrada de Macul is an open and public space over which 
all individuals have the same rights. Private activities, like those organised by We Dakin Püllü, 
are discouraged for the benefit of the larger population. However, as seen from the narratives 
of Vanesa and María, this has not prevented its membership from generating a sense of 
belonging, materially and spiritually looking after the nguilatuwe. For María, this instability 
has engendered a conflict between the Mapuche spiritual needs and the use of the place by non-
indigenous actors, who do not recognise the place’s ethnic-spiritual value.  
The recreation of the nguillatün in Santiago leads the Mapuche diaspora to activate 
their indigenous identity through a process of collective interaction framed by this central 
religious ceremony. While helped by the place-referent continuity characteristics of Quebrada 
de Macul, the recreation of nguillatün in the city demands a predisposition of the Mapuche so 
as to adapt homeland conceptions to the conditions established in the city. However, through 
the collective use sustained over time, We Dakin Püllü gradually developed a sense of 
attachment to an urban public space. This was re-signified by the attribution of common ethnic-
based symbolisms that enabled its transformation into their ethnic place. Given its symbolic 
appropriation for social and ceremonial purposes, the nguillatuwe has received spiritual 
characteristics attached by We Dakin Püllü’s membership who conceive it as distinct from 
other urban sites. As a result, the membership has looked after it both materially (cleaning) and 
spiritually (praying), further promoting a sense of attachment to the nguillatuwe. The 
nguillatün in the city is a ceremony that originates from the intimacy of memories, experiences, 
and interpretations of the homeland when being enacted, at the same time, from Santiago. The 
ritual that is enacted is no longer a simple image of the past but is positioned in the present 
through the bodies of the Mapuche diaspora, thus actively (re)creating identity from the city. 
Mapuche associations’ ethnic places like ruka and nguillatuwe, symbolically appropriated but 
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effectively inserted in the urban context, stand at the point in which boundaries of inclusion 
and exclusion, of ‘ours-Mapuche’ and ‘theirs-non-Mapuche’, become blurred. 
 
6.4 Final Remarks 
 
While we were having a coffee in a cafe in downtown Santiago, Valeria, a 42-year-
old second-generation diaspora Mapuche born in the city and presidenta of a Mapuche 
association, told me with a lifeless look as she watched the numerous cars and micros that were 
piling up in Santiago’s usual morning traffic jam: “our mission as Mapuche in Santiago is to 
find a way to indigenise urbanity. It is very difficult”. This chapter has provided an 
ethnographic exploration of the ways in which Mapuche associations appropriate space and 
symbolically transform it into ethnic place. As cultural activities require a physical setting to 
take shape, Mapuche members of indigenous associations have been engaged in a search for 
urban space. This search has originated from a common desire to (re)create emblematic 
features of the homeland and thus be together in a culturally familiar and protected 
environment. 
The re-signification of urban space and its transformation into ethnic place enables 
the (re)construction of an identity deeply attached to conceptions of the Ngulumapu while 
being far from the same homeland. While in Santiago, Mapuche associations have looked for 
space in which to recreate traditional practices, materially or symbolically appropriating it. 
Negotiation of space with authorities, especially with those working at the local-municipality 
level, may provide Mapuche individuals with the control of a space that allows the collective 
re-configuration of their ethnicity. Nevertheless, the lack of a material space has not prevented 
associations from symbolically appropriating a space through the implementation of cultural 
activities. Thus, they have promoted the evocation of a sense of place-referent continuity, 
bringing rural-traditional elements to the city, or, as Valeria said that morning in Santiago, 
creating a Mapuche refuge in the city. This fosters ethnic place production which, in turn, 
encourages social gatherings which revive cultural practices in a diasporic setting. This was 
the case of Choyituyiñ Warria Meu, who after years of negotiation with the municipality of 
Macul, was able to gain the management of a space. Through a series of ritual procedures, the 
association was able to transform a muddy and empty space into their own ethnic place marked 
by the building of a ruka. Whether this space is taken over legally or not, its active use over 
time by an ethnic group, enables individuals to develop feelings of attachment, symbolically 
transforming space into ethnic place. We Dakin Püllü represents an association that, after a 
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symbolic process of attachment enabled by the development of an ancestral Mapuche 
ceremony, has transformed an open public space into their own ethnic place, the nguillatuwe. 
Therefore, a physical space is a necessary but not a sufficient element for the production of 
ethnic place. However, even when space is secured, they still depend on political decisions for 

































(Re)constructing Identity through the Collective Engagement in  
Cultural Emblematic Practices 
 
In 2002, the French anthropologist Guilliaume Boccara admitted the inner 
contradiction in defining a Mapuche identity in a new context of increasing urbanisation given 
that the ‘people of the land’ had lost their direct connection to the land. However, the same 
Boccara manifested that this possible paradox is being surpassed by the Mapuche themselves 
as a product of a collective spiritual and imaginary re-articulation of the homeland that makes 
possible the (re)construction of their ethnicity in the city. The Mapuche diaspora in Santiago 
has been engaged in a series of associational activities to collectively (re)create their culture 
while being, at the same time, inserted into a wider city context that conditions the routes 
through which ethnicity is reconfigured. This chapter presents the ways in which salient 
traditionalisms are collectively (re)created, allowing the Mapuche to live and express their 
identity from the city. The following questions are addressed: when spaces are granted for 
associational use or rather symbolically appropriated, what exactly do Mapuche associations 
do? What conflicts arise when (re)creating practices considered to belong to a common 
ethnicity are differently interpreted? How are these disputes solved? 
The chapter is structured as follows. The first section presents the relevance of 
collective work, mainly in the form of workshops, for the teaching and learning of cultural 
practices perceived as emblematic of the Mapuche ethnicity. Three areas have concentrated 
major attention: Mapuzungun, traditional medicine and the use of herbs, and witral (Mapuche 
weaving). In more detail, the second section discusses the relevance of Mapuzungun 
workshops for the practice and learning of the language and how Mapuche associations deal 
with the lack of proficient speakers in Santiago. In addition, the section presents some of the 
difficulties generated by the conditions established by the state for those indigenous 
associations part of its registry. The third section introduces the relevance of herbal medicine 
at the associational level, usually for the development of workshops, as well as for the opening 
of spaces of political influence in the city. The fourth section presents witral as one of the most 
well-known workshops organised by associations based on the female practice of weaving. 
Finally, the chapter concludes by stating that these areas of cultural development play an 
important role in the collective (re)construction of identity. However, the successful 
implementation of associational activities, and therefore the (re)construction of Mapuche-ness 
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in Santiago, largely depends on the support offered by the state for the development of cultural 
events. 
 
7.1 Ethnic-based Workshops: A Process of Learning Together 
 
Mahuidache organised its first trafkintü99 of the year for which a kimün trawün100 was 
also planned as part of the activities. Inside the ruka, surrounding the working stove, the 
discussion took place. Three men are invited to debate on the role of culture and identity 
for the Mapuche in both rural and urban areas. According to the lamngen101 next to me, 
these people were invited as they are all Mapuche, old, and, kimche102 (….). Now is the 
turn of the last man, a 72-year-old Mapuche, speaker of Mapuzungun, and born in a rural 
community. He approaches the microphone and, without further introduction, states: 
“The problem of Chilean society is that the Winka have no identity. It is that simple, the 
Winka always appeals to the gringo, to the stranger, to the foreign. For us is different. 
Language is knowledge. Witral103 is knowledge. Medicinal plants gives us knowledge. 
And the Mapuche knowledge, is spirituality. Learning all these traits keeps our culture 
alive. In order not to lose it, we have to learn. And that is what the family is for, that is 
what the workshops are for”. (November 2015, Fieldnotes) 
 
Petu Mogueleiñ Mahuidache is a prominent association in the southern area of 
Santiago in terms of the space controlled through a commodatum agreement established with 
the municipality of El Bosque, as well as in terms of the quantity and variety of cultural events 
held throughout the year. Among these events is the trafkintü, which brings together not only 
the large number of members that form Mahuidache, but also all those individuals interested 
in participating in the talks and social events included in the ceremony. For the organisation of 
the 2015 trafkintü, Mahuidache was economically supported by FONDART and El Bosque 
Municipality’s Original Peoples Programme. Along with the great openness that characterises 
Mahuidache, both with Mapuche of other associations as well as with non-Mapuche 
individuals, the internal structure of Mahuidache is distinguished from the typical associational 
 
99 Ceremony for the exchange of seeds among Mapuche from different communities and associations. 
100 Kimün: knowledge; trawün: meeting. 
101 Term that means ‘sister’ in the sense of identification as a member of the Mapuche group and not, necessarily, 
based on a family connection. 
102 Wise person, carriers of social and cultural knowledge. 
103 The Mapuche practice of weaving. 
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hierarchy in that it is led by a council of elders which is formed by old and wise men, rather 
than a woman (presidenta). It is within this associational scheme, that the kimün trawün is 
developed as one of the events organised during the trafkintü.  
The kimün trawün is framed by a general atmosphere that recalls elements of 
community life such as its development inside one of the four ruka located in Mahuidache’s 
ethnic place; the sensory experience created by the working stove; and the presentations of the 
three Mapuche elders, all greeting in Mapuzungun, on issues of culture and identity. The simple 
act of listening to the presentations recreated a community-based learning process, although 
framed by a complex amalgam of traditional Mapuche elements inserted within the city 
context. The last presenter was the one in charge of summarising and emphasising the points 
that led the discussion during the kimün trawün. One of the main agreements among the 
presenters was the reliance of identity on a series of cultural features perceived to be distinctive 
of the indigenous group. As the Chilean identity allegedly lacks authenticity due to its constant 
appeal to elements alien to those perceived as ‘Chilean’, it is subject to a series of perversions 
that lead to what the speaker presented as “the problem of Chilean society”. The key to keeping 
the culture alive is, therefore, the learning and implementation of traits considered essential to 
the Mapuche ethnicity. As the last presenter stated, the learning and implementation of culture 
are developed within the Mapuche bosom, either with family members or with the Mapuche 
associational membership.  
The activities organised by associations, mainly in the form of workshops, have 
played an important role in learning and practicing emblematic culture-based features for the 
Mapuche diaspora in Santiago. However, as presented in Chapter 1, identity re-configuration 
is not exclusively kept within the associations. As reflected in the work of Becerra et al. (2017) 
on place identity practices, Mapuche women are able to maintain their ethnicity in the private 
realm through the recreation of cultural performances which generate identification with new 
spaces of residence. While associational activities are not the only means through which ethnic 
belonging can be expressed from a diasporic context, ethnicity (re)creation is facilitated by the 
multiple interactions with different people, things, and situations to which Mapuche members 
of associations are exposed when partaking in cultural collective events. Distance established 
from homelands tends to stimulate diasporas to (re)create identity through what Brown (2011) 
presents as “emblematic practices” (p.229) that promote the material and symbolic 
appropriation of space. That is, for diasporas, distance encourages practices of belonging to the 
homeland by the engagement in ethnic-based activities that are developed from the host setting. 
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The (re)creation of the homeland by participation in these activities may offer a familiar and 
protective environment in which individuals can express aspects of their common ethnicity. 
Diasporas are highly heterogeneous. While sharing a belief in a common ethnicity, 
individuals interpret their identity in distinct ways as well as they remember their common 
homeland differently. Some individuals tend to create an idealised image and highlight 
romanticised sentiments of nostalgia for the one and true home. Others, on the contrary, are 
more open to a reinvention of the homeland from the new setting. These divergences tend to 
be more perceptible in relation to the diasporic generation, in which younger generations tend 
to construct an image of the homeland based on the narratives of the generations that actually 
experienced relocation (Alinia and Eliassi, 2014). As seen in Chapter 3, ideas of return to the 
homeland are at the centre of debates on diasporas. The Mapuche have not been an exception 
to these discussions (Crow, 2015). In their essay, Ancán and Calfío (1998) make a call to return 
to and repopulate the ‘Mapuche country’, understood as the historical territory or Ngulumapu. 
That is, to revert the historical process of migration to Santiago by conceptually and politically 
reconstructing the ‘Mapuche country’, processes that are vital, according to Ancán and Calfío 
(1998), for the future projection of the Mapuche as a people. While presenting the 
reconstruction of the ‘Mapuche country’ as a utopia, the authors acknowledge that the lack of 
important Mapuche organisational dynamics in the major cities enclosed by the historical 
territory, as those generated in Santiago, make the repopulation and ‘ethnification’ processes 
even harder. In this sense, for Ancán and Calfío (1998), the return of the Mapuche diaspora to 
the ‘Mapuche country’ would involve a territorial as well as a political project. A view from a 
more economic angle is given by Marimán, Caniuqueo, Millalén, and Levil (2006), who 
suggest the urgency of what they present as a Mapuche ‘repatriation’ under an economic 
project that would help develop the current regions in which the historical territory is located. 
In this way, the authors explore alternatives for collaboration among diasporic Mapuche 
individuals, and the development of a possible Mapuche autonomous government. For his part, 
Antileo (2012) points out that a possible Mapuche return to the Ngulumapu should not be taken 
as an imperative, nor as a search for a repatriation programme of the diasporic Mapuche 
society. Rather, it is relevant to reflect on the role that the Mapuche diaspora in Santiago plays 
in the narratives on territorial reconstruction. This exercise would open new paths towards the 
definition of the socio-political conception of Mapuche territory. 
Regarding the participants of this study, their vision on the idea of return to the 
Mapuche homeland differed among them. While in a very different socio-political and 
geographic context, as in Alinia’s and Eliassi’s (2014) study, ethnographic data suggest that 
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the Mapuche diaspora also shows important generational differentiations. The older 
generations, that is, both in terms of age and the migration wave to Santiago, had a more 
conservative view regarding the possibility of a future return to their territory of origin. For 
example, María (45 years-old and first-generation diaspora) pointed out that “I like Santiago 
more. I like it because I lived my childhood in the south. We were too poor”, and Rita (55 
years-old and first-generation diaspora) said that “I want to stay [in Santiago] because I am 
already used to the city. It has taken me so long to get what I have now. If I left, I would have 
to get rid of what it took me a world to achieve.” Given the many socio-economic challenges 
faced by María and Rita during their childhood in their communities of origin, and the 
vexations to which they were subjected during their first years in the capital, their current more 
positive situation in Santiago is appreciated as a victory over these past vicissitudes. In other 
words, indefinitely returning to the territory of origin would imply obviating the personal 
conquests they have managed to achieve in Santiago, including both material goods such as 
their housing and their valued social space. However, like other interviewees of their same 
diasporic generation, frequent travels, even for extended periods, were appreciated as an ideal 
palliative for the physical distance they maintain with the Ngulumapu.  
On the contrary, the younger generations, that is, young Mapuche who were born in 
Santiago, showed a more open approach towards the idea of return to the Ngulumapu. For 
example, Denise (21 years-old and second-generation diaspora) said “I would like to go to live 
in the countryside, and work there, near the community”, and Yasna (21 years-old and second-
generation diaspora) maintained that “As soon as I finish university, I would like to live in the 
countryside. I want to live in tranquillity, in a place in which you wake up and you can see 
trees, and have pure air.” In justifying their desire to return to the territory of origin, both Denise 
and Yasna used physical descriptions with which they relate to the Ngulumapu, such as 
proximity to their communities and nature. Neither Denise nor Yasna have had the possibility 
of spending a long time in the Ngulumapu. Rather, their conceptions are based on their holiday 
experiences, as well as on the stories transmitted by their relatives and peers from their 
corresponding urban associations. Once they can fulfil their wish to settle in the Ngulumapu, 
both expressed their interest in contributing to the Mapuche territorial struggle, especially 
through their professions. Together with the different opinions they maintain regarding the idea 
of return, the historical diversity of the Mapuche, in terms of tuwün and kupalme with which 
they identify, creates an even more heterogeneous people. Associations in Santiago tend not to 
discriminate based on family lineage and the geographical identification of the individual. 
Rather, they encompass the diverse set of Mapuche diasporic people. As a result, both the 
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associations and the means by which they seek to (re)construct their identity from the city are 
diverse. 
The Mapuche participants of this study offered two sets of accounts to explain their 
engagement in certain associational activities that lead to the collective (re)construction of their 
identity: nostalgia for an evoked homeland, and a desire to become more Mapuche and less 
Winka. Mapuche associations showed a wide variety of events to (re)create practices perceived 
as salient of their common Mapuche-ness, however, certain areas have concentrated more 
attention than others. Salient cultural areas, as Hobsbawm and Ranger (1992) point out, refer 
to a set of practices, governed by tacitly accepted norms of a ritual or symbolic nature, which 
imply a continuity with a collectively agreed and assumed past. This alleged continuity is, 
however, a social construction, as practices are the result of a past as well as of a modern 
articulation based on personal and collective (re)interpretations as well as the influence of the 
milieu in which individuals are embedded. Practices that tend to be (re)constructed are, 
nonetheless, those that have been implanted in the collective memory of a group.  
Similarly to the opinion of the last presenter during the kimün trawün at Mahuidache, 
this study revealed that the participation in Mapuzungun, herbal medicine, and witral 
workshops, as well as the partaking in religious ceremonies, have generated the greatest amount 
of interest. However, workshops represent the most frequent event for the learning and 
expression of cultural traits collectively. Although they are heterogeneous groups, Mapuche 
associations in Santiago share the desire to remember and enact practices identified as 
characteristic of the Ngulumapu, while, at the same time, they comply with the demands that a 
broader urban context presents. The intricacies of the collective (re)creation of these cultural 
markers are presented in the next sections. 
 
7.2 Mapuzungun: The Hablantes in the City 
 
There was a general excitement in the environment. I saw people running, and the initial 
large group of Mapuche people divide. The kultrun104 began to play strong, fast, and 
melodious notes. Someone gave instructions in Mapuzungun. I approached a man, 
middle-aged, dressed in the traditional Mapuche clothes expected for such an important 
event, and with precise movements that indicated an understanding of the development 
of the events. I asked him about the instructions in Mapuzungun. Indicating towards the 
 
104 Ceremonial drum. 
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entrance of the park he replied “I am not an hablante, I understood as much as you did, 
señorita. But I do know what happens because I have been to many ceremonies here, in 
the waria105. The locals and the yankanes106 go and bring the machi and his entourage. 
Once everyone is here, the ceremony begins”. (November 2015, nguillatün in Quebrada 
de Macul, Fieldnotes) 
 
Indigenous peoples’ languages are considered the most threatened languages in the 
world. Many are being lost at an alarming rate. Mapuzungun is no exception as it is in a phase 
of disuse: the number of speakers is progressively decreasing (Zúñiga, 2007; Wittig, 2009; 
Gundermann et al., 2009; Lagos, 2012). Even though it is used prominently in ancestral 
ceremonies, the language does not manage to adapt to the new communicative functions in an 
urban context. As in the case of the nguillatün of Quebrada de Macul, the codes of the event 
are observed, memorised, and repeated but not necessarily understood because of a general 
inefficiency in the command of the language. One of the main reasons identified in the literature 
is the lack of use, with Spanish dominating in all the axes of the life of the diasporic individual. 
With incentives that continue to boost a rural-to-urban diaspora, the Mapuche are losing direct 
contact with their communities of origin, which is making the learning and practice of the 
language a daily challenge. In turn, the abandonment of Mapuzungun also responds to a 
deliberate decision of a proportion of individuals to hide an identity loaded with social stigma. 
This was the case of Rocío’s mother who came to Santiago when she was a girl. As a result of 
a sustained discrimination, Rocío’s mother decided not to teach the language to her three 
children. In this regard, Rocío says: 
 
My mom was discriminated against, humiliated. They used to call her india all the time. 
She hid herself in a shell. But now I see my mom and she does not feel like that anymore, 
and that is because of the association. 
 
By concealing their identity, some Mapuche believed they were protecting their 
children against racism which, in practice, resulted in a generation deprived of Mapuzungun. 
However, Mapuzungun is nowadays widely considered as one of the most relevant symbols of 
Mapuche-ness (Wittig, 2009) not only as a means of communication, but also because of its 
 
105 City. 
106 Machi’ assistants. 
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symbolic relevance in ceremonies. Hablantes, that is, fluent Mapuzungun speakers, occupy a 
higher rank within Mapuche associations: they are welcomed with great deference in 
associational meetings, often treated as kimche107 especially if they are also elderly, and are 
particularly encouraged to participate in leadership positions as well as to display a 
distinguished role in traditional ceremonies. Conversely, all those Mapuche who do not speak 
the language occupy a lower level in the mapuchómetro scale, which is particularly complex 
in the case of some associational leaders as they may face a lack of legitimacy within their 
groups. María, presidenta of We Dakin Püllü, explains that many Mapuche leaders are elected 
because they have charisma and time to dedicate to their leadership position. However, for 
María, speaking Mapuzungun is equated with ancestral knowledge, which is fundamental for 
an associational leader. She says: 
 
I do not like how leaders are usually elected. I was elected presidenta because I have 
ancestral knowledge108, because I speak the language, and nobody else has that 
knowledge in the association. 
 
While the number of hablantes is low in urban Mapuche associations, this has not 
prevented memberships incorporating the language in their multiple social interactions. As a 
result, a system of socialisation codes has been developed, which incorporates basic elements 
of both the Mapuche sociability tradition and phrases in Mapuzungun. Through collective 
associational contact, these codes are reinforced enabling their imitation and learning for those 
Mapuche who did not have the opportunity to apprehend them through a community 
dwelling109. While fluency in the language is a rare trait, the use of Mapuzungun words was 
fundamental when complying with formalities in the interaction with other Mapuche. Greetings 
 
107 Wise person. 
108 Mapuzungun, the ‘language of the people of the land’, is one of the most important cultural traits that defines 
Mapuche identity. Its proper command constitutes a value of prestige within the community. The ancestral 
wisdom of the Mapuche is importantly rooted in the language. Mapuzungun, transmitted from generation to 
generation, constitutes a foundation over which the Mapuche worldview is based. The command of the language 
is equated, therefore, with the knowledge of the ancestral past. In turn, it is the tool that connects the earthly with 
the celestial world in ceremonies such as the nguillatün. In this sense, María is recognised for having “ancestral 
knowledge” since she is a fluent speaker of Mapuzungun and born in a rural community of the Ngulumapu. 
109 Mapuche sociability is directed by a series of manners and rituals that guide the interaction among individuals 
either in rural or urban areas. Relocation in cities meant a break with verbal and non-verbal forms of learning 
transmitted within the community, through which codes of conduct, appreciated as fundamental for a proper 
coexistence, are taught. Apart from the use of words in Mapuzungun it is possible to highlight: (1) greeting and 
presentation. If introducing oneself for the first time, the family origin should be indicated in terms of place and 
surnames, (2) ceremonies. The use of red clothes is forbidden as well as trousers (for women); photos and videos 
are not permitted; and Mapuzungun has to be used as much as possible; and (3) food. All food and drinks offered 
must be accepted. 
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(mary mary), gratitude (chaltumay), and farewell (peukallal) are expected to always be in 
Mapuzungun. Neglect of this protocol is equated with an awinkamiento, which is severely 
reproached by the Mapuche in Santiago. By making reference to Mapuzungun words the 
Mapuche diaspora immediately position themselves as part of the Mapuche ethnic group. 
Cultural practices, such as those presented here, are developed and redefined around the sense 
of community that binds the Mapuche individual to other members of the ethnic group. 
However, the implementation of some words does not replace the relevance of being an 
hablante. By offering spaces for Mapuzungun workshops, Mapuche associations have been 
transformed into Mapuzungun reproduction contexts. An example of this learning process at 
the associational level is the case of Cristina, a 64-year-old Mapuche born in a rural community. 
However, given her migration to Santiago at an early age, her command of Mapuzungun is 
rudimentary. Cristina says: 
 
Before, my relatives spoke to me in Mapuzungun but I did not know how to respond. 
When I joined the workshops of the group [Mapuche association], it helped me. I am 
picking up the Mapuzungun. 
 
According to the Programa de Educación Intercultural Bilingüe (Intercultural 
Bilingual Education Programme – PEIB), under the Indigenous Law and implemented since 
1996 by the Ministry of Education, all schools both in rural and urban areas with a 20% or 
more of indigenous enrolment have to incorporate a traditional educator (educador tradicional) 
who is responsible for transmitting cultural and linguistic tools to the students of the 
establishment, usually in the form of workshops (Castillo and Loncon, 2015). Although 75% 
of indigenous students are enrolled in schools located in urban areas (Ministerio de Educación, 
2017), the implementation of PEIB in cities has been erratic, with a lack of resources, 
dependent on the will of the schools, and lacking cultural relevance. As Aninat and Hernando 
(2019) point out, intercultural education has been one of the most affected areas in terms of the 
lack of state coordination. This, according to the authors, is due to the high number of 
institutions involved in the implementation of public policy, from CONADI to different 
organisations associated with the education sector, but with an unclear margin of action for 
each of them. As a result, there has been a lack of a systemic plan, leading to an inconsistent 
articulation of the PEIB policy throughout a student’s life cycle. As Lagos (2015) points out, 
in cities educational initiatives have emerged instead from Mapuche associations. As a result, 
the Mapuche diaspora has been impelled to look for associations as contexts in which adults 
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and children can receive the language education they cannot obtain from their households and 
neglected for them by the public system. Attending a Mapuzungun workshop has been 
transformed into one of the main methods of enacting Mapuche-ness when living outside the 
homeland. 
This is the case of Quetrahue. Quetrahue’s language workshop is one of the many 
language workshops organised by Mapuche associations around Santiago. Every year, 
Quetrahue organises a six-month Mapuzungun workshop which is held once a week in an 
office provided either by the municipality or by the local neighbourhood council. Despite 
multiple negotiations over the years, Quetrahue’s attempts to secure a space to hold their 
workshops have been unsuccessful; they have often had to accommodate the workshop from 
week to week in different venues, which has made it hard for the association’s members to 
generate a symbolic attachment to a specific space. However, the lack of a space of their own 
has not prevented Quetrahue and especially its presidenta, Valeria, from organising all the 
details involved in the workshop including the search for students, teachers, pedagogical 
materials and, most importantly, funds to sustain the workshop. The call to participate in 
Quetrahue’s workshop has been, throughout the years, inclusive as written by the same Valeria:  
 
Quetrahue Indigenous Association, with 14 years of existence, invites the entire 
community of Maipú, and all the people interested in knowing more about the Mapuche 
language, as well as about the worldview and traditions of our people, to participate in 
our language workshop. (Facebook invitation to join the workshop, 2015) 
 
Inclusivity in the call for students has not only been implemented by Quetrahue. The 
majority of Mapuche associations in Santiago keep their doors open to curious non-Mapuche 
eager to learn Mapuzungun. This learning process is not limited to the language, but also 
includes relevant areas of the Mapuche worldview and traditions. As pointed out in Valeria’s 
announcement, Mapuzungun is not just a set of words that make interpersonal communication 
possible. The language of the ‘people of the land’ is closely related to a ritual and symbolic 
experience, encompassing notions that are often impossible to explain only using words, but 
are intelligible through a lived representation of them. Using Mapuche vocabulary that appeals 
to the collective experience, Quetrahue’s invitation continues:  
 
Once again, we will have nutrankam, misawun, and many possibilities to share and learn 




Both notions, nutrankam and misawun refer to sharing with others, always surrounded 
by food and mate, to strengthen a lasting friendship. In this way, partaking in a Mapuche 
association’s language workshop is not confined to a language learning, but also offers the 
possibility of creating a stronger Mapuche fellowship in a diasporic context. This experience 
has been shared by Marta, a 60-year-old Mapuche hablante and kimche, who has been closely 
working with Valeria in Quetrahue. Marta says: 
 
I go to all the meetings. Although the courses are very basic for me, I have been in all of 
them. I never miss classes to support the students, to share with the other members. 
 
The characteristic openness of urban associations, both towards non-Mapuche and 
Mapuche from different diasporic generations and coming from different lineage and 
geographical identifications, has brought with it complexities in terms of the appropriate 
approach for the (re)creation of distinctive ethnic features. This diversity is not only expressed 
in the wide variety of life stories found within associations, but also in the distinct cultural 
expressions that characterise every corner of the Ngulumapu. This complexity is explained by 
Margarita, a 38-year-old Mapuche born in Santiago, member of a Mapuche association, and 
active participant in various Mapuzungun courses throughout Santiago. In this sense, Margarita 
points out: 
 
Everything depends on your place of origin. For example, in the south, each sector has its 
particular forms of life, ways of doing ceremonies, of organisation. As a result, 
associations in Santiago have many interventions. 
 
Ethnic groups are identified both by the insiders and outsiders of the community by 
the symbols that allegedly characterise the group’s culture, fostering a sense of collective 
identity. These symbols as Cohen (1985) notes, are not fixed but open to interpretation, 
allowing people to relate to them from a personal perspective while maintaining a sense of 
community (Brown, 2011). One of the “many interventions”, citing Margarita’s words, within 
urban Mapuche associations in terms of the workshops they offer, has been the search for a 
cultural consensus. As presented in Chapter 6 with the standardisation in the development of 
ceremonies, in a similar line, workshops try to implement cultural schemes that are accepted 
by most of the association’s membership, minimising with this, specific territorial identities. 
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Mapuzungun workshops present their own complexities. As introduced in Chapter 2, 
Mapuzungun has been orally transmitted from generation to generation. Given the sustained 
language loss and the need for written communication, during the 1980s, a series of alphabets 
were developed. Two of these alphabets have had the greatest acceptance within the Mapuche 
associations of this study: Unified (developed by the Chilean Society of Linguistics) and 
Raguileo (developed by Mapuche linguist Anselmo Raguileo)110. However, none of them has 
achieved official status (Zúñiga, 2006). The associations that develop Mapuzungun workshops 
have to decide the alphabet that the students will learn. This decision generally falls on the 
teacher chosen to lead the workshop. Mapuzungun workshops, then, not only bring together 
fluid Mapuzungun speakers and those Mapuche and non-Mapuche people eager to learn the 
language, but also include the cultural specificities of each of the Mapuche members that make 
up the association. 
Familiarised with this high diversity, Mapuche associations in Santiago have taken 
advantage of their participants’ backgrounds, offering spaces for interaction and socialisation 
that contribute to an even richer learning process. While Mapuche associations have been 
helping to reverse the loss of language by organising workshops, these activities have been 
largely developed through the support offered by the state. While the funding offered by 
CONADI to those associations registered as legal entities has been essential for the 
development of cultural workshops, it has also posed several problems that threaten the actual 
implementation of activities in Santiago. Through a careful channelling and monitoring of 
competitive public funding schemes for the development of cultural and micro-entrepreneurial 
activities, these urban Mapuche associations are seen as subjects that can apply for specific 
social benefits addressing their inner complexities (De la Maza, 2010). A study requested by 
CONADI from Universidad Arturo Prat (2015), recognised that the application process is 
extremely intricate and highly time-consuming. Moreover, the resources available were 
criticised for being inadequate to sustain lasting activities, as public funds must be spent within 
a given timeframe previously stipulated in the scheme’s terms and conditions. In this regard, 
Valeria comments: 
 
The application and accountability processes are a lot of work. These projects are poorly 
designed from CONADI. They make associations compete to access resources, which are 
just crumbs that the state gives us. Imagine the little money that CONADI offers. And it 
 
110 For more information about the alphabets, please see Álvarez-Santullano, Forno, and Risco del Valle (2015). 
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is a 6-month project, every Saturday, and you have to feed the students because 
workshops are long. What are we going to do with that money? But there are other 
associations that win macro projects. In the end, what counts in the approval of projects 
are political sympathies. 
 
As Valeria explains, the application process, as well as the accountability of the money 
invested, represent a great pressure for her as the leader of the association. Memberships, on 
the other hand, tend to adopt a passive role that overloads the work of the associational leaders 
(Leiva, 2009). These funds also appear as insufficient to sustain long-term activities. However, 
Mapuche associations in Santiago have taken few steps towards economic autonomy. Although 
Mapuche associations charge a monthly fee that ranges from £1 to £3 per person per month, 
this money is not enough to pay for the most basic expenses. Within the group of associations 
included in this study, there were no major attempts to develop economic-based alliances 
among them or, rather, associations engaged in a search for extra-state collaborations111. On 
the contrary, the implementation of Mapuzungun workshops is restricted by a dependency on 
public funds. Along with this, the lack of transparency regarding the allocation of resources 
has led to a high level of inter-associative suspicion. This leads associations to speculate on the 
success of some and the bad luck of others, contributing to the atomised indigenous 
associational panorama in the city. 
 
7.3 Medicine and Herbs: The (Re)connection with the Homeland 
 
The use of natural elements for medicinal purposes is one of the most common 
practices of the Mapuche diaspora in the city. Although not formally restricted to women, the 
knowledge of herbs has been a predominantly female custom given their traditional role as the 
“keepers of tradition” of an “authentic indigeneity” (Becerra et al, 2017, p.1258). The Mapuche 
diaspora, when migrating to a new setting, “bring with them meanings, images, memories, 
wisdom, customs, and practices” (Becerra et al, 2017, p.1258) that serve as inputs to (re)create 
cultural traditions in Santiago. The cultivation of herbs and plants recognised by their healing 
power, helps women generate attachment to their home, culturally adapting it by the interaction 
with “non-human agents” (Becerra et al, 2017, p.1258). The aroma of herbs, their supposed 
 
111 However, there was an exception. Although it helps to cover just a fraction of its monthly expenses, Choyituyiñ 
Warria Meu offers Mapuche tourism and gastronomy experiences, especially aimed at schools based in the 
Metropolitan Region of Santiago. 
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contribution to health, their symbolic use in ceremonies, as well as the active process of caring 
for living beings that are associated with the homeland, facilitate the articulation of place-
referent continuity practices in the urban environment.  
The medicinal and cosmetic use of herbs that is taught in Mapuche associations 
involves both collective learning through workshops and its implementation at home. The 
(re)construction of identity through participation in activities based on place-referent continuity 
practices helps to form a sense of collective belonging to the ethnic group while in the city, 
challenging notions of indigeneity as inevitably dependent on a rural homeland. Mapuche 
traditionalisms performed at an associational level have not only facilitated the (re)construction 
of identity but have also opened spaces, although few and highly contested, for identity politics. 
While some authors have presented the use of herbs and plants as a less evident way of cultural 
revitalisation and political resistance (Becerra et al., 2017), herb-based activities have 
engendered, in fact, more economic and political transformations at the city level than most 
other Mapuche traditional practices. Inscribed within this socio-political framework, Mapuche 
associations in Santiago offer workshops on the medicinal and cosmetic use of herbs found in 
the Ngulumapu. These workshops are usually led by a lawentuchefe112. According to the 
Mapuche tradition, lawentuchefe are bearers of a gift or püllü (spirit), usually inherited, by 
which they are taught in the art of herbalism to cure different illnesses. Both men and women 
can be lawentuchefe, however, as with nurses in the Western system, lawentuchefe tend to be 
women. 
A dramatic change in the understanding of Mapuche traditional healthcare has been 
experienced since the return of democracy in the 1990s. Allegations of inequality and exclusion 
of the indigenous population from the public health system started to be heard both from the 
indigenous and non-indigenous society. The official reaction to these claims has been based on 
a tendency to institutionalise certain Mapuche traditions within public health centres. As 
Boccara and Bolados (2010) maintain, in the 1990s, a change of focus on the relationship 
between the state and indigenous peoples was introduced, which was accompanied by new 
political intervention strategies. Instead of intervening from the outside, the political model 
sought to involve indigenous individuals and hold them accountable for their development, 
following the motto of helping them to help themselves. In turn, indigenous actors themselves 
developed political practices within these new spaces of interaction with the state.  
 
112 Lawen: herbs; che: person; the person that knows how to use medicinal herbs. 
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The public health system in Chile gradually included the ‘intercultural offer’ into its 
already established healthcare network. This was done in such a way as to strengthen and 
legitimise the Ministry of Health as administrator of ‘culturally relevant’ health services 
through the implementation of a series of health-based programmes and policies within the 
national healthcare system (Cuyul, 2012, p.263). One of the main programmes in the area of 
healthcare is the Programa Especial de Salud y Pueblos Indígenas (Special Programme for 
Health and Indigenous Peoples – PESPI), implemented since 1996 by the government of 
Eduardo Frei. This programme aims to incorporate the active participation of indigenous 
peoples in the formulation and evaluation of intercultural health plans through local 
intercultural healthcare bureaus, constituted by indigenous individuals, medical staff, and 
public officials. In other words, the programme sought the promotion of actions that contribute 
to improve the quality and accessibility to healthcare through the work carried out by 
‘intercultural health facilitators’.  
Since the early 1990s, state-sponsored programmes in education and health have 
prompted the recruitment of indigenous subjects into state institutions. According to the current 
intercultural health policy, these actors correspond to public servants belonging to an 
indigenous people, whose role is to articulate the needs of indigenous users with the Public 
Healthcare Network. Specifically, intercultural health facilitators should guide, inform, and 
support users members of an indigenous people and their families when they require access to 
healthcare. In addition, they have to contribute to the sensitisation of medical staff through the 
development of cultural-based activities, as well as favour access to indigenous medicine 
through the application of referral protocols. In practice, however, indigenous public servants 
have performed the role of intermediaries in governments with different political ideologies, 
as exemplified by ethnographic studies conducted during the governments of Bachelet (centre-
left) and Piñera (centre-right) (Boccara and Bolados, 2010; Sánchez, 2013). This intermediary 
role has been designed to connect different public institutions with indigenous individuals and 
organisations. Thus, intercultural health facilitators circulate different social spaces: the 
bureaucratic, medical, and indigenous-community (Boccara and Bolados, 2010). The 
facilitator’s role is determined by mechanisms of domination, technification, and 
intermediation within an ethno-bureaucratic field in permanent construction.  
In turn, the figure of the intercultural health facilitators, or ‘ethno-bureaucrats’, is 
determined by the interests associated with the position they occupy in the intercultural 
bureaucratic field. Despite being state representatives that transmit the lines of action of the 
state to the members of their people, they are also presented, within the state machinery, as 
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representatives of their people in front of the state, since their legitimacy within the intercultural 
bureaucratic field largely depends on their indigenous identity. As Boccara and Bolados (2010) 
point out, ethno-bureaucrats exemplify a new type of political agent generated through the 
indigenous intercultural public policy. The consequence of the state’s ethno-bureaucratic 
strategy leads to a main conclusion: the classification of ethno-bureaucrats within the indio 
permitido category, that is, “the incorporation into state projects of subalterns willing to 
relinquish racialised identifications and endorse state policy” (Radcliffe and Webb, 2015, 
p.255) demonstrates the state’s attempts to depoliticise indigenous associations by the 
absorption of key actors in the state’s bureaucratic logic. 
Through its Intercultural Health Programme, the Ministry of Health has made 
available resources to Mapuche organisations in Santiago to work in concert with local health 
clinics and hospitals. A model that appeals to rural authenticity has been pursued, relegating to 
the background debates that include modern intricacies such as the management of space and 
economic resources for the area of Mapuche healthcare, as well as power asymmetries within 
the public health system (Cuyul, 2012). On the contrary, as stated by Boccara and Bolados 
(2010), the intercultural health model has not represented an example of attention with cultural 
relevance as originally intended by the policy. Rather, it has developed as a social space in 
which there are power relations and struggles among agents that are constrained by the logic 
of the bureaucratic field. 
An example of these difficulties is given by the bureaucratic obstacles found when 
trying to present new topics in the debate that may be relevant for the Mapuche population in 
Santiago. Numerous attempts by Mapuche associations to introduce the indigenous variable as 
relevant for the diagnosis of mental health have been consistently disregarded over the years 
by the public sector. These include the impacts of diaspora, uprooting, poverty, and racism. In 
this regard, Lorena, a 52-year-old presidenta born in Santiago, states: 
 
The indigenous variable should be considered in hospitals. From a public health 
perspective, it is vital. The population is homogenised. In any group, if I say, that I have 
depression because I have been affected by uprooting, discrimination, that I feel 
imbalanced, that I feel locked up, that for me land is important, that I need certain herbs 
because my grandmother was a machi... Nobody will understand me. 
 
As suggested by Lorena, no major strategies that include the Mapuche worldview and 
spirituality have been developed to address mental health. Among the projects actually 
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implemented are the co-care programmes between a machi and Western-style doctors, cultural 
sensitisation for medical staff, and spaces in medical centres set aside for the teaching and 
implementation of herbal-based Mapuche medicine. However, several critiques have been 
articulated by the Mapuche members of associations regarding this model. Among them is the 
loss of autonomy and cultural heritage of traditional Mapuche health, since it is supposedly 
organisationally and budgetarily conditioned by the intervention of the state. This has promoted 
a clientelist relationship with the state as the provider of economic support thus restricting 
Mapuche own attempts of self-development in the area of health. Nevertheless, intercultural 
health programmes have been presented as exemplars of governmental advances towards a new 
relationship with indigenous peoples in urban areas. Within this framework, the roles of 
lawentuchefe and machi have been strengthened, endorsing them as communication channels 
between Mapuche traditional medicine and Western-style medicine. To materialise their work, 
two main set of activities have been promoted: workshops offered by lawentuchefe and 
traditional health care services provided by machi. Both areas have been supported by Mapuche 




Lawentuchefe in Santiago have been working as promoters of health from a socio-
cultural perspective, stripping their role of major spiritual considerations. This has encouraged 
the Mapuche researcher Andrés Cuyul (2012) to identify them as ‘ethno-bureaucrats’. As seen 
before, these ethno-bureaucrats are located at the intersection between constituting messengers 
of their associations in front of the state and performing the role of state employees. Several 
Mapuche associations have benefited from state support to work in the area of health, thus 
promoting the development of cultural workshops. However, the role of the state has been 
criticised in terms of the availability of funds and the lack of a long-term plan able to face the 
complexities of intercultural health at the city level. In turn, associational activities are subject 
to the confidence of the state, which may affect their long-term projects. This is the case of 
Carla, a 65-year-old community-born Mapuche presidenta and lawentuchefe of her association, 
Tripay Antü, and in two Centros de Salud Familiar (Family Health Centres – CESFAM) in the 
municipality in where she lives, Maipú. Tripay Antü is the second oldest Mapuche association 
in Maipú, emerging as a family-based group in 2006. Later, Tripay Antü evolved to become 
one of the largest and most active Mapuche associations of the West area of Santiago. Unlike 
most urban associations, a couple of years after its constitution, Tripay Antü negotiated with 
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local-municipal authorities to acquire a permit to use a house owned by the same municipality. 
By deploying a political strategy based on mutual support, Tripay Antü has been the only 
association in Maipú to secure a space. As Carla explains: 
 
Of course we are involved in politics, that is how we got this house. We represent potential 
votes for a candidate. And those votes are appealing for someone. The idea is that they 
also give something in return. We give, and they give, that is how we negotiate. 
 
For six years, Tripay Antü was legally offered the use of a room and the garden of the 
house for the development of their activities, with the rest of the house occupied by the 
Communal Union No.4 (organisation intended to generate greater citizen participation), and the 
religious affairs office. With the support of the municipality, Tripay Antü transformed the 
courtyard of the house into a garden with medicinal herbs, fruits, and vegetables which were 
later used into the herbal medicine and ointment workshops. Tripay Antü gave to this garden a 
constant and active use, transforming it into their own ethnic place by place-referent continuity 
practices. An example of this process is offered by Ana. She joined Tripay Antü because she 
found the greenery and Mapuche motifs in the house appealing, all of which was designed by 
Tripay Antü’s members. In this regard, Ana says: 
 
Outside, in the garden, the plants… I entered the association and started to participate in 
the herbal medicine workshop and in the allotment. I remembered my grandma 
immediately. She died. I immediately remembered Nueva Imperial... My family is from 
El Peral community, in the countryside. 
 
Tripay Antü’s workshop was conducted every Tuesday by Carla as the lawentuchefe, 
for which herbs and flowers were taken from their garden. However, distancing themselves 
from Quetrahue’s open approach to their language workshops, Tripay Antü decided that the 
main audience for their workshops was going to be the local Mapuche population. This, 
according to Carla, was driven by the following: 
 
The non-Mapuche go for the money, the Mapuche do not. For the Mapuche this is 
knowledge. But the non-Mapuche immediately want to do business with our culture. I tell 




Herbal medicine workshops also constitute contexts to share among the Mapuche 
diaspora beyond an exclusive learning experience. Carla’s son, Marcelo, is an active member 
of the association as well as a Mapuche with important political aspirations. Marcelo highlights 
the relevance of their workshops as bonding activities for the members of Tripay Antü: 
 
The other day, my mom, as the lawentuchefe, told us after the workshop: ‘look, this little 
plant, take this plant, it is to treat constipation’. And she told us how to prepare it: ‘peel 
and soak the crust’. That is how she taught me to make a remedy. That is tradition for us, 
that is the Mapuche culture. What binds us as a Mapuche association, is the Mapuche 
medicine.  
 
The members of Tripay Antü were able to use the few political spaces opened from 
above to redefine them in their own terms from below. While other Mapuche associations 
included in the research presented Carla’s strategy as political clientelism, Tripay Antü’s 
members were happy to be one of the few Mapuche associations in Santiago with a space that 
enabled them to develop herbal medicine workshops. Although most negotiations are usually 
developed at the municipality level Carla, as the lawentuchefe, represents her association in 
other local and regional contexts such as Mesa de Salud Municipal (Municipality’s Health 
Bureau), Comité de Salud Indígena del Gobierno Regional (Regional Government’s Indigenous 
Health Committee), and Red de Salud Intercultural Warriache (Warriache Intercultural Health 
Network, which brings together Mapuche associations working in the area of health in 
Santiago). However, all the spaces of influence gained by Tripay Antü started to be threatened 
when the political situation changed in Maipú. In the municipality’s elections of 2016, the 
incumbent mayor, who was a sympathiser of Tripay Antü’s work, Christian Vittori, lost to the 
right-wing challenger, Kathy Barriga. Under the administration of Barriga, in January 2017, the 
herb garden was officially inaugurated. Later that year, the relationship with the mayor and the 
new public servants changed dramatically. In November 2017, when they arrived at the house, 
Tripay Antü’s members noticed that the kick plate on the door had been replaced, and 
consequently their entry was denied. This action was preceded by the attempt to install security 
cameras inside the office occupied by Tripay Antü, openly demonstrating the level of distrust 
from the local government towards this Mapuche association. Together with this, the 
municipality occupied Tripay Antü’s room to store their own utensils. Six months later, in April 




The association is our home. This is racial and cultural discrimination by the mayor 
against us. The municipality violated our collective rights and expelled us, not allowing 
us to continue maintaining our customs, our garden, and above all, to let us be a 
community. 
 
One of the situations that has caused more distress for Tripay Antü’s membership, is 
the impossibility of taking care of the garden. While Carla, as the lawentuchefe (or ethno-
bureaucrat), had the ability to negotiate the legal use of a space for the development of cultural 
activities, Tripay Antü’s case exemplifies the dependency on political sympathies for the long-
term development of workshops. Their garden, built with the cooperation of the municipality 
but maintained by Tripay Antü’s members, was lost. This frustrated the passing of kimün113 to 
the younger generations born in the city, such as Ana and Marcelo. Culturally-relevant 
socialisation activities were, therefore, prevented because their established ethnic place was 




The expansion of ruka in Santiago has meant that traits perceived as ‘traditional’ of 
the homeland, closely connected with the Mapuche spiritual realm, are being (re)created in the 
city. While not an unequivocal condition, many of these ruka demarcate the space for the 
development of ancestral practices. A common activity in those associations that have a ruka 
and a machi among their members is the practice of traditional Mapuche medicine. Even when 
the membership does not include a machi, many associations make use of their networks in 
southern communities in order to find an available machi willing to provide care following 
Mapuche traditional medicine. Through the examination of urine, the reading of the palms of 
the hands, the analysis of dreams, scaring away negative energies, and a deep conversation 
with the patient, the machi determines emotional and physical problems that, they affirm, are 
often hidden from Western-style doctors. With the diagnosis, the machi prescribes herbal 
medicines, which tend to be brought from the homeland, helping patients heal their physical, 
psychological, and emotional difficulties. Therefore, the role of machi goes beyond the 
 
113 As Course (2011) explains, kimün goes beyond its simple understanding as knowledge, but resides in daily 
practices of acting as a che, that is, a true person, of sharing, of greeting, and of respecting. Kimün is, rather, a 
theory of Mapuche social relations. 
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ceremonial area as leaders in feyentun, the Mapuche spirituality, but are also possessors of 
kimün. 
Among the associations in Santiago delivering traditional health services offered by a 
machi within a ruka is Kallfulikan. Kallfulikan is a Mapuche association well known for health 
service provision at the city level, appearing in several reports both on television (Televisión 
Nacional de Chile, 2014) and the national (El Mercurio [Gálvez, 2017]) and international press 
(New York Times [Bonnefoy, 2015]; BBC [Pardo, 2018]). Kallfulikan was registered as an 
association in 1998, however, according to its members, they have maintained an internal 
organisation that is closer to a community-based form. While they have a presidenta who 
oversees external bureaucratic tasks according to the Indigenous Law, the internal discussions 
are led by a lonko, Sergio, who was born in a rural community to a lonko father. The space 
occupied by Kallfulikan was gained through what Sergio presented as “conversation and 
dialogue” with the local authorities: their local CESFAM, Los Castaños, together with La 
Florida municipality. The ruka was constructed years later, with Sergio himself being the 
rukafe114. All four interviewees from Kallfulikan were very proud of the transformation 
undergone by the space, including the ruka and a large green space with a garden, proposing 
Kallfulikan as their ethnic place. 
Kallfulikan is located at the back of Los Castaños CESFAM and the work of the 
association is supported by PESPI, under the rule of the Ministry of Health and framed by the 
Indigenous Law, the South Eastern Metropolitan Health Service, and La Florida Municipal 
Corporation in the area of health. Kallfulikan’s ruka is used almost every day: the machi’s 
consultations are on Wednesdays and Thursdays; on the weekends, Kallfulikan organises 
cultural activities for their own members; and the remaining days of the week they have their 
ethnic place available for the organisation of talks and other possible events. Their level of 
freedom to use the ethnic place responds, according to Sergio, to a relationship of “mutual 
cooperation” established with local authorities. 
As a way of collaborating with the activities developed by Kallfulikan, I was asked to 
help Macarena, Samuel’s partner, with the organisation of the machi’s patients information. 
Later, Macarena entrusted me with the task of creating basic statistics with the information 
provided by the same patients in terms of ethnicity, age, religion, and the quantity of litres of 
herbs provided. Three things caught my attention: an important proportion of the patients were 
non-Mapuche, most of them were residents of La Florida, and most of the patients were 
 
114 Ruka builder. 
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Catholics, with just very few of them being Evangelicals115 or believers in the Mapuche 
spirituality. All those non-indigenous individuals who live in La Florida, after being registered 
as patients both in a CESFAM of the municipality and in the ruka, can be treated by the machi. 
While ceremonial and socialisation activities tend to be carried out exclusively among 
Kallfulikan members, health services provided by the machi are open to the community at 
large. Likewise, as the services offered are framed by a government-supported programme, the 
attention of the machi as well as the herbs provided are free for the patient.  
The machi of Kallfilukan is Manuel Lincovil, a 75-year-old Mapuche born in a rural 
community. His work in the association is supported by a team of three women. His wife, 
señora Rosa, worked as the lawentuchefe. She and señora Matilde oversaw the preparation of 
the herbal infusions to be delivered to the machi’s patients. They were both helped by señora 
Rita, a community-born Mapuche woman who was in charge of cooking for Kallfulikan 
members. All these women work in the ruka as part of the PESPI programme, all are hablantes, 
and all wear traditional clothes, although without the Mapuche jewellery which, they held, is 
reserved for ceremonies. Moreover, Margarita and Vicente worked at the reception, giving 
instructions to the patients as well as receiving the urine for the machi’s scrutiny. When talking 
to the patients, Margarita and Vicente were clear in stating that the Kallfulikan health service 
is not an alternative or complementary holistic medicine. On the contrary, it is a different kind 
of medicine which is as important as the Western-style medicine provided by the CESFAM 
located next to their ruka. However, most patients maintained that they were looking for an 
alternative to a failed treatment administered by the public health system.  
Its existence as one of the leading Mapuche associations at the city level has led to 
Kallfulikan to develop a highly organised and efficient system of interaction with the public 
sector. The strategy of negotiation has not only relied on a successful dialogue with public 
authorities, a plan that clearly failed in the case of Tripay Antü, but also on the support of the 
community. The multiple appearances on the news have made of Kallfulikan a noticeable 
association from others offering similar activities. New patients have to wait for months in 
order to make an appointment with the machi, a situation that is not far from that of the public 
 
115 Mapuche spirituality is strongly rejected within Pentecostal-based evangelical circles, including the 
participation in ceremonies, speaking Mapuzungun, and consulting a machi or lawentuchefe for medical purposes. 
As maintained by the participants of this study as well as is reflected in the works of Mallon and Reuque (2002); 
Bacigalupo (2010); and Webb (2014), among others, within the Mapuche evangelical community, Mapuche 
spiritual practice is in decline. On the other hand, among Catholic Mapuche families, there is more acceptance of 
Mapuche spirituality, leading to higher levels of religious syncretism. A greater analysis of these ethnic-religious 
dynamics in the city, however, is beyond the scope of this study. 
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health system. However, what is different is the high levels of patient satisfaction. In this 
respect, Margarita states: 
 
I believe that the state sees us as a tourist thing, as something nice, as something historical. 
But not our patients. People see the benefit of Mapuche health, they have lived it, and 
they want to continue coming to our ruka. 
 
The ruka and the garden next to it, the aroma of different herbs, and the machi and his 
helpers using traditional clothes, offer a unique mystical environment that evokes symbols of 
a rural homeland deeply attached to the land. This surrounding helps the Mapuche patients 
develop a sense of place-referent continuity. Chilean patients are also captivated by a sense of 
indigenous ancestrality which offers a rupture with visual and tangible elements that are part 
of urban life. By complying with the terms pre-established by the Ministry of Health to qualify 
for the necessary funds to support the (re)creation of certain aspects they identify as emblematic 
of the Mapuche health, Kallfulikan has been positioning the Mapuche medicinal and 





We want to stop being the Mapuche of the mapuchómetro; being a Mapuche just because 
you have the face or a Mapuche surname. No, we are here because of a deep feeling, 
because we are connected by our spirituality. We, in the south, are considered awinkado 
for living in Santiago. But in the city, we are considered indigenous by the Winka. What 
are we, then? What is our identity? That is why, in the association, we always worry about 
how traditional is what we do. How authentic we really are. And that is reflected in the 
workshops we do. (Valeria, presidenta of Quetrahue) 
 
One of the most relevant collective activities for place-referent continuity experiences 
is witral or Mapuche weaving. Weaving has been a distinctive female activity since ancient 
times. As Cheuquelaf (2012) explains, weaving goes beyond a practical aspect of clothes and 
ornament production but corresponds to a ceremonial activity that relates cosmogonic and 
spiritual elements with the earthly world. The designs of the fabrics transmit a message that 
reveals the origin, the recipient, and the occasion to use the creation: certain designs were used 
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depending on the kupalme and tüwun of the witraltukufe116, some symbols were implemented 
to denote a socio-political rank of the user, and some attires were produced to be used in 
particular events, such as in ceremonies like the nguillatün. The fabric created is, then, an 
emblem that connects the quotidian and the sacred, the earthly and the divine (Cheuquelaf, 
2012). Some Mapuche, even residing in the city, explain witral knowledge transmission 
through narratives that use elements of Mapuche stories and myths. This is the case of 
Fernando, a 45-year-old Mapuche, born in Santiago to Mapuche parents. Fernando explains 
the transmission of witral knowledge as following: 
 
My grandmother with all her knowledge, when my younger sister was a little girl, she put 
cobwebs in her hands. That is a secret to make young girls good weavers, so that they 
have good manual skills. 
 
The Ngulumapu manifests itself through beings, colours, shapes, and textures. These 
elements have been symbolically represented in the weaving work of Mapuche women in 
southern communities throughout centuries. Mapuche women have been (re)creating these 
same models within the context of the city. As is the case of Mapuzungun workshops, witral 
appeals to a long-standing spiritual practice that would satisfy the need for ‘traditionality’ and 
‘authenticity’ that certain presidentas, like Valeria, look for in their association workshops. 
Through witral, Mapuche women transmit culture to their children, being customarily 
transferred from mothers to daughters and from grandmothers to granddaughters. This is the 
case of Miriam, a 23-year-old Mapuche student born in Santiago to a Mapuche father: 
 
My grandmother does not have the surname, but she has the Mapuche culture, she taught 
me to spin, to weave. The language was already lost, but her mother wove and taught her, 
and she taught me. 
 
While some Mapuche, like Miriam, were able to learn witral in the intimacy of their 
households allowing a sense of ethnic belonging from the private sphere, association 
workshops have been instrumental in a collective (re)creation of the practice, aiding to a 
reinforcement of identity. Miriam continues: 
 
 
116 Mapuche weaver. 
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Even though my grandmother helped me, she did not remember everything. I started 
learning weaving by asking the lamngen of the association to help me. And when you 
learn, you start having the culture. 
 
Inserted in an urban context, the search for the collective experience to remember and 
thus (re)construct a past sheltered by memories and conceptions of the Ngulumapu, as well as 
reaffirm ties with the members of the ethnic group, has been carried out mainly through 
Mapuche associations. In the case of Marcela, a 66-year-old Mapuche who migrated to 
Santiago to work as a domestic worker, witral workshops offered by her Mapuche association 
have helped her remember weaving after leaving the activity behind as a result of her household 
demands in the city. Marcela maintains: 
 
Through the workshops, I was able to pick up things we used to do before, things that I 
forgot. I have been able to remember now. I felt more Mapuche when I joined the 
association, when I participate because now, I remember. I was 15 years old, and I used 
to earn my money by making blankets in the south. 
 
Unlike other Mapuche cultural activities, witral appeals to the feminine. As Willson 
(1993) points out, the life course of Mapuche women is strongly linked to the textile activity 
and the progressive learning of functions that work as a sort of passage rite from childhood to 
adulthood. The learning of the Mapuche textile tradition mixes two inseparable dimensions: 
the observation of the environment and the implementation of the observations into the witral 
enterprises (Faúndez and Verdugo, 2015). However, like any other cultural practice, witral has 
not been immune to the historical, social, economic, and political transformations that come 
with the passage of time. This has led Mapuche textile art to undergo modifications in their 
designs and production techniques (Úbeda and Loncopán, 2012). Nevertheless, as Willson 
(1993) points out, Mapuche female collective memory has kept “images, techniques and 
functions of the products of yesteryear” (p.101) which allows their modern (re)production from 
the diasporic context. Thus, witral has operated as a bridge to access traditional Mapuche 
knowledge grounded on transmitted interpretations of the Ngulumapu, protecting its loss 
through its (re)creation from the city. For some Mapuche, as with Miriam and Marcela, 
participation in associational activities has also meant an ethno-cultural attainment as they are 
now able to remember practices they identify as relevant to the indigenous group. The space 
offered by associations through their workshops for the (re)creation of practices identified as 
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emblematic has become a space of resistance from the cultural arena. As with the case of 
Mapuzungun and the use of herbs, witral is a language of cultural expression and ethnic 
identification. Through what individuals remember from their territory of origin or based on 
collective memory (re)constructions, the Mapuche in Santiago generate spaces of belonging 
through the performance of traditional practices embedded in conceptions of the homeland117. 
Maintaining voluntary associational activities requires economic planning. In the case 
of witral, associations have to invest in materials such as wool, wood looms, natural dyes and, 
if nobody in the association is a witraltukufe, in paying an external teacher. In order to obtain 
the funds Mapuche associations apply, as with the case of other workshops, for competitive 
public funds offered by CONADI and by municipalities, depending on the institution with 
which they are registered. As Villavicencio (2017) maintains, state-funded programmes based 
on the ideas of superación (betterment), empoderamiento (empowerment), and capacitación 
(training), are usually used to ascribe poor indigenous women into transformative schemes that 
present them as citizens able to succeed in the labour market deprived of their ethnic 
specificities. The state confers the responsibility of salir adelante (improving the personal 
situation) to the same people by inserting them into social programmes designed to improve 
their economic situation. Lorena is the presidenta of Newen Wakolda. Since she founded her 
Mapuche association, Lorena has been supporting vulnerable Mapuche women by offering 
different contexts though which to develop their skills. According to Lorena: 
 
The most important thing for us is to share and support each other. We get together to 
learn and work, and then sell our creations. What we need is a permanent indigenous 
market. We cannot depend on projects. You cannot ask a Mapuche woman to apply for a 
project if she has not finished primary education, if she does not know how to use a 
computer. That is not understanding the indigenous base of associations. 
 
As a result of an amalgam of interconnected historical socio-economic conditions that 
result in three-dimensional discrimination including racial, economic, and gender factors, 
economic opportunities for indigenous peoples in urban areas are scarcer than for non-
indigenous people. This translates into a structural dependency on bodies that are not 
 
117 Although usually marginally, witral aids to dignify the role of Mapuche women by the contribution to the 
family’s income. The money received from the selling of textiles helps women to be more independent and to 
build a sense of self-esteem and independence. Due to the greater commercialisation as a marketable craft in the 
city, the characteristic symbology and significance of witral have lost their original relevance. However, when 
made for ceremonial purposes, witral tends to regain a symbolic understanding (Faúndez and Verdugo, 2015). 
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necessarily sensitised to the context of the indigenous diaspora. In practice, the Mapuche are 
inscribed in categories of inequality with little space to challenge the power of the elite. As a 
result, Mapuche leaders are caught between the desire to take advantage of the few resources 
available to their associations and accusations of betrayal of the cultural resistance values by 
accepting state resources. In the case of Lorena and her association, two conditions make her 
situation even more complicated: the lack of a space in which to freely meet to develop witral 
workshops and the lack of an Indigenous Affairs Office in the municipality in which they are 
based. As a result of the lack of this interlocutor, Lorena’s association does not have a 
counterpart with which to negotiate the multiple details involved in the sale of their products, 
thus generating an even greater dependence on public funds118. 
 
7.5 Final Remarks 
 
Through the application for public funds offered by the state for the development of 
cultural and micro-entrepreneurial activities, Mapuche associations in Santiago have developed 
a series of workshops in those areas perceived as emblematic to a common ethnicity allowing 
the (re)creation of identity from the urban milieu. Of particular importance are Mapuzungun 
workshops in terms of their role in the teaching and practice of the language, as well as in their 
complementarity with the PEIB programme, which has been poorly implemented in urban 
areas. Moreover, Mapuche traditional health has also constituted one of the main areas of 
cultural (re)construction through the work of lawentuchefe and machi. Also framed by a state 
programme, PESPI, the traditional figures of the lawentuchefe and machi tend to be 
transformed into cultural managers that mediate between the public health system and the 
Mapuche realm, helping the indigenous worldview to become more accessible in the city. 
Herbal medicine workshops have also been part of the strategies of bringing closer Mapuche 
cultural practices to both the Mapuche and the Chilean broader community in Santiago, with 
the latter paradoxically becoming the main users of Mapuche traditional health services.  
As the Mapuche historian Claudio Alvarado (2016) points out, in the exercise of 
bringing to the city shared cultural indigenous traits for their (re)creation, multiple tensions are 
 
118 In conversations with the Regional Government of Santiago, I was informed in 2016 that a permanent 
indigenous market was among the most important projects to implement in the short term both to support the 
activity of indigenous entrepreneurship as well as to foster tourism in Santiago. However, in an e-mail received 
in 2018 from a regional-level public servant, it was mentioned that the creation of such a market has been 
jeopardised by the multiple intricacies of the project, ranging from the difficult search for agreements through 




generated regarding the appropriate identity to be activated. As a result of a general inclusivity 
of Mapuche associations with members coming from different diasporic generations, as well 
as from different lineages (kupalme) and territorial identifications (tuwün), associations have 
opted for a standardised (re)construction of cultural features, thus ignoring particular 
differences for the benefit of cultural consensus. The active engagement in workshops has been 
transformed into one of the main resources the Mapuche have in Santiago to collectively enact 
their ethnicity when living in a diasporic context. Through the work developed by urban 
indigenous associations in relation to Mapuzungun, herbs and medicine, and witral, 
associations have helped to generate spaces of belonging and socio-political resistance while 
re-affirming identity from the cultural sphere. However, to implement cultural work, the 
Mapuche diaspora in Santiago has relied on the support offered by the state at the local, 
regional, and national levels. The next chapter discusses the intricacies of the Mapuche/state 
























The Mapuche and the State 
Three Levels of Political Interaction 
 
Unlike rural Mapuche communities in which collective socio-political activity is 
usually led by a male lonko, in Santiago, the implementation of cultural, economic, and 
political activities that lead to a (re)construction of identity has been mainly carried out by 
women leaders, or, in local parlance, presidentas (female presidents). This chapter examines 
the different strategies Mapuche associations follow in the interaction with the state, frequently 
coordinated by associational presidentas, to materialise cultural (re)creation in the city. 
Using the legal framework stipulated by the Indigenous Law for indigenous 
associations, an important proportion of presidentas have been actively challenging traditional 
Mapuche gender prospects that restrict them to a domestic realm, either as domestic workers 
(nanas) or as mothers. The role of Mapuche women has been relevant for the organisation and 
implementation of cultural workshops and ceremonies. Mapuche women are also gradually 
adopting positions of power in negotiating with the state to open spaces of influence for their 
people in the urban context. In this way, associations not only serve as vehicles for salient 
traditionalisms to be (re)created, enabling the Mapuche diaspora in Santiago to live their 
ethnicity in the city, but are also allowing an incipient re-negotiation of gender relations in their 
multiple interactions with the state. However, the crucial role of women as political agents in 
negotiations with state authorities has been articulated from an ethnic-based perspective and 
has not followed clear gender-based precepts. The interaction between female Mapuche leaders 
and the state, rather, has been grounded on a historical model of negotiation, debate, and 
reaching agreements. 
Since the return to democracy, the Chilean state has tended to have an erratic 
behaviour towards indigenous peoples, with an internal organisation that has been highly 
fragmented, comprising many different levels and actors that deal with indigenous peoples’ 
affairs. As a result, there has been a critical lack of communication channels among the various 
political bodies involved in interactions with Mapuche associations. This situation has led to a 
notorious inefficiency in dealing with urban indigenous policies and to an increasing 
uncertainty on the part of the Mapuche associations regarding the real role and involvement of 
the state in their associational activities. Chile is a unitary country, whose territorial 
administration is managed at three levels of political decisions: national, regional, and local. 
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The Chilean state has interacted with the Mapuche population in Santiago through these three 
levels of influence: the national level through CONADI and different ministries, the regional 
level through the Regional Indigenous Bureau, and the local level through the Indigenous 
Affairs Offices (IAOs) located in various municipalities around Santiago; all with a tendency 
towards overlapping responsibilities. In order to prevent confusions in the study of the state’s 
interaction with Mapuche associations and its capacity to respond to indigenous claims 
articulated in Santiago, the following terms will be used in this thesis to denote these three 
levels of political interaction: the word ‘national government’ will be used to refer to national-
level institutions (including CONADI and ministries), ‘regional government’ to refer to the 
bodies that form the superior administration of the Metropolitan Region of Santiago (including 
the Regional Indigenous Bureau), ‘municipality’ to refer to the local government (including 
Indigenous Affairs Offices), and ‘state’ as a generic term applying to the state as a whole 
(including all its different levels).  
The chapter addresses the following questions: what are the main approaches used by 
presidentas to interact with the state? How effective are these approaches? Has the state been 
responsive to Mapuche claims at the local, regional, and/or national levels? The chapter is 
structured into three sections. The first section introduces the leadership role of presidentas as 
the coordinators of Mapuche collective work in Santiago. The second section presents the main 
channels of negotiation with public authorities in order to materialise the development of 
cultural associational activity. These include three levels of political communication: 
municipality’s Indigenous Affairs Offices; the Regional Indigenous Bureau at the Santiago-
regional level; and prior consultation meetings with public authorities framed by the 
International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) Convention 169. Finally, the chapter concludes by 
stating that, while presidentas have occupied a prominent role both as coordinators of a diverse 
range of cultural activities as well as interlocutors with the state, there is a profound lack of 
concerted inter-associational action, which has resulted in an atomised associational panorama 
in Santiago. 
 
8.1 Indigenous Associational Presidentas 
 
Until the first decades of the 20th century, Mapuche leaders were predominantly men 
of peasant origin. They had very different political objectives: some of them directed their 
struggle towards the recovery of their lands alienated by the state; others, towards the creation 
of better socioeconomic conditions that would allow greater integration into the Chilean 
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society, such as schools and health services. According to Bengoa (2000a), few Mapuche 
leaders of that time had Western-style formal education. Instead, they had great knowledge of 
the Mapuche culture and worldview as they were deeply immersed in rural community work. 
Contact with cities was mainly limited to the political sphere as this was the milieu in which 
the interaction with the non-indigenous ‘other’ was materialised. Modern Mapuche leaders 
have distanced themselves from this traditional leadership scheme as a growing number of 
Mapuche women are leading the collective (re)construction of ethnicity from within urban 
associations. 
Despite the increasing importance, the managerial role of women in Mapuche 
associations in Santiago has remained considerably invisible. As Mallon and Reuque (2002) 
and Calfío (2009) maintain, this situation stems from several reasons, including a mostly 
unchanged Mapuche gender structure which, over the years, has seen the role of women as 
alien to political leadership affairs; a multifaceted discrimination of poor indigenous women 
and patronised domestic workers by the prevailing urban society; and socio-political structures 
before and during the dictatorship that relegated women to the domestic arena by constructing 
their image as mothers and wives. As Radcliffe and Westwood (1995) discuss, the state is a 
relevant agent for the articulation and strengthening of gender roles, which position women in 
particular social performances such as wives, mothers, and class subjects. As a result, the minds 
and bodies of women are shaped by an imposed servitude. Over time, state influence impacts 
the way in which gender roles are assumed and performed by social groups which, in the case 
of Mapuche women in Santiago, have been oriented to the domestic service sector. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the democratic transition in the early 1990s brought new 
opportunities for participation and expression of demands from formerly silenced groups in 
society, including indigenous peoples. Previously, few spaces were open for these groups to 
negotiate the content of democracy. As the state’s response, laws and institutions were created 
which incorporated some of the demands claimed by underrepresented groups as with the case 
of CONADI. As Richards (2004) points out, access to this new set of institutions has not been 
the same for all individuals but is conditioned by structures of domination based on class, 
ethnicity, and gender. In comparison to their male Mapuche counterparts, opportunities for 
poor Mapuche women tend to be scarce, creating a sense of powerlessness. Gender identities 
and relations are shaped by racisms and classisms in Latin American societies, in which 
opportunities for women are still determined by class and ethno-racial identifiers (Radcliffe 
and Westwood, 1995). Despite this, Zinn and Dill (1996) maintain that “within the constraints 
of race, class, and gender oppression, women create viable lives for themselves, their families, 
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and their communities” (p.328). Although focusing on the intersection of gender and racial 
studies in the U.S., Zinn and Dill’s (1996) study proves to be useful for considering the 
Mapuche context in Santiago as presidentas have been gradually gaining leadership spaces for 
identity (re)construction through the coordination of different cultural activities. 
As presented in Chapter 2, before the Pacificación de la Araucanía, Mapuche women 
were considered economic resources of the community or lineage and traded in exchange for 
heads of cattle (Calfío, 2009). Gender relations in the Mapuche culture, were, in theory, seen 
as complementary. Chawngechen, the Mapuche deity, is a co-gendered and multigenerational 
figure formed by four aspects: old woman, old man, young woman, and young man 
(Bacigalupo, 2004). Complementarity is central to understanding gender relations at a 
discursive level, given that the lack of the male or female parts would cause a disharmonious 
imbalance of forces affecting rural community relations in the perfect social whole. Mapuche 
women were the connecting element among different male-dominated lineages. Before being 
subjugated by the Chilean state, Mapuche women were in charge of the domestic and 
educational domains, passing the culture on to their children. In other words, they dominated 
the family environment. Meanwhile, men were responsible for agricultural duties and political 
affairs. However, as Bengoa (1992) points out, the arrival of the indigenous forced settlement 
after the Pacificación de la Araucanía changed gender structures. Extreme Mapuche 
impoverishment led women to lose much of their social worth as items of exchange and 
reproductive value. As a result of their unobstructed inclusion into the urban labour market, 
Mapuche women were particularly drawn to migrate to cities in comparison to their male 
counterparts in search of better economic possibilities to support their homes (Bello, 2002; 
Imilan, 2009; Course, 2011; Curin, 2012). Accordingly, Mapuche men started to be cut off 
from certain traditional economic roles, with Mapuche women able to independently generate 
their own means of subsistence and create their own support networks in the city. 
While migration often occurs under economic desperation, new diaspora 
predicaments may be conducive to a positive renegotiation of gender relations based on the 
new opportunities opened to Mapuche women. However, maintaining connections with 
homelands, kinship networks, and religious and cultural traditions, even when deployed in 
Santiago, may affect the political development of Mapuche women leaders and of their 
associations in general. Life for Mapuche women in diasporic situations can be doubly difficult, 
compounding the material and spiritual insecurities of migration with the demands of family 
and work as well as with the claims of old and new patriarchies that may hinder their prospects 
for future leadership (Clifford, 1994). Yet, at the same time, the attachment to homelands may 
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serve as a fundamental source of values over which to reinterpret and reconstruct a sense of 
self in the host society by adapting religious and sociocultural practices within the new 
framework. That is, resettlement may represent an opportunity that empowers diasporic women 
by providing the space in which they can set their own agendas, challenge specific oppressions 
in their own way, and mark new ethno-cultural and political trajectories in the new environment 
(Brah, 1996). Thus, not only diasporic experiences can be gendered but also the (re)creation of 
identity in the new setting. Diasporas, therefore, open new interpretations for cultural practice, 
new economic roles and demands, and new political spaces for interaction. Nevertheless, 
material or symbolic communication channels with the territory and communities of origin 
reveal an underlying tension between traditional Mapuche social structures and their 
implementation in a non-indigenous milieu. 
Unlike their rural counterparts, the participation of Mapuche women in political 
affairs in Santiago only developed in the second half of the 20th century. Examples such as 
those of Herminia Aburto Colihueque who in 1935 became the first female Mapuche candidate 
for a public office, representing Temuco, broadly considered to be the capital of the Mapuche 
homeland (Calfío, 2009), were rare for Mapuche women residents in Santiago. Even more 
distant was the possibility of creating a female-based organisation such as the Sociedad 
Femenina Araucana Yafluayin (Araucana Feminine Society Yafluayin), which was created in 
Temuco in 1937 (Calfío, 2009). While limited, political endeavours of Mapuche women were 
relegated to the homeland. Those living and working in Santiago, mostly as indoor domestic 
workers, remained in their majority silent until the authoritarian times of Pinochet when they 
started to protest against both the subdivision of indigenous lands and the military regime in 
general. The fierce opposition of the dictatorship to any attempt to articulate a Mapuche-based 
political movement led to a flourishing of cultural organisations, such as Centros Culturales 
Mapuche (Mapuche Cultural Centres) in Temuco, which were able to develop without major 
political impediments since 1978 (Calfío, 2009)119. Mapuche women assumed leadership 
positions, even at the national level. However, there were no indications of the formulation of 
a discourse that would account for specific gender-related demands. As Mapuche researcher 
Margarita Calfío (2009) maintains, when formulated, specific political demands were diluted 
in the collective rights of the people as the call was not to divide the Mapuche. 
Mapuche women have positioned their activism as part of the Mapuche struggle, 
distancing themselves from women’s movements (Aguilera and Yon, 2015). That is, gender 
 
119 They were supported by the Catholic Church, NGOs, and sectors linked to the defence of Human Rights. 
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identity is still mediated by their identification as Mapuche (Richards, 2004; Vera, 2014). Diva 
Millapán (2014), one of the most notorious Mapuche activists for the initiative of Mapuche 
women’s leadership in Santiago, acknowledged that even the creation of the Red de Mujeres 
Mapuche (Network of Mapuche Women) in 2012 served to present proposals to political 
parties raised as a Mapuche people more than based on gender-specific issues. As members of 
a subjugated people in Chile and especially in the city, their ethnicity has usually been a more 
salient way to counteract invisibility-based discourses that equate authentic indigeneity with a 
rural dwelling. Despite the lack of gender specific demands, Richards (2004) and Calfio (2009) 
recognise that, from the 1980s onwards, women started to become more influential in the 
decision-making machineries within Mapuche organisations.  
As seen in Chapter 3, identity is socially constructed. The self is produced and 
maintained through interactions with others; identity is shifting and context driven. As a result, 
social groups such as the Mapuche are not homogenous. As any other group, the Mapuche 
define their identities differently in distinct contexts. That is, being Mapuche can mean 
different things to different individuals in different situations (Richards, 2004). Yet, as 
Richards (2004) maintains, two areas have brought agreement among Mapuche leaders: the 
centrality of the Mapuche struggle for land recovery and a firm awareness of the Mapuche as 
a people. By building on these two areas and using the legal framework provided by the state 
for the creation of ethnic associations, Mapuche presidentas have been opening spaces of 
leadership, especially in associations that seek a cultural revival. Mapuche women have thus 
continued with a historical role of cultural transmission, being transformed into agents of 
cultural survival. Grounded on historical strategies of negotiation and search for agreements 
with state counterparts, as in the case of parlamentos, presidentas have sustained conciliation-
based models of interaction with the state in the city. Through the reconnection and 
maintenance of ties with their diasporic peers, presidentas have used urban indigenous 
associations as sites for the collective expression of their ethnicity and resistance to racist 
oppression. The female Mapuche diaspora has been leaving behind social roles that relegate 
them to a domestic sphere, with cultural recovery and implementation gradually becoming their 
leadership strongholds in Santiago.  
The characteristic heterogeneity of the Mapuche people has resulted in a very diverse 
set of Mapuche associations that populate the ethnic scene in Santiago. As Warren (2017) 
argues, debates regarding the traits to be (re)constructed as well as how to carry out the process, 
raise questions about the possible ways in which urban Mapuche associations can represent the 
interests of their members while negotiating with the state the opening of political spaces. 
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Discussions have been developed through negotiation with local, regional, and national level 
authorities to express associational concerns. Such has been the relevance of the Mapuche 
collective work in Santiago, that the state has responded with the creation of an institutional 
structure capable, in theory, of responding to their claims at three different levels of political 
action: the Indigenous Affairs Offices at the local-municipality level; the Regional Indigenous 
Bureau at the Santiago-regional level; and prior consultation meetings framed by the ILO 
Convention 169. Hand in hand with the creation of these institutions is the budgetary and 
personnel provision to deal with urban indigenous affairs. This new, though still limited, 
inclusion of the urban indigenous issue at these three political levels, has presented the first 
lineaments for the articulation of an incipient urban indigeneity agenda. The forms of 
interaction and negotiation between urban Mapuche associations and the state in each of these 
three political levels are presented in the following sections. 
 
8.2 Political Participation and Negotiation with Public Authorities 
 
Mapuche associational memberships in Santiago are highly diverse. Not all 
associations develop the same workshops in the same way. As presented in Chapter 7, some 
associations prefer to develop Mapuzungun workshops while others favour the area of 
traditional health through machi consultations or witral workshops. In turn, not all associations 
support the same demands and the same strategies to achieve their goals. Some people are 
focused on the area of redistribution, that is, access to certain goods and services such as health 
care, housing, and education. Others, on the contrary, are critical of this stance, accusing this 
group of people of willing an integration into the Winka society. In other words, these demands 
would entail an acceptance of the redistributive measures offered by a state that has behaved 
erratically with indigenous peoples, with policies tending to further increase social divisions in 
Chile. This second group, rather, tends to favour autonomy claims in the form of self-
determination. To meet the great diversity of demands in Santiago, different mechanisms of 
interaction have been developed in recent decades between public authorities and urban 
Mapuche associations. Although CONADI continues to be the institution that governs 
indigenous issues at the national level, in Santiago, CONADI has not had major political 
influence. In turn, the same Mapuche memberships in Santiago understood CONADI as a 
context in which to solve specific legal procedures, such as obtaining the calidad indígena 
certificate or the registration of the association, but not as a political body enabling sustained 
dialogue. On the other hand, Indigenous Affairs Offices at the municipality level and the 
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Indigenous Bureau of the Metropolitan Regional Government of Santiago have been 
constituted as contexts for the formulation of socio-political debate among associations, and 
between these and the state. At the same time, within the framework of the ILO Convention 
169 ratified by Chile in 2008, a series of prior consultation meetings have been developed in 
particular areas relevant for indigenous peoples, which have brought together association 
leaders, especially presidentas, for the discussion of indigenous public policy. Based on the 
experience of the participants of this study, both Mapuche and public servants, the following 
sections present the advances and weaknesses of these models of political interaction, which 
have inevitably influenced the ways in which Mapuche identity is (re)constructed in Santiago. 
 
8.2.1 Indigenous Affairs Offices. 
 
We were summoned at 10 AM at the CESFAM Carlos Godoy in Maipú for the expected 
inauguration of Carla’s herb garden. At 10:30, few people had arrived: only the leaders 
of Tripay Antü, all wearing traditional Mapuche costumes, together with another three 
members of the association, one of whom diligently played the kultrun. Everything was 
prepared: chairs, food, even a sample of ointments made during the herbal medicine 
workshop. Slowly, CESFAM representatives began to arrive: doctors, nurses, and 
auxiliaries, as well as the students of the workshop. Visibly nervous, Carla made a call to 
the Indigenous Affairs Office of Maipú. An hour and a half later than the scheduled time 
for the beginning of the ceremony, the people in charge of the Indigenous Affairs Office 
entered the back part of the CESFAM, where the orchard is located. After the arrival of 
the municipal authorities, the llellipun120 began. This was officiated by the treasurer of 
the association given that Carla is not an hablante. In the ceremony, everyone was 
welcome to participate. A large circle of more than 30 people was formed giving rise to 
a particular image: some with white coats, others with trapelakucha121 and trarilonko122, 
and others with office suits, all dancing to the sound of the kultrun. This is the image of 
‘lo Mapuche’ in Santiago: neither completely urban nor completely indigenous, but 




121 A silver ornament traditionally worn by Mapuche women on the chest. 
122 A headband worn by the Mapuche, both men and women, using different materials in each case: women’s 
trarilonko are made of silver while men’s are made of sheep’s wool. 
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As Richards (2004) maintains, for indigenous peoples, the state has usually been 
understood as a modern representation of the entity that usurped their territory and brought 
about a catastrophe for their people. However, at the urban associational level, the Indigenous 
Affairs Offices (IAOs) have acted as bridges that connect the non-indigenous political context 
with Mapuche associations. The negotiation capacity of Mapuche associations led to the 
creation in 1996 of the first IAO in La Pintana (Carmona, 2015). After decades of invisibility 
of the urban indigenous reality in the eyes of the state, these offices have multiplied to 30 
throughout Santiago, with the specific objective of working with the local indigenous 
population (GORE, 2016). IAOs have operated, in practice, at three levels: as communication 
channels between the indigenous population residing in their municipality and the regional and 
national governments; as logistics managers in the face of particular needs, including the search 
for space for associational use; and as providers of documentation and information in terms of 
the existing institutional structures in indigenous affairs, thus helping CONADI to decompress 
its functions. Although their specific functions are not always precise for both indigenous users 
and public servants, resulting in a duplicity of the IAOs’ actions with the other levels of 
political influence, IAOs constitute the first institutional space to which local Mapuche 
associations present their demands and needs (Campos et al., 2018). As with the case of other 
institutions working in indigenous affairs, there is a tendency for the official in charge of the 
IAO to be indigenous or, at least, to have a close link with the indigenous population both in 
their personal and professional trajectories (De la Maza, 2010). However, being indigenous 
offers a different legitimacy among the local indigenous population when executing the role as 
state-based authority. The public servant/indigenous user interaction is, thus, built on a 
relationship based on an ethnic complicity framed by sociability codes such as the greeting in 
Mapuzungun. 
One of the main working areas in which IAOs have established collaboration channels 
with Mapuche associations in Santiago is in the organisation of cultural workshops and 
ceremonies by the provision of logistical support. This is the case of the event organised by 
Carla, presidenta of Tripay Antü and lawentuchefe in Carlos Godoy’s CESFAM. The presence 
of the IAO’s authorities in this event was expected as they supported the creation of the herb 
garden by contributing tools and municipality workers. The event would not have been the 
same for Carla without the attendance of these authorities. Inscribed within the framework of 
a Family Health Centre, supported by the Ministry of Health and the municipality of Maipú, 
the IAO’s authorities offered a level of endorsement to Carla’s indigenous activities in the 
CESFAM, even if this resulted in an evident delay in the garden’s official opening ceremony. 
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The two representatives of the IAO, on the other hand, knew exactly the social codes that 
commanded Carla’s activity: the inauguration of the garden was clearly not their first 
experience in this kind of Mapuche associational event. More frequently, municipal 
representatives are invited by presidentas to partake in urban associational activities. Such is 
the collaboration that has existed between certain IAOs and Mapuche associations, that the 
presence of the local government has become an almost indispensable element of the Mapuche 
associational panorama in Santiago. After the events, photos of the Mapuche leaders and 
municipality officials are taken, publicly revealing the good relations that have been generated 
between both worlds. 
Collaboration networks have also been common in the ceremonial area. While most 
nguillatün have been protected from the presence of outsiders, something different has 
happened with the wiñol tripantü or the annual spiritual renewal of the Mapuche. Rarely 
implemented in rural areas, celebrating instead Noche de San Juan, which was established by 
the Spaniards, wiñol tripantü was recovered from oblivion and transformed into one of the 
most important ceremonies in Santiago. In turn, wiñol tripantü has also been transformed into 
one of the most municipality-dependent events at the city level. Pamela is a non-Mapuche 
social worker and was the person in charge of the IAO in Maipú until 2017. When asked about 
her role as IAO coordinator, Pamela pointed out the following: 
 
As an office, we provide food for the wiñol tripantü. All associations are given the same 
amount of everything. We give them flour, oil, sugar, pine nuts, yeast, and mate. They 
come here to demand this stuff. 
 
Leonardo, an anthropologist and community-born Mapuche in charge of the IAO in 
Peñalolén, also comments in this same line: 
 
Until today, we do not have a specific policy for indigenous peoples. What we do is, 
basically, to provide logistical support. Last year, for the wiñol tripantü, we invited a 
machi. The thing is that the wiñol tripantü has been institutionalised, you know… 
 
Although the wiñol tripantü corresponds to an ancestral Mapuche ceremony, most of 
the necessary elements to develop the ceremony are provided by local governments. While the 
wiñol tripantü includes symbolisms recognised as belonging to a common Mapuche ethnicity 
such as certain foods, rites, and traditional authorities, the actual organisation of the event is 
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mostly supported by municipalities through their IAOs. In many cases, logistics are not 
restricted to the provision of food and spaces, but also to the arrangements to bring a machi 
from a southern community to lead the rogations, a person that is widely considered as an 
emblem of authentic Mapuche-ness. In this way, the wiñol tripantü is at the intersection 
between the Mapuche-‘traditional’ culture and the non-indigenous urban context. However, this 
model of interaction has not been exempt from criticisms. The celebration of ancestral 
ceremonies, by following a municipality-dependent pattern, has been accused by some 
presidentas of reducing the Mapuche culture to a rather folkloric experience. Mapuche identity 
traits, instead of being lived, are allegedly performed. However, when discussing this same 
topic, Valeria, presidenta of Quetrahue, although recognising the level of influence that the 
local government has exercised over the course of associational activities, defended the support 
conferred by IAOs for the organisation of cultural events. According to Valeria, this is because 
of the state’s responsibility to provide the Mapuche in diasporic contexts with various elements 
that are necessary for the development of cultural activities, as a way of compensating for the 
profound damage caused to the Mapuche people over centuries. Valeria says: 
 
It is because of the historical debt. If we had enough land, perhaps now we could live in 
a more decent way. Our parents had to emigrate to support their own family. I think the 
Mapuche must have certain benefits from the state. The state has to support us. 
 
Based on his experience as an IAO coordinator, Leonardo maintains that public funds 
are distributed to finance short-term measures that seek to establish a cultural indigeneity 
model, including ritual spaces and educational facilities. Few resources have been invested to 
generate a debate at the local level for the creation of an indigenous urban plan that could have 
a long-term impact on the lives of indigenous peoples in diaspora contexts. Rather, the state has 
tried to satisfy the most immediate demands and those whose solution is most visible to the 
society in general, without compromising economic and political objectives and, especially, 
avoiding measures that may endanger a sense of Chilean-ness. Support has tended to be 
restricted to the recovery and implementation of certain Mapuche cultural traits in Santiago. As 
seen in Chapter 7, the limitations Mapuche associations face in terms of funding has made them 
rely on the economic support offered by the state. As a result, incentives are created for 
Mapuche associations to promote activities that may benefit from the state’s support. Yolanda 
is a second-generation Mapuche in Santiago who works in indigenous affairs in a public 
hospital in Puente Alto. According to Yolanda, in the search to establish support ties with the 
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state that would allow Mapuche associations to carry out activities, associations have tended to 
present an essentialist array of cultural traits that appeal to a homeland-based ethnicity. 
However, the cultural features that are displayed are usually reduced to a simplistic 
interpretation by non-Mapuche assistants, who are often invited to associational activities. In 
this respect, Yolanda comments: 
 
There is much sensitivity missing, people do not understand why a rogation is made. 
Officials come and ask me, “when are you going to have sopaipilla123, when are you 
going to invite me to eat something delicious?” That is the vision at this moment. It is 
very folklorised. 
 
While the presence of IAOs is less contested than that of regional and national-level 
authorities, certain practices, such as the recurrent use of traditional ceremonial customs when 
meeting municipal authorities, has been subject to debate among the same Mapuche 
associations. While some associations have promoted this model, others have been critical, as 
sustained by Leonardo: 
 
Some associations have said that the wiñol tripantü must be celebrated, that they have to 
receive support from the municipality. But there are also the most critical narratives that 
say that this is being transformed into an exhibition, because the authorities are always 
invited. 
 
Despite the risk of adopting a reductionist cultural (re)creation model, Carmona (2015) 
highlights the relevance of the interaction between Mapuche and IAOs in associational 
activities as social contexts that allow an exchange of culture that helps to demystify 
conceptions and make the ‘other’ visible. IAOs, however, are not the same throughout Santiago: 
their budget and role depend on the mayor in office. In some municipalities, IAOs work for the 
local indigenous peoples; others work with indigenous peoples; while others work for their 
respective municipality. In other municipalities, in contrast, while having an office, the actual 
power and budget of IAOs is practically inexistent.  
Regardless of the IAO model established, Mapuche associations in Santiago agree that, 
although they sometimes participate in regional and national level discussions, the associations’ 
 
123 Fried pastry. 
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main political interaction has been with their local municipality, more specifically, with the 
corresponding IAO. Some municipalities, such as Maipú and Peñalolén, organise monthly 
meetings with Mapuche associations, which has resulted in IAOs being transformed into one 
of the more regular possibilities associations have to meet and discuss among them. Without 
the invitation made by IAOs, Mapuche associations would have few opportunities for 
interaction among them, which potentially present spaces for new inter-associational 
collaborations. If associations request it in advance, the mayor may also be invited to participate 
in these meetings between local Mapuche associations and IAO officials. Although the range 
of action of IAOs has been limited to a logistic role, they have proven to be an incipient context 
of inter-associative political participation. However, the IAOs’ dependence on the mayor may 
in turn damage long-term actions, such as the generation of particular support links, or short-
term projects commanded by specific political interests, generally in view of an upcoming 
election. As seen in Chapter 7, this was the case of Tripay Antü, Carla’s association. Tripay 
Antü lost their ethnic place when the new mayor came to power, who also replaced Pamela as 
the IAO coordinator. This situation reveals some of the weaknesses that the IAO model has, 
which, in certain cases such as in Maipú, undermines the few political spaces already gained 
by Mapuche associations. 
 
8.2.2 Regional Indigenous Bureau. 
 
At a higher level of influence is the Regional Indigenous Bureau (RIB), dependent on 
the Metropolitan Regional Government of Santiago and led by the intendente of the 
Metropolitan Region of Santiago who is appointed by the President of the Republic. Framed 
by the early analyses made by Comisión de Verdad Histórica y Nuevo Trato con los Pueblos 
Indígenas124 (2003), a national body created to advise the President on a new culturally-
sensitive indigenous policy, the RIB was created in 2001 by request of indigenous leaders to 
the Regional Government. The main purpose of the RIB was to constitute a context to develop 
a permanent dialogue between indigenous representatives and the state. However, for seven 
years, a high level of disorganisation characterised the RIB including its internal structure, 
aims, and budget. Only in 2008, after an internal crisis, the RIB was subject to its first major 
restructuring through the creation of the public office ‘Encargado de la Unidad de Asuntos 
Indígenas’ (Official in charge of the Indigenous Affairs Unit). The official in charge of the RIB 
 
124 Commission for Historical Truth and New Deal with Indigenous Peoples. 
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when conducting the fieldwork was Mateo, a non-Mapuche anthropologist still in office to 
date. After the creation of this post, the RIB began to convene indigenous representatives in 
Santiago to discuss specific topics related to common interests such as the development of 
ceremonies like the wiñol tripantü and the organisation of non-permanent indigenous markets. 
Constant complaints were heard from both the state authorities and the indigenous 
leaders themselves, alleging the lack of a clear plan of action, as well as the sustained low 
productivity of the RIB over the years. This resulted in a new regulation in 2011 intended to 
organise the work developed by the institution and establish clearer goals. According to the 
2011 regulation, the RIB’s purpose was to constitute “a context that generates dialogue and 
participation, develops an inclusive way forward, and articulates a public programme that 
benefits the indigenous peoples of the region” (Gobierno Regional Metropolitano de Santiago, 
2011). Gradually, a deeper dialogue between the Regional Government and indigenous 
associations emerged regarding specific indigenous demands. These demands were 
consequently translated into eight permanent working committees: productive development; 
housing; social policy and indigenous rights; health; education; women’s issues; municipal 
indigenous affairs offices; and culture. Each of these commissions was joined by indigenous 
representatives as well as public servants specialised in the specific area. In turn, each 
commission was responsible to designate a ‘president’ to lead the discussions. As reported by 
Mateo, the same flaws of the old RIB were still present. As a result, several Mapuche 
associations decided to leave the RIB as they were unable to see any major advances in terms 
of a regional indigenous policy. This is the case of Sergio, the lonko of Kallfulikan. In regard 
to the RIB, Sergio stated: 
 
I was one of the founding members of the Bureau. In 2011, the office was 
institutionalised. We are still called to participate as an association, but we did not keep 
going. We are not going to fight for the right to make sopaipillas and for a stall at an 
indigenous market. We want direct contact with the authorities. There is no conversation 
with the intendente but just with representatives, which is not the same. 
 
Discussions focused on short-term economic allocations rather than seeking political 
agreements that could have a long-term political impact for the Mapuche diaspora in Santiago, 
such as the area of self-determination. This resulted in Sergio leaving the Bureau in 2011. The 
absence of high-ranking authorities, such as the intendente who is, according to the regulation, 
the one that should lead the Bureau, and his/her replacement by lower-ranking officials 
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encouraged Sergio, who fought for the creation of the Bureau as a context of real policy 
discussion, to leave it indefinitely. The RIB not only continued without major projects, but 
there was also a deep division within the same Bureau given the creation of internal alliances 
between some indigenous representatives and the official in charge of the RIB during the 2011-
2014 period. This led to one of the most profound crises in the Bureau, which prompted a new 
call to reformulate its regulation. After an arduous negotiation for over six months between the 
state and the representatives of indigenous associations, the ongoing regulation was created in 
2016. As stated by Valeria, presidenta of Quetrahue: 
 
I entered the Regional Bureau when it was in conflict. They all wanted to get rid of it. For 
a long time it did not work because of the problems that existed with the previous official 
[prior to Mateo]. 
 
The alleged establishment of alliances between state representatives at both the 
regional and municipality levels with certain indigenous actors, has been at the centre of inter-
associative conflicts. Accusations of political favouritism, access to privileged information, and 
the discretional allocation of public projects, are some of the reasons that led a number of 
associations around Santiago not to participate in the RIB, as well as frustrating any potential 
of cooperation among associations. The sum of misconduct allegations led the post ‘Official in 
charge of the Indigenous Affairs Unit’ to be unstable. As Mateo points out, before him, the 
person in his position lasted little more than two years in office, setting a record in this respect. 
On the other hand, one of the main topics of discussion in the RIB has been the real 
representativeness of the indigenous members that compose it. Unlike the meetings of the IAOs, 
the calls to participate made by the RIB have been, from its origins, less inclusive. As has been 
the trend in indigenous institutionality, the early stages of the RIB were highly unstructured. 
The indigenous representatives were invited to participate given their leadership capacity, 
evaluated according to their charisma and affinity with the official in charge of the RIB. Valeria, 
as a new leader in the Bureau, has strived to make it more transparent and inclusive by joining 
the ethics committee. According to her experience, Valeria comments: 
 
The previous official had a ‘boys club’ within the Regional Bureau. Everything was 
endorsed by three or four urban indigenous leaders, all men. Projects that benefited only 
the parties involved were approved. The speech was always the same “we have been 
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working for a long time”, but I never heard them saying “we have achieved this”. The 
break came when we started discovering these sinister things. 
 
As Valeria, several other presidentas pointed out in the interviews a marked patriarchal 
culture within the Mapuche socio-political world at the extra-municipality levels. Despite this 
institutionalised patriarchal culture, both in the same RIB that summoned certain indigenous 
leaders that complied with the state’s ‘indio permitido’125 criteria, as well as the indigenous 
representatives who kept the doors closed to new influences, the constant crises led the RIB’s 
establishment to be challenged. The same presidentas managed to create collaborations among 
them and demanded changes in terms of the internal structure of the RIB. Thanks to their 
collective work, the 2016 regulation has been slowly implemented, leaving behind some of the 
more unethical practices. Currently, the Bureau is composed of 39 indigenous representatives, 
who remain in office for two years. Being members of an urban indigenous association, these 
representatives are elected at the municipality level through any mechanism decided by their 
own associations. In those municipalities with less than three associations, only one 
representative can be appointed. When there are more than three associations, this number 
increases to two. This form of members’ election to the Bureau has sought a greater 
representativeness of indigenous associations given that they ostensibly are those with a more 
developed sense of collective ethnic responsibility. As indicated by Mateo, members of 
indigenous associations with a valid legal entity number will be preferred as the legal status 
reveals a greater willingness to work with the state. As a result, the RIB has a broad geographic 
representation. At the same time, the RIB is currently formed by a higher proportion of women, 
as it is mainly presidentas who lead urban Mapuche associations. Traditional authorities such 
as machi and lonko are also welcome to participate. To achieve greater inclusion, the eight 
committees that form the RIB can invite external people to work on specific projects.  
As Sergio and Valeria point out, due to the lack of participation of high-ranking state 
officials such as the intendente, the presence of these state authorities has been losing relevance 
for the members of the RIB. In the words of Valeria, indigenous representatives themselves are 
gradually beginning to develop autonomous action, calling meetings to debate three times a 
year. Although the history of the RIB has been full of difficulties, an incipient coordinated 
inter-associational action at the regional level is emerging. However, the lack of transparency 
in the allocation of public funds at the local, regional, and national levels and the lack of 
 
125 Sanctioned indigenous. 
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legitimacy of state-based indigenous institutions, have made this collaborative work to be still 
very fragile. 
 
8.2.3 Prior consultation. 
 
Prior consultation (PC) meetings for indigenous peoples held in accordance with the 
International Labour Organisation’s Convention 169 (from now, ‘the Convention’)126, signed 
by Chile in 2008 after 20 years of discussion in Congress, constitute a context for debate 
between Mapuche associations and the national government. The framework of the Convention 
is, together with the Indigenous Law (1993) and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights 
of Indigenous Peoples (2007), the main normative provision for indigenous affairs in Chile. As 
Sanhueza (2013) points out, the PC model is more than a context of participation that fits within 
the margins of the rule of law in a representative democracy as in Chile, but rather assumes a 
paradigm shift in the historical relationship between the state and indigenous peoples. In this 
regard, according to the previous Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples in the 
UN, James Anaya (2009), “(…) the duty of States to consult with indigenous peoples in 
decisions affecting them is aimed at reversing the historical pattern of exclusion from decision-
making, in order to avoid the future imposition of important decisions on indigenous peoples 
(…)” (pp.14-15). In other words, PCs have been designed as special participation mechanisms 
through which indigenous peoples manifest their self-determination (Sanhueza, 2013). PCs 
represent one of the few calls open to Mapuche memberships, usually channelled through 
IAOs, to collectively participate in the search for agreements in particular areas of public policy 
that may have an effect on their lives. PCs constitute, in practice, meeting points between 
representatives of Mapuche associations, mainly presidentas, located in the same geographical 
zone and national-level governmental authorities. The zone-based geographical division was 
designed by the state with the intention of facilitating discussions and giving a proper structure 
to the meetings.  
 
126 The ILO Convention 169 is the only binding international instrument that regulates the rights of indigenous 
and tribal peoples (the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 2007, is a non-binding 
recommendation). However, its enforcement in Chile depends on its interpretation by the Constitutional Court as 
well as a supreme decree (Decreto Supremo), which was approved immediately after the entry into force of the 
Convention: Reglamento de Consulta y Participación (Rules of Consultation and Participation). This restricts the 
scope of application of prior consultation and participation as prescribed in the Convention. As a result, many of 
the consultations have been engaged in debates about its character as “non-binding, flexible, and that operates 
without prejudice to the legal framework” (Corte de Apelaciones de Santiago, 2011). Examples of this include 
the environmental conflicts of the Pepiukëlen Community in Los Lagos Region and the construction of the 
Maquehue Airport in Temuco (Contesse and Lovera, 2011; Montt and Matta, 2011). 
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An example of these meetings was the consultation in the area of health, held between 
2015-2016. Among the topics discussed were: the creation of an infrastructure with cultural 
relevance (for instance, the creation of an intercultural hospital in Santiago); training of health 
personnel in indigenous affairs; ‘Buen Nacer’, ‘Buen Vivir’, and ‘Buen Morir’ according to the 
indigenous worldview (including the discussion about spiritual support for patients, autopsy, 
and organ donation); and accreditation of traditional authorities or indigenous health agents in 
public health institutions (machi and lawentuchefe) (Fieldnotes from prior consultation in the 
area of health, Puente Alto, 2016). Given that these discussions are inserted within a complex 
framework that seeks to change the current law, indigenous peoples can invite their own legal 
advisor, usually a lawyer, paid by the state. Upon reaching an agreement at the zone level, 
indigenous representatives participate in a higher regional meeting. 
In accordance with the Convention, the consultation process should be guided by 
certain principles, including: (1) consulting indigenous peoples through appropriate procedures 
whenever legislative or administrative measures that may directly affect them may be 
approved; (2) establishing adequate means of participation so that indigenous peoples can 
participate freely; and (3) carrying out the consultation in good faith to reach agreements on 
the proposed measures. Despite the intention of compliance with these guidelines by some 
national-level governmental actors, several problems have arisen in the process that have 
generated an even more strained relationship between the state and the Mapuche population in 
Santiago. As Sanhueza (2013) points out, some difficulties in implementing the Convention’s 
guidelines are related to the structure of the Chilean judicial system, given its extreme 
formalism and the implicit mistrust in the international human rights system. In addition, the 
lack of constitutional recognition of indigenous peoples has also promoted power asymmetries. 
This, according to Sanhueza (2013), responds to the state’s fear of social and territorial 
fragmentation that the recognition of a particular group’s collective rights would create, as well 
as of the economic implications that this may generate to the country as a whole. Most of the 
problems presented by Mapuche associational representatives are related to an institutional 
framework that does not meet the criteria established by the Convention. The state, on the 
contrary, has sought an adaptation of indigenous socio-political structures to its own logic. The 
requirements demanded by the state for indigenous peoples to be able to effectively participate 
in PCs, do not usually coincide with the procedures proposed by the Convention, which dictates 
that the peoples themselves should be those who decide on their forms of participation. In other 
words, representativeness and participation have been designed on a top-down model, in which 
national-level institutions present the conditions under which topics will be discussed 
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(Contesse and Lovera, 2011; Montt and Matta, 2011). This situation was, on different 
occasions, pointed out by several presidentas. This is the case of Carla, presidenta of Tripay 
Antü, who says: 
 
We were summoned by the Ministry of Health, but the legal offer was already made by 
the state. We cannot contribute much, and we cannot change anything. Then, the state 
says that it complied, that they consulted the indigenous peoples. 
 
Carla’s feeling was shared by other Mapuche participants at the PC meetings, both 
presidentas and members of associations in general. Among them, there was a widespread 
feeling that the national government approached associations with decisions already made, and 
that consultations have become a farce in view of formalistic compliance with international 
standards. This opinion is also shared by José, a Mapuche member of an association in Santiago 
who was one of the main informants in this study. In this sense, José affirms: 
 
The consultation depends on whether the state summons people or not. The process is 
tedious and with an endless agenda. In addition, the state sets the discussion time frames. 
The consultation should be for indigenous peoples, which means that it is the state that 
should adapt to the guidelines established by the peoples and not the other way around. 
 
As the experience of these Mapuche reveals, the national government has tended to 
promote a non-binding consultation system based on an already defined programme, thus 
violating the principle of good faith by continuing with the structural political alienation of 
indigenous peoples. Although PCs seek to approve norms in favour of a more culturally-
relevant indigenous policy, the process, however, is still far from incorporating the indigenous 
worldview. While PCs usually start with a rogation and with traditional Mapuche food offered 
to the attendees, in the state/indigenous interaction in the city, the understanding of indigenous 
cultural relevance has been limited to a simplistic cultural approach. An example of this 
limitation was given by the discussions in the area of health in Peñalolén. Several Mapuche 
attendees said that the indigenous worldview is comprehensive, contrary to the partitioned 
understanding of the state. That is, the understanding of health is not dissociated from that of 
education or environment. For the Mapuche, everything is interconnected. The logic of 
sectorial consultations was, according to the Mapuche participants’ statements, incoherent, 
leading to lengthy discussions with few concrete results. The state’s reasoning, according to 
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Mateo, the official in charge of the RIB, not only reflects the state’s lack of understanding of 
indigenous worldviews, but also a lack of communication among its own institutions. As a 
result of this dynamic, many Mapuche associations have decided not to participate in PC 
meetings, which further deteriorates the representativeness of the process. 
 
8.3 Final Remarks 
 
Through the work of the Mapuche leadership, mostly led by presidentas, Mapuche 
associations in Santiago have become vehicles for the accommodation, re-signification, and 
continuity of the cultural practices that express publicly their ethnicity. In this way, associations 
have managed to position the Mapuche culture in the city. Indigenous institutionality at both 
the local level with Indigenous Affairs Offices and at the regional level with the Regional 
Indigenous Bureau, responds to CONADI as the national-level indigenous institution. Despite 
this, Mapuche associations in Santiago largely depend on the support offered by local 
government. However, the support offered has been in terms of logistics for ceremonies such 
as the wiñol tripantü, rather than manifested in real access to influence policy. As suggested 
by Richards (2004), the state tends to economically favour indigenous claims based on cultural 
recognition while diverting attention from demands based on political recognition, which 
would result in a more radical redistribution of power and resources into Mapuche hands. As a 
result, there has been a tendency to budgetarily condition Mapuche associational activity in the 
city to develop certain cultural aspects understood as ‘authentic’ indigenous, while ignoring 
critical socio-political concerns. The presence of public authorities in almost all activities has 
become a typical image of the Mapuche associational environment in the city. Traditional 
Mapuche jewellery and clothing are no longer reserved for ceremonies. The same happens with 
the preparation of typical foods, which, in many occasions, constitute integral elements of the 
dialogue process with the authorities. Despite the serious problems for the formulation of an 
updated urban indigenous policy that this approach may generate, as Clifford (2013) maintains, 
this situation can also be framed by an indigenous collective strategy in which it is necessary 
to culturally go backward in order to politically move forward. 
One of the debates that are taking place on indigenous political affairs is the end of 
the validity period of the ILO Convention 169 in 2021. As indicated by the right-wing 
newspaper, La Tercera, one of the most influential in the country, several deputies have raised 
the need for Chile to withdraw from the agreement to promote development policies in La 
Araucanía region (Bertin, 2018). The Convention is considered, then, as a brake on local 
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economic development, especially rural. Therefore, pro-government political sectors127 not 
only ignore the relevance of the Convention on indigenous populations based in urban areas, 
but also present a setback in terms of indigenous policy by calling for the repeal of one of the 
three main regulations that guarantee the welfare of indigenous peoples in Chile128.  
Although incipient, the Mapuche have already been able to create a few spaces of 
political influence. Although the Regional Indigenous Bureau and prior consultation meetings 
have proven to be erratic in the long term, some Indigenous Affairs Offices have managed to 
create a better perspective for the relationship between the state and urban Mapuche 
associations. However, this work has been dependent upon the sympathies of the mayor in 
office, who is responsible for the local-level policy and allocation of budgets. Although 
economic autonomy has been proposed as an ideal by several associations, its actual 
implementation remains conditioned by a lack of opportunities for inter- and extra-
associational cooperation. In turn, certain Mapuche leaders in Santiago have been specialising 
in the application process to public projects, thus gaining visibility among the Mapuche 
diaspora. This situation can accelerate a still incipient process of associational hierarchisation 
based on the successful connections established with the public sector. However, it has also 
created suspicion among associations. The dependence on complicated public projects that lack 
transparency continues to dictate associational activities, as well as promote a fragmented 
associational scene in Santiago. Currently, the ability to generate a Mapuche collective activity 
that goes beyond the associational margins remains subject to the interests of each association 
in particular as well as to the dynamics promoted by the same state. In the words of María, 
presidenta of We Dakin Püllü: 
 
The ability to make alliances with other associations, create macro projects, work 
together... I think that is a great challenge for associations. If we do not achieve this union, 
it is difficult for us to move forward into the future. 
 
In other words, following Hale (2002), while refraining from promoting over-
romanticised ideas of cultural indigenous traits, Mapuche associations in Santiago constitute 
dormant sites of potential radical identity re-articulation. 
 
127 Sebastián Piñera is the current President of Chile and a member of Renovación Nacional, a right-wing political 
party. 






New Approaches to Urban Indigeneity 
 
As a result of the growing trend of global urbanisation, the urban milieu is rapidly 
becoming the main residential site for indigenous peoples worldwide. This represents one of 
the most important challenges faced by modern indigenous societies. The Mapuche in Santiago 
de Chile clearly exemplify this phenomenon. This thesis analysed the collective practices for 
ethnicity (re)creation within Mapuche associations created by the Mapuche and for the 
Mapuche diaspora in Santiago de Chile. Guided by the question: ‘how does the Mapuche 
diaspora in Santiago (re)construct Mapuche-ness within urban ethnic associations that are 
located away from their homeland?’, this thesis endeavoured to understand how cultural 
(re)creation practices, developed by the Mapuche members of indigenous associations, allow 
a re-negotiation of belonging outside their homeland, the Ngulumapu, enabling a sense of 
identification to be kept alive. This thesis has demonstrated the key role that Mapuche 
associations have for Mapuche cultural recovery in Santiago, their current main residential site. 
Through the collective preservation of historical memory, practice of a common culture, 
development of support networks, and protest against social, political, and economic 
marginalisation, Mapuche associations have established themselves as contexts in which 
identity (re)creation can take shape. However, far from their territory and communities of 
origin that constitute their main sources of identity, the ethno-cultural practice of the Mapuche 
diaspora has been influenced by the urban milieu in which they are situated. Being embedded 
in an urban environment, not only the material and symbolic relationship established with the 
Ngulumapu is reconfigured, but also the interaction developed with the state.  
More specifically, this study examined the different classifications created by the 
Mapuche in relation to the possession or fulfilment of features appreciated as central elements 
of an authentic Mapuche identity; the intricacies posed by an urban geographical setting that is 
materially and symbolically shaped by the (re)construction of ethnicity; the most salient 
qualities of an alleged shared Mapuche-ness that are being sought for their (re)creation mainly 
through the development of cultural workshops; and the political spaces collectively negotiated 
with the state in the urban scene that allow such activities to unfold, thus materialising ethnicity 
(re)creation in Santiago. 
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In this concluding chapter, I first analyse the main findings of this research for each 
of the chapters that comprise the thesis. Next, I discuss the contributions to sociological 
scholarship, thus advancing current debates on urban indigeneity. Then, the chapter analyses 
some policy implications of this research. Finally, the chapter proposes lines of research that 
future projects could usefully take. 
 
9.1 Summary of the Arguments of the Thesis 
 
Chapter 1, as the introductory chapter, presented the main concepts, topics, objectives, 
justification, and relevance of this thesis. In more detail, the chapter discussed the relevance of 
the collective (re)creation of cultural practices by the Mapuche diaspora in Santiago de Chile 
in terms of the revalorisation of their identity, thus enabling a sense of identification to be kept 
alive in the urban diasporic consciousness. Moreover, the chapter introduced a Latin American 
perspective in the study of urban indigeneity, explaining historical similarities in the 
construction of the region’s nation-states such as the melting pot conception and mestizaje. The 
importance of self-identification over top-down forms of indigenous recognition was also 
discussed, as ethnic identifiers tend to be less distinct in cities than in the rural setting. This 
approach would allow the same indigenous peoples to establish their own entry criteria to the 
ethnic group and thus not necessarily rely on standards imposed by the state. As part of this 
Latin American account, the chapter presented the ‘indigenous emergence’, a period 
characterised by the systematic organisation of indigenous protests demanding both individual 
socio-political rights as well as collective ethnic rights. In response to this greater ethno-
political articulation, especially through the work of indigenous organisations both in rural and 
urban areas, states like Chile incorporated indigenous peoples into their laws. Before 
explaining the legal framework behind urban Mapuche associations, the political context of the 
Chilean democratic transition was presented. Knowledge of this political transition is 
fundamental to the understanding of associational development in cities (Pairican, 2014). The 
new democratic situation, together with an international context more favourable for 
indigenous demands, and the results of the 1992 Census, helped to establish the basis for the 
creation of the Indigenous Law in 1993 which recognised (urban) indigenous associations as 
different collectives from (rural) indigenous communities.  
Based on Mapuche and non-Mapuche authors, Chapter 2 discussed the relevance that 
the conception of an imagined ancestral homeland, the Ngulumapu, has had for the 
(re)construction of Mapuche-ness and the representation of the same in Santiago. Three 
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historical cleavages that have contributed to the shaping of rural and urban Mapuche 
organisational life to this date were identified: Spanish colonisation, Pacificación de la 
Araucanía, and diaspora to cities. Based on the consequences generated by these cleavages, 
the chapter discussed the historical socio-political transformation of the Mapuche people, who 
went from being a cattle-based society to living under a situation of forced peasantry. This 
transformation promoted diasporic waves to the city. Despite these important reconfigurations, 
the chapter revealed that the conceptions of tuwün (place of origin) and kupalme (parental 
descent) are still relevant for the understanding of Mapuche identity in Santiago. The chapter 
also discussed some particularities that have made the Mapuche a unique case in Latin 
America. First, the traditional Mapuche organisational system lacked a centralised power but 
was constituted by an intricate patrilineal scheme of extended-family groups led by lonko. 
Sociability and marriage links were fundamental for maintaining good relations among family 
groups. Second, the Mapuche were able to militarily restrain the Spanish conquistadors and 
establish a border, the Biobío river, through a system of parlamentos, which was respected 
until the Pacificación de la Araucanía, a process that marked the military defeat of the 
Mapuche. Unlike other indigenous peoples of the region, the late colonisation of the Mapuche 
helped them retain a vivid memory of a territory of their own and preserve some socio-political 
structures, such as the figures of lonko and machi, even after the diaspora to Santiago. As 
explained in more detail in the following chapters, this recent collective memory of a shared 
territory has served as a stimulus for the associational (re)creation of various cultural activities 
in the city. 
From a theoretical perspective, Chapter 3 presented ethnicity as a dynamic social 
construct that motivates a very diverse diasporic people, who originally come from a different 
tuwün and kupalme, to create and join associations as well as persist in membership over time 
far from their homeland, the Ngulumapu. Ethnicity endurance and ethnic-based associational 
development in an urban environment that has been widely conceived as alien for indigeneity 
were considered. The chapter also analysed the concept of ethnicity, distinguishing it from 
related notions such as race, class, and nationalism. Then, the chapter presented the historical 
evolution of ethnicity, revealing that the underlying debates over its primordial or constructed 
character, have not changed much in decades. In more detail, the chapter presented two main 
theoretical frameworks for the interpretation of ethnicity (re)construction within urban 
Mapuche associations: primordialism and constructivism. While the Mapuche in Santiago are 
inclined to understand their ethnicity based on primordial traits, Mapuche-ness is under a 
permanent process of (re)construction. Social interactions are crucial to this constructed 
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ethnicity. Mapuche associations in Santiago have presented the scenario in which interactions 
can be materialised thus facilitating the shaping of ethnicity by confronting individuals’ 
interpretations while being, at the same time, circumscribed and permanently influenced by the 
majority ‘other’. Moreover, the chapter pointed out the limitations of an interpretation of the 
urban Mapuche situation as a case of migration, given its inability to effectively explain the 
importance that the collectively shaped myth of homeland has had for identity (re)creation. 
Consequently, the chapter justified certain internal rural-to-urban indigenous movements as a 
category of diaspora. Based on the Mapuche case, the chapter explained how a sense of 
belonging and attachment to the homeland, the Ngulumapu, has played a key role for the 
understanding of voluntary associational development and ethnicity (re)construction in 
Santiago. 
Chapter 4 presented the methodology of the thesis. The chapter explained the reasons 
for choosing ethnography as a methodological approach over other possibilities. Following 
Howell (2013) and Nwokoro (2016), the chapter discussed constructivist ethnography as a 
paradigm of enquiry. The methodological chapter also elucidated all the details involved in the 
study, including the scope and the negotiation of access to the associations. In this sense, this 
study is one of the first to expand both the geographic scope (including eight municipalities) 
as well as the number of Mapuche associations (11 in total) included for the empirical analysis. 
This expansion was fundamental to evaluating inter-associational dynamics of competition, 
which were mainly motivated by the scarcity and lack of transparency in the allocation of 
public resources, leading to a lack of inter-associational cooperation in Santiago. At the same 
time, this approach was relevant for the analysis of the economic and logistic dependency 
established with the state, which has led some associations to use ‘strategic essentialism’ to 
meet an ideal of ‘indio permitido’ set out by the state. In turn, participant observation and in-
depth semi-structured interviews as the primary data gathering tools were justified. The ethical 
considerations during the fieldwork were also presented, followed by the data analysis process. 
In order to address the research question, the empirical analysis of the thesis was 
divided into four chapters. Chapter 5 examined the different categories created by the Mapuche 
to classify each other in relation to the possession or fulfilment of geographical, physical, 
moral, genealogical, and cultural features seen as essential components of an ‘authentic’ 
Mapuche ethnicity, namely, warriache, champurria, and awinkado. The chapter revealed that 
the Mapuche members of associations in Santiago, inspired by an imagined homeland, have 
fostered an idea of ethno-cultural purity to differentiate themselves from the Winka-‘other’ in 
a process of ‘exaggeration of inter-ethnic differences’. While boundaries of identity 
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classification are permeable, Mapuche identity distinctions have relied on primordial 
conceptions of authenticity. However, these distinctions were not fixed, as the primordialist 
literature on ethnicity proposes, but rather fluid processes of ethnicity (re)creation and 
boundary maintenance (Webb, 2013). Although highly contested by many individuals, 
Mapuche associations in Santiago have relied on the mapuchómetro as a non-categorical 
symbolic scale to measure the level of Mapuche-ness. Yet, an urban dwelling immediately 
positions the Mapuche in a lower identity rank, that is, in-between an idealised homeland 
identity and alleged hybrid forms of identity mixture such as the awinkado. In this way, the 
Mapuche in Santiago have been impelled to demonstrate a purer indigeneity both to their rural 
counterparts and the state, usually through the (re)creation of traditional cultural traits. The 
chapter showed that the revival of culture has become the main working area of associations, 
using collective activities mostly in the form of workshops to that end.  
Chapter 6 considered the research question from a socio-geographical perspective, 
highlighting the role of space as a fundamental element that allows the Mapuche diaspora in 
Santiago to collectively materialise their cultural activities. More specifically, the chapter 
explored the associational engagement in the search for spaces and the negotiation of their 
management with the state for the development of workshops and traditional ceremonies. The 
chapter also analysed the gradual process of collective re-signification of urban space by its 
repetitive use over time for cultural activities. Based on images of the homeland, individuals 
confer meanings on the urban space, rearranging it, and transforming the space into a 
symbolically-based ‘ethnic place’. When their negotiations were successful, Mapuche 
associations were able to legally obtain the right to manage them under a loan concession or 
commodatum. However, even when negotiations with the state failed, the chapter demonstrated 
that Mapuche associations were still able to secure a space by symbolically appropriating it as 
their own ethnic place. Securing spaces and the production of ethnic places has become one of 
the main steps for Mapuche associations to collectively develop cultural activities that lead to 
identity (re)construction in Santiago. However, the lack of space for indigenous collective 
activity continues to be one of the main problems affecting associations. Ethnographic data 
suggested that the associations’ dependence on the state for space control has led them to adopt 
political sympathies that can jeopardise their spatial demand. 
Chapter 7 showed that the active engagement in workshops has been transformed into 
one of the main resources the Mapuche have in Santiago to collectively enact their ethnicity 
when living in a diasporic context. However, the chapter revealed that the actual 
implementation of these activities, and therefore the (re)construction of Mapuche-ness in 
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Santiago, is highly conditional on the economic and logistic support offered by the state as 
associations have developed only a few mechanisms directed towards self-sufficiency. Three 
areas have concentrated most attention for their collective (re)creation from the city: 
Mapuzungun, traditional medicine and medicinal herbs through the roles of lawentuchefe and 
machi, and witral. For the implementation of these workshops, associations have followed a 
standardised cultural (re)construction as their memberships tend to be diverse in terms of their 
family origin (kupalme) and territorial identifications (tuwün). 
Chapter 8 discussed the different channels of interaction that Mapuche associations 
have established with the state at the local, regional, and national levels. In contrast to rural 
communities in which lonko have tended to lead the collective socio-political activity, the 
chapter revealed that the organisation of the intricacies of associations’ activities that lead to a 
(re)creation of their identity in Santiago, has been mainly coordinated by presidentas. The 
chapter discussed the role of presidentas as socio-political agents, whose work has been 
articulated from an ethnic and not from a gender-based perspective. However, as Bacigalupo 
(2003) maintains, in recent decades, indigenous women are slowly being recognised as 
thinking politically with particular ways of intervening in their historical situations. As shown 
in the chapter, presidentas are leaving behind a role that relegated them to the domestic realm, 
serving as coordinators of the Mapuche associational activity in Santiago. The chapter provided 
an examination of the three levels of political communication established with the state, 
namely, the local-level municipality’s Indigenous Affairs Offices; the Regional Indigenous 
Bureau at the Santiago-regional level; and prior consultation meetings with public authorities 
framed by ILO Convention 169. The chapter revealed that the interaction with the state has 
been mainly developed at the local-municipal level with support materialised in terms of 
organisational logistics more than real access to influence policy. Moreover, the chapter 
asserted that the state has tended to condition Mapuche associative activity to develop certain 
cultural traits appreciated as ‘authentic’ indigenous, while ignoring more sensitive political 
concerns that may have a long-term impact on indigenous peoples’ lives. At the same time, the 
associations have been reluctant to establish cooperation networks among themselves, giving 
an atomised aspect to the associative panorama in Santiago. 
The Mapuche have not followed a single path to (re)create their culture: their 
interpretations and strategies vary greatly among associations. Some associations are more 
preoccupied with cultural authenticity than others, thus favouring certain workshops and 
ceremonial activities over others. Some associations have been able to attain the legal right for 
the management of their own urban space while others have only been able to symbolically 
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gain a space for cultural activity. The relationship established with the state was also different 
among associations: some of them had a paternalistic and economically-dependent 
relationship, while others preferred to maintain their independence. This heterogeneity is not 
new but an expression of the historical cultural diversity of the Mapuche people. Urban 
Mapuche associations present their own peculiarities as they are internally highly diverse, 
making the interaction with the state even more complex. The state, failing to find a valid 
interlocutor able to represent most associations, has been caught up in discussions of a rather 
cultural essentialist nature. The attempts to develop an urban indigenous policy have thus been 
constrained by the state’s lack of understanding of the Mapuche associational structures and 
dynamics in Santiago. This thesis aimed at providing a detailed analysis in order to contribute 
with new data to this long-delayed discussion. 
 
9.2 Contributions to Sociological Scholarship 
 
This thesis sought to challenge preconceived notions of indigeneity as an essentially 
rural category associated with ‘tradition’. Based on the narratives of the Mapuche members of 
associations in Santiago, this thesis fills the theoretical, empirical, and methodological gaps 
found in the specialised socio-political literature on urban indigeneity which still tends to 
favour research in rural areas. This thesis demonstrated that indigenous peoples’ identity 
endures post-diaspora to cities resulting, however, in changes to their social and cultural 
landscapes. Indigenous organisations act as vehicles for the accommodation, re-signification, 
and continuity of cultural practices appreciated as salient of their ethnicity. In the case of the 
Mapuche, for the (re)creation of identity and the representation of the same in the city, 
Mapuche associations have relied on images of an ancestral culture which have served as 
material for the elaboration of conceptions of community and territory from the host milieu. 
However, this work has not been cemented on a traditional community-based interaction 
system within the Mapuche extended family. On the contrary, associations’ work has been 
mainly developed through  the organisation of cultural workshops, which are open to Mapuche 
originally coming from different kupalme and tuwün. 
The thesis contributed to the generation of novel knowledge that challenged 
stereotypes of indigeneity as authentic, pure, anachronic, and inevitably attached to a rural 
setting. However, urban indigenous dwellers have not been alien to discourses based on a 
supposed indigenous authenticity. Mapuche identity elaborations from the city have been 
framed by conceptions that regard them as in-between an authentic and a contaminated 
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indigeneity. As part of this in-betweenness, the Mapuche in Santiago have dealt with ideas that 
describe their identities as hybrid, conditioning their identity (re)construction. Inevitably in a 
lower position in the mapuchómetro scale given their urban location, the revival of cultural 
traits has helped the Mapuche in Santiago to gain a better social acceptance and thus distance 
themselves from awinkado conceptions. The thesis also maintained that the perceived 
essentialisms attributed to ethnic categories were not fixed but rather imagined, invented, and 
constructed (Webb, 2013). It is the perceived fixity of ethnic traits that has served as hallmarks 
to allow differentiation. In this way, while primordial attributes can generate profound 
sentiments of collective belonging, this thesis has shown that these elements have served as 
material through which to (re)construct a sense of shared identity. 
In terms of defining their identity, the Mapuche members of associations in Santiago 
were, in their majority, reluctant to be identified as ‘urban’ Mapuche or Mapuche warriache 
although they are often recognised under these names in academic works (Aravena, 2001b; 
Imilan, 2009; Figueroa, 2010; among others). The ‘urban’ name has sought to endow the 
Mapuche experience in Santiago with a sense of identity beyond essentialisms as well as 
representing the fluidity of the rural-to-urban Mapuche diasporic experience (Alvarado, 2016). 
However, the majority of the Mapuche considered the use of the terms ‘urban’/‘warriache’ as 
inappropriate, as they allegedly promoted the creation of a new identity category different from 
the historical Mapuche identity. As new conceptions, the ‘urban’/‘warriache’ were considered 
as alien identifiers and therefore closer to the Winka mindset. Moreover, as maintained by 
Millaleo (2006), accepting an ‘urban’/‘warriache’ identity category would tacitly imply that 
their territory is no longer necessary for the Mapuche survival as people. However, as seen in 
this thesis, urban Mapuche association work is rooted in the homeland, seeking the (re)creation 
of a culture intimately linked to (a myth of) the Ngulumapu (Valdés, 1997; Imilan, 2014). 
The thesis revealed an associational dependence on the support offered by the state 
for the materialisation of Mapuche cultural activity. Similarly to the Indigenous Law that 
created it in 1993, CONADI has had a prominently rural focus in its indigenous socio-political 
action (Perasso, Guiskin, and Christian, 2010; Williamson, 2011). In this way, Mapuche 
associations in Santiago have relied on the support offered by their local Indigenous Affairs 
Office, established as the most frequent context to materialise the indigenous-state interaction 
at the city level. The thesis also discussed the state tendency to economically favour indigenous 
claims based on cultural recognition while diverting attention from demands based on political 
recognition, which would result in a more radical redistribution of power and resources into 
Mapuche hands. Usually overlooked by social scientific scholarship, this thesis discussed the 
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role of the state as an influential agent in the (re)creation of identity in the urban setting. In 
turn, some Mapuche leaders have fostered an image of authenticity that is consistent with an 
alleged ancestral character of the Mapuche culture in the eyes of state officials, thus providing 
associations with the necessary resources to implement cultural collective action in Santiago 
(Di Giminiani, 2015). 
In addition, the voluntary organisation field in which Mapuche associations are 
broadly situated has received little attention compared with other socio-political areas such as 
social movements and more formal types of entrepreneurial organisations. While there has been 
a growing academic interest in the key social and political intricacies of the Mapuche in 
Santiago, especially coming from the anthropology and sociology fields, most of these works 
have overlooked the importance that Mapuche associations have for ethnicity endurance. This 
thesis has demonstrated the key role that Mapuche associations have for Mapuche cultural 
recovery in Santiago, their current main residential site. 
These associations have been fundamental not only for the reinforcement of collective 
cultural identity traits but also for offering spaces, albeit limited, for the political endeavours 
of Mapuche women. Unlike rural Mapuche communities in which collective socio-political 
activity has tended to be directed by a male lonko, in Santiago, the implementation of 
associations’ activity and the interaction with the state at the local, regional, and national levels, 
has been frequently coordinated by associational presidentas. Although their work has been 
articulated at a distance from the gender struggle, with their activism based on their 
identification as Mapuche (Richards, 2004; Vera, 2014), Mapuche women have been gradually 
acquiring a more preponderant role in the mechanisms of decision making within Mapuche 
associations. Following historical strategies of negotiation as in the case of parlamentos, 
presidentas have sustained conciliation-based models of interaction with the state. In this way, 
through the socio-political context provided by associations, cultural recovery and 
implementation have gradually become the leadership strongholds of presidentas in Santiago. 
Throughout the thesis, a series of concepts were developed that aimed to complement 
the existing literature on urban indigeneity and thus provide a better theoretical understanding 
of the Mapuche associative case in Santiago. Firstly, the Mapuche in Santiago were presented 
as a ‘rural-to-urban internal diaspora’ people to highlight the role of the homeland in their 
collective ethnic (re)creation practices developed in the host milieu. Although the conception 
of diaspora has been historically rooted in the Jewish usage (Safran, 1991), the emotional desire 
to collectively (re)create a homeland through participation in ethno-cultural practices in the 
host milieu has also been characteristic of some indigenous groups such as the Mapuche in 
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Santiago. In this regard, the (myth of) homeland has been an integral part of the Mapuche’s 
collective memory, serving as a source of symbols and values for the (re)construction of an 
alleged common identity. Although diasporas have been mainly understood as trans-border 
movements characterised by a high level of dispersion throughout the world (Safran, 1991), 
this thesis presented certain flows of domestic movement as a category of diaspora. Fulfilling 
the criterion of a homeland as a referent for identity (re)creation, as an internal diaspora the 
Mapuche have remained within the Chilean nation-state. The Biobío border helped the 
Mapuche to maintain a high level of independence from the Spanish. Its late violation with the 
Pacificación de la Araucanía led the Mapuche to retain an idea of the Ngulumapu as their own 
territory to this day. When moving to Santiago, the Mapuche cross a border, the Biobío river, 
which now only represents a cultural-symbolic boundary given its geopolitical integration into 
the Chilean nation-state. 
Secondly, the thesis presented the notion of ‘exaggeration of inter-ethnic differences’ 
to highlight a strong sense of contrastive identity when (re)creating cultural traits through 
collective work in Santiago. It is common for the Mapuche to attribute pejorative 
characteristics to mestizo and Winka individuals as a way of distancing themselves from these 
‘others’ and by doing so, reinforcing a sense of their own ethnicity. By doing this, essentialist 
positions tend to be developed with respect to the Mapuche identity usually depicted in the 
mapuchómetro scale. 
Finally, the thesis introduced ‘ethnic place’ as a concept that sought to complement 
the contributions made by the literature on identity place by suggesting that language is only 
one of the aspects of social interaction by which diasporic groups collectively re-signify space 
to transform it into something else (Dixon and Durrheim, 2000, 2004; Becerra et al., 2017). 
Following Tuan (1975), the thesis suggested that it is important not to overlook the power of 
non-verbal communication as well as social interactions for the collective process of space re-
signification by an ethnic group in a new milieu. In this respect, the thesis introduced the notion 
of ‘symbolic use value’ to understand the process by which ethnic places are symbolically 
produced by their active use over time by an ethnic group. Ethnic place provided a 
comprehensive theoretical basis through which to understand how the Mapuche collectively 
attach meanings based on characteristics of the homeland to spaces in Santiago and develop a 






9.3 Implications of Research 
 
Indigenous urbanisation is a growing trend in Chile. Santiago is  now the city with the 
largest proportion of Mapuche in the country amounting to 35% of the whole Mapuche 
population (Censo, 2017). This has coincided with an increasing number of Mapuche 
associations numbering 81 with an updated legal recognition by CONADI around the city 
(GORE, 2016). Some estimates by CONADI indicate that this number rises to 221 when 
including those that are solely registered with their local municipality and the independent 
associations. Although the Mapuche presence in the capital has been growing steadily, the 
focus of public policies related to indigenous issues has tended to have a rural character, 
without a specific approach to the challenges faced by the indigenous peoples living in the city. 
Although some municipalities through their Indigenous Affairs Offices have been consistently 
working to generate the necessary participatory spaces for the expression of demands of the 
local Mapuche population, there is still a widespread public ignorance that tends to assume that 
indigeneity is a strictly rural phenomenon. In the few opportunities in which the state has tried 
to embrace indigenous policy in the urban context, as with the case of the prior consultations 
and the recent Urban Indigenous Regional Policy of Santiago (2017), the norms have been 
based on an idea of what urban indigeneity ought to be according to the state. Indigenous 
peoples’ opinion is usually silenced, leading not only to greater indigenous distrust towards the 
state, but also to a decline of indigenous participation in this type of official activities. 
A shift in attitudes is needed towards the understanding of indigeneity among key 
stakeholders including both the state and the Mapuche people themselves. As a form of cultural 
revival that appeals to an ancestral community-based Mapuche-ness or as a political strategy 
to fulfil the state’s expectations of an ‘authentic’ indigeneity to represent suitable funding 
entities, some Mapuche associations have fostered romanticised images of the Mapuche 
identity. This not only replicates narratives such as those of the mapuchómetro, but it also raises 
tension among associations as a result of accusations of lack of authenticity. However, the 
restriction of indigeneity to an ancestral conception is increasingly contradicted by the growing 
urbanisation of indigenous populations worldwide, the Mapuche included. The state, in this 
sense, has much to contribute by developing a more inclusive and more informed 
understanding of what indigeneity currently represents. One critical area is the funding system 
of associations’ activities. It would be especially helpful for the state to refrain from offering a 
package of competitive state funding (projects) which are limited to the recovery of cultural 
features to be executed on a strict timescale. A key area is the implementation of an active 
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transparency, including areas such as real associational accountability of the money received 
and effective access to information regarding the criteria for the allocation of funds. This would 
contribute to greater trust between associations and the state as well as help to build what could 
be an incipient inter-associational action in the city. 
Similar to what has been implemented in rural communities, the primary target of 
entrepreneurial programmes in the country (Di Giminiani, 2018), the empowerment of urban 
indigenous associations could be addressed through the implementation of long-term 
programmes that support indigenous peoples’ own attempts to improve their socio-economic 
circumstances. Supporting indigenous associations towards economic autonomy would 
prevent the deepening of paternalistic dynamics with the state as the provider of funds for 
cultural activities. The immediate ways in which this associational autonomy could be fostered, 
include equipping associations with the necessary skills to develop indigenous tourism in the 
city as well as the provision of appropriate and visible spaces and legal permits for the 
commercialisation of traditional goods. These measures would allow associations’ members to 
find alternative sources of family income as well as allow associations to receive revenues to 
support their cultural activities through culturally relevant economic practices (pertinencia 
cultural). Together with the cultural projects offered to associations, the state offers 
competitive and limited grants of $500,000 (£590) to indigenous individuals through the 
Programa de Generación de Micro-emprendimiento Indígena Urbano (Generation of Urban 
Indigenous Micro-entrepreneurship programme) (CONADI, 2018). This type of programme 
offers short-term incentives for indigenous micro-entrepreneurship which creates, in turn, new 
bonds of dependence with the state and more rivalries among individuals and associations. 
Instead, the role of the state should, rather, aim to support and accompany associations in the 
process towards economic autonomy, strengthening and disseminating the Mapuche cultural 
heritage. 
Although most associations in Santiago are led by presidentas, to date, there are no 
specific policies that consider the challenges and that promote the rights of indigenous women 
in cities (GORE, 2017). Despite having lower employment rates than their male counterparts, 
currently no support programmes allow a compatibility between their political-associational 
participation and their other family and work roles. Training in terms of indigenous cultural 
management could also be beneficial for the effective protection of indigenous heritage, both 
material (e.g. ruka) and immaterial (e.g. Mapuzungun). A policy directed in this direction could 
be of advantage to the urban indigenous population in general. 
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From a national-level urban indigenous policy standpoint, an important development 
should be made in terms of strengthening the communication channels among the various 
political bodies involved in indigenous affairs. Together with this, it is important to specify 
their scope and responsibility, including the municipalities (Indigenous Affairs Offices), the 
Regional Government (Regional Indigenous Bureau), CONADI, as well as the different 
ministries. A better form of intra-state communication could help improve the efficacy of the 
socio-political indigenous programmes in Santiago, promoting effective Mapuche 
associational participation. A clear example of this could be reflected in the prior consultations, 
widely perceived as institutionally disorganised both by the Mapuche associations and the state. 
Moreover, it is worth remembering the indigenous public policies that have had a 
partial coverage in cities and that require a re-conceptualisation able to consider particularities 
typical of an indigenous diasporic urban life. Among these programmes are Intercultural 
Bilingual Education (PEIB), the Special Programme for Health and Indigenous Peoples 
(PESPI), as well as ‘Buen Vivir’ and ‘Buen Morir’, taking special consideration of the higher 
rates of depression affecting the indigenous population in cities compared with the non-
indigenous population (GORE, 2017).  
Another vital point to consider is the low Mapuche participation rate in urban 
associations. According to estimates of the Regional Government (2017), only 10% of the total 
indigenous population in Santiago is a member of an association. Many of the same 
interviewees of this thesis complained about the lack of information that the municipalities and 
Family Health Centres (CESFAM) have regarding Mapuche associational work. It should also 
be remembered that the Mapuche in Santiago have not tended to develop predominantly 
indigenous neighbourhoods which could facilitate familiarity with associational activities. 
Greater publicity both from the municipalities and the Mapuche associations themselves could 
be useful for the non-participating diasporic Mapuche population to know about the collective 
processes of cultural (re)creation being developed in Santiago.  
These political measures should be directed towards the transformation and 
sensitisation of the whole society, not only of the Mapuche in Santiago, in such a way as not 








9.4 Future Research Possibilities 
 
There are multiple routes that further research can take in general and regarding the 
Mapuche case in Santiago in particular. In this section, I provide an example of four areas in 
need of further academic exploration. 
This thesis was focused on the case of Mapuche associations in Santiago. Possible 
projects in relation to the collective experience of indigenous peoples in cities could follow a 
broader course by including other cases in the region such as the Qom in Buenos Aires 
(Argentina), the Zoque and Otomí in Guadalajara (Mexico), and the Aymara in El Alto 
(Bolivia) and Lima (Peru), among many other possibilities. Interesting topics to analyse, from 
a comparative perspective, could be the level of organisation in the diasporic/migrant situation, 
the internal structures of their organisations, the role of women, the level of maintenance or 
loss of indigenous cultural traits, the (re)creation of cultural features, the relevance of territory 
when living in the city, and the level of their corresponding state’s response to the urban 
indigenous situation. 
In terms of the Mapuche in Santiago, the relationship between religion and ethnicity 
(re)creation represents an interesting project. As seen in Chapter 5, despite all the social, 
cultural, economic, and political changes that growing urbanisation has brought to the 
Mapuche, associations in Santiago have tended to foster a cultural (re)creation that appeals to 
images of an ‘authentic’ and ‘ancestral’ indigeneity. The ‘assumed givens’ of social existence 
(Geertz, 1973) are relevant for the associational constructions of ethnic boundaries that separate 
them from the Winka. One of the most important ethnic markers is a shared sense of Mapuche 
spirituality, promoting the (re)creation of ceremonies as well as acting as an agglutinating 
factor of the diasporic Mapuche in the urban context. However, in recent decades, new religious 
trends have emerged in rural communities: the 38% of the rural Mapuche society identifies as 
evangelical, twice the national average (Valenzuela and Aranis, 2018). Unlike Pentecostalism, 
Catholicism has managed to adapt to Mapuche cultural particularities by offering greater 
spaces for a religious syncretism, especially in the ceremonial area. In this sense, Catholic 
identification has not presented major frictions with the Mapuche ethnic identity (Valenzuela 
and Aranis, 2018). On the contrary, Pentecostalism calls for Mapuche social and spiritual 
abstention (Course, 2011). According to the CEP survey (2016), in parallel to the rise of 
Pentecostalism, the frequency of machi consultations in rural areas has decreased from 25% to 
16% in the last 10 years, as people turn more towards evangelical healing through prayers and 
the anointing of hands. Despite these factors, Mapuche identification has not decreased. 
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Although there have been studies that incorporate the religious variable in their research 
(Mallon an Reuque, 2002; Bacigalupo, 2010; and Webb, 2014; among others), these have been 
developed, principally, in rural areas. Little is known about the advance of Pentecostalism in 
cities and the real levels of religious syncretism that are lived at a collective level in Santiago; 
the levels of acceptance of members who profess religions other than Mapuche spirituality; the 
relationship between Mapuche Pentecostalism, income, and education; and, especially, how 
Pentecostalism interferes, if at all, with the associational identity (re)creation in Santiago. 
Another possible project could be based on the area of urban indigenous 
entrepreneurship. Indigenous entrepreneurship in Chile is situated within a neoliberal context 
of social policies based on competition and credit schemes developed during Pinochet’s regime 
and continued by later governments. State subsidy programmes, available to economically 
disadvantaged groups, were designed as strategies to both reduce government spending and to 
develop entrepreneurial self-improvement. However, it is relevant to understand indigenous 
peoples’ own attempts for improving their socio-economic circumstances and not to overly-
represent the role of the state (Paredo et al., 2004). Exploring the complexity of Mapuche 
collective entrepreneurship in Santiago can further the much-needed understanding of this 
growing population. This may also prove to be important in exposing some of the wider 
features of ethnic (re)construction by migrant populations worldwide, thus aiding explanations 
by intersecting current studies with class and gender considerations. Some areas that could be 
considered are the reasons for the selection of goods to be commercialised and the places where 
indigenous vendors congregate; whether or not economic independence aspirations reconcile 
with dependency on state welfare assistance; how entrepreneurship impacts the Mapuche/state 
relationship in the city; the mechanism by which self-motivated or state-promoted indigenous 
entrepreneurship generates (or not) new spaces for ethnic distinction; and how these activities 
fit in with anti-poverty agendas of the state. 
Finally, and possibly one of the most difficult, albeit most required, areas of research 
is regarding the internal cohesion of the Mapuche in Santiago. As seen throughout this thesis, 
the Mapuche identity in Santiago is currently based on a sense of a shared culture. This, 
according to the Mapuche historian Sergio Caniuqueo (2019), has led the Mapuche to be 
transformed into a cultural community. Ideas of racial and cultural purity, such as those 
preached by the mapuchómetro, have been generating fractures among urban associations 
leading, in turn, those non-participant Mapuche to feel a lack of representativeness. As a result, 
political articulation through mechanisms of representation that are legitimate for the Mapuche, 
that are agglutinating, and that respect the diversity of visions, has been co-opted by private 
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interests and normative discussions about cultural authenticity. Caniuqueo (2019) is right in 
this sense: the Mapuche are a modern society with some sectors that are trapped in a vision 
based on the mapuchómetro that, although it helps to (re)create an identity in opposition to 
other identities such as the Winka, breaks the Mapuche cultural identity by claiming the need 
to live according to imagined and idealised ethnic traits. Without a clear political conception 
shaped as a people, little can be advanced in terms of self-determination. In this sense, it is 
necessary to build frameworks for political coexistence, foster an internal dialogue, and 
articulate a sense of coordination in front of the same Mapuche people, Chilean society, and 
the state. A study that addresses the mechanisms that could make these points operative, from 




























Timeline of Mapuche Organisations 
 
Throughout the 20th century, a wide range of rural and urban Mapuche organisations, 
with a different internal structure and dynamics than rural communities, have been populating 
the socio-political national scene. Most of these organisations have been centred on 
recognition-based demands in the form of economic redistribution, socio-political integration, 
and also the recovery of their alienated lands. The vast majority of these organisations have 
been founded in the Ngulumapu, including both rural and urban areas situated in the homeland. 
The importance of these organisations is based on the influence they have exerted on hundreds 
of Mapuche associations created in Santiago since the promulgation of the Indigenous Law in 
1993, setting a precedent for extra-community collective work for the capital’s organisational 
scenario. However, the information regarding Mapuche organisations created in Santiago 
before the 1990s is scarce and relies heavily on oral accounts.  
Appendix 1 contains two sets of information presented in chronological order. First, 
it introduces the most well-known organisations created in the Ngulumapu since the beginning 
of the 20th century. This list, however, is not exhaustive. The number of Mapuche 
organisations that has operated in the homeland is undoubtedly larger than the list presented 
here. Nevertheless, it is expected that Appendix 1 will help the reader comprehend how the 
Mapuche organisational arena has unfolded in the country. Second, the timeline also includes 
organisations formed in Santiago, although it excludes urban Mapuche associations created 
after the transition to democracy under the Indigenous Law. Differently to those founded in the 
Ngulumapu, the organisations founded in Santiago before the 1990s have had a preeminent 
mutual aid stamp. 
For explanatory purposes, the timeline is divided into four main periods: (1) End of 
the reduction process. This period was characterised by the first big waves of migration to 
Santiago. Organisations’ demands were centred on the claiming and defence of lands; credit 
aid for the development of the local economy, access to education and, in few cases, integration 
into the Chilean society; (2) Agrarian reform. This was a period characterised by a politicisation 
of Mapuche demands. There was a growing mistrust between local farmers and Mapuche 
activists that remains to this day. However, this political environment was not openly 
manifested in the aims of Mapuche organisations; (3) Dictatorship. This period was marked by 
a new organisational re-articulation based on the defence of rights and resistance against the 
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dictatorship; and (4) Democracy. This period was characterised by important disagreements 
between the successive democratic governments and the Mapuche people. Multiple broken 
agreements and the sustained use of Mapuche lands for investment projects led to an 
organisational radicalisation in the homeland. After the enactment of the Indigenous Law, this 




























129 The information contained in these timelines comes from my own interviews with Mapuche elders, together 
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